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INTRODUCTION 
1. The constituents of solids 
Solids are made out of atoms or molecules. The word solid implies some­
thing that is firm, unmovable. Introductory textbooks on the structure of 
matter often present a solid as a rigid configuration of atoms or molecules. 
However, such a view is certainly not correct. Microscopically a solid con­
sists of particles in frantic motions. What is typical for solids is that each 
atom or molecule moves only in a small region of space; i.e. it vibrates 
around an equilibrium position. 
We need not "look" at individual atoms or molecules in a solid to 
become aware of the vibrations. There are many macroscopic properties 
of solids that can be observed (some even without equipment) and which 
are due to these vibrations. Solids would not expand with increasing tem­
perature, insulators would not conduct heat or sound, and metals would 
have an infinite thermal conductivity (due to the conduction electrons) if 
the atoms or molecules would not vibrate. The electrical resistance of a 
metal would be zero if the atoms would not vibrate. For some metals or 
compounds the electrical resistance becomes zero below a certain temper­
ature. The vibrations of the atoms in these solids seem to be important 
for the mechanism that causes this superconductivity. A very important 
thermodynamic property that is determined by the vibrations of the atoms 
or molecules is the specific heat. Without these vibrations the specific heat 
of an insulator would be an exponential function of the reciprocal temper­
ature. Actually at high temperatures the specific heat becomes constant, 
and at low temperatures (except below Τ = 10 К for metals) a T3-law 
holds. 
The vibrations of atoms or molecules in solids can be studied most 
directly by spectroscopic methods. The results of calculations in this thesis 
will often be compared to experimental results obtained with spectroscopic 
methods; i.e. absorption of far infrared radiation, Raman spectra, and 
inelastic scattering of neutrons. 
2. Lattice dynamics 
Crystals form a special class of solids. They are readily recognized by their 
geometric shapes. They are bound by planes that are determined by the 
microscopic structure. In crystals the atoms or molecules are arranged 
in an array which is periodic in three spatial directions. The equilibrium 
positions of the atoms or molecules form a set of points called a lattice. Due 
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to the periodicity of the lattice, there are collective vibrations in which all 
atoms or molecules participate and which have the form of waves. These 
collective vibrations constitute the lattice dynamics. In this thesis only 
crystals are studied, and most calculations that are presented are lattice 
dynamics calculations. 
If the vibrations of the atoms or molecules have only small amplitudes 
then they can be calculated quite accurately. The potential energy of the 
crystal can be expanded in a Taylor series in the coordinates describing the 
displacements of the atoms or molecules from their equilibrium positions. 
If the amplitudes are small then this series can be truncated after the 
quadratic terms. With respect to the remaining potential the vibrations 
can be calculated exactly. This is called the harmonic approximation (see 
page 33 ff.). With this approximation the properties mentioned in the 
previous paragraph can be calculated. The harmonic approximation is the 
standard method for making lattice dynamics calculations. 
The terms that are neglected in the harmonic approximation after 
expanding the potential energy are called anharmonic terms. Inclusion 
of these terms does not just improve the calculations with the harmonic 
approximation. There are some properties that are entirely due to these 
anharmonic terms. The most striking one is the thermal expansion. In 
the harmonic approximation the average distance between the atoms or 
molecules does not change with temperature. Another striking property 
that is due to the anharmonicity is the conductivity of heat. In the har-
monic approximation the thermal conductivity is infinite. The finite ther-
mal conductivity is caused by so-called umklapp processes which cannot 
occur when there are only harmonic terms. Other phenomena due to 
the anharmonic terms are the failure of the specific heat to approach the 
Dulong-Petit value at high temperatures, the width of the peaks in spectra, 
the difference of isothermal and adiabatic properties, the difference between 
the specific heat at constant pressure and at constant volume, the occur-
rence of second sound, and the dependence of the positions of the peaks in 
spectra on the volume. 
Anharmonics terms are thus very important. Unfortunately, it is by no 
means clear how to include them in the calculations. Because the harmonic 
approximation is simple and yet very powerful, many attempts have been 
made to extend the harmonic approximation so that the anharmonic terms 
can be included (see page 36 ff.). However, for many crystals these im-
provements of the harmonic approximation have met with failure when the 
amplitudes of the vibrations of the atoms or molecules became too large. 
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We have developed an altogether different approach, which is inspired by 
the standard methods of quantum chemistry. We use two methods (see 
page 48 ff.). First we calculate the vibrations of one atom or molecule in 
the average field of the others, and then we calculate the collective vibra-
tions. These two methods are called Mean Field theory and the Random 
Phase Approximation, respectively. Most of this thesis deals with these 
methods (all sections except 2.3 and 3.3). 
3. Molecular crystals 
Molecular crystals are built out of molecules (not atoms) that retain in the 
crystal almost the same properties that they have in the gas phase. As 
mentioned before, these molecules vibrate in the crystal. Strictly speaking 
also the atoms in a molecule vibrate with respect to each other. However, as 
the forces that hold the atoms in a molecule together are much stronger than 
the forces that hold the molecules together in the crystal, the intramolecular 
vibrations have a much higher frequency than the intermolecular vibrations. 
These two types of vibrations are thus well separated, and can often be 
treated independently. As this thesis deals only with the intermolecular 
vibrations we treat the molecules as rigid units. This is called the rigid 
molecule approximation. 
Because molecules are not spherically symmetric they can perform two 
types of motions. We can distinguish a translational motion, in which the 
orientation does not change, and a rotation in which the position of the 
centre of gravity does not change. The translational vibrations have been 
studied for many years and are well understood. In most cases the har-
monic approximation gives a good description of these vibrations, or at 
least a good starting point for including anharmonic corrections by per-
turbation theory. The second type of motion is called a libration when 
the molecule has a well-defined equilibrium orientation. Librations are still 
poorly understood, the main reason being that for them the harmonic ap-
proximation and its extensions yield bad results. The librations often have 
a large amplitude and many terms in the Taylor series of the potential en-
ergy should be included in the calculations. It is not unusual that there is 
no preferred orientation for a molecule, and that the molecules rotate in the 
crystal. Then we call the crystal "plastic" or "orientationally disordered". 
In that case the harmonic approximation cannot be used at all. 
4. Solid nitrogen and solid oxygen 
There are various ways (phases), depending on the temperature and the 
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pressure, in which molecules assemble to form crystals. In this thesis three 
phases of solid nitrogen (α-, β-, and 7-N2), and two phases of solid oxygen 
(a- and ^-N2) are studied. One of the reasons why we decided to study 
these crystals is that one needs a good intermolecular potential for the cal­
culations; i.e. one needs to know in detail how molecules attract and repel 
each other. Such intermolecular potentials are often derived from experi­
ments. However, always a certain model is used in the interpretation of an 
experiment. Errors due to the approximations made in this model might 
give an inaccurate intermolecular potential. If the results of calculations 
deviate from (other) experimental data, it is difficult to know whether this 
is due to the inaccuracy of the potential or to the approximations in the 
model. Therefore, it is an advantage if an intermolecular potential is avail­
able that has been obtained in a different way. The potentials which are 
used in this thesis are obtained by state-of-the-art quantum chemical cal­
culations. As the results of the calculations in this thesis will show, these 
potentials are quite accurate. 
The low temperature phases a- and 7-N2 are both ordered crystals. 
Especially the α-phase has been studied exhaustively. It has been used as 
a test for many theories on anharmonicity. The /3-phase of solid nitrogen is 
an orientationally disordered phase. As will be shown the dynamics of such 
a phase can be quite complex and ^-N2 is by no means just an array of 
molecules rotating independently of each other. Although it can be studied 
experimentally as easily as a-N2, it is much less well understood. 
In the lattice dynamics of solid oxygen there are many puzzles. The a-
and /?-phases are ordered phases, but they are more complex than normal 
ordered crystals because of magnetic interactions between the molecules. 
Besides a spatial structure they have also a magnetic structure. With this 
magnetic structure corresponds a new type of dynamics, i.e. the so-called 
spin wave dynamics. What makes these crystals complicated is that the 
spin waves couple to the librations and the translational vibrations. Little 
is known about this coupling. For уЗ-Ог, the magnetic structure is not even 
resolved unequivocally. These problems are taken up in this theses and 
solutions are given which lead to some very remarkable results. 
5. This thesis 
Chapter 1 provides a survey of the theory of lattice dynamics. Various 
forms of intermolecular potentials aie discussed, and the Hamiltonian of the 
crystal is introduced. The harmonic approximation is described and two 
extensions, a perturbation theory and the self-consistent phonon method, 
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are presented. Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo methods are pre-
sented in a paragraph on large amplitude motions. In that paragraph also 
the methods we have developed for lattice dynamics calculations, the Mean 
Field theory and the Random Phase Approximation, are described. This 
chapter can be used by someone requiring a general introduction in the lat-
tice dynamics of molecular crystals. Some of the results of the calculations 
on nitrogen and oxygen are presented in this chapter as well. 
In chapter 2 and 3 the results of the calculations on solid nitrogen 
and solid oxygen are presented and discussed. Comparisons are made with 
experimental results and other calculations. The Mean Field theory and the 
Random Phase Approximation are treated in detail. Also some methods 
are presented that have not been mentioned in chapter 1 (see sections 2.3, 
2.5, 3.2, and 3.3). These methods have been developed and used to handle 
some specific problems. 
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Chapter 1 
General Theory 
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I. Introduction 
Molecular crystals are solids in which the atoms group together in 
well-defined stable entities arranged in some periodic way In general, 
these entities can be molecules or molecular ions, but in this paper we 
mainly restnct ourselves to crystals built from neutral molecules. The 
binding forces keeping the atoms together in the molecules are much 
* Present address Van't Hoff Laboratonum voor Fysische-en Collotdchemie, 3584 CH 
Utrecht, The Netherlands 
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stronger than the van der Waals forces that cause the condensation of the 
molecules in the crystal. As a consequence, the atoms in the solid take 
part in two types of motions that, to a good approximation, can be as-
sumed to be uncoupled. First, they perform rapid oscillations around 
instantaneous positions in such a way as to keep the positions, orienta-
tions, and geometries of the molecules nearly unchanged. These motions 
are called intramolecular vibrations. In the solid, when their frequencies 
are slightly shifted by the crystal field and they are very weakly coupled, 
they are called vibrons. Second, the equilibrium positions of the atoms 
undergo displacements that are such that they amount to translations and 
rotations of the molecules as a whole. These motions, the intermolecular 
vibrations, usually called lattice vibrations, are much slower than the 
intramolecular vibrations, and they are the subject of this paper. 
Because we are dealing with molecules, two types of lattice vibrations 
can be distinguished: translational and rotational. In order to describe 
these motions we have to know the potential energy of the crystal, ex-
pressed as a function of the center of mass positions and the orientations 
of all molecules. In Section II, we give a fairly detailed description of the 
different ways in which the potential can be expressed, each way having 
its own merits, depending on the subsequent calculations in which it has 
to be used. 
Depending on the character of the molecular motions, one can distin-
guish several physical situations. In most cases, the molecules are 
trapped in relatively deep potential wells. Then, they perform small trans-
lational and orientational oscillations around well-defined equilibrium po-
sitions and orientations. Such motions are reasonably well described by 
the harmonic approximation. The collective vibrational excitations of the 
crystal, which are considered as a set of harmonic oscillators, are called 
phonons. Those phonons that represent pure angular oscillations, or libra-
tions, are called librons. For some properties it turns out to be necessary 
to look at the effects of anharmonicities. Anharmonic corrections to the 
harmonic model can be made by perturbation theory or by the self-consis-
tent phonon method. These methods, which are summarized in Section 
III under the name quasi-harmonic theories, can be considered to be the 
standard tools in lattice dynamics calculations, in addition to the har-
monic model. They are only applicable in the case of fairly small ampli-
tude motions. Only the simple harmonic approximation is widely used; 
the calculation of anharmonic corrections is often hard in practice. For 
detailed descriptions of these methods, we refer the reader to the books 
and reviews by Maradudin et al. (1968, 1971, 1974), Cochran and Cowley 
(1967), Barron and Klein (1974), Birman (1974), Wallace (1972), and Cali-
fano et al. (1981). 
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A second situation occurs when the molecules perform angular oscilla-
tions, usually with large amplitudes, around one of a set of equilibrium 
orientations and randomly jump from one orientation to the other. Some-
times the librations are so violent that the molecules perform more or less 
hindered rotations. An extreme case is solid hydrogen, at normal pres-
sure, in which the free-molecule rotations are only weakly perturbed and 
one speaks of rotons instead of librons. In all these cases the molecular 
crystal is called orientationally disordered or plastic, in contrast with the 
ordered or localized crystals discussed in the preceding paragraph. The 
only standard method to deal with this type of molecular motion is the 
mean field or (time-independent) Hartree approximation. By using the 
mean-field single-particle states as a basis, the collective motions of all 
molecules in the crystal can be described via the random phase approxi-
mation or time-dependent Hartree method. These methods are outlined in 
Section IV. Mostly the centers of mass of the molecules are thought of as 
being fixed. This approximation will rarely be justified in practice, how-
ever. Most molecular crystals are rather closely packed, which forces the 
molecules to separate before they can substantially change their orienta-
tions. As a result, there will be considerable coupling between the transla-
tional vibrations of the molecules and their rotational motions and mixing 
of the translational phonons and librons. The effects of such coupling on 
the properties of molecular crystals have been discussed by Michel and 
co-workers (Michel and Naudts, 1978; de Raedt et al., 1981; Michel, 
1984), and by Raich et al. (1983) and illustrated by semiempirical model 
calculations. A way to deal with this coupling via the time-dependent 
Hartree method has been proposed by ourselves (Briels et al., 1984). This 
extension of the theory is included in Section IV. 
All the lattice dynamics methods that we have just mentioned neglect 
the exchange of identical molecules. The mean-field method, for instance, 
is based on the Hartree approximation rather than on the Hartree-Fock 
model. This concerns, of course, the exchange of identical nuclei, since 
we are dealing with the nuclear motions and the effects of electron ex-
change are already contained in the intermolecular potential used. In 
practically all cases, even for the lightest nuclei, the nuclear wave func-
tions have negligible overlap and the exchange effects may be safely 
omitted. 
Let us now discuss to what extent the lattice vibrations are important 
for the macroscopic properties of molecular crystals. First of all, we have 
to consider the zero-point vibrations, i.e., the energy difference between 
the quantum-mechanical ground state of the system and the minimum of 
its potential energy. Since the van der Waals interactions among the 
molecules are rather weak, their zero-point motions affect the cohesion 
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energy of the crystal to a nonnegligible extent. Second, the characteristic 
excitation energies of the lattice vibrations are of the same order of magni­
tude as квТ (kB being the Boltzmann constant) in most experimental cir­
cumstances. The excited states are populated and thus contribute to the 
properties of the system. Their effective contributions are strongly depen­
dent on the size of the excitation energies and may vary considerably 
from one system to the other. As an illustration, let us briefly discuss the 
phase transition between the ordered and disordered modifications that 
often exist for the same material. Usually the ordered phase is thermo-
dynamically stable at low temperatures, the plastic phase at high tempera­
tures. The stability of the ordered phase is mainly due to the packing of 
the molecules in such a manner that the ground-state energy of the system 
is as low as possible. The stability of the disordered phase at high temper­
ature is caused by its excitation energies, which are typically those of 
hindered rotors, being much lower than the excitation energies of the 
ordered phase, which are more like those of harmonic oscillators. Conse­
quently, the excited states in the plastic phase will be more populated, its 
entropy will be larger, and its free energy (A = E - TS) wül be lower at 
high temperature. It will be clear from this example that in order to give a 
reasonable account of any phase transition, one must accurately calculate 
the ground state and the excitation energies of the phases involved. The 
comparison between the calculated and observed phase transition tem-
peratures and pressures yields a sensitive test, both for the potential and 
for the method used to describe the lattice dynamics. 
In most cases, the crystal potential is not known a priori. The usual 
procedure is to introduce some model potential containing several param-
eters, which are subsequently found by fitting the calculated crystal prop-
erties to the observed data available. This procedure has the drawback 
that the empirical potential thus obtained includes the effects of the ap-
proximations made in the lattice dynamics model, which is mostly the 
harmonic model. It is very useful to have independent and detailed infor-
mation about the potential from quantum-chemical ab initio calculations. 
Such information is available for nitrogen (Berns and van der Avoird, 
1980) and oxygen (Wormer and van der Avoird, 1984), and we have 
chosen the results calculated for solid nitrogen and solid oxygen to illus-
trate in Sections V and VI, respectively, the lattice dynamics methods 
described in Sections III and IV. Nitrogen is the simplest typical molecu-
lar crystal;1" as such it has received much attention from theorists and 
* Hydrogen is even simpler, but solid hydrogen is very atypical. Because of the large 
splitting between the rotational states of the free Hi molecule and the weak anisotropy of the 
Нг-Нг interaction potential, the free molecule rotations are nearly unperturbed in the solid. 
This system has been extensively discussed by van Kranendonk (1983). 
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experimentalists and many data have been collected. It has several 
phases, ordered as well as disordered. Oxygen is especially interesting 
because it combines the properties of a molecular crystal with those of a 
magnetic material. It exhibits both structural and magnetic order-disor-
der phase transitions. 
II. Intermolecular Interactions and the Crystal Hamiltonian 
In the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation the potential energy of a 
molecular crystal depends on the internal and external degrees of freedom 
of all molecules. As mentioned before, it is a very good approximation in 
most cases to separate the intramolecular vibrations from the center of 
mass vibrations and rotations of the molecules, i.e., the lattice vibrations. 
Then one can average the potential energy over the vibrational wave 
functions of the molecules and obtain the effective potential for the lattice 
vibrations. If one wishes to obtain this effective intermolecular potential 
by calculation, it is a good approximation to use the vibrationally aver-
aged molecular geometries from theory or experiment. The (average) ge-
ometry of the molecules in the crystal is usually not very different from 
the free-molecule geometry. 
A further approximation, which is applied in almost all practical treat-
ments, is to write the intermolecular potential for the crystal as a sum 
over molecular pair potentials. For van der Waals solids—in which the 
electrostatic interactions, the exchange repulsion, and the London disper-
sion attraction are the main contributors to the potential—this is fairly 
well justified. However, when the molecules have large dipole moments 
(in ice, for example) or even more so in ionic crystals, the induction 
(multipole-induced multipole) interactions become substantial, and the 
three-body interaction energy will be comparable in size to the pair en-
ergy. This is because one has to add pairwise the polarizing electric fields 
from all neighbors in order to calculate the polarization energy of a given 
molecule that is quadratic in the field strength. Moreover, one has to take 
into account self-consistently the mutual interactions among the induced 
dipole moments. In the present paper, we focus on molecules with rela-
tively small dipole moments, for which we estimate the exchange, induc-
tion, and dispersion three-and-more-body contributions to be not larger 
than about 10% of the pair potential (van der Avoird et al., 1980), and we 
further neglect these deviations from pairwise additivity. 
In order to be useful in crystal dynamics calculations, the intermolecu-
lar potential must be represented in a manageable, preferably analytic, 
form. The form chosen to express the potential will depend on the type of 
application. If, for example, the intermolecular potential is to be deduced 
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from the agreement between calculated and observed crystal properties, 
it is important to have a representation that is as simple as possible, 
depending only on a few parameters. The same requirement has to be 
fulfilled when during the calculation the numerical value of the intermo-
lecular potential is needed many times, for instance, in classical molecular 
dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations. For such purposes a representa­
tion in terms of atom-atom interaction potentials is convenient. On the 
other hand, if one intends to make statistical mechanics calculations with 
an "ab initio" potential without loosing too much accuracy, an expansion 
of the potential in terms of orthogonal symmetry-adapted functions is 
suitable. In the sequel, we briefly describe in Section II,A the atom-atom 
potential model, in Section II,В the representation of the potential in 
terms of symmetry-adapted functions, and in Section II,С the relation 
between the two formalisms. Finally, in Section II,D we discuss the full 
crystal Hamiltonian. 
A. Atom-Atom Potentials 
The concept of an atom-atom potential (Kitaigorodsky, 1973) is based 
on the idea that the interaction potential between two molecules Ρ and P' 
can be approximated by pairwise additive interactions between the con­
stituent atoms, α Ε Ρ and β Ε Ρ', which, in practice, are nearly always 
taken to be isotropic, i.e., dependent only on the interatomic distances 
Γ aß'· 
У PF = Σ Σ vX-Mraß) (О 
The labeis X
a
 and X^ denote the types of the atoms α and β. Popular 
forms for the atom-atom potentials are the Lennard-Jones 12-6 form 
Х-Чгсф) = A X . W - ДХ. ^6 (2) 
and the Buckingham exp -6 or exp - 6 - 1 form 
vX'Mraß) = ΛχΛ ехр(-5х. ^) - Cx^r^(+q\q\r^) (3) 
The first term always represents the exchange repulsion and the second 
term the London dispersion attraction. The Coulomb term is sometimes 
added in order to represent the electrostatic interactions among mole­
cules, with fractional atomic point charges qx<· and qxß used. Alterna-
tively, one has included these electrostatic contributions by adding the 
leading molecular multipole-multipole interaction term to an atom-atom 
potential of 12-6 or exp - 6 type. 
The interaction parameters Лх.хо, Дх»хэ, Сх.хв, and qx<. are mostly 
obtained by fitting calculated crystal properties to experimental data. The 
quality of the resulting empirical potentials is rather uncertain, however, 
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since the fit will try to compensate for the inaccuracies in the dynamical 
model used and in the atom-atom model itself. Moreover, the different 
parameters are often strongly correlated. This implies that such empirical 
potentials are usually not very effective in predicting properties other 
than those to which they have been fitted. 
In some cases (see van der Avoird et al., 1980, and references therein) 
atom-atom potentials, which are subsequently used to calculate crystal 
properties, have been obtained from an independent source, viz., from ab 
initio quantum-chemical calculations. The individual terms in an atom-
atom potential of the form in Eq. (3), for example, are then fitted to the 
corresponding interaction energy contributions calculated for a more or 
less extensive set of geometries of a molecular pair. It appears that the 
Buckingham form (in Eq. 3) especially can yield a reasonably accurate 
representation of an ab initio calculated potential, provided that the indi­
vidual terms are given different force centers (sites) whose positions are 
shifted away from the atomic nuclei and optimized in fitting the ab initio 
data. 
It is convenient for further use to summarize the various atom-atom 
potentials as given in Eqs. (2) and (3) in the single formula 
іЛ «,) = Σ АйУ"" Р
 Я
0) (4) 
л.ехр 
with parameters Л?»х*, A*;*" and distance functions f(n)(raß) = r^ß (e.g., 
η = 12, 6, 1) and/<"P>(r^) = exp(-Äx.Va„). 
В. Intermolecular Potential in Terms of Symmetry-Adapted Functions 
In order to describe the orientation of a given molecule we attach a 
rectangular coordinate frame M to it and specify the Euler angles ω = 
{α, β, y) of this frame relative to a fixed global frame G. The position vec­
tor of the center of mass of the molecule is denoted by r. The potential 
between two molecules at i> and i>', respectively, can then be expanded 
(Steele, 1963; Yasudaand Yamamoto, 1971; Egelstaff, Gray andGubbins, 
1975; van der Avoird et al., 1980; Briels, 1980) in a complete set of 
functions of the variables ω/>, ω/>·, and fpp·, where />/·' is the unit vector in 
the direction of tpp- = 17.· - rP. The coefficients of the expansion depend 
on rpp·, the length of Tpp·. As a basis for the expansion we use the prod­
ucts 
where the DÍÍUco) are Wigner functions and €„(?) is a Racah spherical 
harmonic. For these functions as well as for the Euler angles, we use the 
definitions of Edmonds (1957). This expansion can be greatly simplified if 
we exploit the full symmetry of the molecular pair. 
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In order to incorporate the symmetry requirements into our expan­
sion, we need the transformation properties of the Wigner functions, both 
with respect to rotations /?α(ω) of the global frame and with respect to 
rotations /?Μ(ω) of the molecular frames. If we rotate the global frame 
through the Euler angles ώ, then a scalar quantity that was described in 
the original frame by a function F will be described in the new frame by 
RG(ú)F·, the two functions are related by /?0(£¡))F(<Ü) = FW), where ω 
and ω' are the Euler angles of the molecular frame relative to the new and 
old global frames, respectively. Similarly, if we rotate a molecular frame 
through the Euler angles ώ, F will transform into RM(ÙJ)F. With the con-
ventions that we have adopted, the transformed Wigner functions are 
given by 
Α
0(ώ)β1(ω) = Σ θΖ<ω)Ό(Χ(ώ) (5) 
m' 
Α
Μ(ώ)£>1(
ω
) = Σ 0±(ω)0%(ώ) (6) 
л' 
The well-known transformation properties of the Racah spherical har­
monics can be obtained from the relation 
C2(0 = С%( , φ) = ОШ, θ, 0) (7) 
and Eq. (5): 
*
G (aJ)C;^) = Σ С%(Пй(ХЫ) (8) 
m' 
The expression for the intermolecular potential must satisfy two sym­
metry requirements. First, it must be invariant if we rotate the molecular 
frame of either of the two molecules through specific Euler angles ώ ; that 
correspond with a symmetry element of the molecule in question. This 
means that our basis must be invariant under rotations of the outer direct 
product group Gp ® Gr, where Gp is the symmetry group of molecule Ρ 
and Gp· that of molecule P'. Acting with the projection operator of the 
totally symmetric irreducible representation of the group Gp (of order 
#Gp), 
Ρ = J^r Σ * M ( 4 ) (9) 
#bp gee, 
on the Wigner functions, and using Eq. (6), we construct linear combina­
tions 
G<¿W) = Σ ¿ Μ ί ω / Ο (10) 
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which are invariant under the group G/>. We choose as the expansion 
basis the set of all products: 
GW(wr)G<V(<ür)C(VVPr). (Π) 
It may happen that for certain values of / more than one totally symmetric 
combination (10) may exist. In that case, the / index should be understood 
as a composite label. As an example, we list in Table I, for values of / up 
to 10, the tetrahedral rotation functions that transform according to the 
totally symmetric representation of the tetrahedral group T. These func­
tions are normalized such that 
(βπ2)-' ƒ da> Γ ^ Μ Τ ^ ω ) = δ,,,, δ„1„Ι2(2/1 + Ι)"1 
The coefficients А^ in these functions depend on the way in which the 
molecular coordinate frame is fixed on the molecule, for which we use the 
standard convention in this example (see Table I). 
TABLE I 
TETRAHEDRAL ROTATION FUNCTIONS" 
Function 
0 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1
 0 
γΟ 
1
 m 
•r<6] 
•* m 
7(6: 
γΟ] 
Λ
 ι 
j{% 
TdOI 
* j 
7<io] 
D ( 0 ) 
= -ki{2VK{D™ - D%
m
} 
= m
n{DZ + {ÙYHD™ + Z><_4>J} 
= Н Э Т Ф ^ , + o ( 6L) - (A) l / 2(o^ + ß(-L)} 
-i;(¥),/2{(D<7: - D(_7>m) + Ш ) , / 2 Ф £ - o(-7L)} 
6m -6m ^ 
= ioi)m{DZ + (mm(DZ + D<_8> j + mvHDZ + D<8>J} 
= -mmo™ - D™J - m^wz - D<_9L)} 
= -№УЧФТ
т
 - D™
m
) - {ΪΥ4θΖ - D<9L)} 
= myn{DZ - іШУЧоТп! + D(J?J - №УЧО™ + /)!!«,)} 
- №Y4D™ + D«%
m )} 
1
 The ζ axis of the molecule fixed system is a two-fold axis; the [I, I, 1] axis is a threefold axis. 
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The second symmetry requirement that the expression for the inter­
molecular potential has to meet is that it must be invariant under any 
rotation of the global coordinate frame. The transformation properties of 
the symmetry-aJupled functions С^Ы) under such a rotation are eas­
ily obtained from Eqs. (10) and (5): 
Λ ° ( ώ ) σ ί » = Σ G%(a,)D$
m
W (12) 
m' 
We now construct the invariant basis in which we shall expand the inter­
molecular potential by acting on the products (11) with the projection 
operator 
(STT2)"1 ¡d<bRG(ù>) (13) 
using the transformation formulas (8) and (12) and the relation 
(Sir2)-' ί </ώ оУ
я
 WDy
m
 (ώ)£>#> (ώ) 
\m¡ m'2 ту \tfii mi mj/ 
The symbols on the right-hand side are З-7' coefficients. 
The expansion of the intermolecular potential then reads 
^ ~ ( h k h\ 
V((Op, (up-, Tpp) = 2J і(Грр) Ζ, \ ) 
x G^WíG^WOC^Í r^ ) (15) 
The summation labels are defined as I = {/1, /2, /3} and m = {m\, mi, т-^}. 
We note again that for certain values of /1 and /2 more than one symmetry-
adapted function G^ exists and that in this case Σ, includes all these 
functions. 
From Eq. (15) we observe that the intermolecular potential is com­
pletely specified by the coefficients V\{rpp). These expansion coefficients 
can be obtained in various ways. If the intermolecular potential is given in 
terms of atom-atom potentials, it is possible to obtain explicit expres­
sions for these coefficients (see Section II,C). If the long-range part of the 
potential is known from perturbation theory calculations in the multipele 
expansion, the expansion coefficients, after some angular momentum re-
coupling, can also be obtained from explicit formulas (see van der Avoird 
et al., 1980). If the (short- and intermediate-range) potential is known 
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numerically from ab initio calculations for a grid of distances rpp· and 
molecular orientations ω/> and ω/··, the expansion coefficients can be 
found by numerical integration for each value of rpp· : 
ФРГ) = (2/, + l)(2/2 + l)(2/, + IXSTT2)-2 
Χ ¡(1ω
Ρ
(άω
Ρ
Σ ( J 
1
 ' m \m -m 0/ 
X С^\ЫР)*С^{ЫРУ (Ы
Р
, ω,·, rPr) 
Here we have used the fact that one can always choose to perform the ab 
initio calculations on the pair PP' in a coordinate frame with the ζ axis 
along ipp. Then we have г^- = (0, φ) = (0, 0) and C^(fpF) = bm0. The 
integral can be further simplified by noting that the internal geometry of 
any molecular pair can be specified by at most five Euler angles, so that 
one of the six angles a>/>, &>/» can also be set to zero and left out of the 
integration. In special cases, even more simplifications can be made. For 
example, if the molecules Ρ and P' are linear, two more Euler angles can 
be omitted. Once the coefficients vi(rpp) are calculated for several values 
of rpp', it is convenient to fit their rpp· dependence by means of simple 
analytic forms {r~n in the long range, exp(-Br) in the short range). For 
further details of this procedure we refer to the review by van der Avoird 
et al. (1980) and the references therein. 
Finally, we observe that, in principle, one may truncate the expansion 
(15) after a few terms and thus model the anisotropy of the potential (the 
term I = {0,0,0} is the isotropic part). Simple parameterized г/ functions 
for the expansion coefficients v\{rpp) can then be introduced and the 
parameters can be fitted empirically. The latter procedure is similar to the 
empirical way of obtaining atom-atom model potentials and the same 
questions can be raised regarding the validity of the resulting potentials. 
С Expansion of Atom-Atom Potentials in 
Symmetry-Adapted Functions 
In atom-atom potentials the anisotropy of the intermolecular poten­
tial, i.e., its dependence on the molecular orientations ωρ and ω/.·, is 
implicitly determined by the model. One can make this dependence ex­
plicit by expanding a given atom-atom potential in the form (15). It has 
been demonstrated by Sack (1964), Yasuda and Yamamoto (1971), and 
Downs et al. (1979) that analytic expressions can be derived for the ex­
pansion coefficients v\(rpp) in (15) for atom-atom potentials (see Section 
II, A) with ƒ {n\raß) = r-¡¡ dependence and by Briels (1980) that they can be 
derived for atom-atom interactions with exponential dependence 
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/Іар\г,ф) = ехр(-г,ф). In order to derive such expressions these authors 
use the two-center expansion of the functions: 
f(ninpKr
a0) = / '" ' "P'dr^ -ύα + dß\) 
where do is the position vector of atom α relative to the center of mass of 
the molecule Ρ to which it belongs and d^ is the same vector for atom β in 
molecule P'. The result is the formula (Briels, 1980): 
f^Kraß) = Σ ( J , 'l ¡j) *ГХР,(</-, dß, г,,.) 
х Σ С'
 І2 /3
 ) cWdJC<b4*ß)C%>ibr) (16) 
with 
ÍÍ'U, ь. rPP.) = ^ыі-іт (2f| + ff¿!fi + 1)14г 
х _L (A)* (A)*
 ( I 7 ) 
Γ/>/»· V Τρρ·' ^ Γ Ρ Ρ'* 
m^O «2=0 ^'>/·" ' \Γ/>/>'> 
(я - 2 + Ζ, + /2 - /з + 2mi + 2m2) ! 
(2/, + 2/71, + 1) ! 1(2т,) ! !(2/2 + 2/η2 + Ι) ! !(2/η2) ! ! 
(и - 2 + /, + /г + h + 2m, + 2m2) ! ! 
(18) 
(л - 2 + /, + l2 - k + 2m, + 2m2) ! ! 
for η 2: 2, and 
£!"•"(</„. </„, />/-) = (-1)'2+,[I]{(1 + /ι + /2 + hViJdJJ^K^rpr) 
+ dßJlx{da)J,2+\{dß)Kii{rpP·) 
- ГггЩЫЩарЖьЛгрг)} (19) 
We use the abbreviated notation [1] = (2/, + l)(2/2 + 1)(2/з + 1). The 
functions Ji(z) and Ki(z) are related to the modified spherical Bessel 
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functions (Antosiewicz, 1970) of the first and third kind, respectively, by 
Mz) = (ir/22)l/2J/+(i/2)(z) and (π/2)*/(ζ) = (π/2ζ)1/2Κ,+(1/2)(ζ). It is interest­
ing to notice that Eq. (19) is in closed form, whereas Eq. (18) contains an 
infinite sum. 
Using the general expressions (1) with (4) for an atom-atom model and 
substituting the two-center expansion (16), we write the intermolecular 
atom-atom potential as 
Vpp· = ν(ω
Ρ
, ω
Γ
, τρρ) = Σ (
 A η л) Σ Σ 
ι \U 0 0/ utp ьер-
* Σ A*Ubgr*P\d
a
,db,rpp.) 
п,ежр 
χ Σ f'' 'г ' 5 ){ΣΟ;Μ.)} 
χ{Σ€%(<ί
β
)}ο»(Μ (20) 
Here we have partitioned the sums over all atoms α and β in the mole­
cules Ρ and P' in the following manner. First, we sum over equivalent 
atoms within the same class a E a and β G b, which have the same 
chemical nature X
a
 = X
a
 and Χβ = Xj, and the same distance d
a
 = d
a
 and 
dß = db to the respective molecular center of mass. Next, we sum over 
classes a G Ρ and b G Ρ'. The orientations âa and dß of the position 
vectors of the atoms da and dp, relative to the molecular centers of mass, 
are still given with respect to the global coordinate frame. If we denote the 
polar angles of da and d^  in the molecule fixed frames by d0a and d0ß and 
remember that the molecular frames are related to the global frame by 
rotations through the Euler angles a>/> and ωρ-, respectively, we find that 
Σ ^ ( ^ = Σ{Σ^'1')(^)}^1(ω,) 
a€.a n\ ибо 
= WG^M (21) 
and a similar expression for atoms β E b G Ρ'. The latter equality, which 
is related to Eq. (10), follows from the fact that the left-hand side must be 
invariant under all rotations of the molecular point group Gp ; these rota­
tions just interchange the equivalent atoms α G a. Introducing Eq. (21) 
and the corresponding result for atoms β E b into Eq. (20), the general 
atom-atom potential is expressed in the form of Eq. (15), with 
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^
 =
 ( η η ο ) Σ Σ ^«" ,^' 2 , Σ Α™ 
Xi , W è 4 , , W..* , r
№
) (22) 
D. The Crystal Hamiltonian 
Now that we have expressed the intermolecular potential, it is easy to 
write down the crystal Hamiltonian. We associate with each point Ρ = 
{η, /} of the lattice a molecule with position vector r/> = Rj> + u/>. The 
vector R/. denotes the position of the lattice point P, i.e., R/> = R. + R, 
with R. being the position vector of the origin of the unit cell to which Ρ 
belongs and R, the position vector of Ρ relative to this origin. The dis­
placement vector uP describes the position of the center of mass of the 
molecule at Ρ relative to the lattice point P. The Hamiltonian then reads 
Η = Σ Ш»/·) + £(<"/>)} + ϊ Σ Σ Vrriup, (»P; up , ωρ.) (23) 
ρ
 L
 Ρ*Ρ· 
where 
рр\ър, ωρ-,Μρ-, ωρ) = {шр, ω ρ-, Τρρ) (24) 
In the latter equation tpp· = τρ· - τρ = Rp· - Rp + up· — up = Rpp· + u/.· -
UP, from which the dependence of Vpp· on ii/.· and Up follows. In Eq. (23) 
the kinetic energy operators for the translational and rotational motions 
are defined, respectively, as 
Пир) = - ^ A(up) (25) 
LW =
 -27Γ + ~Ж~+ ~^Г (26) 
Here A(up) is the Laplacian and J
a
,Jb, and J
c
 are the components of the 
angular momentum operator with respect to the principal a, b, and с axes 
of the molecule; I
a
, Ih, and /c are the principal values of the molecular 
moment of inertia. For simplicity we have assumed that the crystal is 
composed of just one type of molecules. Otherwise, the molecular mass 
M and the moments of inertia have to carry the sublattice label i', appear­
ing in Ρ = {η, /'}. 
The dependence of the potential Vpp· on the translational degrees of 
freedom ii/> is rather intricate, and in order to use this potential in lattice 
dynamics calculations, we have to rewrite it in more tractable form. Be­
forehand, we make some remarks concerning the case when only rota­
tional motions are considered. This is useful when the rotation-transla-
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tion coupling is weak, for instance, as in hydrogen or methane crystals, 
or, in general, at certain points of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone, 
where the rotation and translation modes are decoupled because of this 
symmetry. In these cases, the potential for the rotational problem is an 
effective potential in the sense that it can be obtained from the complete 
intermolecular potential by averaging over the translational motions. This 
effective potential can be written in the form of Eq. (15) with coefficients 
(viirpp)) = V](Rpp). The crystal Hamiltonian then reads 
Я = Uc + 2 {¿(ω,) + V,(e»,)} + 5 Σ Σ ΦΡΡ(Ο>Ρ> *>/>•) (27) 
Ρ
 ¿
 ΡΦΡ' 
The two-body potential Φ/./»· consists of those terms that depend on the 
orientations of both molecules; i.e., Φρρ· is equal to V/v minus the terms, 
with one or both of /i and ¡2 equal to zero. The terms with either /i or ¡2 
equal to zero are contained in VF, which depends only on the orientation 
of molecule P, and the isotropic term /| = /2 = 0 is just the constant Uc: 
Ve = \ Σ Σ voMARpr) = Σ UP (28) 
¿ ρφρ. ρ 
ν
Ρ
(ωρ) = Σ' V ^ C K ^ W ) (29) 
/.m 
ФРРЫР, ωρ.) = Σ' Σ ' G^MXZXíP, ПС^М (30) 
/|,/Π| І2*т2 
with 
V%(P) = (21 + l ) ' , / 2 (- l) '5 Σ ЫЛКРР)СУ(АРР)* 
+ v0J.ÂRpp)C%(-Rpp)*} 
= (2/ + l)- , / 2(-l) ' £ v,.0j(Rpp)CyRpP)* (31) 
p· 
^ Ά
Ρ
' η = Σ «i(Ä
№
) i' ' 2 3 ) C^iRpp.) (32) 
In Eq. (31) we have used the relation v0jj(Rpp) = (- lYvißARpp) (Briels, 
1980). The primes on the summation signs indicate that the terms with / = 
0 have to be omitted. 
The term Vp{ú>p) in Eq. (27) is called the crystal field term. From Eqs. 
(29) and (31) it is clear that this term is invariant under all rotations of the 
global frame that correspond to symmetry operations on the lattice. As a 
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result
 Р
{шр) contains only linear combinations of the functions ΰ„(ω/>), 
which transform according to the totally symmetric representation of the 
site group S ρ. Note that S ρ contains all rotations around Ρ that leave the 
point lattice invariant; this group is larger than the point group of the 
crystal, which is not yet defined as long as the equation of motion is not 
solved. The functions adapted to the site symmetry can be obtained by 
acting with the projection operator: 
Ps = ^ V Σ * c (**) (33) 
гор gesr 
on the functions G^fap)· In Table II we have given the results for the 
octahedral group Sp = O, which is the site group of all sites in the fee 
lattice. 
In order to obtain the explicit translational dependence of the com­
plete intermolecular potential (15), we expand the translationally depen­
dent part of Eq. (15) as a Taylor series in the displacement vectors ii/· and 
up-: 
4<r,r)C<*(*r> = Σ ( " U " ' , V ) n ' (Щг ' Г"2 vARrXQWr) (34) 
In principle, the sums over a, and 02 must be extended to infinity. In 
practice, we apply the truncation condition ai + 02 ^  ama. The terms 
with «i = «2 = 0 give rise to the purely rotational part of the Hamiltonian, 
which we have just treated. The other terms can be most easily evaluated 
by applying the gradient formula in spherical tensor form (Edmonds, 
1957): 
UP · VF(RPr)C(V(RPP.) = αΡΣ Aljk(Rpp.)F(RPI,) 
к 
x [СЧйі.) ® a»(Rpr)t\} (35) 
where Ац is an operator defined by 
The irreducible tensor product between the brackets represents the usual 
angular momentum coupling 
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lC"i»(r,) ® СЬКЬ)]1% 
= (-1)'.+'2-»'з l i ' 1 h h \с«Лг^\г
г
) (37) 
m 2 
\tn\ пі2 ~тъ) 
between two tensors {СЭДСг,); /и, = -/,, ..., /,} and { ^ ' ( г : ) ; т
г
 = -/2, 
..., /2} to an irreducible tensor that transforms as С^ ' under rotations of 
the global frame. Applying Eq. (35) repeatedly to Eq. (34), we find after 
some tedious algebra (Briels et al., 1984) 
3
 α7ί> « ι ' «г! 
х ΣΣ^ΐνίΛη-Ιαι.ο*) 
к J 
x [[С*·'(up) ® С«2>(Й
Г
)Р ® C ' Í ' Í ^ / » · ) ] ^ ' (38) 
О 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE II 
TETRAHEDRAL ROTATION FUNCTIONS ADAPTED TO THE SITE GROUP О [SEE EQ. (ЗЗ)]" 
Function 
0? 
Of 
Of 
of 
0(6, 
of 
of 
Of 
10 o(i0] 
o™ 
= П
о , 
Г
(_з,} -е/(2)"ЧП5) - , _2, 
і(і)'а{г<4» + ( А ) , / 2 ( П 4 ) + О } 
1 ( 2 ) 1/2 { 7 (6)_ ( | ) 1 /2 ( Г (6) + Г (6) ) } 
έ ( ¥ ) 1 /2 { ( Τ (6) + у«)) _ (А)ІД(7Ч6) + Г (_6) ) } 
-ііЧ ) " 2 « ^ - г(Д) + (W^dî» - г™)} 
J(33)«ö{T« + (М)1/2(Г«8) + Г«') + ( ^ ) 1 / 2 ( С + Р1\)} 
-тут? - Р^) - тчт? - Р?6)} 
-ШПі? - г'Л) - ШШ(Р? - Р%)} 
№уп{тт _ mm{Tm + ум«) _ (Шуп{Тт + Tm)} 
ΜΨ)υ2{(Τ^0> + Til?) + (А)1 Д(ГГ + Til?) - («iï^iTiJJ» + ri!%)] 
0
 Tetrahedral rotational functions as in Table I. 
Site group: z-axis is 4-fold axis, [1, 1, 1] direction is 3-fold axis. 
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with the following recursion relation for the coefficients: 
JW\,.i2.Ly(Rrp· I o, + I, аь) = (-І)*2+І'+,М2У + 1X2*, + I) 
χ Σ Σ
/ ι к', kMk, k2 jW к, /з] 
*i*i /\о o o/U' i *ÍJUÍ / ' и 
and an analogous relation to raise the index a?. The symbols between 
braces are 6-/ coefficients, which arise from recoupling the spherical 
harmonics (Edmonds, 1957; Brink and Satchler, 1975). The introduction 
of Eq. (38) into (15) then yields the final expression for the intermolecular 
potential: 
ррЫр, ω/>; Ui», ω,.·) = Σ —A -^-p- Σ Σ Σ JW^(R
rP· | α,, аг) 
(39) 
α-.! „,.-. « i : « 2 ; I k , 
χ Σ(1> 1> b]GÍ¡'>,)GÍ*W) 
" \/И| /Пг /Из/ 
х ИС^Чй,) ® Cb'iûr)]1" ® Ch\RPp.)YV (40) 
Another, equivalent, form in which the potential can be written is 
ι/ t ч Y (-ц/·)"1 (ц/»-)°2 V V V 
»'/»/"(Uf., ω|.; ϋρ · , ωρ) = Z^ — — η — j — ZJ ZJ Z , 1 1 
α 2 ! • JU; Li ¿ι 
x
 BnMJi^rr I « ь «2) Σ ( '' Іг h \ 1<^ι»(ω,) ® C ^ ' í ^ ) ] ^ 
" \/И| /П2 m i / 
The expansion coefficients are related to those of Eq. (40) by 
ЯЛЛ,:
Л
. І 2 (ЛЯ· · I a,, a2) = (-1)^^2(2/, + l)(2/2 + 1) 
[/. /2 h 
x Σ (-1)UU, k2 а 
а.Ь 
Ji h Ь. 
and they satisfy the recursion relations 
B{!IMXL2(RPP- I a, + 1, a2) = (-1) , + ' I+ ' I+ ,Î<2A I + I)(2/, + I) 
Ai^iRpr) 
(41) 
"
w¿Í\t^Ri4-\al,a2) (42) 
xBffrV^Rrìa^ai) (43) 
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These results [(41) and (42)] are obtained from Eq. (40) by angular mo­
mentum recoupling (Brink and Satchler, 1975); the symbol between 
braces in Eq. (42) is a 9-j coefficient. The recursion relation (43) is de­
rived analogously to Eq. (39) (see Uriels et al., 1984). 
By introducing the expanded potential [Eq. (40) or Eq. (41)] into the 
crystal Hamiltonian [Eq. (23)], we can write the latter as 
H = Uc + Σ {Пир) + VTp(up)} + Σ{1(ωρ) + Vfrwp)} 
ρ ρ 
+ Σ V^Oip, ω,.) + χ Σ Σ {Фігічр; Up) 
ρ *• />*/>' 
+ Φ/ν-ίω/»; ω/.) + Φ/νΌΐρ, ω,.; U/.·, ω^)} (44) 
in terms of one-body operators and two-body operators affecting the mo­
lecular translations 7", rotations R, and their coupling 77?. This partition­
ing can give some physical insight; in specific cases, one can study the 
importance of the different contributions. Just as we did for pure rota­
tional motions, we can use the site symmetry to simplify the expressions. 
For the crystal field terms V? and V£ this can be done exactly as before. 
For the mixed field terms V™ it is somewhat more difficult; one finds that 
Vl\up, ω,) = Σ («ю- Σ Σ v î îV I «) 
x Σ CÍ'"'l)(o#.)*GÍ'^W) (45) 
where C¡'1'1), ι = 1, .... я
м
, are linear combinations of C¡" that transform 
according to the unitary representation Γ,μ) of the site group S/>; ημ is 
the dimension of this representation. Similarly, Gì'- ' ' ',' = 1, ···. «μ, are lin­
ear combinations of G^ transforming in the same way. These functions are 
coupled to an invariant of Sp. An explicit inspection of the separate 
contributions in Eq. (45) is only useful for small values of «max, since l\ is 
at most equal to amax [see Eqs. (34)-(36)]. Otherwise, the separation 
becomes too complicated to provide any insight. For the two-body terms 
this applies a fortiori. However, even without the partitioning given by 
Eq. (44), the crystal Hamiltonian (23) with the potential expanded by Eq. 
(40) or (41) forms a good basis for discussing any lattice dynamics treat­
ment. 
III. Harmonic and Quasi-Harmonic Theories of 
Lattice Dynamics 
In this section we briefly discuss the harmonic and quasi-harmonic 
models that are commonly used to describe the molecular motions, i.e., 
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the lattice vibrations, in molecular crystals. We use the term quasi-har­
monic for any theory in which the harmonic approximation plays a central 
role, although strictly speaking the quasi-harmonic model (Barron and 
Klein, 1974) is a special theory in this category. We include in this section 
a description of perturbation theory around the harmonic model and of 
the self-consistent phonon method. In general, as will be clear from the 
following, quasi-harmonic theories are suitable for describing anharmonic 
motions with fairly small amplitudes, for example, the translational mo­
tions in most crystals. If, however, the vibrational amplitudes are larger, 
for instance, for the librational motions, especially of small molecules or 
in the neighborhood of phase transitions, the quasi-harmonic models are 
of very limited value. They break down completely if the molecules per­
form hindered rotations as in plastic crystals. In these cases one must 
resort to completely different treatments, which we discuss in Section IV. 
A. Harmonic Approximation 
The harmonic approximation consists of expanding the potential up to 
second order in the atomic or molecular displacements around some local 
minimum and then diagonalizing the quadratic Hamiltonian. In the case of 
molecular crystals the rotational part of the kinetic energy, expressed in 
Euler angles, must be approximated, too. The angular momentum opera­
tors that occur in Eq. (26) are given by 
. , . hi COS уд д „ д \ 70(ω) = - —:—f — + sin у — + cot β — / V sin β да dß ^ ду/ 
, , „ A/sin уд д „ д \ ,.,. 
^ = іЫ^
 + С057
^-
С0іР
^
 (46) 
Λ ( ω )
- 7 * 
where ω = {α, β, γ} are the Euler angles of the molecule fixed coordinate 
frame relative to the global frame. The harmonic approximation implies 
that one replaces the angles ω in Eq. (46) by their equilibrium values ωο = 
{oo, βο, yo} and then substitutes the result into the quadratic kinetic en­
ergy expression (26). Thus, one neglects the terms linear in the opera­
tors д/dß and д/ду, which occur in the exact expression (26); these terms 
arise by commuting д/dß and д/ду with the sine and cosine functions of β 
and у in the exact Eq. (46). At the same time, the volume element sin β da 
dß dy becomes sin ßo da dß dy and the angular displacement coordi-
nates Δω = ω - ωο become rectilinear and formally run from — oo to =0. For 
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linear molecules this approximation has been applied by Goodings and 
Henkelman (1971), Schnepp and Jacobi (1972), and Walmsley (1975). 
The crystal Hamiltonian now reads 
H = \ Σ Σ GP'PÎPÏ + \ΣΣ ^ e t e r ' (47) 
where 
and 
e> = Mf for λ = 1, 2, 3 
Q). = Δω>-3 for λ = 4, 5, 6 
i dQkP 
are the momenta conjugate to these coordinates. These operators satisfy 
the usual commutation rules: 
[Qr, Pri = & 8r.r Ь 'x.x' 
The first term in Eq. (47) represents the kinetic energy operator. The 6 x 6 
matrices Gp follow from the foregoing discussion; they contain the in­
verse molecular mass M~ ' and the inverse inertia tensor depending on the 
equilibrium angles ωο = {OQ , A», yo] with respect to the global frame. The 
second term represents the potential; linear terms are absent because this 
potential is expanded around a local minimum. The 6 x 6 matrices Fuf­
are defined as the second derivatives 
F
"'
 =
 LSß^r].· F# = ? Liß^r]. (48) 
taken at the equilibrium positions and orientations. The Hamiltonian (47) 
can easily be diagonalized exactly. First we introduce the operators 
Qf(4) = у й Σ expOq · R.)ßi, 
(49) 
^ ( 4 ) = ^ Ç e x p ( - | - q - R . ) P ^ 
with Ρ = {η, i}, where Nis the number of unit cells in the crystal and q is a 
vector in the Brillouin zone. The Hamiltonian transforms into 
я = Σ "(q) (50) 
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with 
tf(q) = 1 Σ Σ G^p^p^qy 
+ \ Σ Σ KÏWQî(qiß^qr (5ΐ) 
^ ι,Γ λ.λ' 
and 
^ " ' ( 4 ) = Σ *•{&,..,•, expíiq · R.) 
= F,·:,Н-ч) = f , · , (q)* (52) 
Here we have used the property that G/> and F/>/>·, are translationall у 
invariant. The commutation rules for the wave-vector-dependent opera­
tors are 
[ßi(q) ,^ ' (q ' ) ] = ''ÄS1,(.6x.x. δ,.,,. 
Every //(q), depends on 6Z operators ßf (q) and 6Z operators f^ Cq) if Ζ is 
the number of sublattices, i.e., the number of molecules in the unit cell. 
Finally, we introduce linear combinations 
ßr(q) = Σ Σ (ciqJ-'^ßNq) 
ι=Ι λ=Ι 
(53) 
Priq) = Σ Σ cfWPÌty 
such that H(q) can be written as 
"(q) = \ Σ {^r+(q)^(q) + a>,(q)2ßr+(q)ßr(q)} (54) 
The coefficients cr(q) = {c'^iq), i = 1,..., Ζ, λ = I,..., 6} can be obtained 
from the generalized eigenvalue problem 
F(q)c
r
(q) = G - ' c i q ^ q ) 2 (55) 
with the normalization condition 
cjG-'c,· = 6
rr
. (56) 
The choice of the transformation (53) ensures that 
[ß,(q),ÄV(q')] = i*e r . , 6„ . (57) 
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Introducing phonon creation and annihilation operators 
al(q) = [2Αω
Γ
(4)]-1/2{ωΓ(4)ρ:(4) - iPr(q)} 
_. (58) 
a
r
(q) = [2Αω
Γ
(4)]-1/2{ωΓ(4)ρΛ(4) + iP^q)} 
with the commutation relations 
[a
r
(q), a'Aq')] = 8
r
y δ,.,· (59) 
which follow from Eqs. (57) and (58), we can write the Hamiltonian in its 
well-known form: 
Η = Σ Σ Αω
Γ
(4) {al(q)ar(q) + ¿} (60) 
representing a sum of independent harmonic oscillators whose excitations 
are called phonons. The properties of the crystal can be obtained (see 
Appendix) from the thermodynamic partition function and its derivatives. 
The partition function for a system of harmonic oscillators reads 
Ζ = Tríe-"") = Π Π {2 sinh ( j ßha>r(q))} ' (61) 
with β = (квТ)1, к
в
 being the Boltzmann constant and Τ the tempera­
ture. 
B. Anharmonic Corrections by Perturbation Theory 
In contrast with atoms and small molecules, the energy levels of ex­
tended systems almost invariably appear as broad bands. Degeneracy and 
near-degeneracy are the rule rather than the exception, and as a conse­
quence, only weak interactions are needed to obtain intermixings of many 
states. This intermixing will also be caused by external perturbations 
applied in measurements, such as the electromagnetic fields in spectro­
scopic experiments. Another consequence of such close-lying states is 
that many of these states will be thermally populated. The (measured) 
properties of the system are not determined by the expectation values of 
operators over pure states, but by thermodynamic (Boltzmann) averages. 
These two aspects make it less useful to apply straightforward quantum-
mechanical perturbation theory to single eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, 
as one mostly does for atoms and molecules. Instead, it is desirable to use 
a perturbation theory that describes the response of the whole system. 
The most powerful theory of this kind is based on the thermal, or imagi­
nary time. Green's function. 
In the perturbation theory of lattice dynamics one starts from the 
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harmonic approximation. The cubic and higher terms in the Taylor expan-
sion of the potential around some local minimum, which are neglected in 
this approximation, are taken as perturbations of the harmonic model. 
Accordingly, the Hamiltonian can be written as (Califano, 1981) 
H = ƒƒ„ + Ну 
= Σ Σ ΑωΛς) {afaMq) + j} 
+ Σ Σ Σ Фм. -^Ч. цМгМ^ ... Arjbì (62) 
m=J q,. q , r,, ,rm 
The operators appearing in the interaction Hamiltonian H\ = Σ^=3 H
m
 are 
defined as 
A,(q) = flríq) + eî(-q) (63) 
and the coupling constants Ф
Г|, ,rm(qi, ...,_<\m) are the derivatives of the 
potential with respect to the coordinates ß^q), multiplied by some con-
stant factors. These coupling constants differ from zero only when q, + ··• 
+ qm equals a reciprocal lattice vector. In molecular crystals, the differ-
ence between the exact rotational kinetic energy and its harmonic oscilla-
tor approximation (see Section ΙΙΙ,Α) should also be considered as a 
perturbation. As far as we know, this has never actually been done, 
however. 
The thermal Green's function, or phonon propagator, that is used in 
lattice dynamics theory is defined as 
Gr,r.(q; τ) = 0(T)(e^A r (q)i- T H A f .(-q)) 
+ 0(-T)(A,.(-q)eT"Ar(q)é?-T"> (64) 
where θ(τ) is the Heaviside step function and {X) denotes the thermody­
namic average of an operator X over the eigenstates of H, i.e., 
{X) = Z-' iTiXe-t") (65) 
with 
Ζ = Tr(í?-fO 
being the partition function and β = (квТ)~1. Using the invanance of the 
trace for cyclic permutations of the operators, one easily demonstrates 
that the phonon propagator (64) is a periodic function of the imaginary 
time τ with period β; we may therefore confine the values of τ to the 
interval 0 ^ τ < β. The time-dependent perturbation expansion of the 
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phonon propagator for the Hamiltonian H = H0 + H\ is given by the 
formula (Fetter and Walecka, 1971) 
G
r
.
r
.(q; τ) = <S03)>o ' Σ ^f \[ ¿n ... ¡' άτ
π 
x (пн ... ЯГ-Л;(
Ч
)А?.(-
Ч
)])о (66) 
with 
siß) = Σ ^f ίο * ' - ίο *- : г [^ í , - ^ί',] (67) 
where ΧΤ denotes the operator Ζ in the (imaginary time) interaction repre­
sentation 
XT = εχρίτ^ο)^ ехр(-тЯо) (68) 
and (Λ')ο is the thermodynamic average of X over the eigenstates of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian Яо. The so-called time-ordering operator Τ 
places the operators to its right in the order of decreasing times, from left 
to right. Introduction of the anharmonic interaction operator H\ = Σ„=3 
Я
т
 defined in Eq. (62) into the expansions (66) and (67) yields many terms 
of the type written in Eq. (69) below. These can be evaluated by means of 
the (generalized) Wick theorem (Fetter and Walecka, 1971; Abrikosov et 
al., 1965): 
<ПА;|(Яі) ... А^яь,)])» 
= Σ <ПА ;;(q,)Á ;;(q,)])o ... (ПА ?k(qM ;,'(q,)]>o (69) 
The summation runs over all (2n — 1) ! ! pairings of the operators Лг/(Чі)· 
The corresponding expectation value for a product of an odd number of 
operators is zero. The building blocks are the harmonic propagators 
<r[/U(qM¿(q')]>o = S_4,4. G^(q; τ - τ') (70) 
given by Eq. (64) for Η = Щ; they differ from zero only when q' = - q 
and r' = r and can be easily calculated. 
The terms in the expansion (66), after substituting Eq. (62) and apply­
ing Wick's theorem (69), are usually represented by diagrams, according 
to the following recipe. For any interaction Я
т
 given by Eq. (62) draw 
a vertex with m lines. When two operators A^iq,) and Л'-Чч,) are paired 
in Eq. (69), the corresponding two lines are connected. The two operators 
Ä i(q) and Ar' (q') defining the propagator (64) appear as vertices with just 
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a single line. As an example we show 
* ^ О г ^ 0 = 18 Σ Σ «IW-Ч, Я.. 42) 
Τ |
 - Я і . * П.Г2 
Я:.'': 
. ( - l ) 2 (ß (ß 
Χ <IW'(-qi, -q:. q) -γτ J0 ^ ' Jo ^ 2 
x <TlÂÏ(q)Â;i(-q)]>o(nÂ;i1(4iVÎ^(-q.)^ 
x <r[Â^(q2M^(-q2)])0<nÂ;?(q)A?.(-q)]>o (71) 
The factor 18 appears because there are 18 pairings consistent with this 
diagram, which all yield the same result; one obtains another 18 diagrams 
with this result by interchanging the vertices т\ and тг. There are two 
kinds of diagrams, those with all lines connected to (q, r) and/or (-q, r'), 
which are called connected, and those diagrams consisting of a connected 
part and one or more parts connected neither to (q, r) nor to (-q, r'), 
which are called disconnected. The summation in Eq. (66) contains the 
contributions from all diagrams, connected or disconnected, that have 
just two external lines, the (q, r) and the (-q, r') lines. It is a simple 
combinatorial problem to demonstrate that this sum is equal to (S(ß))o 
times the sum over all contributions from connected diagrams only. Thus 
the expansion (66) for the propagator can be simplified to 
x (ПЙ ... l/i»Ä;(qM?.(-q)]>o.c«u«i«i (72) 
where the subscript "connected" indicates that only connected diagrams 
must be taken into account. A final simplification is possible because a 
permutation of the interaction vertices of equal order does not affect the 
numerical value of a diagram. Considering only topologically distinct dia-
grams removes the factor il ni; this is essential for the derivation of the 
Dyson equation [Eq. (78) below]. 
In order to relate the thermal or imaginary time propagator to the 
measured properties of the system, we shall need its Fourier components: 
Gryiq; /ω,) = β'1 J* dr G
r
,
r
(q; τ) εχρΟω,τ) (73) 
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where ω/ = ΙττΙβ'1 with integer /, since the thermal propagator has the 
period β. For the harmonic propagator one derives 
G<«4q; W = s,Af*)-* ^ f ñ f 
= 6ryG<0,(q; ιω,) (74) 
The Fourier representation of the anharmonic propagator is obtained 
from Eqs. (73) and (72), by using Wick's theorem (69), together with the 
Fourier representation of the harmonic phonon propagators. The "time" 
integrations can then explicitly be performed, yielding the condition 
Σ, ω, = 0 and a factor β at every interaction vertex. 
The Fourier components of the imaginary time propagator are defined 
on the imaginary frequency axis. We are interested in the Fourier trans­
form of its real time analog, whose singularities, on the real frequency 
axis, yield the excitation energies of the system. Therefore, we need 
expressions for the Fourier components of the thermal phonon propaga­
tor that can be analytically continued in the complex plane in such a 
manner that they correctly yield the shifts of the singularities on the real 
axis caused by the perturbation. The perturbation expansion (72), trun­
cated at any finite order n, does not satisfy this requirement. In order to 
calculate the frequency shifts caused by specific interactions, one must 
sum the corresponding diagrams to infinity. The result can be simplified if 
we define a "proper" diagram as a diagram that cannot be broken into 
two parts, each of which as two external lines, by cutting a single phonon 
line. Then the infinite sum can be symbolically written as 
Gr.Aq; ¡ω,) = + © + © © + - (75) 
where the first contribution, the simple line, is the harmonic result 
8f.r'GÍ.0'(q; /ω/). The second term represents the sum of contributions from 
all proper diagrams, the third term arises from all diagrams consisting of 
two proper parts connected by an intermediate line, and so on. The sec­
ond term is usually written as 
© = G<0,(q; iwdSrAq; " ^ G ' ^ q ; /ω,) (76) 
thus defining the "self-energy" matrix S(q; ¡ω/). Then, one can show that 
because of the conditions Σ, q, = 0 and Σ, ω, = 0 at any vertex, which 
causes all intermediate lines to have momentum q and frequency ω/, the 
third term yields 
© © = G^q; ιω,) Σ SrAq, ¡ω,) 
г' 
x CjPíq; iù»,)Srv(q; ίω^Οί^ίς; /ω,) (77) 
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This relation can be generalized to diagrams with any number of bubbles, 
and one can sum Eq. (75) to infinity. The result is the Dyson equation: 
G(q; /ω/) = {1 - G(0»(q; /W/)S(q; /ω,)}" '^ 0 ^; m) (78) 
AH matrices are of dimension 6Z and the harmonic propagator matrix 
G(0)(q; /ω,) is diagonal. The problem of calculating the phonon propaga­
tors thus reduces to the calculation of the self-energy matrices S(q; /ω/) 
that contain all anharmonic information. It is not difficult to demonstrate 
that the self-energy matrix is a Hermitian function of u>} from which it 
follows that its analytic continuation in the complex frequency plane, in 
the neighborhood of the real axis, has the form 
lim S(q; ω ± /e) = -/3A{A(q; ω) + /T(q; ω)} (79) 
ε—»0+ 
where Δ and Γ are real symmetric and antisymmetric matrices, respec­
tively. 
Now we can show the explicit relation with experiment. What is usu­
ally measured in spectroscopic or scattering experiments is the spectral 
density function /(ω), which is the Fourier transform of some correlation 
function. For example, the absorption intensity in infrared spectroscopy is 
given by the Fourier transform of the time-dependent dipole-dipole cor­
relation function ([μ(Γ), μ(0)]). If one expands the observables, i.e., the 
dipole operator in the case of infrared spectroscopy, as a Taylor series in 
the molecular displacement coordinates, the absorption or scattering in­
tensity corresponding to the phonon branch r at wave vector q can be 
written as (Kobashi, 1978) 
/4,(ω) - lim í{Gr.r(q; ω + /ε) - Cr.r(q; ω - /ε)} (80) 
e—Ot 
Usually it is justifiable to neglect the nondiagonal elements of the self-
energy matrix; if not so, these can be taken into account as a small 
perturbation. Then, we arrive at the result 
/ г ,л~г/ш-і 8û>r(q)2rf,r(q; ω) 
ч Д
 '
 УР
 ' {-ω2 + c
r
(q)2 + 2ωΛφ Δ,,,ίς, ω)}2 + 4a>
r
(q)2r
r
,
r
(q; ω)2 
(81) 
If Α
ΓΓ
(ω) and Γ
Γ
.
Γ
(ω) do not vary much with ω, they may be interpreted 
as the frequency shift, i.e., the resonance shifts from ü)r(q) to eur(q) + 
Arr(q; ω), and the bandwidth, respectively. Note that the actual cal­
culation of these quantities will not be easy, however, since the dia­
grams involved contain summations over the entire Brillouin zone [see 
Eq. (71), for instance]. Some simplification may arise from the lattice 
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symmetry. A perturbation theory has been developed (Uriels, 1983; Ha­
mer and Irving, 1984) in which successive perturbation corrections are 
associated with an increasing sequence of clusters on the (real) lattice, 
thus avoiding the multiple sums over the Brillouin zone. Up until now, 
this method has only been applied to relatively simple Hamiltonians. 
C. The Self-Consistent Phonon Method 
Just as the perturbation theory described in the previous section, the 
self-consistent phonon (SCP) method applies only in the case of small 
oscillations around some equilibrium configuration. The SCP method was 
originally formulated (Werthamer, 1976) for atomic, rare gas, crystals. It 
can be directly applied to the translational vibrations in molecular crystals 
and, with some modification, to the librations. The essential idea is to 
look for an effective harmonic Hamiltonian Яо, which approximates the 
exact crystal Hamiltonian as closely as possible, in the sense that it 
minimizes the free energy Avar · This minimization rests on the thermody­
namic variation principle: 
A
var
 = Ao + (Я - Яо)о ^ A (82) 
The angle brackets denote a thermal average over the eigenstates of Яо 
[cf. Eq. (65)]. The free energies A and Ao correspond to the Hamiltonians 
Я and Яо, respectively: 
A = -kBT In Ζ, Ζ = Тг[ехр(-/ЗЯ)] 
Ao = -kBT In Zo, Zo = Тг[ехр(-/ЗЯ)] (83) 
The exact crystal Hamiltonian Я is given by Eq. (23) and Яо is of the form 
given by Eq. (47); the force constants F ^ are not given by Eq. (48), 
however, but they are chosen such as to minimize Α
νϊΓ
. Neglecting the 
difference between the exact kinetic energy operators [(25) and (26)] and 
their harmonic approximations (see Section III,A), one obtains 
Η - Яо = \ Σ VpAup, ωρ; up, <op) - \ Σ Σ f-VrQpQp· (84) 
with effective force constants F^j- that still have to be optimized. The 
displacement coordinates Q)> are assumed to be rectilinear, as described 
in Section ΙΙΙ,Α. The effective harmonic free energy Ao is given by Eq. 
(83) with Zo as in Eq. (61). The expectation value of the harmonic poten­
tial, i.e., the second term in Eq. (84), can be written as 
- \ Σ Σ FftDft (85) 
Z
 P.P λ.λ' 
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in terms of the effective force constants and the displacement-displace­
ment correlation functions: 
О»'· = <öta£>o (86) 
The expectation value of the exact potential, the first term in Eq. (84), is 
somewhat more difficult to calculate. Using the properties of the har-
monic oscillator eventually leads to (Choquard, 1967; Werthamer, 1976) 
(Vppiu/., ω
Ρ
\ up-, ωρ·)){) 
= (exp {Σ (ß* У)- + Qr г ) ) ) 0 ,И0, ωο,; 0, ω,,,,,) 
= exp \\ Σ Φ№ V> VX + 2DKpKp. Vi ^ 
+ D^p. VKp. V^)j 1^.(0, too,,; 0, ω,,,,.) (87) 
with Vp = д/dQp acting only on Vpp·. Substituting the expression for A0 
and the results (85) and (87) for (H - ЯоХ) into Л
 аг
 [Eq. (82)] and applying 
the minimization conditions 
dAvJdF^p. = 0 
one finds the expression for the optimized force constants: 
F
^'
 =
 \3β> ƒ<#)<>' F^' = ? Cßii ¡&)о m 
So, instead of using the second derivatives of the potential in the equilib­
rium configuration as force constants, the SCP method employs the ther­
mal averages of these derivatives. Equation (88) and the corresponding 
dynamical equations, given by the generalized eigenvalue problem (55), 
have to be solved self-consistently. One can do this via the usual iterative 
procedure, starting with trial values for the effective force constants (88), 
which can be taken from the harmonic model. The averaging in Eqs. (82) 
and (88) can be most easily performed (Werthamer, 1976) by first Fourier 
transforming the function to be averaged, next applying Eq. (87), and then 
transforming back to the original coordinates, which yields 
(Vpp(Up, (up; Up , (ύρ·))ο 
= ƒ d<Qr Jd6QppppiQlP, ..., Q6p)VppiQlp, ..., β«.) (89) 
and a similar expression for the second derivatives (88). The width of the 
Gaussian probability distribution p/>/>' is determined by the Hessian of the 
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quadratic exponent. This Hessian is the inverse of the 12-dimensional 
matrix 
/Ό
ΡΡ
 Dpp \ 
\ΌΡΡ Oppi 
(90) 
with elements given by Eq. (86). These elements, the displacement-dis­
placement correlation functions, can easily be calculated by using Eqs. 
(49), (53), and (58). The result for the minimized free energy A
var
 is 
A = Σ ¿ в ^ Ц г зіпЬ^/ЗЛшДя))} 
+ « Ζ Σ (Vppiup, (úP\ Up , ω/.·))ο 
Δ ρ±ρ' 
- i Σ Au>
r
(q) cothQ |ΒΛω
Γ
(ΐ|)) (91) 
The calculation of this quantity, and of the displacement-displacement 
correlation functions, involves a single summation over all wave vectors q 
in the Brillouin zone. 
From the free energy all thermodynamic properties of the system can 
be calculated. For example, the entropy is S = -дА/dTand the energy is 
E = A + TS. For more details we refer to the review by Werthamer 
(1976). One important point should be mentioned. Expanding the poten­
tial Vpp(Qp, ..., Qp) as a Taylor series in the displacement coordinates 
QP, we observe, using the analog of Eq. (87) for the force constants (88), 
that the odd power terms do not contribute to the effective force con­
stants; the SCP method neglects these terms. Their relative importance 
can, of course, be estimated by perturbation techniques as described in 
Section III.B. 
Here we have formulated the SCP method for molecular crystals. We 
could easily include the librations because the orientational dependence 
of the potential Vpp· has been explicitly given, in Sections ΙΙ,Β and II,C, in 
terms of the Euler angles ω
Ρ
 and thus in terms of the angular displace­
ments Δω/> = ωρ - (»op. In two earlier applications of the SCP method to 
molecular crystals, one has used atom-atom potentials, however, whose 
orientational dependence was implicit and the description of librations 
was still a problem. Raich et al. (1974) in their calculations on α-nitrogen 
(see Section V) have avoided this problem by including the librations 
implicitly. They did this by considering a molecular crystal as a collection 
of atoms interacting via strong chemical bonds with their partners within 
the same molecule and via weak van der Waals potentials with all other 
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atoms belonging to neighboring molecules. Then they applied the original 
SCP method to the atomic motions. This approach is, of course, confined 
to the use of intermolecular potentials of the atom-atom type (see Section 
II,A). Wasiutynski (1976) has considered the molecular librations explic­
itly. He has expressed the atom-atom potential as a function of the trans-
lational and librational molecular displacements by writing a linear rela­
tion between these displacements and the atomic displacements. This 
relation holds only for small angular displacements. 
ІУ. Dynamical Models for Large-Amplitude Motions 
The methods outlined in the preceding section obviously cannot be 
applied when the molecules in a crystal perform large-amplitude librations 
or even (hindered) rotations. In this case, one has the tendency to empha­
size the motions of the individual molecules rather than the collective 
motions. Indeed, the most generally applicable method to describe large-
amplitude motions is the mean field theory (Kirkwood, 1940; James and 
Keenan, 1959), which treats the molecules as moving in a field that repre­
sents the mean interaction with the neighboring molecules. In a quantum-
mechanical description, it is then possible to use the low-lying single-
particle states to construct a basis for the whole solid in which the 
complete crystal Hamiltonian can be diagonalized. Adaptation of this 
basis to the translational symmetry of the crystal makes this diagonaliza-
tion practically possible. At the same time, it leads to a labeling of the 
crystal states by the wave vectors in the Brillouin zone, thus reintroduc­
ing the collective aspect of the lattice vibrations. In order to make the 
frequencies of the acoustical lattice modes go to zero when the wave 
vector approaches the center of the Brillouin zone, the crystal Hamilto­
nian has to be diagonalized at the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) or ran­
dom phase approximation (RPA) level (Fredkin and Werthamer, 1965). 
A scheme as described here is indispensable for a quantum dynamical 
treatment of strongly delocalized systems, such as solid hydrogen (van 
Kranendonk, 1983) or the plastic phases of other molecular crystals. We 
have shown, however (Jansen et al., 1984), that it is also very suitable to 
treat the anharmonic librations in ordered phases. Moreover, the RPA 
method yields the exact result in the limit of a harmonic crystal Hamilto­
nian, which makes it appropriate to describe the weakly anharmonic 
translational vibrations, too. We have extended the theory (Briels et al., 
1984) in order to include these translational motions, as well as the cou­
pled rotational-translational lattice vibrations. In this section, we outline 
the general theory and present the relevant formulas for the coupled 
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problem. First, we briefly sketch some classical methods, however, that 
have been used in the literature to study large-amplitude motions in mo-
lecular systems. 
A. Classical Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo Methods 
In classical mechanics there exist, apart from the mean field theory, 
two popular methods to describe the dynamics of molecular systems, 
viz., the molecular dynamics (MD) method and the Monte Carlo (MC) 
method (Hansen and McDonald, 1976). In both methods the system is 
represented by a finite number, usually about 100 to 300, of molecules. In 
order to reduce boundary effects, this finite system is periodically re-
peated in all directions. 
In the MD method (Rahman, 1966; Verlet, 1967) one specifies the 
initial conditions, i.e., the positions and orientations of all molecules and 
their (angular) velocities, and one integrates the classical equations of 
motion numerically by means of some finite difference scheme. The 
choice of the time step is mainly determined by the error allowed and the 
time scale in which one is interested. Usually, one takes time steps of 
order 10",4 sec and follows the trajectory for some 103 to 105 steps. Along 
the whole or part of the trajectory all kinds of quantities can be averaged. 
The method is especially suitable for calculating time-dependent correla-
tion functions that yield information on the dynamics of the system. An 
example is the so-called intermediate scattering function: 
F(q. ') = ¿ f Σ W'to' OMAq, 0)> (92) 
where N is the number of molecules in the system, and the operator 
Mr(q, t) = exp[/q · !·,.(ƒ)] £ exp[iq · d
a
U)] (93) 
aep 
is related to the scattering of neutrons with scattering vector q by a 
molecule at the instantaneous position г/>(/). The atoms α belonging to 
this molecule have (instantaneous) position vectors d
a
(f) relative to its 
center of mass; these vectors depend on the orientation of the molecule. 
The Fourier transform of this particular correlation function 
5(q, ω) = (Ζπ)-1 ƒ'_ dt F(q, r)e"" (94) 
is called the dynamic structure factor, and it describes the response of the 
system to a transfer of momentum q and energy Αω. By the nature of the 
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MD method, the system studied has constant energy. Its temperature can 
be defined via the mean kinetic energy. Other thermodynamic properties 
can be calculated from the numerical derivatives of the energy or by using 
their relations to certain fluctuations of the system. The specific heat, for 
instance, can be obtained from the derivative of the energy with respect to 
the temperature or from the temperature fluctuations. It will be clear that 
for these derived quantities the uncertainties are larger than for the trajec-
tory itself. 
The Monte Carlo method is most easily explained by means of a 
discrete model. One assumes that the system can only be in a configura-
tion corresponding to one of a finite but large number of grid points on a 
very fine mesh. The idea is to sample this configuration space and to 
calculate various mean values. Even with the largest computers, how-
ever, it is not possible to sample a substantial part of configuration space, 
and the possibility exists that one samples many highly improbable config-
urations. The way to avoid this problem is to generate a Markov chain of 
successive configurations with step probabilities p^ to get from state i to 
state j . The probabilities ρ
υ
 are chosen such that the stationary state of the 
chain has occupation probabilities in accordance with the canonical 
Boltzmann distribution law. It is also possible to simulate other thermo­
dynamic ensembles, in which case the Boltzmann distribution has to be 
replaced by the appropriate probability distribution. Of course, the re­
quirement just stated is not sufficient to completely specify the transition 
matrix py. Among the possible choices for ρ0 the most popular one, 
proposed by Metropolis et а!. (1953), leads to the following scheme. 
Given a configuration, randomly generate a new one that differs not too 
much from the previous one and accept it as a sample point if its energy is 
lower than that of the previous state. If its energy is higher, accept it with 
probability exp(-/3 Д у), where Δν
υ
 = V(j) - V(/)· This method is very 
suitable for calculating static correlation functions. The calculation of 
thermodynamic properties is similar to that in the MD method; one can 
use the derivatives of the mean energy or the average fluctuations. An­
other way is to connect the system reversibly to a model system whose 
properties are known. 
Both the MD and MC methods have some limitations that are mainly 
due to the finite size of the system and to the periodic boundary condi­
tions. Generally, when the number of molecules is 100 or more, the fluctu­
ations are sufficiently weak for the average properties to approach the 
bulk properties. Because of the periodic boundary conditions, however, it 
is impossible to study fluctuations with a wavelength that is larger than 
the length of the box. This is most unsatisfactory for two-dimensional 
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systems or for systems in the neighborhood of (second-order) phase tran­
sitions, because in these cases the large-scale fluctuations constitute an 
interesting part of the theory. The same limitation holds in MD calcula­
tions for the time-dependent correlations. These may contain spurious 
contributions when local perturbations are not sufficiently damped, so 
that they reappear because of the periodic boundary conditions. Another 
problem occurring especially in small systems is that they can be locked 
in a small region of phase space. Consequently, it is often difficult to 
locate phase transitions, because the system remains in a metastable state 
for a very long time. A third problem is that short-range and long-range 
interactions have to be included via different methods. 
B. The Mean Field Model 
Just as the self-consistent phonon method, the mean field approxima­
tion (Kirkwood, 1940; James and Keenan, 1959) is based on the thermo­
dynamic variation principle for the Helmholtz free energy: 
A
vat = A0 + (H- Яо)о ^ A (95) 
The meaning of the symbols is explained in Section III.C [Eq. (83)]; 
H is the exact crystal Hamiltonian [Eq. (23)]. This time, however, we 
choose as the approximate Hamiltonian #o a sum of single-particle Hamil-
tonians: 
H0 = Σ fipF(up, ω,) (96) 
ρ 
In order to obtain the conditions on H™F(uP, co/>) that guarantee that HQ is 
the best possible Hamiltonian with the form of Eq. (96) in the sense that 
Л
 а г
 adopts its minimum value, we vary every single-particle Hamiltonian 
by an arbitrary amount hp(up, ω/>): 
Ho-* H0 + h = Σ ШРЧЛР, <»P) + hP(up, ω,)} (97) 
ρ 
and calculate the corresponding variation of the free energy: 
ДА
 аг
 = А
 ш
(Но + A) - Avarítfo) 
= А(Яо + h) - АШо) 
+ Тг[(Я - Ho){p(Ho + h) - р(Яо)}] 
- Тг[Ар(Яо + h)] (98) 
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This result can easily be obtained by writing the thermodynamic expecta­
tion value of an arbitrary operator X as 
(X) = Ύτ{Χ
Ρ
(Η)} (99) 
in terms of the density operator 
p(tf) = Z-'e-*" (100) 
with 
Z = Tre-l3H 
To first order in the perturbation Α, ДЛ
 аг
 must be zero, while to second 
order it must be positive for arbitrary h. In order to calculate ДА аг and the 
density operator on which it depends, up to the second order, we can use 
the perturbation expansion 
ехр{-/3(ЯГ + A,)} = ехр(-/ЗЯГ) 
* Σ ^ Т - Γ «fr, ... f c/r,, ПН? ... hTfi\ (101) 
with 
hTP = схр(тЯ^р)Ая exp(-T//^F) (102) 
This expansion lies also at the basis of the perturbation expansion given 
by Eq. (66). The time-ordering operator 7"orders the (imaginary) times τ\, 
..., τ„. For brevity we have momentarily stopped indicating the depen­
dence of all quantities on the coordinates u^ and ωρ. Using the notation 
P^F = p{Hff) and W M F = TriA'pi?1'), we readily derive 
р(Я^ р + hp) = ρψΈ + Δρ^ Ρ + Δρ^2' + - (103) 
with 
Api!» = pîiF{j8<A|.>MF - \l drx Â?} (104) 
The explicit expression for Δρ^' will not be needed. Using the perturba­
tion expansion (101) in Eq. (98) we arrive, after some algebra (van der 
Avoird et al., 1984), at 
АЛ
 аг
 = ΔΛ'Λ'Γ + ΔΑΪ£ + - (105) 
with 
ΔΑ& = Σ Ίτ{(Τ
Ρ
 + Lp + VF - Η?*) Δρ^} (106) 
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and 
ΔΛ& = Σ Tr{(7> + LP + VP - НУ ) äpf) 
+ β* Σ ¡'art т,<АрМмь 
-\ßl(hp)2Mr (107) 
The kinetic energy operators Tp = Ди^) and L/. = ¿(ω/») are defined in 
Eqs. (25) and (26); the mean field potential is given by 
yMF
=
 ^ ТгСЧ р Г ^ Σ ( РГУГ (108) 
From the extremum condition that ΔΑ[4 should be zero for arbi­
trary variations hp and thus for arbitrary changes Δρ^1 in the density 
operator, we derive the expression for the optimized single-particle 
Hamiltonian 
ЯГ(и/>, ω
Ρ
) = T(up) + L(wp) + Σ <VV(u/., <oP; u r , a>r))r (109) 
РФ P 
This defines a set of equations for the mean field Hamiltonians //"F. 
These equations have to be solved self-consistently since the thermody­
namic values within the angle brackets in (109) involve the mean field 
Hamiltonians H^F. In principle, all # p F can be different; in practice, we 
impose symmetry relations. Therefore, we choose a unit cell, compatible 
with the symmetry of the lattice introduced in Section II.D, and we put 
HrF equal to HP
F
 whenever P' and Ρ belong to the same sublattice. 
Moreover, we apply unit cell symmetry that relates the mean field Hamil­
tonians on different sublattices. By using the symmetry-adapted functions 
introduced in Section II,B, the latter symmetry can be imposed as fol­
lows. We select a set of molecules constituting the asymmetric part of the 
unit cell. Then we assign to all other molecules P' Euler angles ώ
Ρ
· 
through which the mean fìeld.Hamiltonian of some molecule Ρ in the 
asymmetric part has to be rotated in order to obtain HP
F
. As a result, we 
find 
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(ПО) 
π 
If we substitute these transformation relations into Eq. (109), we observe 
that the latter equation involves only the mean field Hamiltonians of the 
molecules in the asymmetric part of the unit cell. 
In order to perform the calculations in practice, we introduce a basis 
in which we diagonalize the mean field Hamiltonians. The density oper­
ators pp*" become diagonal, too, and the calculation of the thermo­
dynamic averages is obvious. The most convenient basis consists of the 
products 
aSUicujOYiSLjOi,) o i l ) 
of Wigner functions 0{щ
тг
(а>) and three-dimensional harmonic oscillator 
functions 
ЧКЫР) = A i - ) " 2 M ^ - o i A ^ M ' d î , ) (П2) 
with 
Af(/) = [r(a + I) ( + J J e-"2r/2L?(/) (113) 
The functions S1® are tesserai (i.e., real combinations of spherical) har­
monics, Lf are Laguerre functions, and Πα) are gamma functions (Powell 
and Craseman, 1961); к is restricted to 0 < к < η and it must have the 
same parity as n. The constant A, in the case of a finite basis, can be used 
to optimize this basis. The matrix elements required in this basis can be 
easily computed from Eq. (14) and the relation 
Γ »
2
 du Λ^,,ί*) £ AftiV"2* 
2 l ' ІГ(а, + A, + 1) Г(а2 + è2 + 1)J 
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with 
a, = Цп, - k,), b, = k, + è 
с = i(k\ + ¿2 "" α + 1), d = max(ai + bi, ai + bi) - с 
{ d if с is half-integer and d > 0, /max = min(ai, ÍJ2) 
0 otherwise, 
The factor u2 in the integrand originates from the volume element in u 
space. Matrix elements of the translational kinetic energy operator 7"(u/>) 
follow from the identity 
-Мир) = Α2[-Δ(Αΐί
Ρ
) + A2u2P] - Али2р (115) 
The operator between the brackets is the harmonic oscillator Hamilto-
nian, which has the basis functions (112) as its eigenfunctions; the remain­
ing term is taken into account via Eq. (114). The rotational kinetic energy 
operator ¿(ω,.) [Eq. (26)] can be written in terms of the shift operators 
J± = Jo + iJb and the operator Ji, which act on the basis as 
JCDZM = mD<Z(<»)
 ( 1 1 6 ) 
Л Я · « » = {(/ + m)(l ±m+ l ) } " 2 ^ , . » 
At this point let us make a remark concerning the size of the basis. In 
order to obtain convergence, one must sometimes include (Briels et al., 
1984) basis functions with high values of / and n. High values of / are 
needed in particular when the orientations of the molecules are fairly well 
localized. This leads to a rapidly increasing size of the basis. Two mea­
sures can be taken to simplify the problem. First, one can adapt the basis 
of molecule Ρ to the site symmetry at P, which block-diagonalizes the 
secular problem. If this does not sufficiently reduce the problem, the 
mean field model Hamiltonian (96) can be further separated by writing 
H¥F(uP, ωρ) = Я;(п,) + ΗιΡ(ωρ) (117) 
As a result, we now have two "particles" at every lattice point P, one 
translating and one librating. Expressions for the separate mean field 
Hamiltonian can be derived as before. The translating particle experi­
ences the mean field of all its neighbors, translating and librating, and of 
its accompanying librating particle; for the librating particle this relation 
holds in reverse. The advantage of this separation is that the basis to be 
used in any cycle of the iterative mean field calculation is either a pure 
translational basis or a pure rotational basis, and the secular problems are 
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much smaller than before. The price that we pay is the neglect of correla­
tion between the single-particle translations and librations. This correla­
tion is recovered in the RPA calculations described in the following sec­
tion. 
Once we have obtained the mean field Hamiltonians, we can calculate 
the thermodynamic properties of the system. The free energy can be 
found from Eq. (95) and other quantities follow from it: 
A = -kBT2\nzr-{l(v^F)F 
Ρ ¿-Ρ 
(118) 
Ol ρ ρ 
ρ Lp 
The mean field partition function is Z^ F = Ζ(Η^). In order to obtain the 
entropy in its final form, we have used the relation 
which follows from Eq. (109). 
Before we discuss the stability condition ΔΑ"',, s 0 on the mean field 
solution, we first describe the RPA formalism. 
С The Random Phase or Time-Dependent Hartree Approximation 
The mean field model outlined in the preceding section provides us 
with a set of single-particle states 
HFW?1) = s(?Wpa)) (120) 
from which we construct the crystal states 
Wf> = Π W ) (121) 
ρ 
For all ap equal to zero, Eq. (121) represents the ground state of the 
crystal. In order to keep the equations as simple as possible, we have 
again stopped explicitly indicating the coordinates on which all functions 
and operators depend. When the mean field Hamiltonian has the form of 
Eq. (117), the index P, from now on, must be interpreted as Ρ = {η, ι, К}, 
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where К = T,L distinguishes between the translating and librating "parti­
cles." 
The shortcoming of the mean field method is that it admits no correla­
tion between the motions of the individual particles. This correlation can 
be introduced by means of the random phase approximation (RPA) or 
time-dependent Hartree (TDH) method. In order to formulate this 
method, we introduce excitation operators (Ep)\ which replace ψρ* by 
ф^ when applied to the mean field ground state of the crystal; when 
applied to any other state, they yield zero. Then, we write the Hamilto-
nian as a quadratic form in the excitation operators (££)+ and their Hermi-
tean conjugates Ep 
H = Σ Σ Σ {А0р0р.(ЕарУЕар. + Варар.(ЕарУ(Еа
Р
.У + (Βαραρ.)'ΈαρΕαρ.} (Ι22) 
r*P αα 
Linear terms are absent because of the Brillouin theorem. The coeffi­
cients Apap and Bp"p, can be calculated by equating the nonzero matrix 
elements of the RPA Hamiltoman [Eq. (122)], in the basis of Eq. (121), to 
the corresponding matrix elements of the exact Hamiltonian [Eq. (23)] in 
the same basis. From the translational symmetry of the mean field states it 
follows that the A and В coefficients do not depend on the complete labels 
Ρ = {η, i. К} and Ρ' = {η', i'. Κ'}, but only on the sublattice labels {/, A:} 
and {Г, K'}. The second ingredient of the RPA formalism is that we 
assume boson commutation relations for the excitation and de-excitation 
operators (Raich and Etters, 1968; Dunmore, 1972). 
The RPA Hamiltonian [Eq. (122)] can be easily diagonalized. A partial 
diagonalization is already obtained by writing it in terms of operators 
^ ( q ) = ^ Σ expdq · R.)£? (123) 
with Ρ = {η, i. К}, adapted to the translational symmetry of the crystal. 
Just as in Section III,A, the commutation relations are preserved under 
this transformation. The next step is to define operators a[(q) that repre­
sent the exact excitation operators of the crystal, which satisfy the equa­
tions of motion 
[Я, aim = ЛфаЦцІ 
[H, ak(q)] = -ωλ(ς)αΑ(ς) 
Expressing these operators as 
«1(4) = Σ {хка
іК
<Ч)Е?к№ + Ука,
к
ЕГ
к
(-Ч)} (125) 
α f λ 
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/xx(q)\ 
ω
λ
(4) (126) 
leads to the RPA eigenvalue problem for the coefficients хк
а
,
к
 and ух
аіЛ
: 
'x - ф(я) -ф(ч) \ /xλ(q)^ 
Ф(Я) - χ + Φ(ς)/ Vy4q)/ V(q)> 
The diagonal matrix χ contains the mean field excitation energies 
χ
α
.,.κ
α
:,:κ' = S»..' δ,,,- 8Kjc[e^ - β}^,] (127) 
and the elements of the matrix Φ(ς) are defined as 
Φ,,..κ«ν.κ'(ς) = Σ exp(iq-R.)<*?,*îS,|<V|M(..o>|.,.f;lO?'>> 
H 
+ δ,, δ
Α
.„; Σ Σ <ψ«?»ψ«·Ί<ν,,,,,,,,,.,^ ,ρ, i*<?v#>> (128) 
with Ρ = {0, /, AT}, Ρ' = {η, Γ, /С'}, Ο = {η", Γ', А:}, Р
С
 = {O, i, К
с
}, Κ( is the 
complement of К and ΐψ^Ψ™) = |Ψρ )|Ψ™)>- When the mean field problem 
is separated for the translations and librations, as reflected by Eq. (117), 
the matrix Ф(ц) will have a block structure. The blocks Ф 7 1 ^) and Ф1-1-^) 
correlate the translational and librational motions of the molecules, re­
spectively, and the off-diagonal blocks Φ τ ι ^ ) and Φ ι τ ^ ) account for the 
translation-rotation coupling. The second term of the elements of the 
latter matrices, given by Eq. (128), includes the coupling between the 
single-particle librations and translations. The eigenvalues cüx(q) in Eq. 
(126) provide the excitation energies of the crystal. The eigenvectors can 
be conceived as the polarization vectors that, in general, correspond to 
mixed translational-rotational modes. In using a quadratic Hamiltonian, 
the RPA model is similar to the harmonic model. The motions in the RPA 
model can be strongly anharmonic, however; they may even be hindered 
rotations. 
The RPA formalism that we have just presented only applies at zero 
temperature. It is possible, however, to derive similar eigenvalue equa-
tions for the excitation frequencies tu^q) by means of the time-dependent 
Hartree method (Fredkin and Werthamer, 1965; Hüller, 1974; Jansen et 
al., 1984). The TDH equations are valid for finite temperature; in the limit 
of T—* 0 K, they become identical to the RPA equations. The TDH matrix 
that replaces the RPA matrix in the eigenvalue equations (126) can be 
written as 
/ - P 0\ /Ф(
Я
) - χ Ф(
Я
) \ / - P 0\ 
M(q) = = N(4) (129) 
\ 0 P/ V Ф(ч) Ф^) - χ / \ 0 Ρ/ 
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where the diagonal matrix χ is given by 
fc D O D 
Х
а
.Э,<Л.о',Л'.і',АГ' = δα.,,· δ ,^ρ' β,,,· δ^,χ'
 (α) _ (/3, (« > ^) (130) 
Г/, Г;, 
and the matrix Φ(ς) by 
Ф
а
.0,,к.аж..:кіЧ) = Σ expOq • R.)<*í?VÍ£',l<Vft,n-.."}>J'c.J-cl*lín*ÍS')> 
В 
+ δ...· 8
к
,
Кс
 Σ Σ 
о" Γ 
while Ρ is a diagonal matrix containing population differences: 
Ρα.β.ι.Κ.α',β'.ι'.Κ'
 =
 ^a.a' δβ.β' δ,,,' δχ,^' [Pp - Pp ] (132) 
with 
Ρ? = (ΦΡΙΡΥ^Ψ?) = exp(-ße^)/2 exp(-ße^) (133) 
α 
In the limit of Τ -» 0 Κ, Ρ ? ' = 1 and Ρ/» = 0 for β > 0; the matrix Ρ 
becomes the unit matrix I, and obviously, the TDH matrix M(q) given by 
Eqs. (129) to (132) reduces to the RPA matrix [see Eqs. (126)-(128)]. 
D. Stability Conditions for the Mean Field Solution 
Just as there exist the so-called Thouless stability conditions on the 
Hartree-Fock solutions in nuclear physics (Thouless, 1960, 1961; Rowe, 
1970) and in quantum chemistry (Òiiek and Paldus, 1971), one has stabil-
ity conditions on the mean field solutions in lattice dynamics problems 
(Fredkin and Werthamer, 1965). The mean field solutions are obtained 
from the condition ΔΑ^. = 0 (see Section IV,A). They are stable; i.e., 
they correspond with a local minimum in the free energy if ΔΑ™
Τ
 > 0. 
Substituting the mean field solution (109) into the equation (107) for 
ΔΑ®^, the term with Δρ^ vanishes and we can express the stability 
condition as 
ΔΑ«» = 5 Σ Σ Тг{Др<" W ДрЯ»} 
+ ß-' Σ J' dr, T . ^ ' M M F - \β Σ ( M M F > 0 <1 3 4) 
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This condition must hold for arbitrary variations hp, with the correspond­
ing changes in the density operators Δρ^' as given by Eq. (104). Writing 
Eq. (134) in the main field basis ¡ф^) and substituting the matrix elements 
of Eq. (104) in this basis, we find 
ΔΛΙ2: = \ Σ Σ Σ Σ (Ф?№Р\ФГ)<Ф1ПЬ№ФР> 
¿ Ρ Ρ' α.ο' β.β-
e? - ε(
Ρ
β)
 1 
- δα,α' άβ.β· 8р.г
 (а) _ β) (135) 
Г ρ Г ρ J 
The matrix elements of the variations in the density operators Δρ^Ι' can be 
interpreted as arbitrary variation coefficients 
Cju· = <ψ?,|Δρ»Ίψ,/,> (136) 
The second-order change in the free energy Δ Λ ^ thus appears to be a 
quadratic form in these coefficients. If Δ Λ ^ has to be positive for arbi­
trary variation coefficients ca¿,p, the Hessian of this form has to be posi-
tive definite. By Fourier transforming the coefficients, the Hessian can be 
block-diagonalized with blocks 
<ï4q) - χ Φ(ς) Ф(ч) \ 
φίς)* f (q)-g ф(
Ч
Г (137) 
Ф(
Ч
) φ( 4) Ф(Ч) - χ] 
which each have to be positive definite. The matrices χ and Φ(ς) are 
defined in Eqs. (130) and (131); the other submatrices have similar defini­
tions (van der Avoird et al., 1984), which are not relevant for the conclu­
sion, however. Not only the matrices (137) have to be positive definite, 
but also all of their diagonal submatrices, in particular the matrices N(q), 
defined in Eq. (129), which we obtain from Eq. (137) by omitting the 
central rows and columns. From Eq. (129) it is not difficult to demonstrate 
that the eigenvalues of N(q) will all be positive if and only if the eigen­
values of M(q), which are the RPA frequencies, are all real (van der 
Avoird et al., 1984). In that case the matrix N(q) is positive definite. 
Therefore, we find the following stability condition: Δ Α ^ will only be 
positive, i.e., the mean field solution will only be stable, if the matrix N(q) 
is positive definite. This implies that all TDH frequencies must be real. If 
at least one of these frequencies is complex, and one can prove that it will 
be purely imaginary, one finds negative eigenvalues of N(q) and one can 
choose variations Δρ^Ι' around the mean field solution ppF that make 
Δ A Sr negative. In that case, the mean field solution does not correspond 
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to a local minimum in the free energy, but to a saddle point [or even a 
maximum if all eigenvalues of N(q) would be negative]. Following the 
direction(s) indicated by the variations that make Δ Λ ^ negative, one can 
find a mean field solution of lower free energy. 
V. Molecular Motions in Solid Nitrogen 
Solid nitrogen is a very suitable system to illustrate the various lattice 
dynamics theories and to verify how well they describe the different 
motions that molecules can perform in a solid. Nitrogen has ordered 
phases in which the molecules librate around well-defined equilibrium 
orientations, as well as plastic, i.e., orientationally disordered, phases. In 
the latter case, the x-ray and neutron diffraction studies (Streib et al., 
1962; Jordan et al., 1964; Schuch and Mills, 1970; Powell et al., 1983) 
cannot determine the molecular orientations, and the nature of the molec­
ular motions [i.e., (hindered) rotations or precessions or jumps between 
different equilibrium orientations] is still uncertain (Schuch and Mills, 
1970; Press and Hüller, 1978; Powell et al, 1983). Even in the ordered 
phases the amplitudes of the molecular librations are not very small, 
however, especially near the order-disorder phase transition, where "ori-
entational melting" takes place. The ordered α and y phases that exist at 
low temperature for pressures below and above 4 kbar, respectively, and 
the plastic /3 phase that occurs above Τ = 35.6 К (at zero pressure) have 
been subject to many experimental investigations. The structures of these 
phases are shown in Fig. 1. The results prior to 1976 have been collected 
by Scott (1976). Additional data are still becoming available, and new 
phases that are stable at higher pressures have been discovered (LeSar et 
al., 1979; Cromer et al., 1981), for which the molecular ordering is not as 
yet well established. All the lattice dynamics methods that we have de­
scribed in Sections III and IV have been applied to the α and y phases, the 
methods of Section IV also to the /3 phase. In this section we discuss the 
most characteristic results and compare them, with some emphasis on the 
formalism developed by ourselves, which holds both for small- and large-
amplitude motions. 
A. Theory for Linear Molecules 
The orientations of linear molecules, relative to the global frame, can 
be specified by two Euler angles ω/> = {θρ, φρ); the symmetry-adapted 
functions G^Uiip) that occur in the intermolecular potential [Eq. (15)] 
reduce to Racah spherical harmonics С^Ч р, φρ). If the molecules pos­
sess a center of inversion such as N2 (when we disregard the occurrence 
of mixed isotopes l 4N1 5N, the natural abundance of ''N being only 0.37%), 
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>í:^ff 
a-N2,Pa3(Z=i) 
a = 56uA 
Р-М2,Р6э/ттс (Ζ = 2) 
a=4 050Ä,c = 6 604 Д 
Fig. 1. Crystal structures of (a) a-, (b) β-, and (c) -y-nitrogen, according to Scott (1976). 
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Y-N2,P4!/mmm(Z = 2) 
a = 3957A,c=5.109Â 
Fig. 1. (Continued) 
just the even / values occur. The expression (26) for the rotational kinetic 
energy becomes simply 
LM = BJ\eP, ф
Р
) (138) 
with the rotational constant В = (2/)-' = (2μΓο)"1. For MN I 4N the aver­
age internuclear distance ro = 1.094 Â, the reduced mass μ = 7 amu, and 
В = 2.013 cm - 1. The Wigner 0{^
π
(ωρ) functions in the orientational basis 
[Eq. (Ill)] can also be replaced by spherical harmonics С1п( р, фр), with 
further restrictions on / depending on the nuclear permutation-inversion 
symmetry, which is related to the nuclear spin species. Therefore, for 14N 
the nuclear spin I = 1 and the l 4NHN molecules can be classified as ortho-
N2 with I = 0 or / = 2, and rotational basis functions with even /, and 
para-Ni with / = 1 and a rotational basis with odd /. In lattice dynamics 
calculations (Dunmore, 1972; Jansen et al., 1984; van der Avoird et al., 
1984), one has assumed that the crystal is composed of pure ΟΠΗΟ-ΉΪ or 
pure para-N2. The difference between the libron frequencies for ortho 
and para crystals is a measure for the quenching of the free N2 rotations, 
i.e., the degree of orientational localization, caused by the rotational bar­
riers from the anisotropic potential. In most cases, except for the deloca-
lized solutions in /3-nitrogen (van der Avoird et al., 1984), one has found 
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very small ortho-para differences, which indicate a rather strong locali-
7atinn zation 
B. Results from Harmonic and Quasi-Harmonic Models 
A large majority of the lattice dynamics calculations on nitrogen have 
employed the harmonic model. Naturally, these calculations concern the 
TABLE IIIA 
LATTICE FREQUENCIES IN a-N2 (IN C M - 1 ) , Τ = 0 Κ, ρ = 0 
a (A) 
Γ{0, 0, 0) 
Librations 
Translational 
vibrations 
л#рЛо) 
Va α / 
Mixed < 
Va a a/ 
Translational 
vibrations 
Librations 
rms deviation 
of librational fre 
nns deviation 
of translational 1 
rms deviation 
of all lattice freq 
Experimenf 
ί
£
» 
τ, 
Γ, 
Ά . 
T
u 
Ε
α 
.τ, 
'Μη 
Μ,2 
Μιι 
Mr. 
Ι Μ
α 
' яг 
Яіі 
.Kh 
ν 
ЯІ 
quencies 
requencies 
uencies 
5.644 
32.3 
36.3 
59.7 
46.8 
48.4 
54.0 
69.4 
27.8 
37.9 
46.8 
54.9 
62.5 
33.9 
34.7 
68.6 
43.6 
47.2 
Semiempirica] 
harmonie' 
5.644 
37.5 
47.7 
75.2 
45.9 
47.7 
54.0 
69.5 
29.6 
40.6 
51.8 
59.0 
66.4 
34.4 
35.7 
68.3 
50.7 
57.8 
10.6 
0.6 
6.1 
Ab initio 
harmonic 
5.611 
42.4 
52.9 
77.7 
52.8 
52.6 
58.9 
78.8 
34.9 
46.4 
59.1 
64.4 
72.3 
37.1 
39.2 
77.6 
58.1 
61.0 
14.8 
6.3 
10.4 
SCP' 
5.7% 
41.1 
50.7 
73.7 
49.2 
49.0 
54.1 
73.3 
32.7 
43.8 
55.8 
60.4 
67.6 
34.7 
36.5 
72.3 
55.2 
58.4 
12.2 
2.4 
7.6 
RPA' 
5.699 
31.0 
41.0 
68.0 
47.2 
48.8 
55.6 
73.1 
27.6 
39.1 
50.2 
59.1 
66.5 
34.4 
35.8 
72.3 
47.9 
50.8 
5.0 
2.1 
3.4 
• From Kjems and Dolling (1975). 
" From Raich and Gillis (1977). 
' From Luty et al. (1980). 
rf From Briels et al. (1984). 
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ordered a and γ phases, although sometimes the translational vibrations 
in the β phase have been considered, too, with the molecular rotations 
neglected. The only nontechnical difference between these harmonic 
treatments lies in the potentials used, which are practically always empiri­
cal model potentials mostly of the atom-atom and/or quadrupole-quadru-
pole type (see Section II). It is generally believed that, particularly, the 
phonon frequencies are very sensitive to the shape of the intermolecular 
potential, the translational frequencies to its distance dependence and the 
librational modes to its anisotropy. The experimental phonon frequencies 
from infrared and Raman spectroscopy (for wave vector q = 0) and from 
inelastic neutron scattering (for any q) have been used to optimize the 
parameters in the model potentials. As an example of the most sophisti­
cated work of this type, we quote the paper by Raich and Gillis (1977). 
The results listed in the second columns of Tables IIIA and HIB are 
characteristic: fairly good agreement with experiment for the pure transla­
tional phonon frequencies and substantially worse agreement for the li­
brational modes even after optimizing the parameters. The discrepancy 
has been ascribed to the strong anharmonicity and rather large amplitudes 
of the librations, even at the lowest temperatures. A study by Luty et al. 
(1980) using a nonempirical N2-N2 site-site potential obtained from quan­
tum-chemical ab initio calculations (Berns and van der Avoird, 1980) 
yields similar results (see the third columns of Tables IIIA, B). The over­
all agreement in the ab initio treatment, which involves no parameter 
TABLE HIB 
LATTICE FREQUENCIES IN y-Nj (IN CM - 1), Τ = 0 Κ, ρ = 4 KBAR 
α (A) 
с (A) 
Г(0, 0, 0) 
Librations 
Translational 
vibrations 
rms deviation 
ί
£
· 
в.. 
Au 
Blu 
Experiment" 
3.957 
5.109 
55.0 
98.1 
65.0 
Semiempirical 
harmonic'' 
3.940 
5.086 
50.5 
74.8 
105.1 
58.3 
103.1 
14.2 
Ab initio 
harmonic'' 
4.032 
5.000 
60.1 
89.2 
111.2 
71.4 
113.8 
7.0 
SCP' 
4.100 
5.188 
58.7 
87.9 
108.6 
68.7 
110.9 
6.6 
RPA' 
3.961 
5.104 
67.6 
103.3 
124,4 
65.2 
114.9 
7.9 
» From Thiéry and Fabre (1976) and Fondere et al. (1981). 
* From Raich and Gillis (1977). 
'From Luty et al. (1980). 
''From Briels et ai. (1980). 
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optimization, is slightly worse. We shall illustrate, however, that this is 
largely due to the harmonic approximation made in the lattice dynamics 
calculation. We observe, at this point, a weakness of the semiempirical 
procedure: optimizing a parameterized potential by comparing approxi­
mate, mostly harmonic, lattice dynamics results with measured data 
might lead to incorrect potentials and, at the same time, partly hide the 
flaws of the approximate lattice dynamics model. 
Harris and Coll (1972), Kobashi (1978), and Kuchta and Luty (1983) 
have used anharmonic perturbation theory (see Section ΙΙΙ,Β) to study the 
effect of the cubic and quartic anharmonicities on the libron and phonon 
frequencies in α-nitrogen. The results are conflicting, however, and the 
shifts appear to depend very sensitively on the potential. Harris and Coll 
(1972), using only the quadrupole-quadrupole interactions, find a reduc­
tion of the libron frequencies by about 12%, whereas Kobashi (1978), 
using a 12-6 atom-atom potential, finds an increase in all libron and 
phonon frequencies by 4 to 14 cm"1, i.e., 7 to 17%. Kuchta and Luty 
(1983), using a perturbed uncoupled oscillator model starting from the ab 
initio potential of Berns and van der Avoird (1980), obtain a decrease of 
the harmonic libron frequencies by 18 to 27%. The agreement of the latter 
results, after the perturbation correction, with experimental data must 
probably be regarded as fortuitous, however, since the anharmonic cor­
rections for the librations are too large to be treated by perturbation 
theory up to the second order. 
A similar influence of the potential chosen occurs if one tries to calcu­
late the anharmonic effects by the self-consistent phonon (SCP) method. 
The calculation by Raich et al. (1974) is based on the atomic version of the 
SCP method (see Section III.C). Using an empirical 12-6 atom-atom 
potential, they found a consistent increase of the harmonic phonon and 
libron frequencies by 3 to 10%. The calculation by Luty et al. (1980), who 
use the SCP method of Wasiutynski (1976) and the ab initio N2-N2 poten­
tial of Berns and van der Avoird (1980), yields a consistent lowering by 
about the same amount. It is striking (see Tables ΙΙΙΑ,Β, fourth columns) 
that the ab initio results for the pure translational phonon frequencies in 
a- and -y-nitrogen agree remarkably well with experiment, without any 
parameter optimization, while the librational frequencies and those of the 
mixed modes are still substantially too high. Apparently the anharmonic-
ity in the distance dependence of the intermolecular potential, which 
affects the translational vibrations, is very well accounted for by the SCP 
method. The orientational dependence of the potential is strongly anhar­
monic. In combination with the fairly large amplitudes of the rotational 
oscillations, this causes the SCP method to fail in describing the libra­
tional motions. This failure may be related to the additional approxima­
tions made in generalizing this method to molecular crystals. 
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Raich et al. (I974) and Goldman and Klein (1975) have applied the 
SCP method to the translational phonons in /3-nitrogen. The molecular 
rotations were assumed to be completely free and the effective isotropic 
intermolecular potential used was a rotationally averaged, empirical 
atom-atom 12-6 potential. The results of such models that completely 
neglect any translation-rotation coupling are mainly of qualitative in­
terest. 
C. Large-Amplitude Motions in the Ordered Phases 
Since it became clear from various observations that the librational 
motions of the molecules, even in the ordered a and y phases of nitrogen 
at low temperature, have too large amplitudes to be described correctly 
by (quasi-) harmonic models, we have resorted to the alternative lattice 
dynamics theories that were described in Section IV. Most of these theo­
ries have been developed for large-amplitude rotational oscillations, hin­
dered or even free rotations, and remain valid when the molecular orien­
tations become more and more localized. 
Weis and Klein (1975) made classical molecular dynamics (MD) calcu­
lations for 250 N2 molecules in a cubic box, with periodic boundary condi­
tions. These molecules were initially arranged in the cubic Pa3 structure 
of α-nitrogen, and they were made to interact via a 12-6 atom-atom 
potential. The molecular motions were mainly characterized via the cal­
culated dynamic structure factor 5(q, ω), which describes the response of 
the system to a transfer of momentum q and energy Αω (see Section 
IV,A). Because for given wave vector q the peaks in 5(q, ω) can be 
identified with phonons, the results of these calculations could be com­
pared with (quasi-) harmonic lattice dynamics studies. The phonon fre­
quencies appeared to be substantially different from the quasi-harmonic 
results calculated with the same atom-atom potential, and the tempera­
ture shifts of some of the peaks were much larger in the MD calculations. 
These differences and the corresponding peak broadenings have been 
ascribed by Weis and Klein to the occurrence of strongly anharmonic, 
large-amplitude motions that cause the breakdown of the quasi-harmonic 
model. At a temperature, of 35 K, close to the a-ß phase transition point, 
the MD calculations even indicate the existence of "quasi-free" rota-
tions. 
Jacobi and Schnepp (1972) and Raich (1972) were the first to develop a 
quantum-dynamical model for the large-amplitude librations in α-nitro­
gen. Their formalism is essentially described in Section IV,C. They first 
calculated single-molecule mean field states that may be localized as well 
as delocalized, depending on the height of the rotation barriers from the 
anisotropic potential. These states were used to construct a basis of exci-
tonlike wave functions for the whole crystal. The final step in their calcu-
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lation, the diagonalization of the full-crystal Hamiltonian in this basis, 
amounts to diagonalizing the upper left block of the RPA matrix, Eq. 
(126). Therefore, this theory is more approximate than the RPA formal­
ism; one of the consequences is that it does not converge to the harmonic 
solution in the limit of an exactly harmonic crystal Hamiltonian. If the 
excitonlike model were applied to the translational phonons rather than to 
the librations, the acoustical modes would not go to zero frequency for 
q = 0. Employing the full RPA method, as described in Section 1V,C, 
ensures the convergence to the correct limits; this method has been ap­
plied to the librations in α-nitrogen by Dunmore (1972, 1976), Raich et al. 
(1974), and Mandell (1974, 1975). 
All these authors have used semiempirical N2-N2 potentials, often 
simplified to the utmost by retaining only pure quadrupole-quadrupole 
interactions or atom-atom 12-6 interactions. Moreover, they have al­
ways fixed the molecules with their centers of mass to the lattice points, 
thus neglecting the translational vibrations and the effects of libron-
phonon coupling. We applied the RPA formalism to a- and -y-nitrogen 
(Jansen et al., 1984) by using the ab initio potential of Berns and van der 
Avoird (1980). This potential was not approximated by a site-site model 
this time, but expanded in symmetry-adapted functions as in Section II,B. 
In a subsequent paper (Briels et al., 1984) we extended the theory in order 
to account explicitly for the translational phonons and for libron-phonon 
coupling after expanding the crystal Hamiltonian as in Section II,D. The 
extended formalism is described in Section IV,C. Since this treatment is 
more complete than any of the previous ones, we shall use its results as an 
illustration. 
We have started by assuming the observed lattice symmetry and by 
theoretically optimizing the cell parameters for the given ab initio poten­
tial as follows. For α-nitrogen we have calculated the minimum of the free 
energy in the mean field approximation as a function of the cubic cell 
parameter a. This yields the optimum value a = 5.699 Á, experimentally 
(Scott, 1976) a = 5.644 A, and the mean field lattice cohesion energy at 
7 = 0 K o f A £ = 5.92 kJ/mol, experimentally Δ£ = 6.92 kJ/mol. For the γ 
phase we have calculated the free energy A for several values of the 
tetragonal cell parameters a and с and fitted A (a, c) by a second-order 
polynomial. On each curve of constant molar volume υ = Na2cl2, we 
have determined the optimum a and с by minimizing A. Using the opti­
mum points and the corresponding free energies, we have calculated the 
pressure as ρ = -дА/д . Thus we found at ρ = 4 kbar that a = 3.961 Â 
and с = 5.104 Â, in excellent agreement with the experimental values a = 
3.957 Â and с = 5.109 A (Scott, 1976). 
The mean field approximation yields a picture of the single-molecule 
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motions as determined by the anisotropic ab initio potential. The orienta-
tional probability distributions in a- and -y-nitrogen are shown in Fig. 2a,b, 
respectively. We clearly observe that the librations of the molecules in the 
α phase are localized about the cubic body diagonals, i.e., the [1, 1, 1] 
direction and three equivalent directions. In γ-nitrogen the N2 molecules 
appear to librate about the [1, 1,0] and [1, -1,0] directions. Both these 
findings agree with experiment, cf. Fig. 1. For temperatures up to at least 
40 K, these pictures remain qualitatively similar. The amount of delocali-
zation is measured by the decreasing order parameter 5 = (/Mcos Θ)) (see 
Fig. 3), with θ now defined relative to the equilibrium axis. Even at Τ = 
0 К the root-mean-square amplitude of the librations is already substan­
tial, however, about 16° in the α-phase. Similar parameters, including the 
translational vibrations, are listed in Table IV. We observe that the molec­
ular motions, both librational and translational, in y-nitrogen at ρ = 4 kbar 
are more restricted than in the α phase, at zero pressure. 
After calculating the ground and excited mean field states of a- and y-
nitrogen, we have included the correlation between the molecular mo­
tions, as well as the translational-rotational coupling, by determining the 
eigenvalues of the RPA matrix M(q) [Eq. (129)]. The expansion of the 
potential in the translational displacements (u/>) of the molecules [see Eq. 
TABLE IV 
TRANSLATIONAL AND LIBRATIONAL AMPLITUDES FROM 
MEAN FIELD CALCULATIONS 
-Ν, Τ = 0 К 
<ttf>"J = 0 112Â и, = «„,„ 
(ni)" 2 = 0 107 Л 
(и2)112 = 0 189 Л 
arccos«cos
2
 β)"2) = 16.1° 
y-N2 Τ = 0 К ρ = 4 kbar 
(и,2)"2 = 0 100 Â «» = "11101 
(«ì.»)"2 = 0 086 Л ulab = щ, _, „, 
(и!,)" 2 = 0 087 A и
І С
 = κ,οοπ 
(и2)"2 = 0 159 А 
arccos«cos
2
 0)":) =12 9° 
asymmetry parameter (rotation out of ab plane - rotation 
(sin2 0(sin2 φ - cos2 φ)) 
in ab plane): -,—r-rr = 0 05 
K
 (sin2 Θ) 
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α - N2 groundstate Ι ψ 
TrOK 
(b) У ι 
У-Ν j groundstate J ψ I 
T=0K 
Fig. 2. Onentational probability distributions of the molecular axes in (a) α-nitrogen and 
(b) γ-nitrogen Contours of constant probability for the molecule in the ongin, calculated in 
the mean field model, are plotted as functions of the polar angles (β, φ) with respect to the 
crystal axes (Fig I) The angle θ increases linearly with the radius of the plots from 0 (in the 
center) to π/2 (at the boundary), φ is the phase angle 
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Flg. 3. Temperature dependence of the (mean field) order parameter in a-ty. 
(40)] has been truncated at three different levels. Taking α™» = 2 corre­
sponds to a harmonic model for the translational phonons; taking o w = 3 
and a
mBX = 4 includes the cubic and quartic anharmonicities, respectively. 
The orientational (ω
ρ
) dependence of the ab initio potential has always 
been included exactly, which is important because of the large amplitude 
of the librons. Some typical results are shown in Table V. The size of the 
anharmonic corrections to the translational phonon frequencies is compa­
rable with that of the self-consistent phonon corrections calculated with 
the same ab initio potential (Luty et al., 1980); the corrected frequencies 
agree equally well with experiment. There is an important difference, 
however, between our RPA formalism and the SCP method. The latter 
neglects those terms in the potential that depend on the odd powers of the 
molecular displacements. The cubic terms have sometimes been added 
perturbationally (Goldman et al., 1968; Koehler, 1969), but not so by Luty 
et al. (1980). Our formalism includes the effects of the cubic terms directly 
in the mean field and RPA results. In α-nitrogen, however, because of the 
inversion symmetry, they vanish at the mean field level and have no effect 
on the purely translational phonon frequencies of Table V. In the mixed 
phonon-libron modes the cubic corrections mostly lower the frequencies, 
while the quartic corrections are always positive and dominant. 
We wish to emphasize that the most essential advantage of the RPA 
method discussed here over the previous (quasi-) harmonic treatments is 
the correct description of the large-amplitude libron modes and the mixed 
libron-phonon modes. This is reflected by the substantial anharmonic 
corrections in the frequencies of these modes; compare the last column of 
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TABLE V 
σα«. DEPENDENCE OF SOME RPA LATTICE FREQUENCIES FOR a-Nj 
(o = 5.644 Λ, Τ = О К) 
Frequency ω (cm"1) 
<*тшг = 2° а
та
 = 3 a ™ , = 4 
32.8 
43.4 
71.6 
42.3 
48.7 
55.7 
73.0 
32.8 
43.4 
71.6 
42.3 
48.7 
55.7 
73.0 
32.8 
43.4 
71.5 
50.6 
52.7 
60.2 
79.4 
28.8 
40.4 
52.2 
60.0 
67.0 
25.7 
38.5 
51.7 
61.2 
68.6 
28.8 
41.5 
53.3 
63.7 
72.0 
" Harmonic model for translations. 
Table III with the preceding columns. The new results calculated with the 
ab initio potential agree very well with the frequencies from inelastic 
neutron scattering (Kjems and Dolling, 1975) and from infrared and Ra­
man spectroscopy (Thiéry and Fabre, 1976; Fondere et al., 1981) for all 
types of modes. Also the phonon dispersion relations, displayed in Fig. 4, 
are in good agreement with the neutron-scattering data. Since most of the 
lattice modes are actually mixed libron-phonon modes, this indicates that 
the translation-rotation coupling is correctly included in the RPA for-
malism. 
D. The Plastic Phase and the Orientational 
Order-Disorder Phase Transition 
Lattice dynamics calculations on the plastic j8-nitrogen phase are rela-
tively scarce because, obviously, the standard (quasi-) harmonic theory 
cannot be applied to this phase. Classical Monte Carlo calculations have 
been made by Gibbons and Klein (1974) and Mandell (1974) on a face-
centered cubic (α-nitrogen) lattice of 108 N2 molecules, while Mandell has 
also studied a 32-molecule system and a system of 96 N1 molecules on a 
hexagonal close-packed (/3-nitrogen) lattice. Gibbons and Klein used 12-6 
Г(0,0, 0) 
ί
£
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Τ
α 
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ω lem"1! 
reduced wave vector coordinate r-1· 
Fig. 4. Calculated (TOH) dispersion curves for a-ty, for phonon-libron modes propa­
gating along the [110] direction. The circles correspond to inelastic neutron scattering data 
measured at Τ = 15 К by Kjems and Dolling (1975). 
and 9-6 atom-atom potentials and fairly high temperatures, Τ = 96 and 
192 K; they found only complete orientational disorder. Mandell made his 
N2 molecules interact as pure point quadrupoles, and he showed that even 
the smaller 32-molecule system already yields a fairly realistic order-
disorder phase transition. 
Another simple, quantum-mechanical, model for the phase transition 
has been proposed by Raich and Etters (1972). They studied N2 molecules 
on an fee lattice, again interacting as pure point quadrupoles. Using a 
mean field model for the librations in the α phase, a free rotor model for β-
nitrogen, and calculating the corresponding free-energy curves, they 
found an α-β phase transition at somewhat too high a temperature. This 
model has been refined by Raich et al. (1974) and Goldman and Klein 
(1975), who applied the self-consistent phonon method to the translational 
and librational motions in the a phase and to the pure translational 
phonons in the β phase (cf. Section V,B). The rotational motions in /3-
nitrogen were still assumed to be completely free, however, and any 
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translation-rotation coupling was neglected. Classical molecular dy-
namics calculations by Klein et al. (1977, 1981) on a 288-molecule model 
for /3-nitrogen at Τ = 47 К indicate that this coupling is probably impor­
tant, since the translational phonon frequencies derived from these MD 
calculations, while using the same 12-6 atom-atom potential, are sub­
stantially different from the SCP results of Raich et al. (1974). The rota­
tional motions in the β phase were found to be "quasi-free" in the classi­
cal MD model. 
Finally, we discuss the mean field and RPA calculations made on /3-
nitrogen (van der Avoird et al., 1984) by using the ab initio potential of 
Berns and van der Avoird (1980) again. We started our calculations on 
this phase, just as those for a- and y-nitrogen, by assuming the experi­
mentally observed lattice symmetry. Thus, the two molecules in the hex­
agonal unit cell (see Fig. 1) were given translationally equivalent mean 
field solutions. The orientational probability distribution that results for 
the pure ortho-Ni crystal is shown in Fig. 5a. The ground state of the 
para-Nz species is twofold degenerate; the average probability distribu­
tion і\ф]\2 + ilfcl2 is similar to Fig. 5a. This picture suggests that the 
orientational motions in /3-nitrogen are quasi-free precessions around the 
crystal с axis, modulated by small sixfold barriers. In accordance with the 
ideas of Press and Hüller (1978) and the earlier mean field calculations by 
Dunmore (1976), the precession angle θ between the molecular axis and 
the с axis is not sharply defined, but it shows a rather broad distribution 
with the maximum at the "experimental" value of θ = 56° (Scott, 1976). 
The mean field ground state yielding this delocalized picture appeared 
to be unstable, however. This could be concluded from the ensuing RPA 
calculations yielding imaginary libron frequencies and the stability condi­
tions in Section IV,D. We have searched for a stable mean field solution 
by independently varying the orientational wave functions of the two 
molecules in the unit cell, and we have indeed found such a solution, 
which is lower in (free) energy by 0.87 kJ/mol than the previous deloca­
lized solution at Τ = 0 К. In this new solution the orientations of the N2 
molecules are clearly localized (see Fig. 5b). They librate about an equi­
librium axis that makes an angle of 52° with the crystal с axis. The equilib­
rium axes for the two neighboring molecules in the hexagonal unit cell are 
not the same, but they are rotated through 180° about the с axis. This 180° 
rotation avoids the steric hindrance between neighbors that would occur 
when the molecules were freely precessing (Schuch and Mills, 1970) and, 
thus, leads to the lower free energy. 
The problem with this localized, stable, mean field solution is that it 
has a much lower symmetry than the experimentally observed hexagonal 
symmetry of jS-nitrogen. We have conjectured that the higher symmetry is 
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(α) 
β-Ν2 groundstate Ι ψ I 
T=0K 
β-Ν, groundstate |ψ | 
T=OK 
Fig. 5. Orientational probability distribution of the molecular axes for the delocalized 
(a) and localized (b) mean field states in /3-nitrogen. (a) applies to both molecules in the unit 
cell, (b) is drawn for one molecule in the unit cell; the other molecule in the cell is rotated 
over φ = 180°. The distribution does not change qualitatively up to (at least) Τ = 70 К; it 
just becomes slightly wider with increasing temperature. Reading of the contour plot as in 
Fig. 2. 
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observed because of rapid jumps of the molecular axes between six local­
ized librational states of the type found in the final mean field calculation. 
The six equilibrium axes will be located at θ = 52° and φ = 0°, 60°, 120°, 
180°, 240°, and 300". The characteristic time for these jumps should be less 
than the inverse frequency of the nuclear quadrupole resonance measure­
ments (de Reggi et al., 1969), i.e., about IO-7 sec. In order to preserve the 
lower energy of the stable mean field solution, the jumps of neighboring 
molecules must be correlated; two neighbors have the tendency to remain 
180° out of phase in their φ angles. 
With the different models emerging for the molecular motions in the β 
phase and the mean field model for localized, large-amplitude librations in 
the α phase (see Section V,C), we have studied the α-β phase transition. 
The calculated free-energy curves corresponding with these models are 
shown in Fig. 6. The free energy for the delocalized precession model of 
/3-nitrogen decreases much more steeply, with increasing temperature, 
than that for α-nitrogen. This is caused by the spectrum of the delocalized 
/3-N2 model being like a free rotor, with considerably smaller excitation 
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Fig. 6. Free energy (at zero pressure) for α-nitrogen and /3-nitrogen, in different mean 
field models (closed lines). The dashed free rotor curve has been calculated from the iso­
tropic (A, /2, /3) = (0, 0, 0) term of the ab initio potential by adding the free rotor expression 
for the free energy. The dashed jump model curve has been oblamed from the localized 
mean field solution (with the full anisotropic potential) by adding an entropy term -£
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energies than the harmonic oscillatorlike spectrum of a-N2. As shown in 
Fig. 6, a free rotor model for ß-ty yields almost the same free-energy 
curve as the delocalized precession model. However, both these models 
cannot give a free energy lower than that for «-N2, and thus a phase 
transition, at any reasonable temperature. On the other hand, the local-
ized librational solution for /3-N2 is much lower in energy, but its free-
energy curve does not sufficiently fall off with temperature to cross the 
a-N2 curve. Now we invoke the jumps of the molecules between the 
localized solutions. Ignoring, for the moment, the correlations between 
these jumps and assuming that each molecule has access to six localized 
states yields an entropy term -k^T In 6. Adding this term to the free-
energy curve of a particular localized solution leads to the curve in Fig. 6 
marked "/З-Ыг jump." This model predicts an a-ß phase transition tem-
perature of 34 K, very close to the experimental value Τ = 35.6 К. 
Starting from the localized mean field wave functions, we have also 
calculated the libron frequencies in /3-nitrogen via the RPA formalism. All 
frequencies appeared to be real, as they should be for a stable mean field 
solution. The infrared spectrum (Medina and Daniels, 1976) shows two 
very broad peaks around 25 to 36 cm - 1 and 50 to 68 cm - 1, depending on 
the pressures. The first one has been interpreted as a translational phonon 
band, the second one as a libron band. Neutron scattering (Kjems and 
Dolling, 1975) yields broad peaks at 25 and 64 cm - 1 attributed to transla­
tional phonons. We have calculated optical libron frequencies of 34, 41, 
56, and 59 cm - 1. The observed broad peaks may well contain these libron 
excitations in addition to the translational phonon bands. We assign the 
broadening of these peaks to the occurrence of more or less random 
transitions, classically called jumps, between the different localized libron 
states. 
In summary, we think that our calculations suggest a model with local­
ized librations and 60° jumps for the orientational motions in /3-nitrogen. 
This model gives a reasonable account of the a-ß phase transition and the 
libron spectrum of β-Νι • A dynamical model for the 60° jumps, which 
must include strong short-range pair correlations, is still lacking, how­
ever. Possibly this correlation can be introduced by using Jastrov func­
tions (van Kranendonk, 1983). 
VI. Dynamics and Magnetism of Solid Oxygen 
Oxygen, with its 3 Σ^ ground state, is one of the few stable molecules 
with a nonvanishing electronic spin momentum. The potential between O2 
molecules is not only determined by the usual van der Waals interactions 
occurring between closed shell molecules, but it contains, moreover, the 
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coupling between the electronic spins. In addition to their positional and 
orientational coordinates, the O2 molecules have an extra degree of free­
dom: the orientations of their triplet spin momenta. Consequently, in the 
solid we must consider the molecular motions, translational and rota­
tional, as well as the spin dynamics. 
This extra degree of freedom makes solid O2 one of the most interest­
ing molecular crystals. Even at low pressure one finds three different 
phases: the α phase between 0 and 23.8 K, the β phase between 23.8 and 
43.8 K, and the y phase between 43.8 К and the melting point at 54.4 K. 
These phases have structural as well as magnetic order. The α and β 
phases are orientationally ordered; the у phase is plastic. The α phase is 
antifeiromagnetic, with the usual (spin up, spin down) two-sublattice 
structure; α-oxygen is the only homogeneous antiferromagnet known. 
The β phase probably has short-range antifeiromagnetic order with a 
three-sublattice 120° spin arrangement. The γ phase is paramagnetic, just 
like liquid oxygen. Both in the α and β phases the molecules are packed in 
layers, the α-b planes, with their axes perpendicular to these planes (see 
Fig. 7). In the β phase this packing is hexagonal; in the monoclinic a 
phase the hexagons are slightly distorted by a contraction in the a direc­
tion and a dilation in the b direction. This distortion is driven by the 
magnetic coupling: the α-β phase transition is called magnetoelastic. The 
spins in the a phase are preferentially directed in the ±b directions. 
Fig. 7. Crystal structures of (a) α-oxygen and (b) /}-oxygen, according to De Fotis 
(1981). 
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The excitations in such a magnetic solid are not only due to the lattice 
vibrations, phonons, and librons, but also to the spin waves; the corre­
sponding quasi-particles are called magnons. The magnetic excitations in 
а-Ог have been directly observed by infrared and Raman spectroscopy 
and by inelastic neutron scattering. In general, they determine, of course, 
the magnetic properties of the system, susceptibilities, spin flop pro­
cesses, etc. They also affect other properties, though, such as the specific 
heat and the thermal expansion coefficients. For the experimental and 
theoretical work prior to 1981 we refer to De Fotis's (1981) review, which 
begins by stating that "the magnetic, structural, thermodynamic and 
spectroscopic properties of the condensed phases of oxygen have been 
under study for nearly a century. Yet important aspects of their behavior 
remain poorly understood." Work by Slyusarev et al. (1980, 1981), Gaidi-
dei and Loktev (1981), Stephens et al. (1983), Meier et al. (Meier et al., 
1982; Meier and Helmholdt, 1984; Meier, 1984), Etters et al. (Etters et al., 
1983; Helmy et al., 1984), and van der Avoird et al. (van Hemert et al., 
1983; Wormer and van der Avoird, 1984; Jansen and van der Avoird, 
1985) has provided additional information. 
A. Lattice Dynamics and Spin Wave Calculations 
Until very recently, the lattice vibrations in solid O2 and its magnetic 
properties have always been treated separately. As far as the packing in 
the crystal and the lattice vibrations are concerned, one can consider the 
O2 molecules as resembling N2. An important quantitative difference lies 
in the O2 molecule's quadrupole moment, however, which is about four 
times smaller than that of N2 (in absolute value). This smaller quadrupole 
moment, together with the exchange coupling between the open-shell O2 
molecules (see the subsequent discussion), probably explains why the 
packing in the ordered α and β phases of solid O2 (see Fig. 7) is very 
different from the ordered N2 structures (see Fig. 1) (English and Ven­
ables, 1974; English et al., 1974). The lattice dynamics calculations that 
have been made for a- and /3-oxygen (Kobashi et al., 1979; Etters et ai, 
1983; Kuchta, 1985) are very similar to the standard harmonic calcula­
tions made on solid nitrogen (see Section V); they have used empirical 
atom-atom 12-6 or exp -6 potentials. The calculated optical libron fre­
quencies are generally in reasonable agreement with the experimental 
data. One important observation could not be explained by these calcula­
tions, however. In ß-oxygen there is a degenerate optical (q = 0) libron 
mode of Eg symmetry with a frequency of about 50 cm"1. This mode 
corresponds with the in-phase librations of all СЬ molecules around the 
crystal a and b axes, and the degeneracy occurs because of the equiva­
lence of these axes in the hexagonal β phase. When the hexagonal sym-
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metry is distorted by going through the β-α phase transition, this mode 
will be split, in principle. The librations around the monoclinic b axis in 
а-СЬ have А
е
 symmetry; those around the a axis have ßg symmetry. The 
splitting actually observed by Raman spectroscopy is so large, however, 
that it cannot be explained by any of the lattice dynamics calculations. 
The experimental spectrum of a-02 shows two peaks at 43 and 79 cm-1, 
whereas the lattice dynamics calculations yield a splitting of about 10 
cm-1 at most. The latter result is not surprising in view of the small 
structural distortion that accompanies the β-α phase transition. Most 
authors have assumed, therefore, that the Λ
β
 and Bg modes remain very 
nearly degenerate in a-O: and that the higher-frequency peak represents a 
two-libron, two-phonon, or libron-magnon transition. Experiments by 
Bier and Jodl (1984) indicate, however, that the mode at 43 cm - 1 is proba­
bly the Bg mode and the mode at 79 cm - 1 the At mode. We shall give an 
explanation of this phenomenon in the next section. 
The magnetic properties of α-Ο^, which is the most extensively stud­
ied phase, have always been interpreted on the basis of the following 
phenomenological spin Hamiltonian: 
Я,
р
,
п
 = - \ Σ Σ UppSp • SP. + Σ (AS2tp + BSIP) (139) 
¿
 F¿p· ρ 
where ζ is the preferred magnetization axis, the b axis, the χ axis is the 
orientation of the molecular axes (i.e., the crystallographic c* direction), 
and the у axis coincides with the crystal a axis. The first term in this 
Hamiltonian is the Heisenberg exchange coupling between the triplet O2 
molecules. The dominant, intersublattice exchange coupling is antiferro-
magnetic, i.e., Jpp· < 0, and it occurs between a given molecule and its 
four nearest neighbors in the a-b plane. In the more recent work, more­
over, the in-plane intrasublattice coupling with the two next-nearest 
neighbors and the interplanar coupling with four additional neighbors 
have been included. The interplanar coupling was found (Burakhovich et 
al., 1977; Stephens et al., 1983) to be very weak, which makes a-oxygen, 
and /3-oxygen, a quasi-two-dimensional magnetic system. The single-par­
ticle term AS] is due to the intramolecular spin-orbit and spin-spin inter­
actions; the free-molecule value of Л is equal to 3.% cm - 1 = 5.72 K. This 
term tends to keep the directions of the molecular spin momenta perpen­
dicular to the molecular axes, such that in a- and /3-oxygen the spins will 
lie in the a-b plane. The additional single-particle term BS2y is then added 
ad hoc in order to impose the observed in-plane anisotropy that forces the 
spins to lie parallel to the b axis. Classical dipole models yielding the 
preferred magnetization axis and the order of magnitude of the empirical 
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В values suggest that the term BS] actually represents the magnetic di-
pole-dipole interactions between the molecular spin moments. 
With the use of the phenomenological spin Hamiltonian [Eq. (139)], 
mean field and spin-wave calculations have been made that yield the 
observed magnetic, optical, and thermodynamic properties. The antifer-
romagnetic spin-wave calculations are mostly based on the RPA method 
outlined in Section IV,C. The formalism is very simple in this case, be­
cause the basis for every molecule consists only of the three triplet spin 
states. By taking the mean field ground state on each molecule and the 
first excited state, which provides the single magnon states, the RPA 
equations can be solved exactly for the magnon frequencies. The calcu­
lated properties have been compared with experimental data and the cou­
pling constants J, Л, and В in the Hamiltonian (139) have thus been 
determined empirically. The situation is not very satisfactory, however, 
since the various semiempirical studies on а-СЬ have yielded substantially 
different sets of coupling constants, depending on the type of experimen­
tal data fitted. The discrepancies have been pointed out most clearly by 
De Fotis (1981), but also the more recent studies still yield rather different 
J, A, and В values. Moreover, most of the empirical A and В values in 
solid От deviate considerably from the values corresponding with the free-
molecule zero-field splitting and the magnetic dipole moment, respec­
tively. This is surprising since we expect the distortions of the molecular 
electronic charge distributions, due to the weak van der Waals interac­
tions in the solid, to be minor. 
B. The Complete Crystal Hamiltonian and the Coupling 
between Lattice Vibrations and Spin Dynamics 
In a recent paper (Jansen and van der Avoird, 1985), two of us have 
proposed replacing the phenomenological spin Hamiltonian (139) by a 
spin Hamiltonian from first principles. By this qualification we mean that 
our Hamiltonian can be derived directly from the known properties of the 
O2 molecules and their interactions. Such a Hamiltonian, which applies 
not only to ot-Oj, but also to any of the condensed phases, looks as 
follows: 
//spin = — Я 2J2J 2J(<tip, <i)p', Г/>/>')8/> · S/>-
+ ΣΣ(-1) ' η Λ-,„(ω / . ) [8 Ρ ®5ρ]^ 
P m 
+ \ Σ Σ Σ (-iyT^(rPP)[SP ® SP]™ (140) 
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The irreducible tensor product between two (spherical) vectors is defined 
in Eq. (37). An important feature of this Hamiltonian is that it explicitly 
describes the dependence of the coupling "constants" J, A,,,, and T
m
 on 
the distance vectors i>/>' between the molecules and on the orientations 
ω/> = {θρ, φρ) of their axes, in contrast with the phenomenological Ham­
iltonian (139). Another important difference with the latter is that the 
ad hoc single-particle spin anisotropy term BSl, which probably stands im­
plicitly for the magnetic dipole-dipole interactions, has been replaced by 
a two-body operator that correctly represents these interactions. The 
distance and orientational dependence of the coupling parameters J, A
m
, 
and T
m
 has been obtained as follows. 
The Heisenberg exchange coupling parameter У is a scalar quantity; its 
dependence on r/>/>·, ω/>, and ωρ· is described by expanding it in symmetry-
adapted angular functions, just as the intermolecular potential in Eq. (15). 
The distance-dependent expansion coefficients have been explicitly ob­
tained from ab initio quantum-chemical calculations (van Hemert et al., 
1983; Wormer and van der Avoird, 1984). These coefficients could be 
represented by steeply decaying exponential functions of the distance. 
The ab initio calculations refer to (ОгЬ dimers with the triplet O2 spins 
coupled to a singlet, a triplet, or a quintet. The exchange splitting between 
the dimer spin states has been obtained from a second-quantized hole-
particle formalism, generalized to nonorthogonal orbitals (Wormer and 
van der Avoird, 1984), It was found that this exchange splitting could 
indeed be represented accurately by a Heisenberg effective spin Hamilto­
nian. The coupling parameter J appeared to depend very sensitively on 
the distance between the O2 molecules and, particularly, on their orienta­
tions (see Fig. 8). In Fig. 9 we have plotted the dependence of У on the 
librational coordinates in α-oxygen. 
The molecular spin-anisotropy term, the second term in Eq. (140), 
depends on the angle between the O2 spin momentum S/> and the molecu­
lar axis. With respect to the global frame, this dependence can be ex­
pressed as in Eq. (140) with the second-rank tensor 
Α„(ωρ) = М ЗОС Х Р, ф
Р
) (141) 
The constant A = 3.96 cm- 1 has been obtained from the free-molecule 
zero-field splitting (Mizushima, 1975) and C^' is a Racah spherical har­
monic with 1 = 2. The tensor that describes the interaction between the 
magnetic dipole moments grPB^p, where g
e
 equals 2.0023 and μ
Β
 is the 
Bohr magneton, can be written immediately as 
Т
т
(трр) = - s ^ v l Ö r ^ C ^ W ) (142) 
In summing this term over the lattice, in the calculations described subse-
quently, the E-wald method (Born and Huang, 1954) had to be invoked. 
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Since the O2 molecule carries a triplet spin momentum, the spin Ham-
iltonian (140) has to be added to the Hamiltonian (23), which contains the 
kinetic energies and the spin-independent part of the intermolecular 
O2-O2 potential, in order to obtain the crystal Hamiltonian for solid O2. 
The spin-independent O2-O2 potential can be partly extracted from the ab 
initio calculations on the (02)2 dimer by averaging the calculated interac-
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J (К) 
Flg. 9. Variation of the (intersublattice) exchange coupling parameter J between the 
nearest neighbors in solid α-Οι along some normal coordinates of libration. The labels L, 
and ¿ t refer to Iibrations around the crystal a and b axes, respectively; see Fig. 7. The plus 
and minus signs denote in-phase and out-of-phase Iibrations of the molecules on different 
sublattices. 
tions over the dimer spin multiplets. The ab initio calculations do not yet 
contain the long-range dispersion attractions, however, and so the corre-
sponding terms in the potential must still be included semiempirically. 
The approximate solutions for the complete crystal Hamiltonian, which 
describe the coupled lattice vibrations (phonons, librons, mixed modes) 
and spin waves (magnons), can be obtained very elegantly via the mean 
field and RPA methods described in Sections IV,В and IV,C. This has 
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actually been done by Jansen and van der Avoird (1985) for a- and 
/3-oxygen. All they had to add to the formalism applied by Briels et al. 
(1984) to solid nitrogen, was to multiply the basis (111) by the triplet spin 
functions 
@%((rr) with S = 1 and Ms = 1, 0, -1 
to add a spin term Hp((rp) to the mean field Hamiltonian (117) and to 
extend the particle label Ρ = {η, /, К} in the RPA Hamiltonian (122) to 
translations, librations, and spin "motions": К = {Τ, L, S}. This exten­
sion leads to extra blocks in the RPA eigenvalue equations (126) that 
correlate the spin excitations and couple them to the phonons and librons. 
In principle, one can obtain mixed phonon-libron-magnon modes. Such 
modes are not found in solid oxygen, however. The bilinear coupling 
terms between the lattice modes and the single-magnon spin modes van­
ish from the RPA Hamiltonian (122) because of symmetry. The excita­
tions are either pure lattice vibrations, of (mixed) phonon-libron type, or 
pure magnons. The effective Hamiltonian for the lattice modes is obtained 
from the complete Hamiltonian by spin averaging Eq. (140), i.e., replac­
ing Sp by (Sp), and adding it to Eq. (23). The amplitude of the librations, 
11° in α-oxygen at Τ = 0 К, appears to be substantially smaller than in 
solid nitrogen. This agrees with the experimental data (Cahill and Leroi, 
1969). The effective spin Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (140) with the cou­
pling constants (J(,bip, ωρ·, ι>/>·)), {А
т
(шр)), and (7"
m
(r/>/>·)) averaged over 
the translations and librations. Proceeding in this way, several of the 
problems outlined in Section VI,A can be solved. 
The problem of the splitting of the E% libron in /3-oxygen into an Ag, Bt 
doublet in α-oxygen appears to have the following explanation. Given the 
small structural distortion at the β-α phase transition, this splitting is 
indeed far too large to be obtained from lattice dynamics calculations 
employing the usual spin-independent Hamiltonian (23). The spin order-
ings in β and α-oxygen are very different, however, yielding a strong 
discontinuity oi(Sp) · {Sp·) at the β-α transition. More precisely, one finds 
for the 120° spin arrangement in β-Οι that (Sp) · (Sp·) == -0.5 and for the 
antiferromagnetic ordering in a-O: that (S¿>) · (Sp) — -1 for nearest neigh-
bors. Introducing these values into the effective Hamiltonian for the lat-
tice modes, the Heisenberg coupling parameter J((úp, ωρ·, tpp) in Eq. 
(140) gets a very different weight in the β and α phases. We have men­
tioned already that this parameter is extremely anisotropic, and thus it has 
a strong influence on the librational motions (see Fig. 9). The A% mode in 
a-Oj indeed obtains a much higher frequency than the Et mode in /З-О2, 
while the Bt mode is somewhat lowered. Using the anisotropic ·/(<»/>, ωΡ·, 
Tpp) from ab initio calculations (Wormer and van der Avoird, 1984) gives 
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quantitative agreement with the experimental splitting and shifts. Omit­
ting the Heisenberg term yields a small splitting, just as in the earlier 
lattice dynamics calculations. This confirms the crucial role of this term in 
the libron-splitting mechanism. 
Jansen and van der Avoird (1985) have also made spin-wave calcula­
tions as described earlier. The RPA equations with the effective spin 
Hamiltonian (140), averaged over the translations and librations, could be 
solved analytically for any wave vector q. The optical (q = 0) magnon 
frequencies emerging from these calculations are 6.3 and 20.9 cm' 1, in 
reasonable agreement with the experimental values 6.4 and 27.5 cm - 1. 
This agreement is very satisfactory if we realize that the spin Hamiltonian 
has been obtained from first principles, with none of its parameters fitted 
to the magnetic data.* We conclude that the RPA model, both for the 
lattice modes and the spin waves, when based on a complete crystal 
Hamiltonian from first principles, yields a realistic description of several 
properties of solid O2 that were not well understood before. 
Appendix 
In this article we have used some of the concepts of quantum-statisti­
cal mechanics. These concepts can, of course, be found in the textbooks 
(Ter Haar, 1966; Feynman, 1972; McQuarrie, 1976), but the ideas that are 
most relevant to this paper are summarized in this appendix. In particular, 
we prove the thermodynamic vanation principle, which has been applied 
several times. 
In quantum-statistical physics, just as in the classical counterpart, one 
introduces a density operator ρ such that the average value of any me­
chanical observable X can be calculated as 
{X) = Tr(pX) (A.l) 
Depending on the boundary conditions imposed on the system and on the 
specific form of p, several ensembles are distinguished. Most often the 
system is assumed to have constant volume V and the density operator is 
chosen to be 
ρ = ^ м - я ) (A.2) 
* Actually, the long-range dispersion term in the spin-independent potential of Eq (23), 
which affects the lattice vibrations and thus the averaged coupling parameters in Eq (140), 
has been fìtted to obtain the best lattice constants in ог-СЬ. The magnetic data, and the hbron 
splitting discussed, are very insensitive to this term, however 
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The corresponding ensemble is therefore called canonical. The constant A 
is chosen such that Tr(p) = 1, from which it follows that ρ can be inter­
preted as defining a probability distribution over the eigenstates of the 
Hamiltonian H. It is easy to demonstrate that 
A = -β-χ In Ζ (A.3) 
with Ζ = 1т(е~^н) and /3"1 = k^T, къ being the Boltzmann constant. The 
quantity A corresponds with the Helmholtz free energy of the system. 
The thermodynamic variation principle reads 
A < Ло + (Η - Яо)о (A.4) 
with the free energy Α
ΰ
 and the average < )o referring to an approximate 
Hamiltonian #ο · The inequality holds for any #o. In the classical limit it is 
a simple consequence of Jensen's inequality known from integration the­
ory (Rudin, 1966). In the quantum-mechanical case, its proof is more 
elaborate (Girardeau and Mazo, 1973; Feynman, 1972). Here we repro­
duce the proof of Girardeau and Mazo and define 
Ζ(λ) = Ίτ{£χ+™) (A.5) 
We need the derivatives of this quantity with respect to λ. The derivatives 
of an exponential operator are given by the rule 
_ рЩ\)
 = e
m\) [' ¿г
 е
~лщк) dH\*>
 PXHW (κ g) 
d\e e Jo * * e d\ ( ' 
This rule is proved by writing 
_
 e
yHW
 = е
УНМр(у) 
d\ 
and demonstrating, via some simple differentiations, that 
¿ш =
 e
-yHM *m еунМ 
dy d\ 
Since 
lim F(y) = 0 
it follows that 
F{y) = \y
o
dx е-*1«» ^ Р e'KM 
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which, for y = 1, proves the rule (A.6). Applying this rule, with H(k) = 
X + K.Y, and using the invariance of the trace with respect to cyclic per­
mutations of the operators, one finds for the derivatives of the quantity 
Ζ(λ) defined by Eq. (A.5) that 
Ζ'(λ) = Tr(Yex+KY) (A.7) 
Z-(k) = Tr{Y-^ex*kr) (A.8) 
Applying the rule (A.6) to Eq. (A.8) and using the cyclic invariance of the 
trace again, it follows for Hermitian operators X and Y that 
Ζ"(λ) = l'
o
 dx Tr{C{x)C{xY} (A.9) 
with 
Ç(x) = el/2jr(Jr+xnyel/2(l-xKAf+xn 
Knowing the derivatives of the quantity Ζ(λ), we can expand it as a 
Taylor series: 
Ζ(λ) = Z(0) + λΖ'(Ο) + èX2Z"(\') 
for some \' lying in the interval 0 ^ λ' ^ λ. Since the second derivative, 
expressed as in Eq. (A.9), must satisfy the relation 
Ζ " ( λ ) > 0 (A. 10) 
we find the inequality 
Z(l) > Z(0) + Z'(0) (A. 11) 
When choosing 
X = -βΗ0 - β(Η - Яо)о, Y = -β(Η - Но) + β(Η - Яо)о 
it can be shown, using Eq. (A.7), that Ζ'(0) = 0, and the inequality (A.l 1) 
becomes 
Тг[ехр(-/ЗЯ)] = TrtexpíA- + Y) > TrlexpW] 
= Тг[ехр(-£Яо)] ехр(-/3<Я - Я0>о) (А. 12) 
Taking the logarithm of this inequality and multiplying by -β~ι yields the 
thermodynamic variation principle, Eq. (A.4). 
When the free energy A is given as a function of its characteristic 
variables, viz., Τ and V, it is possible to calculate all thermodynamic 
properties of the system. We list, for instance, the 
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(entropy) 5 = - ( | ± )
ν 
(energy) E = A + TS 
(pressure) ρ = - ( ^ 
(specific heat) C. = Τ ( f f ) , - - Γ ( g ^ 
ι /av\ 
(thermal expansion coefficient) Op = — \τψ) 
1 /э \ 
(compressibility) «r = - у \jr)T 
For details we refer the reader to the textbooks mentioned. 
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Chapter 2 
Solid Nitrogen 
Section 2.1 
Ab initio description of large amplitude motions in solid N2.1. 
Librons in the ordered a and γ phases 
A P J Jansen, W J Bnels, and A van der Avoird 
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry, University of Nijmegen Toernooiueld 6525 ED Nijmegen, 
The Netherlands 
(Received 18 April 19&4, accepted 12 June 1904) 
Starting from an ab initio intermolccular potential, we have calculated the mean field states for the 
librations in the ordered a and γ phases of solid Nj, using a basis of spherical harmonics up to 
/
m u
 = 12 The correlation between the mean field solutions was then taken into account via a 
libron model based on the random-phase approximation or time-dependent Hartree method The 
calculated 11 brat ion al frequencies are rather accurate, showing that the discrepancies in earlier 
results with the ab initio potential are mainly due to the breakdown of (quasi-jhannonic models for 
the librations, even in the ordered phases 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Solid nitrogen under its own vapor pressure can exist in 
two phases, the low temperature a phase and the high tem­
perature β phase The α-β phase transition occurs at tem­
perature T^ = 35 6 К Above 4 kbar a third phase is 
known, the γ phase, and at still higher pressures, above 49 
kbar. a new phase {S ) has recently been found ' : and another 
phase (e) has been predicted } In these papers we shall look at 
the α, β, and γ modifications which have been extensively 
studied experimentally The a and γ phases are ordered so­
lids in which the molecules perform oscillations around their 
equilibrium positions and equilibrium orientations, especial­
ly the angular oscillations have considerable amplitudes In 
the disordered β phase the angular motions are even more 
violent such that the onentational distribution function is 
expected to be almost constant for all angles A schematic 
drawing of the structures of these phases is given in Figs 1 (a), 
(b), and (c) For more information on the results of expen-
mental and theoretical work on sohd nitrogen prior to 1976 
we refer to the review of Scott4 
In the following we report the results of a new theoreti­
cal study of the molecular motions m solid nitrogen There 
are two main reasons which make a study like this highly 
interesting 
(i) The starting point of any study of the dynamics of 
molecular crystals is the description of the intermolccular 
potential Normal practice is to introduce a model descrip­
tion of this potential in which several parameters are free to 
be chosen Next the dynamics calculations are performed for 
different values of the model parameters, and finally these 
parameters are fixed by a minimization of the difference 
between the calculated and observed properties of the crys­
tals, such as structures and phonon frequencies Much work 
has been done4-7 on the choice of the model potentials and 
there exist now several models which seem to do their job 
reasonably well A great disadvantage of the procedure de­
scribed above, however, is that the final parameters depend 
largely on the approximations made in the dynamics calcu­
lations The model potentials thus obtained may be satisfac 
tory for representing the (solid state) data to which they have 
been fitted, but in the cases where this has been investigated, 
they did not yield other (gas phase and liquid state) proper­
ties very well It is therefore of great value that, for nitrogen, 
we can use a potential which was obtained from quantum 
chemical calculations,89 independent of any dynamics 
study This potential has now been tested in several bulk 
properties vinal coefficients,10 transport properties, Ray-
leigh linewidths, and rotational relaxation coefficients" of 
gaseous N
:
 and liquid state properties,12 which are generally 
found to be quite accurate It has been used in self-consistent 
phonon (SCP) calculations on solid N 2 1 3 with good results 
for the static properties and excellent agreement with experi­
ment for the translational phonon frequencies The libra-
tional phonon frequencies came out about 30% too high, but 
this was believed to be due mainly to the failure of the dyna­
mical (SCP) model to account for the strongly anharmomc 
librations In the present paper we investigate these libra­
tions 
(n) In most molecular crystals the molecules are trapped 
in deep potential wells The lattice dynamics calculations 
can be done within the harmonic approximation, and they 
are by now fairly standard 5 In some cases anharmomc ef­
fects appear to be important and these are most often intro­
duced perturbatively 5 At higher temperatures, however, 
especially in the neighborhood of phase transitions, molecu­
lar motions are so violent that perturbation calculations do 
not seem to be of much value (Moreover, in view of the fact 
that the perturbation senes for a quartic anharmomc oscilla­
tor has a vanishing range of convergence,14 one should be 
very careful with lattice dynamics perturbation calcula­
tions ) In solid nitrogen, especially in the β phase, but, to a 
lesser degree also in a and γ nitrogen, the molecules perform 
angular motions which are intermediate between harmonic 
librations and free rotations The study of molecular mo­
tions in this region is far from standard, and poses a challeng­
ing problem 
In this paper we confine ourselves to the pure rotational 
motions of the molecules In a harmonic approximation this 
would be possible exactly at certain points in the Brillouin 
zone In general the decoupling of the translational and the 
rotational motions can only be justified approximately Ex­
amples of systems in which it has been successfully applied 
are the methane and deuterated methane crystals15-17 and 
the hydrogen crystals "^2 0 Also in the case of nitrogen de­
coupling has been applied previously 2,~24 In a forthcoming 
J Chem Phys 81 ( ) 15 October 1964 0021 9606/84/203648 10$0210 © 1964 Amencan Institute of Physics 
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paper we will describe the coupled rotational-translational 
motions of the molecules 
Let us briefly outline the theoretical model that we have 
used In contrast with the SCP scheme*1 " which is essential­
ly a (quasi-Jharmomc model, we approach the solution from 
the side of freely rotating molecules Using free rotor states 
as a basis we construct stales for each particle, which de­
scribe its rotational motion and which effectively contain the 
influence of all neighboring molecules Thus it is possible to 
retain the full ал harmonic potential, without any further 
approximation After we have constructed the single particle 
states, we use these states to build the states of the whole 
crystal and we calculate the corresponding energies Again it 
is possible to include the full potential without further ap­
proximation The approximation in the above procedure is 
introduced by employing only part of the single particle 
states The above procedure is not at all new but it has not 
been applied very extensively, and never with an ab initio 
potential Moreover, we shall extend the existing theory, by 
looking at the stability conditions for the mean field solu­
tions (in paper II) and by including explicitly the transla-
tional coupling (in paper III) Therefore we give in Sec lithe 
formulas that we have programmed, references to the origi­
nal literature can also be found in this section 
11. MODEL AND THEORETICAL METHODS 
A. The Hamlltonfan 
The system we are concerned with consists of a periodic 
crystal of libratmg molecules with their centers of mass fixed 
at the equilibrium positions, the lattice sites Ρ After the in­
troduction of a suitably chosen unit cell for the "center of 
mass crystal," the position vector of Ρ = \η,ι\ can be written 
as Rp = R,, + r,, where η represents the three indices of the 
unit cell to which Ρ belongs, R, the position vector of the 
origin of this unit cell, and r, the position vector οι Ρ relative 
to this ongiη The orientation of a molecule at position Ρ will 
be described by the polar angles Ωρ = ¡θρ,ψρ\ of its molec­
ular axis The interaiolecular energy of two molecules at 
positions Ρ and Ρ ', respectively can then be written as 
Φΐη
Ρ/,,ΩΡ,ΩΡ ) 
Here, RPP = R,, — R/> and ΡΡΡ is the unit vector along 
R^ , 1 and m denote the index sets 1/,,/^ M and 
| /n,,m2,m,[, respectively, С ^ Л )isa Racah spherical har­
monic,76 and the symbol following the second summation 
sign is a 3-y coefficient The coefficients <Pi{Rpp ) are related 
to the ab mino calculated coefficients И, , ^{Rpp ) of Berns 
and van der Avoird* by ΨΑ^ΡΡ ) 
= [(2/, f l)(2/2+ l)(2/,+ IJI" 2 ^ ; , , («„) In general 
they satisfy several symmetry relations,27 гн which in the 
case of homonuclear diatomic molecules imply that only co­
efficients with /,, /
:
, and /, even can be nonzero 
We write the crystal Hamiltonian as a sum of one-parti­
cle terms and two-particle terms plus a constant 
81 No θ 15 October 1964 
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where 
І,(Л,) = В |J(ß,)|J + ^ V i V t C l i ' l f l , ) , (За) 
Φ„ \ílrflr ) 
= Σ ' Σ 'сі:(я,>*й.'і.(лпсг.'(я, ) (3b) 
The pnmes at the summation signs in Eqs (3a) and |3b) indi­
cate that the value / = 0 should be omitted from the summa­
tions (this convention is used throughout this paper) «1(/7
Я
) is 
the angular momentum vector operator associated with the 
molecule at position P, and В its rotation constant Because 
we assume that the centers of mass of the molecules are fixed 
to their equilibrium positions, the first term in Eq (За) repre­
sents the complete kinetic energy of the molecule at position 
Ρ The constant U' and the coefficients VK,2\P\ and 
•УІІ,»,^^") are given by 
ί /
'
 =
 7ΣΣ*,ο.»»ΙΑ'·'Ί = 5 1 / ' · · <4a) 
K'iV) = (2/ + I)" '«( - Ι)' χ <f
n
\R„ )С':'(Я„ Г , 
(4b) 
xt '¿.ілп = Σ л ι*« » ( / ' '2 '3 ) с » ι*» ) 
(4c) 
These quantities are invariant under any lattice translation 
of the center of mass crystal, in fact in the nitrogen crystals 
г
 and V{,2{P ) are also independent of the sublattice index 1, 
so that we can omit the label Ρ Finally, because we neglect 
the translational displacements, many terms will cancel in 
Eq (4b) at points of high site symmetry For example, in a-
N, the 1 = ( 2,0,21 and 1 = [ 0,2,2 ) terms drop out complete­
ly 
B. The mean Held approximation 
The mean field approximation" , 7 J * is based on the 
Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality*0 ^ 
Л
т
 =Α0+(Η-Η0)0>Α, (5) 
where fí0 can be any Hamiltonian {X ) 0 is the thermody-
namic average of the operator X over the eigenstates of HQ, 
i e , (X)0 = Z0 'TrXexp{-0Ha) with Z„ = Tr 
exp( — βΗ„) and /?= (λ,,Γ) - ' as usual ( i , is Boltzmann's 
constant), A0 = — kBT\nZ0 and A is the free energy of the 
system with Hamiltonian Η The approximation then con­
sists of letting Η
η
 be a sum of one-particle operators 
such that А
 шг
 is stable against all variations of И^{Л
Г
) 
This leads to the coupled set of equations 
J Chem Phys Vol 81 
Н^П
Р
) = ЦП
І
,)+ £ <*„ (Л,,Я, )>, 
=L(ß,)+*r(ßr) m 
Неге (Χ)ρ denotes the thermodynamic average of Xover 
the eigenstates of Η ρ Γ[Ω
Ρ
 ) The Eqs (7) have to be solved 
self-consist en tly In principle, Η ^ can be different for every 
Ρ In practice, of course, one imposes symmetry relations on 
the solutions of Eq (7) This means that one chooses a unit 
cell, compatible with the symmetry of the center of mass 
crystal, and then puts И ? p equal to Η " F for all Pand Ρ ' for 
which RpP is equal to a lattice vector Next, one introduces 
unit cell symmetry, also compatible with the symmetry of 
the center of mass crystal, such that the mean field Hamilto-
nians on different sublattices are related 
In this paper we restnet ourselves to those solutions of 
Eq (7) that have the experimentally observed symmetry As 
a result we have, m all cases, only one independent molecule 
per unit cell, whose mean field is given by 
*?"(/*!.) ^ ' ' ' » ' ( / • ( С ' Д Л , ) . (8a) 
^ρ) = Σ Σ XVWHC;'), (вы 
к» ρ +ρ 
The molecular field acting on a molecule at position P' is 
then completely determined by the symmetry of the unit cell, 
and can be obtained by a rotation of the mean field of the 
independent molecule over the Euler angles 
ù>f> — \ap
 yßF ,γ
Ρ
 I Asa result, the mean field of the mol­
ecule at P\ when measured in a coordinate frame which is 
rotated over the Euler angles ω
Ρ
 relative to the laboratory 
frame, is given by Φ ρ F(ßp }, where ίί
Ρ
 denotes the polar 
angles of the molecule at Ρ ' relative to the rotated coordinate 
frame Because in all cases the Euler angles are such that 
L [Sìp ) is invariant under the corresponding transformation, 
the mean field Hamiltonian at P' is given by H™F{f2f, ) 
From this we conclude that the thermodynamic average of 
C£'{Ωρ ) is equal to {C^1),,, and therefore that 
<СГ>„ =£<«'>,/>:>, | (9) 
For the Euler angles and the Wigner matnees D(k '(tu) we use 
the conventions of Edmonds ^ Introducing Eq (9) into Eq 
(8b), we find 
KVi^'g nVCKCÍ1),, (10a| 
У ДП = Σ Σ х-" w w : К· ) I'«*! 
Ρ *Ρ m 
Equations (7), (8a), and (10) constitute the set of equations 
that we shall solve self-consist en tly In order to calculate 
{C^^p, we first diagonalize Н^ь[Пр), and then perform 
the averaging in the obvious way The diagonahzation gives 
us eigenfunctions of (he mean field Hamiltonian, which will 
be used in the next section In order to perform the diagonah­
zation in practice we must introduce a basis the most con­
venient basis for the current problem is the basis of tesserai 
harmonics because the mein field Hamiltonian is real and 
symmetric in this basis 
No 8 15 October 1984 
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Once we have obtained the mean field Hamiltomans we 
can calculate the thermodynamic properties17 of the system 
The free energy is found from Eqs (5) and (6), and other 
quantities follow from it 
- < = - * , r 2 l n Z ? , : + £ U , - i - T < * ? ' > i . . (Ha) 
Ρ Ρ ¿ Ρ 
Е = Л + 75= У и, + 2 ( Я ? " ) , - \ 2 <*?">, 
Τ Ρ ¿ ρ 
(Ile) 
In order to get the entropy in its final form [Eq (lib)] we 
have made use of Σ , ^ Λ Ϊ ' ν ί Γ ) , = J Ъ
р
 д/дТ(ФУ)P , 
which follows from Eq (7) 
С Simple llbron theory 
The mean field treatment described above provides us 
with a set of single particle states \ψϊ\Ω
Ρ
)) and correspond­
ing single particle energies f"" given by 
я У Ч Л я Ш Л , » = « " " Ш Л , ) ) . (12) 
where all mean field Hamiltomans have the same symmetry, 
and therefore all energies are independent of Ρ Because 
Η "
Р(Л,, ) depends on the temperature Γ, the states and ener­
gies also depend on Τ From the single particle states we now 
obtain mean field states for the crystal 
І* ' " і> = І^°'(Л,)>|й-І(Л2)> №&"'<я„,)>. (13) 
where Ζ is the number of molecules in the unit cell and N the 
number of unit cells In the construction of these states we 
have taken into account the complete anisotropy and anhar-
momcity of the Hamiltonian The mean field states do not 
show, however, any correlation between the motion of dif­
ferent molecules The simplest way to obtain "correlated 
states" is by diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian m the 
subspace spanned by the mean field states (13) (at T= 0 K) 
with at most one a, different from zero, where \Ψ®(Ω
Ρ
)) 
denotes the ground state at position Ρ It is not difficult to 
show that the Bnllouin theorem is valid in this case (ι e, 
when r = OK) 
{*%т\Н\Ч'?т
г
)=й (14) 
Here | Ψ ™T) denotes the mean field ground state of the crys­
tal and | Ψ "£) a crystal state with an excitation to the single 
particle state a at position Ρ From this theorem it follows 
that the ground state remains unchanged and that we can 
find the excitation energies of the crystal from a diagonaliza­
tion o(H = H- (Ψ^'ψ | *ZT) in a basis of excited states 
In order to diagonahze H, we adapt this basis to the transla­
tion symmetry of the crystal, ι e , we take basis functions 
\ЧЧ,)=^-1е-гП-\*^.
п
) (15) 
In this basis Η is diagonal m q, and its elements are 
(*ΙλΗ\ΨΙ.)=δ
ιι
δ
αα
\^Λ-^\ + Φ{<ύα
Ι
., . Ufe) 
Ф|Ч)„,., = І г ' " " < * " Г о . | І * | . . | | ^ і І ^ % . | ) С») 
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In the derivation of this result we have used the translational 
symmetry, and the fact that at Τ = 0 the ground state aver­
age is equivalent to the thermodynamic average, which al­
lowed us to substitute Eq (7) In the sum in Eq (16b)theself-
interaction <PFP must be put equal to zero Introducing Eq 
( 13b) into Eq (16b) we find 
• (ql.h.r = Σ ' X^^K.iIciÜlifR^zS/i.niw-) 
Г m, /.„m, 
X ^ S H I C Ü Í I Í T . ' , , ) , (Па) 
2|ІХ(д|і,Г) = £е , и , "ЛГІ, ' !І;
і
| [0^ | . |пЛ) |17b) 
• 
From the discussion preceding Eq (9) it is clear that we need 
to calculate only the matrix elements of the standard mole­
cule P, the others follow from 
( i p p i c f W ) = 2 Wie'*1!*";1) DÏÎ(I», ) (ΐβ) 
The diagonalization of Η leads to a set of approximate 
crystal states, which are linear combinations of the functions 
defined by Eq (15), and which have the wave vector q as one 
of their quantum labels These states are called hbrons, the 
theory was first formulated in this context by Raich " 
D. The random phase or time-dependent Hartree 
approximation 
A shortcoming of the theory described in the preceding 
subsection is the absence ofcorrelation between the molecu­
lar motions in the ground state The simplest theory which 
incorporates correlation effects into the ground state is based 
on the random phase approximation In this approxima­
tion,21 " -* the Hamiltonian is written as a quadratic form in 
the excitation operators (££)' and their Hermitean conju­
gates E °P, the operator (£ J )' excites a molecule at position Ρ 
from its mean field ground state to the excited state α Linear 
terms are absent because of the Bnllouin theorem, Eq ( 14) 
Because the Hamiltonian contains all quadratic terms, cer­
tain matrix elements between states that differ in two excita­
tions are taken into account, and this will affect the ground 
state The next step is to restrict α to a few excited mean field 
states on each molecule and to approximate the commuta­
tors oiE'p and (£?) ' as boson commutators In Dunmore's 
application of the random-phase approximation to a-N2 
only the lowest (twofold degenerate) excited mean field state 
was included23 2<, we investigate the effect of the higher 
states Finally, the quadratic boson Hamiltonian is diagona-
lized which leads to the elementary excitations of the crystal 
It is well known32 3 3 in the case of many-fermion sys­
tems, that the equations which result from the random phase 
approximation can be denved in many alternative ways In 
our case too, the final equations can be found34 in several 
ways In an Appendix we shall give a derivation by means of 
the time dependent Hartree (TDH) method " · 5 3 3 6 We do 
this because the TDH formulas are related to the stability 
conditions for the mean field solutions which we investigate 
in paper II and, moreover, because we wish to generalize the 
theory, in paper III, in order to attack the problem of rota­
tion translation coupling 
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With any lattice Hamiltoman it is possible to label the 
states and corresponding energies with a vector q from the 
first Bnllouin zone The result of the Appendix is that the 
I 
excitation energies of the crystal Ea (q) — Eß(q) can be found 
as the eigenvalues Λ ,λ '(q) of a matrix M(q) which has the 
structure 
Ai(q) = | Ά - Β < 4 ] -B(q | \ = /P 0 \ / χ - Φ ( 4 ) 
-A + B(q)/ \ 0 -P/V -4>(q] 
It is not difficult to demonstrate that to every positive eigen­
value there corresponds a negative eigenvalue of the same 
absolute value, this is related to the fact that with any excita­
tion Е
а
{ц) — Egiq) there is a deexcitation £
e
( q ) - £
a
( q | 
Moreover, it is not difficult to prove31 that the squares of the 
Λ " '(q) are determined by the symmetric generalized eigen­
value problem 
[Х-2Ф|
Ч
)]с=И'ІІ(
Ч
)]гР-Іх-|Р-,с (20) 
with Φ (q)
a
, „
 r
 given by Eq (16b) The diagonal matrices Ρ 
and χ are defined by 
Xa ra ; = »0.0 °. Г — 
-Pm), 
(21а) 
and the matrices A and В by 
A = P X , 
B(q) = РФ|
Ч
) (21b) 
In the limit Τ—·0, the occupation numbers Ρ (O)and Ρ (a) are 1 
and 0, respectively, and Eqs (19) and (21a) and (21b) are 
identical to the RPA equation For 7"> 0, there is a slight 
difference between the time-dependent Hartree method and 
the RPA method 
There exists a simple relation between the RPA results 
and the results of Raichs libron theory (see Sec HC) In the 
limit T-^-O, the left upper matrix A - B(q) of M(q), with A 
and B(q) given by Eqs (21a) and (21b) is identical to the ma­
trix defined by Eqs (16a)and (16b) If one restnets the basis 
to the first excited mean field level for each particle, A is a 
constant times the unit matrix In that case, one finds34 the 
following simple relation 
Λ '"(q) = ігі«"1 - ím)*al1"(q) - (í1" - f""] 2 ! ' 122) 
between the RPA excitation energies Λ " fq) and the excita­
tion energies Λω1* '(q) obtained by means of the simple libron 
theory of Sec HC 
I 
- « M q n 
χ - ΦΙς)/ (19) 
! 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A General remarks 
We have performed our calculations with the ab mino 
calculated potential of Berns and van der Avoird v The coef­
ficients in the spherical expansion of this potential are given 
by 
^ ( Я И С Г - е х р ^ Я ' + е Я + с ) 
+ C¡"A - ' + СІ"Д • + Cf 0 l J!-" > (23) 
For the sake of completeness we have reproduced in Table I 
the coefficients which together specify the potential 
In order to solve the mean field equation we have im­
posed the expenmentally observed symmetry on the solu­
tions A schematic drawing of the crystal structures is given 
in Fig 1 As to the choice of the cell parameters, let us make a 
few remarks In a combined mean field treatment of the 
translational and rotational degrees of freedom, which will 
be given in paper III, one can vary the cell parameters in 
order to obtain the free energy A as a function of У and Τ 
Using the thermodynamic data of the vapor, which are easy 
to calculate, one can then calculate the cell parameters of the 
crystal along the solid-vapor equilibrium line These cell pa­
rameters should actually be used in a study of the dynamics 
of the crystals, ι e, in the formulas which eventually yield 
the libron frequencies Since we treat only the rotational de­
grees of freedom in the present paper, however, this proce­
dure would lead to too small values of the cell parameters, 
and it would be unreasonable to compare the calculated li­
bran frequencies with the expenmental ones Therefore, we 
have chosen to effectively average over the translational 
phonons by using the experimental cell parameters, which 
are given in Fig 1 
We have performed the mean field calculations not in 
the usual basis of sphencal harmonics, but in a basis of tes­
serai harmonics, because then the mean field Hamiltoman is 
real and symmetric The tesserai harmonics are defined as 
I tt , ι ι іл i í - t i H - i rC ' iW + C'î.'JfllI. m>0, 
BIT J 
510{П)=1^±Ц"1СЧ\П). m = o . 
*,„№)= -ірЩ-Р|(-1ГС'",.|Я)-С'і'|Я||,
 m < o 
Matrix elements are easily obtained by use of ** 
(24) 
125) 
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TABLE Ι Ел pension coefficients of ihe ab initio N -N polentul 
о = - 20 5 nm г * = - 23 3 nm ' 
/, 
0 
Л 
0 
0 
Л 
0 
2 
0 
2 
4 
4 
2 
4 
6 
α 
2 
4 
6 
8 
6 
4 
6 
8 
с;-
44 258 
119 355 
14 735 
- 52 928 
197 31 
38 781 
4 710 
- 14 731 
76213 
0 045 
- 0 1 2 1 
0 702 
- 4 2 5 1 
38 407 
5 057 
0 26* 
- 1 6 5 7 
13 263 
er"* 
2 774x10 ' 
1 8 5 1 x 1 0 ' 
2 255x10 ' 
2 8 1 4 x 1 0 ' 
С," 
- 4 231x10 ' 
- 9 075x10 ' 
- 1 8 8 2 x 1 0 ' 
- 5 0 3 7 x 1 0 ' 
- 5 457x10 ' 
с,"' 
- 2 9 4 6 x 1 0 ' 
- 2 639x10 « 
- 3 049x10 » 
1 147X10 ' 
- 7 398x10 ' 
er 
- 2 239x10 ' 
- 2 9 8 7 x 1 0 » 
- 1 128x10 * 
4 128x10 * 
- 1 8 2 9 x 1 0 ' 
nm 
' I n k J mol 
''In lu mol 
c
 In Id mol nm'' 
' I n kj mol ' nm" 
' I n U mol ' nm1" 
We have always assumed that the crystal was composed of 
either onho molecules only, от para molecules only In those 
cases the basis was restricted to tesserai harmonics with even 
or odd /, respectively All functions were included up to 
/
m
„ = 10/9 inclusive for orlho/para a-mtrogen, and to /„,„ 
= 12/11 for orlho/para ^-nitrogen This was always suffi­
cient11 to have the ground state energy converged to within 
0 5 c m - ' and Ihe first excited state to within 1 c m - ' 
In α-nitrogen we have extended the lattice summations 
over six shells This means that we have neglected the poten­
tial for all values of the intermolecular distance beyond 9 87 
Â The same interaction radius has been used in β and γ 
nitrogen In Dunmore's calculations11 " on a-Nj he has as­
sumed that the effective lattice potential has cylindrical sym­
metry around the molecular equilibrium axes (the body dia­
gonals of the cubic unit cell, see Fig 1) We have not made 
this assumption, but we have found that the only noncylm-
dncal Cyjlûp) contributions to the potential [see Eq (8a)] 
which are not vanishing because of the symmetry, ι e , the 
m = ± 3 (in a local frame with the Ζ axis along the body 
diagonal), have actually very small effects on Ihe final re­
sults 
Finally, we have used the value £ = 24 080 977 
J mol"' = 2 012 986 4 cm "'for the rotation constant of N2 
B. Mean field results 
In Fig 2 we have presented the single particle excitation 
energies obtained from the mean field calculations Al­
though the mean field excitation energies do not readily 
compare with the excitation energies of the whole crystal, 
the mean field spectra nevertheless give some interesting in­
formation on the average motions of the individual mole­
cules Additional information can be obtained from the 
probability densities which we have calculated from the 
mean field wave functions and presented m Fig 3 In the 
following we shall discuss these results for each modification 
separately The thermodynamic properties and the a-0 
phase transition will be discussed in paper II 
In α-nitrogen the single particle energy levels group to­
gether in such a way that the spectrum becomes very similar 
to that of a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator This is true 
for the onho as well as for the para species Moreover, the 
kjmor1 
4 -
300 
200 
- 100 
a-ortho a-рага Y-orlho γ-рага 
FIG 2 Calculated mean field levels for the libralions in a and γ nitrogen 
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Υ - Ν 2 groundstate | ψ | 
b
 Τ.ΟΚ 
FIG 3 Олетвііолві protubility distnbuliotis of the molecular axes in a 
[Fig 3|â}] and γ [Fig 3(b)]nitrogen Contounofconslanl probability for the 
molecule in the ongin calculated in the mean field model are plotted as 
functions of the polar angles ( 0 1 1 with respect to the crystal ânes IFig II 
The angle θ increases linearly with the radius of the plots from Olm the 
cerner] to r/2 |at the boundary), 6 is the phase angle 
oscillation frequencies associated with the spectra are the 
same in both cases (ω = 50 4 cm ') This result is remarka­
ble because we have started with free rotor states but it has 
been obtained previously-'M using empmcal potentials It 
suggests that the molecules in the a modification are local­
ized in rather deep potential wells and perform nearly iso­
tropic oscillations around their equilibrium orientations 
This suggestion is conftrmed by the probability densities m 
Fig 3(a] This figure pertains to the onho species at tempera­
ture 7"= 0 K, analogous figures for nonzero temperatures 
below 40 K, and also those for/wra-nitrogen are qualitative­
ly similar We clearly observe that the orientations of the 
molecules are localized around the [1,1,1] aies, which is in 
agreement with the experimental findings [see Fig 1(a)] Be­
cause of the special way of plotting, ι e , б being proportional 
to the radius of the representation point, we also see clearly 
the symmetry of the density as a function of θ and Φ An 
interesting quantity, measuring the amount of delocahza-
tion, is the order parameter .S = </\|cos в )> where S is now 
taken relative to the equilibrium [1,1,1] axes and the brack­
ets denote a thermodynamic average At Τ = 0 К we find 
5 = 0 88S, which should be compared with the experimen­
tal'' result S '"" = 0 863 The fact that our value is somewhat 
larger than the experimental one means that our ground 
state wave function is not sufficiently delocalized Previous 
mean field calculations," using only quadrupole-quadru-
pole interactions, also led to too large a value of 5 
(5 = 0 890) 
In Fig 4 we have plotted the variation of the order pa­
rameter 5 with the temperature The calculated variation is 
mainly caused by the changes m the occupation numbers of 
the mean field levels, these levels themselves change only 
very little We observe that the calculated order parameter 
does not fall off sufficiently with increasing temperature as 
compared with the experimental one This result is typical 
for mean field calculations *1H w 
Also in ^-nitrogen the mean field single particle excita­
tion energies for the onho and para species are almost identi­
cal, the small differences in the higher pan of the spectrum 
are due to the fact that the energy levels here are not yet 
converged to their correct position (/„„ = to I The spec­
trum, in both cases, resembles that of a system of two inde­
pendent harmonic oscillators with slightly different frequen­
cies (οι, = 72 1, ω, = 81 3 cm" ') Again this suggests that 
the molecules perform small oscillations around their equi­
librium orientations which, as can be seen from Fig 3(b), are 
directed along the local [1.1,0] axes, in agreement with ex-
<cos 2 0> 
0 920 -
0 910 -
0.900 -
0 890 
CI-N 
FIG 4 Temperature dependente of thelmean fìeldl order paramcier tn a 
N 
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TABLE II Librabonal frequences in α nitrogen (in c m - 1 ) Γ = 0 Κ 
ab ¡mta 
potentitl 
Semiempmcal 
potenlul 
•Кви1і£Гм/„. 
Enpenmcnl [Ref 44| 
HirmoniclRer 13) 
SCPIRef 13] 
Ratch s libron (this work)" 
RPA (this work| 
OiK-dimensional model |Ref 40) 
Олечіітспзюла] model IRcf 41) 
Harmonic (Ref 6) 
RPA [Ref 23) 
RPA Rjudi-MillspotMimllRef 24| 
Гя = 
£, 
32 3 
408 
39 5 
J45 
307 
ЗОІ 
310 
37 5 
315 
344 
MODO) 
т. 
мз 
507 
48 5 
418 
410 
43 3 
37 2 
47 7 
403 
45 4 
т. 
59 7 
74 3 
70 3 
717 
«8 5 
67 2 
610 
75 2 
664 
67 4 
*,= 
Λ,* 
43 6 
55 6 
52 7 
48 0 
47 9 
507 
47 0 
^ 10 and 2 eitciled mean field sutes per molecule for five elicited sutes the ftequencies are 
"(Τ a al 
я;, 
47 2 
58 3 
55 7 
510 
510 
57 8 
52 8 
3 4 4 41 1 and69 3cm 
nos deviation 
12 3 
97 
65 
52 
61 
09 
10 6 
45 
62 
1
 (in the Г point) 
périment4 Looking at Fig 1(c), we might guess that the 
smaller oscillation frequency pertains to an oscillation in the 
(a,b| plane, while the larger one pertains to an oscillation 
perpendicular to this plane By inspection of the vectors cor· 
responding to the mean field energy levels we have found 
that this guess is consistent with the wave functions of the 
first two excited states but not with those of the higher levels 
The order parameter for the ground stale equals 0 921, 
which indicates that the molecules in γ nitrogen are slightly 
more localized than those in α-nitrogen The mean field re­
sults and the corresponding onentational probability distri­
butions for the 0 phase will be discussed in paper II 
C. Libron frequenctoe 
In Tables II and III we have collected the librational 
phonon frequencies in a and γ nitrogen, respectively We 
have included in these tables the results of previous harmon­
ic and self-consistent phonon (SCP) calculations'1 which 
were based on the same ab mino potential 9 These calcula 
tions have used a site-sue representation of this potential, 
whereas we now have employed the potential in the form of a 
spherical expansion [see Eqs (1) and (23) and Table I], the 
differences between these two representations are small, 
however " Also included are the results of simple one-dunen-
sional model calculations404' which correct the SCP results 
for the strong anharmomcity of the librational potential 
Furthennore, we compare some values from harmonic6 and 
libron model23 2 4 calculations based on the best available se­
miempmcal potentials Going downwards in these tables, 
we observe a systematic improvement in the results of differ­
ent dynamical models based on the same ab muto potential 
harmonic, SCP, Raich's libron model, and RPA (or tune-
dependent Hartree) libron model The results of the RPA 
model, and already those of Raich's libron model, are sub­
stantially better than those of the SCP model The one-di-
mensional model results40 4 ' have indicated already that this 
is due to the failure of the SCP model (or any other quasihar-
monic model) in describing large amplitude onentational os­
cillations The libron results practically do not change when 
higher excited mean field states are included, apparently it is 
sufficient to take only the lowest two excited states for each 
particle into account (corresponding with the two angular 
degrees of freedom) This might be different, however, when 
the mean field excitation energies are lower and the states are 
more delocahzed, as one expects in the β phase Our best 
results, the RPA libran results, are considerably better also 
than the results of the harmonic calculations,6 and compara­
ble with the best libron results,23 2 4 using optimized empin 
cal potentials In the ab mino potential which we have used 
no fitting of the parameters to any solid state data has been 
involved, however 
TABLE III Librational frequencies in γ nitrogen (in cm ') Г = 0 К 
Г q »10001 
ab initio 
potential 
Sem inn pineal 
potential 
Еярсптепі (Ref 43) 
Harmonic (Ref 13) 
SCP (Ref 13) 
Raich s libron jthis work) 
RPA (this workl" 
Onc-dimenaional model (Ref 40) 
Harmonic (Ref 6) 
57 9 
56 5 
643 
63 8 
56 5 
865 
85 2 
1016 
996 
87 6 
109 7 
107 1 
129 0 
1199 
104 6 
85 
92 
70 
63 
75 
* Results for /„,, 
cm ' and for /_ 
- 12 and 2 eicited mean field stales included per molecule For /_ 
, = 10 and 5 »cited states 64 7 101 9 and 122 7 cm ' 
: 10 and 2 eicited stales the frequencies are 64 9 101 9 and 122 7 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
From the results discussed in the previous section we 
can observe that the libron models presented ш this paper, 
when applied with the ab initio N 2-N 2 potential of Berns and 
van der Avoird,9 yield very good agreement with the experi­
mental data for a and γ nitrogen Assuming the center of 
mass lattice without predetermined onentations of the N, 
molecules, the experimentally observed structures come out 
of mean field calculations The collective onentational oscil­
lations of the molecules (librational phonons or librons) 
around these equilibnum structures are described by means 
of the libron models The frequencies emerging from these 
libron models are very accurate indeed, for all the measured 
points42 4 3 where the translational phonons may be consid­
ered to be decoupled from the librations, because of the sym­
metry This leads to the following conclusions 
{i| The a i mino Ν,-Ν, potential of Berns and van der 
Avoird is quite realistic, also in its onentational dependence 
(amsotropy) Its distance dependence has already been tested 
in SCP calculations'1 which gave accurate results for the 
translational phonon frequencies 
(u) The libron model works very well, at least for the 
pure librational motions m the ordered molecular solids, α 
and γ nitrogen In the next paper (II) we look at onentation-
ally disordered solids, β nitrogen, and in a subsequent paper 
(III), at the effect of translational-rotational coupling which 
should be included at least for those lattice vibrations where 
no decoupling occurs due to symmetry Actually, this de­
coupling holds only for some specific points in the Bnllouin 
zone In calculating observable properties as thermodynam­
ic averages one should (numerically) integrate over the com­
plete zone, including all the mixed mode points 
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APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we briefly present the time-dependent 
Hartree theory for the dynamics of molecular crystals which 
can be used to derive Eqs (19) and (20) It starts by applying a 
small perturbation Ah (r ) to the crystal The Hamiltoman of 
the system is then 
Я(/) = Я -ΜΛ('). (Al) 
where Η is given by Eq (2) We write the statistical density 
operator D\t\as 
B(r) = X) + /U(i ) , (A2| 
where D = exp( — ßH )/Z is the time-independent canonical 
density operator The time evolution of Dit) is given by the 
Liouville equation, which to first order in Л reads 
M{t) = lhit)J)] + lHJHt)] (A3) 
We solve this equation by taking its Founer transform, for 
Δ (ω) = S¿°"& С )dt we obtain 
¿ м = (A4| & . - ( £ „ - £·,) 
Here h (ω) = S e"" h [t )dt and | φ,, ) is an exact eigenstate of Я 
with corresponding eigenvalue^ The important point now 
is that Δ [ω) has singularities for those values of ω which are 
equal to some energy diflerence (E
a
 — £0)/frt we shall ap­
proximately calculate these singularities for the case that 
either E
a
 or Eg is the ground state energy 
We use a perturbation ofthe form h\t) = 2F hr{üF,t ), 
and we wnte the statistical density operator in the time-de-
pendent Hartree approximation 
D{t)- Ur\flr.t), (A5a) 
dr(nr,t) = d,iT№F) + MF(nl„t) (A5b) 
Here d "Р(Л,) is the time-independent mean field single par­
ticle density operator exp| -ßHf':\nP)\/Z'*r, with 
Η ?F(ß,) given by Eq (7) As a result, in the limit λ-Λ, the 
system is desenbed by the mean field approximation To first 
order in λ we get 
¿ М = У</Г(Л,) SF{neM d™{nz4), (A6| 
where 6
Ρ
(Ω
Ρ
Μ = /г""й,(Л„» )dt It follows that Δ (ω) has 
singularities at the values of ω where Sp{0F^i) has singulari­
ties 
In order to calculate the singular points of Ä
Ρ
{Ωρ/ύ) we 
wnte down the Liouville equation to the first order in λ, and 
perform the trace over all one-particle Hilbert spaces except 
for that of molecule P-
ЛТг""
|
^аГ(Д,) М Л , .f ) </?;|Л
м
) = Л5,(Д,>;) 
= тг"'"[я.ц</Г(л,)] + т^"[д,^ 1 /Г(л 1 ) МЛ,,/1 </ЙГ(Л„)] 
+ Ti"",'[£A, (Я,,/).ρ</№,•)] 
= [ЛРЧЯ^УЧЯ,)] + [tf?F(ß,),i,(/2„/)] + [4МЛ„/),</№,)] + [A,(ß„/|,d?F(ß,]] , |A7a] 
Ф,(Л„/ ) = £ ' Tr" '5, (Л, ,r )<Р„ (Л„Л, ) (A7b) 
The superscripts of the trace operators are self-explanatory In the first step we have made use of Tr 6P{üF,t ) = 0, which 
follows from Eq (A5b) Verification ofthe last step in Eq (A7a) is somewhat tedious but straightforward The first commuta-
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tor following the last equal sign in Eq (A7a) is of course equal to zero The next step is to Founer transform Eqs (A7a) and 
(A7b) and to calculate the matrix elements ((¿^'[¿/•ΜΙΛ"'), the operator then follows from 
¿,(/3,^) = χ №Vi
r
)Hf?\S
r
M№Htf\a,)\ (AS) 
α β 
Because all manipulations are fairly elementary, and moreover are essentially identical to those of Hiillcr, '* we just give the 
final result 
(rtPftrMW) = ς Σ J'['*„, <A9) 
Τ Τ Α ω -Λ
 [Κ\<ι) 
The prease form of Я ¡f ¿ (^q) is not important, suffice it to say that it onginates from the last commutator in Eq (A7a) Л '* '(q) 
are the eigenvalues of a matrix M(q) with elements 
M.
 s
, „ , , (q) = δ
αα
 6
ββ
, S ^ - ^ - i p n - P " * ) 2 е""·^,·.1,, < ; , 1*,.,,,^, К ! , ( С , ) , (AIO) 
where Pm = <0?V ""Ί«*?1) F r o m Eq8 ( A 4 ) . ( A 6 ) . (A8). a n d ( A 9 ) *« conclude that the eigenvalues Λ "'(q) provide the 
approximate energy differences E№' — £ ' * ' It is clear from Eq (A 10) that the rows of M(q) for which f""1 = f"" are identically 
equal to zero We shall omit these rows and the corresponding columns, because we are only interested in the eigenvalues 
Л '* '(q) that are not trivially equal to zero (the zeros correspond to the diagonal terms in Eq (A4) Finally, if we use the fact that 
the mean field states are real, we can arrange the indices such that M(q) has the structure given in Eq (19) 
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Section 2.2 
Ab initio description of large amplitude motions in solid N2. II. 
Librone In the/9-phase and the a-ß phase transition 
A. van der Avoird, W. J. Briels," and A. P. J. Jansen 
Institute of Theontual Chemutry, University of Nijmegen, Toemomveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen. 
The Netherlands 
(Received 18 April 1984; accepted 12 June 1984) 
Using an ab initio pair potential, we have performed mean field and time-dependent Hartree 
calculations for the reorientational motions in disordered β nitrogen, in a basis of tesserai 
harmonics The results show that onentationally localized librational solutions with neighbonng 
molecules rotated over 1WT around the crystal e axis are energetically more favorable than 
(nearly) free precession ofthe molecules. The expenmental symmetry can be obtained by allowing 
rapid jumps between six equivalent localized states; such a jump model predicts the a-ß phase 
transition at the correct temperature. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the preceding paper I' we have described a model for 
the libratioiu in the ordered a and γ phases of solid Nj. In 
contrast with the more common (quasi-) harmonic models, 
this "llbron" model holds even for the larger amplitude li-
brations. In the present paper we apply it to the β phase of 
solid nitrogen where the molecules are onentationally disor­
dered. 
Two pictures have been accepted for ^-nitrogen and it 
was not possible from the experimental data2"* (x-ray dif­
fraction, neutron scattenng, nuclear magnetic resonance, 
and nuclear quadrupole resonance) to discriminate between 
these pictures. In both pictures the molecular centers are 
located on a hexagonal lattice with a c/a ratio close to the 
ideal hexagonal close packed value. There are two molecules 
in the unit cell and the space group is Ρ бу/ттс [see Fig. 1 (b) 
of paper I]. In the first picture the N 2 molecules are freely 
precessing around the crystal с axis with an angle of 
56' ± 2.5' between the molecular axes and the с axis. In the 
second picture the nitrogen atoms are randomly distributed 
among 24 equivalent positions ofthe space group Ρ 6^/mmc, 
with the same angle of about 56* between the molecular axes 
and the e axis. It has been pointed out,4 on the basis of the 
overlap between specific molecular density contours, that 
there will probably be some hindrance between neighboring 
molecules at specific precession angles. This would prevent 
completely free precessions. 
Theoretical treatments of the lattice dynamics in ^-ni­
trogen are not very numerous. This is obviously due to the 
fact that it is impossible to apply the standard harmonic 
model. Some authors9, l 0 have assumed that the intermolecu-
lar potential may be averaged over freely rotating Nj mole­
cules. This yields an effective isotropic potential between N 2 
pscudoatoms, which was used in a self-consistent phonon 
calculation ofthe translational lattice modes The reorienta­
tional contnbutions to the free energy were then supenm-
posed, using a free rotor or 12-fold jump model.^  Explicit 
treatments ofthe reonentational motions on the basis of an 
" Laboratoire de Dynamique des Cnstaux Moléculaires (ERA 465]. Univer-
sité des Sciences cl Techniques de Lille I, 59655 Villeneuve d'Ascq Cedex, 
France 
anisotropic potential have been given by Mandell"—a clas-
sical Monte Carlo simulation with a pure quadrupole-qua-
drupole interaction—by Klein et al "·"—a classical molec-
ular dynamics calculation with atom-atom plus 
quadnjpole-quadrupole potential—and by Dunmore.u The 
latter, quantum mechanical mean-field calculation is similar 
to the first part of our study and will be discussed below. 
Optical (infrared, Raman)" and inelastic neutron scatter-
ing3'6 studies of the phonon spectrum of /7-N2 are rather 
scarce as well. 
In the present paper we first present a mean-field solu-
tion for the reonentational motions in ^-N2 which has the 
experimentally observed symmetry When we tned to treat 
the correlations between the molecular reonentations by 
means ofthe time-dependent Hartree (TDH) or the random 
phase approximation (RPA), the llbron frequencies came out 
purely imaginary, however. It is demonstrated in Sec II, 
that this implies the instability ofthe mean-field solution. So, 
we have looked for a stable mean-field solution of lower sym-
metry and calculated the llbron frequencies (in Sec III). 
Next we discuss the a-ß phase transition and the physical 
picture that emerges for the reonentational motions in ß-
nitrogen. 
II. STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR THE MEAN-FIELD 
MODEL 
It has been demonstrated by Fredkin and Werthamer'* 
that the stability of the solutions of the mean-field (MF) or 
time-independent Hartree equations for lattice dynamics is 
related to the eigenvalues of the time-dependent Hartree 
equations. For zero temperature the latter are identical to 
the RPA equations (see paper I) Imaginary eigenfrequencies 
of the TDH equations imply that the onginal MF solution 
does not correspond to a local minimum of the free energy 
The result in the Appendix of Ref ( 16) is a generalization to 
nonzero temperature of the stability conditions for Hartree-
Fock solutions in many-fermion systems n'2i> We give a 
slightly different proof which follows closely the presenta-
tion of the theory in paper I 
We start with the thermodynamic vanation pnnciple 
for the Helmholtz free energy 
Λ
Β
+{Η-Η
Β
)„>Λ, ID 
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where Η is the exact lattice Hamiltoman (omitting the con­
stant term from paper I) 
Η = £ ¿„(Λ,) + 1 Τ ' Φ„ {Ω,,Ω,, ) (2) 
ρ ¿pp 
and Я 0 may be any Hamiltoman The thermodynamic ex­
pectation value (X >0 is defined as 
a>0 = Tr(/w οι 
where D0 = Ζ 0 'e *" is the density operator associated 
with the approximate Hamiltoman H0 and A„ is the corre­
sponding free energy 
AB= -β-4ηΖ0 |4) 
The partition function reads 
2 0 = Тг<<· »"·) (5) 
and β = ( А , Г р | The exact quantities are given by 
,4= - ^ - ' I n Z withZ = Tr(e " Ί The MF or Hartree 
equation will be found by defining H0asa sum of one-parti­
cle operators 
я0 = 2лГ(лл («) 
from which it follows that 
D0 = [ld»F\nFi 
with 
¿ Ϊ ^ , Ι - Ι Ζ ? " ) - ' ' м р і - і ^ - д а " miJ 
(7| 
(8) 
Z^^Tr""1!« ιί·ΐι„ ««ГІ"А 
and making /4.„ stationary with respect to variations o(H
a 
Я У Ч Л Р І - Я Г І Й , . ) + *,-(«,>> | 9 ) 
In order to derive the effect of such variations on the free 
energy, we use the following well-known expansion21 
im?' *»,] = e-'"'?Vexp[-jr<ÍP Â,(P')| 
= e
 '""'['-jr^ .Äp«».) 
+ j f * i j f ^*'^'!*'·^)- ] 
with 
(10) 
A,,(0) = /'"'**,* (Π) 
where Tis the Dyson time-ordenng operator, acting here on 
the inverse temperatures 0„02, etc In order to simplify the 
notation we have stopped indicating the dependence of all 
quantities on Ω
Ρ
 Expanding the logarithm in Eq (4) we 
obtain for the first order variation in A„ 
AX'^ß-'Zlf&t'W)' 
The single-particle expectation value is defined as 
<*„>,,= T H - V Î ^ , ) (13) 
with d "F given by Eq (8) 
The same variation (9) of H "F by A, makes the corre-
sponding density operator vary as 
= d»T + ty+ (14) 
with 
¿У'^ - ^ " [ { " « « Ï , *,(/?,)-0<*,>,>] (15) 
It is easy to venfy that Tr1''!^1) = 0 The same result holds 
for the higher order terms, so that the density operator re-
mains normalized, Tr""')^) = Tr">l(i/"F) = 1, in every or-
der For the first order variation of A,,, we find the following 
expression 
¿liL =^i,,l + CTr'"(á<;'¿,)
 + '^Tr'"'(5<;tfr#P, ι 
-Ст^деягі-Стг^ гл,.) (i«) 
Substituting Eqs (12) and (13), we observe immediately that 
the first term cancels the last term Putting^ ¡.'J, = 0 for arbi-
trary variations Sff.\ which are related to the variations A, via 
Eq (IS), we obtain the MF result 
H^ = L,+ 2 TV'Irfr*,,) 
P »"P 
= £, + * r ("I 
In order to investigate whether the MF solution corre-
sponds to a local minimum of Λ
ν
„, we must look at the sec­
ond order variation Α ',1,1, All quantities occurring in /(,„ 
can be expanded via Eq (10), now taken up to the second 
order terms inclusive Expanding the loganthm in Eq (4) 
again, we get 
A<?= 'Ρ''%[{[&>[ <#»2Âp0,Me2))f 
= -ß-'^^dß,^ dß^hrtßJM,), 
+ у0С<Мр (18) 
The total second order variations in Л„, can then be written 
AV^AV + j.^Tf'WWO,,, 
+ χ TH'WL,) + i - ^ ' T t " ' Wrf?F*PP ) 
-yTr"' l (^W?F ) -yTr l ' ' l (Ä , ; iA,l (i') 
The terms with <5? cancel after substituting the MF Hamil-
toman (17) and the remaining terms 
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'
=
'
4 ί ?
'
 +
 Τ^"
Γ ,
""
, ί < ;
'
Α
'
;
'*"
) 
the traces with respect to the eigenstates \a, > = | iff ') of the 
MF Hamiltonian 
Я? р |в | . )=** , , |оі .>. -CTi-'WA,) (20) 
can be worked out by substituting Eqs. ( 15) and 118) Taking » is not difficult to obtain the result 
(21) 
¿4 = 2 ft «Э,«,
 Λ
, 
(22) 
(23) 
ТЪе second term has been simplified via interchanging a
r
 and β . The occupation numbers P"" are given by 
/><«'= <ο,|<ί Π « , ) 
= e - * " / X e - * " 
In Eq (21), and also later, we use the Fact that in all our applications the spectra of all Η " F are equal (see paper Ι), ι e, f"" does 
not depend on Ρ Equation (22) contains both the venations A, in the MF Hamiltonian and the variations ¿У' in the density 
operator Via relation ( 15) it could be expressed in terms ofh
r
 only, but we find it more convenient to wnte Eq ( 15) in matnx 
element forai 
piel _ alfil 
= -0l""[(a,|*,|a,>-(A,>*] fort""^1 (2*1 
and to use this relation backwards, in order to express Eq (22) completely in terms of the matnx elements of Sf" 
AIZ= — 
τ Σ' Σ Σ <
α
'
α
' Ι*" №' ХД-ДО'М W' Wl«"· > 
(25) 
with The last two sums over diagonal terms m Eq (22) correspond 
with the diagonal [a, = ßF) terms in the last summation of . 
Eq (25) These terms have been formally included in this /«"„'ДЧІ = — £ У У *(я)„л,„л , C(q) f n lC( -q),, , 
summation vu the relation 
« " - ' - i " 1 \ 
¿•^»pw_pifi\ (26) ι <·£Γ 
« Μ - ί « " 
„,. C f q U . C I - q ) ^ , (29) 
It can be assumed, without imposing any restnction, that the 
diagonal terms 
It is easy to adapt this expression to the translational 
symmetry of the crystal Defining the first order vanations 
in the symmetry adapted density matnx as vanational coeffi­
cients 
Equation (25) is identical to the expression obtained by Fred· , _ . .», . . . . 
kin and Werthamer," who did not explicitly consider the M F s , a l < s ' " ^ а г е r e a l T h , : n , h e π , a ^ n , l *<·» ω , , 8 , ί κ ^ 
following symmetry relations 
*Іч)»л,.л , =*l4 le„, . j» , 
= * H U . Í - . = * ( Ч І І . « . Л « . (ЭД 
in addition to the usual properties 
φ(4) = φ(,) ' = ΦΙ - ,)· (31) 
For Hermitean vanations hp, Eq (24) yields the following 
with Ρ = | η,ι |, and the Founer transformed pair interaction relation for the variation coefficients (27) 
m e I n
* C(qU, = C ( - q | ; S „ , (32) 
*(q) л л = У ^ " " ( o / . " , |Ф„ 1^,^^ > (28) If we now order the MF states such that a>ß implies 
Τ t1"' >("" and Я ""< />"", relabel the coefficients 
C(qU,=VV-"J2e"f"-(a,iilW,) (27) 
with Ρ = 10,/1 and Ρ ' = | ο,Γ ), and Φ„ = 0, just as in paper 
I, we find that A L2.1, becomes additive in the wave vector q ClqUe, = i » ( q U , f o r o > Ä 
C(q)„j„ = ii(q)a, for a = β, 
С («I.*, =<«(ЯІя„ f o r a < A 
(33) 
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and use the relations (30) to (32), we can rewnte Eq (29) in 
matrix form 
Mql = y 
/my/* 
Ίϊ) 
4) \ / « « l ) \ 
11* »(4) 
-X/\w(q)/ 
(34) 
/•(ЧІ - X Ф(Ч) *(Ч
м' η<ύ - к m* 
Φ(ς| 6(q! Ф(д)  Χ/ 
with the matrices Φ(4), φ(ς), and f(q) all being subblocks of 
the matnx Ф(ч) in Eq (28) with \α>β, α'>β'\, 
\a>ß,a' =ß'],and \a =ß,a' = β ' | , respectively The di­
agonal matrices χ and g are defined as 
¿•ι _ екч 
J'aA.aJJ f =S..t>BJl 6,r piai _ piß) for a > Д 
(Î5) 
* . „ . = - Í . . Í , , №"•')-' 
The matnx occurring m Eq (34) is related to the matrix M(q) 
occurring in the TDH equations (cf paper I) by 
•Ρ 0 \ ( Φ | 4 ) - χ O(q) ^ 
P/V Ф(
Ч
) «-(-.' ЭР 
-С.' Э"» 
ф(ч) - χ/ 
(36) 
where Ρ is a diagonal population difference matnx 
for {о > /9/i' > ^ ' } (37) 
The matnx N(q) is obtained from the matnx in Eq (34) by 
erasing the central rows and columns 
The second variation A ™
r
(q) и positive for any set of 
variation coefficients (33) if and only if the matnx in Eq (34) 
is positive definite Via the separation theorem for the eigen­
values of Hermitean matnces and their pnncipal minors21 it 
follows then, that its submatnx N(q) must be positive defi­
nite, too The latter matnx can be blocked by means of a 
simple similarity transformation Τ adding and subtracting 
its rows and columns, which corresponds with taking the 
real and imaginary parts of the vanation coefficients u and w 
as new vanables This yields 
N|q) = T-,N(q]T = ПФ{ц) - χ \ 0 ' ) 
- χ / 
(38) 
The diagonal submatnx — χ is clearly positive definite, see 
Eq (35) As a result, the matnces N'(q) and N(q), and there­
fore A ™, as given by Eq (34), can only be positive definite if 
the submatnx 2Φ(ς) — χ is positive definite The latter ma­
tnx occurs in the generalized eigenvalue problem, Eq (20) of 
paper I, which yields the squares of the TDH frequencies 
Multiplying this eigenvalue equation by — I and using the 
fact that the meine matnx — P~ ' χ - ' P _ ' is diagonal and 
positive definite, one easily shows that the squares of the 
TDH frequencies are all positive if and only if 2Ф{ц) — χ is 
positive definite 
In summary, we have proved that the squares of the 
TDH eigenfrequencies are positive, provided that the mean-
field solution corresponds with a local minimum m A,„ So, 
if one or more of these squares are negative, ι e , if one or 
more of the TDH frequencies Λ " '(q) are imaginary, then the 
matnces N (q) and N(q) have negative eigenvalues Choosing 
the vanation coefficients u(q) and w(q) in Eq (33) as one of 
the eigenvectors of N(q) associated with these negative eigen­
values and v(q) = 0 yields a negative value oM ^ and thus a 
free energy which is lower than the MF value Inspecting 
these eigenvectors can help us in finding a more stable MF 
solution 
III. MEAN FIELD AND LIBRON CALCULATIONS 
The methods applied for the lattice dynamics calcula­
tions on ^-nitrogen are the same as those used in paper I 
Also, we have employed the same ab initio potential23 with 
the amsotropy expressed in the form of a sphencal expan­
sion, including sphencal harmonics up to / = 6 on each mol­
ecule We have used the expenmental' unit cell parameters • 
and с [see Fig 1 (b) of paper I], at zero pressure and tempera­
ture 46 К The mean-field states of the molecules on each 
lattice site have been expanded in tesserai harmonics with 
even or odd / for pure ortho or para nitrogen, respectively 
Lattice summations over the potential have been extended 
overeight shells, R <9 87Á We have not assumed the mean-
field potential to have axial symmetry around the с axis, as 
Dunmore14 has done For the existence of localized solutions 
with broken symmetry, see below, the nonaxial components 
are crucial 
Just as in Paper I we have started by assuming the ex­
perimentally observed crystal symmetry Thus, the two mol­
ecules in the hexagonal unit cell have been given identical 
kj mot" em"' 
OS 
00 
ІУ 
:=)- -lx 
B-orlho 
50 
FIO 1 Calculated mean field levels for ^-nitrogen corresponding with the 
delwalued (unstable) mean field states and the (stable) localized states The 
arrows which are the free rotor levels, indicate (hat the delocaltzcd mean 
field spectrum resembles a perturbed rotor spectrum 
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where $,„ [Θ.Φ ) are tessera! harmonics,./, are spherical Bessel 
functions, d is the molecular bond length, and q is the wave 
vector Our results are given in Table I The experimental 
results are rather uncertain,'' but the general feature that C;0 
is relatively very small, which is confirmed by the NMR and 
NQR data,'" agrees with our calculations Also the mean-
field spectrum at the left-hand side of Fig 1, is characteristic 
for delocalizcd reonentational motions It has the appear­
ance of a perturbed free rotor spectrum, with significant dif­
ferences between onho and para nitrogen Apart from the 
small sixfold modulation m Fig 2, our results are similar to 
Dunmore's,'4 although the intermolecular potentials used 
are different (see also paper I) 
From the mean-field states thus obtained we wanted to 
calculate the hbron frequencies by means of the TDH meth­
od Using a basis of two or five excited mean-field states per 
molecule and 2 molecules in the unit cell, while conserving 
the full translational symmetry of the problem, one has to 
solve a four or ten dimensional complex generalized eigen­
value problem, respectively, in order to calculate the squares 
ofthelibron frequencies [cf paperi, Eq (20)] Some of these 
frequencies (for q = 0) came out imaginary, however, ι e, 
their squares were negative, in both cases According to the 
theory of Sec II, this implies that the delocalizcd mean-field 
states do not correspond to a local minimum of the free ener­
gy It should be possible to find a more stable mean-field 
solution which still has the correct translational symmetry 
Inspecting the eigenvectors of the TDH problem belonging 
to the imaginary frequencies has taught us that the free ener­
gy could be lowered by out-of-phase motions of the two 
neighboring molecules in the unit cell 
Thus, we have modified our MF program in such a way 
that the two molecules in the unit cell are treated indepen­
dently, within each others mean field This leads to two steps 
m each cycle of the iterative MF procedure, which were pre­
viously reduced to one step by rotating the mean-field solu­
tion from the first molecule lo the second one in the unit cell 
(over angles zero, in this case) Indeed, we have found a MF 
solution which is lower in free energy than the delocalizcd 
solution, by 0 87 U/mol at zero temperature In this new 
solution, the orientations of the molecular axes are clearly 
localized, see Fig 3 The MF states for the two neighboring 
molecules in the unit cell appear to be equivalent, but rotated 
over 180* around the с axis, just as expected from the TDH 
eigenvectors for the previous, unstable, solution This 180* 
rotation avoids the hindrance which would occur between 
TABLE I ОпсяШкншІ fonn ficton in^-oitragen from mean field ctkulatiotu, ке Eq. (39) 
c„ 
<:„ 
c„ 
c« 
Ddooliud 
7-=30K 
- 0 0 2 7 
- 0 0 Í 2 
0029 
-0016 
45 К 
- 0 0 2 0 
-006O 
0020 
- 0 0 1 3 
Cilculued 
| /ppa]iT^j 
30 к 
оме 
- 0 233 
0O«2 
- 0 035 
35 К 
0 032 
- 0 167 
0 023 
- 0 0 1 3 
Ref 14 
35 К 
-оооз 
- 0 0 4 3 
-
-
Expenment 
Ref 6' 
35 К 
00О4±О0М 
-0311 ± 0 326 
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'CoDverted to Doniulued teucn) hirmonica. 
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ЬОК 
FIG 2 Опепшюпаі probability dutnbutionofthe molecular axes for the 
delocalized mean field slate in β nitrogen, for both molecules m the unit 
cell This picture is almost independent of the température up to (at least) 70 
К Rading of the contour plot as in paper I, Fig 3 
mean-field solutions That is, the Euler angles in the matn-
ces &*\αβ,γ) which rotate mean-field expectation values 
from the originai site in the unit cell to the equivalent sites, 
sec Eq (9) of paper I, have all been put to zero The mean-
field spectrum and the ground state wave function which 
result from these calculations are shown in Figs 1 and 2, 
respectively It is obvious from the contour plot in Fig 2 that 
the orientations of the molecular axes in the mean-field 
states are delocalizcd The motions can be described as 
precessions around the с axis which are just slightly hindered 
by small sixfold barriere In accordance with the picture of 
Press and Huiler,14 the angle θ between the molecular axes 
and the с axis is not fixed, but it shows a rather broad distri­
bution The maximum of this distribution lies at the "experi­
mental"3 4 ' " precession angle, about 56' We can easily cal­
culate the coefficients C,
m
 m the onentationa) form 
factora"·24 
i""(Q) = У (0'CtaS,„(<9^ ÌMqd/2), (39) 
van der Avoird Briels and Jansen Large amplitude motions m solid N, 
p - N } groundstatt | ψ | 
T=OK 
FIG 3 Onentationa] probability distnbution of the molecular axa for the 
localized mean field stalesin/7 nitrogen drawn for one molecule ш the unit 
cell the other molecule in the cell is rotated over ^ _ 1Θ0* The distnbution 
does not change qualitatively up to (at least) 7"= 70 К it just becomes 
slightly wider with increasing temperature Reading of the contour plot as 
in paper I Fig 3 
neighboring molecules when they precess freely 4 
The motions of the molecules in this new MF solution 
can be described as localized librations about equilibrium 
orientations of the molecular axes which point to one of the 
square faces of the hexagonal cage.1 see Fig 1(b) of paper I 
The angle 0 3 52' between the molecular axes and the crystal 
с axis is slightly smaller than for the delocalized case The 
coefficients in the form factor are similar, see Table I In 
particular, the coefficient C2 0 is still relatively small, as ex­
pected from the experimental data The much higher excita­
tion energies m the MF spectrum, Fig 1 nght-hand side, and 
the similarity between the ortho ana para nitrogen solutions 
are typical for localized librations (cf the a and γ nitrogen 
results in I) 
The most remarkable feature of the localized MF states 
is that the experimentally observed hexagonal symmetry of 
TABLE II Opucal (q = 0) frequencies in ^-nitrogen (in cm ') 
the crystal is completely lost This expérimental symmetry 
will be restored if we assume that, for each molecule, su 
equivalent MF solutions are available, which are related to 
each other by rotations of 60" around the с axis, and that the 
molecules can jump from one localized solution to another 
within the time that is characteristic for the observation pro­
cess (the inverse NMR frequency, for example) We shall 
digress on this hypothesis in Sec IV, when discussing the a-
0 phase transition Our jump model thus assumes six local­
ized orientations for each molecule in the unit cell, ι e, 12 
molecular positions or 24 atomic positions in each primitive 
cell These are not the 24-fold degenerate Wyckoff posi­
tions23 of the space group Ρ 6,/mmc, however, but two sets of 
12-fold degenerate positions Actually, as observed in Ref 2, 
with the molecules in alternate layers packed as they are in 
the (near) hep lattice, it is not possible that the atoms occupy 
just one set of 24-fold degenerate positions This can easily be 
seen by checking that the centers of inversion of the space 
group are not located on the lattice sites occupied by the 
molecular midpoints 
Next we calculated the hbron frequencies by the TDH 
method with two excited, localized, MF states on each mole­
cule All these frequencies are real now, as they should be for 
a stable MF solution As can be expected from the localized 
nature of the MF states, we find that the libron frequencies 
(see Table II) are of similar size as those for the ordered a and 
γ phases, and comparable also with the translational phonon 
frequencies * " The experimental spectra5 ' 5 show two very 
broad peaks of which the higher one around 50 cm " ' (de­
pending on the temperature and pressure) has been inter­
preted as a libron band and the lower one around 25 cm " ' as 
a translational phonon band (Table II) The higher libron 
frequency agrees reasonably well with our results, but ac­
cording to our calculated frequencies, the libron modes 
might cause some absorption in the lower band as well (apart 
from symmetry and intensity considerations, which we have 
not looked at) Our results indicate that the broadening of 
the observed libron band is caused by coupling localized h-
brational modes with more or less random jumps in the ori­
entations of the molecules by multiples of 60° 
IV. THE α-β PHASE TRANSITION 
In Fig 4 we have plotted the free energy Λ
 v l r calculated 
from the different MF solutions of α and/? nitrogen, accord-
Tempenlure (K) 
Molar volume (cm'тоГ') 
Fiequenoes 
Calculated (libroni 
TDH 
0 
28 26 
TDH 
53 
28 26 
55 
26 87 
25 ± 3 
Expen 
Ref 15 
55 
25 90 
28 ± 3 
55 
25 05 
31 ± 3 
meni 
55 
23 59 
36 ± 3 
Kjems and Dolling* 
36 
25 
64 tnnslatioiul phonon 
34 9 33 9 
36 7 40 8 
65 7 55 8 5 0 ± 3 
73 3 38 8 
54 ± 3 58 ± 3 68 ± 3 
• As quoted in Ref 15 
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FIO 4 Free energy (et zero pressure) for a nitrogen (see paper I) and β 
nitrogen in diflcrenl mean field models (closed lines) The dashed free rolor 
curve has been calculated Ггот the isotropic (/, /
г
 M = |0 0 0) term ofthe ab 
initia potential (Ret 23) by adding the free rotor expression for the free ener 
gy lis in Ref 9 The dashed jump model curve has been obtained from the 
localized mean field solution (with the full anisotropic potential) by adding 
an entropy term — kB T\n 6 (see the tent) 
ing to Eq (1) or, in more detail, Eq (11a) of paper I The 
contribution from the translational phonons is not included 
in this picture, it will be considered in paper III, but we do 
not expect a great difference in this contribution between the 
α and/J phases The curve for the delocalized MF solution of 
β nitrogen falls off much steeper, with increasing tempera­
ture, than the localized βΉ
ι
 curve and the a-N2 curve This 
is caused by the considerably lower excitation energies for 
the delocalized states which can be conceived as perturbed 
free rotor states (see the MF spectra in Fig 1) It is character­
istic that the free rotor model, which has been used also by 
Raich et al ,9 2 6 produces almost the same free energy curve 
(see Fig 4) as the delocalized MF model in ^ -N2 The (free) 
energy at zero temperature for the delocalized model is too 
high, however, to make the^-N2 curve cross thea-Nj curve 
at any reasonable temperature So this model fails to explain 
the a-ß phase transition 
For the localized ^ -N, model, the energy is substantial-
ly lowered, due to a more favorable packing of nearest neigh-
bors But, for this model, the free energy curve runs almost 
parallel to the a-Nj curve, which is related to the similar size 
of the MF excitation frequencies, and we still find no cross-
ing between the a and β curves It should be remembered 
that the localized M F solution fot β nitrogen has much low­
er symmetry than observed experimentally We conjecture 
that the experimental symmetry will be restored by assum­
ing more or less random jumps of each molecule between six 
localized librational states, symmetrically positioned about 
the с axis Because of important energy effects, the orienta­
tions of the molecules will not be completely randomly dis­
tributed over the six possibilities but, on the contrary, they 
J Chem Phys Vol Θ1 
will show a strong short range correlation The effect of this 
correlation is to substantially lower the energy of the whole 
crystal and make it approximately equal to the energy calcu­
lated in our "correlated" localized mean-field model 
The entropy ofthe crystal can be assumed to be the sum 
of two contributions The first part originates from the libra-
tions ofthe molecules around their equilibrium orientations 
and it is approximately the entropy calculated in the local­
ized mean-field model The second part is due to the distri­
bution of the molecules over their six positions Although 
the latter distribution is strongly correlated, it is in the spini 
of the present MF approach to put the corresponding en 
tropy equal to — k, T\n 6 The free energy per particle will 
thus be equal to the result of the localized model, minus 
it, 7" In 6 This yields the dashed curve in Fig 4 marked "β-
N 2 jump" This curve crosses the free energy curve for σ·Ν2 
at Τ = 34 К, in close agreement with the experimental a-ß 
phase transition temperature, Τ = 35 6 К 
In principle, one could suggest that the same type jf 
jumps occur between four equivalent localized solutions in 
α-N;, with the molecules oriented along one of the body 
diagonals of the cubic lattice {see paper I) One can argue, 
however, that such jumps of the individual molecules are 
energetically much more unfavorable in a-N2 than they are 
in /?-N2 The strongest indication for this is the experimen­
tally observed crystal symmetry which agrees with the sym­
metry of a specific localized MF solution for a-Nj Further 
arguments can be found from the MF calculations them­
selves In the fircl place, the overlap between the sixfold lo­
calized MF states in /?-N, is substantially larger than the 
overlap between the four states in a-N3 and, therefore, tun­
neling will be faster in/?-N2 Secondly, we have tried to gen­
erate delocalized solutions for a-N2 by forcing all four mole­
cules in the unit cell to have identical MF states as in the 
delocalized ¿?-N2 model The molecules in σ N, remain still 
localized, however, with their axes onented along one of the 
cube edges So, even at the expense of a substantial amount of 
lattice energy, the molecules in e-N2 will not reorient them­
selves as in 4?-N2 Apparently, the rotation barriers are sub­
stantially higher in a-N2 than they are in β·Η2 A definite 
theoretical confirmation of the jump model in ^-N2 must 
wait for a sound theoretical formulation of the dynamics of 
this model, though 
Our jump model seems related to the 12-fold jump 
model invoked by Raich et al,' who have also used their 
model to study the a-ß phase transition However, our re-
sults show that it is essential that the jumps occur between 
localized librational states ofthe molecules which lie in deep 
wells that can only be obtained from the full anisotropic po-
tential Raich et al9 have used an effective, orientationally 
averaged, isotropic potential, which in our case would pro-
duce a free energy curve close to the free rolor curve in Fig 4 
and, thus, too high to cross the a-Nj curve A certain 
amount of localization seems to be required, even in the β 
phase, in order to stabilize this phase and obtain the a-ß 
phase transition at the observed temperature 
So the physical picture for ^-nitrogen that emerges 
from our calculations is that of a sixfold jump model between 
orientationally localized librational states of the molecules 
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There is a tendency for neighbonng molecules to stay 180* 
out of phase, in order to achieve a favorable lattice energy 
Thus, it is clear that an appropnate quantum dynamical 
model for the jump process, which is still to be developed, 
must include the mtermolecular (pair) correlations from the 
outset 
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N E W APPROACH TO ORIENTATIONALLY 
DISORDERED MOLECULAR CRYSTALS 
A.P.J. Jansen 
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry 
University of Nijmegen 
Toernooiveld 
6525 ED Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
Abs t rac t 
A new theory is presented for the description of orientationally disordered 
molecular crystals. The theory is based on the thermodynamic varia-
tion principle with a generalized Ising Hamiltonian. The optimized single-
molecule states are calculated, and the occupation of these states and the 
correlation in the occupation for pairs of molecules is determined via the 
cluster variation method. The theory is applied to the /3-phase of solid 
nitrogen. A delocalized orientational probability distribution is found that 
is formed by six localized states which are equally occupied. Correlation 
functions for the orientations of nearest-neighbours are given. 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Interest in orientationally disordered or "plastic" molecular crystals has 
been growing over the last years. This may be partially due to the fact 
that it is quite common for a molecular substance to have an orientation-
ally disordered solid phase. Molecular crystals often show an order-disorder 
phase transition. The disordered phase at the higher temperatures is sta­
bilized by a high entropy. In solid hydrogen the zero-point motions are so 
large that even at Τ = О К the crystal is orientationally disordered.1 
The standard (quasi-)harmonic methods obviously do not work for the 
dynamics of these kinds of crystals. No other method has emerged yet that 
has been regarded widely as an appropriate method to describe the reorien­
tations of the molecules. The most versatile (classical) method is Molecular 
Dynamics. A large number of orientationally disordered molecular crystals 
has been studied using this method, notably by Klein et о/ . 2 - 8 , Lynden-Bell 
et α/ . 7 - 9 and Dove et al.9,10 The major drawback of Molecular Dynamics 
is that it is a classical method. It fails where quantum effect are concerned. 
Furthermore, it is a simulation method, whereas one often prefers an ana­
lytical method in which the relations between various properties are more 
transparent. 
The only quantum mechanical methods that have been used to our 
knowledge are the Time Independent and Time Dependent Hartree ap­
proximations, and the pseudo-spin method. The first two approximations 
are most frequently encountered in the form of a susceptibility approach 
(see the work of Michel ) . 1 1 - 1 4 In our work we have usually called them 
Mean Field (MF) and Random Phase Approximation (RPA). These ap­
proximations seem to work quite satisfactorily. However, as we have shown 
in the case of ^-N2, there are crystals where a more sophisticated formalism 
is needed to treat the correlation in the occupation of different states. The 
pseudo-spin method attempts to do just t h a t . 1 5 , 1 6 This method however is 
only capable of handling two states per molecule. We will comment on all 
these methods later on. 
The standard model for an order-disorder phase transition is the Ising 
model.1 7 In this paper we will show how to extend the Ising Model so that 
it can be applied to molecular crystals. The main problem is what states 
to choose for the individual molecule. We will show how to calculate those 
states that yield the minimal free energy. In subsection 2A the method 
is outlined. In subsection 2B the cluster variation method for obtaining 
occupation numbers is presented. In section 3 the results of the calculations 
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on /?-N2 ала the a-ß phase transition in solid nitrogen axe presented. In 
section 4 the results are discussed, the method is compared to the methods 
mentioned above, and some improvements are suggest. The appendices 
serve to clarify some of the problems encountered in section 2. 
2. Theory 
A. Derivation of the method 
The method that we present in this paper is based on the thermodynamic 
variation principle or Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality18 
Avar = Ao + (H - ffo)0 > A, (1) 
with 
А = - / 9 -
1 1 п Т г [ е - ^ я ] , (2a) 
Α0 = -β-
1
ΙηΤτ[6-βΗ°], (2b) 
(X)Q = ±Ъ[е-'*'Х\, (За) 
•¿о 
and 
^ о = Т г [ е - ^ Я о ] . (3b) 
Here Η is the exact Hamiltonian of the system, A is the exact free energy, 
and X is any operator. The general form of the exact Hamiltonian can be 
written as 
P PP1 
when we assume that there are no three- or more-particle interactions. The 
summation indices Ρ and P' denote the molecules in the crystal. The one-
particle terms Lp contain the kinetic energy and possibly the crystal field. 
The two-particle terms Φρρι contain the intermolecular interactions. As it 
is almost always impossible to calculate properties with the exact Hamilto­
nian H, we use an approximate Hamiltonian Ho for the calculations. The 
variational method consists of choosing a (parametrized) functional form 
for the Hamiltonian Яо. The "best" Hamiltonian Яо is then obtained by 
varying it and thereby minimizing A
var
. If a sum of one-particle operators is 
chosen for Яо then this yields the Mean Field (MF) approximation.1 9 , 2 0 If a 
harmonic Hamiltonian is chosen for Яо then this yields the Self-Consistent 
Phonon (SCP) approximation.21 
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We can write the exact Hamiltonian H in terms of an orthonormal 
basis of single-molecule states eis 
я
 = Е Е ( а ( р ) і ^ і ^ ) ) ^ ) 
P
 aß
 (5) 
+ Σ Σ M w ) ι *«» ιβ{ρ)4{ρ·))^^\ 
ΡΡ' αβηη 
with 
Ε^^\
α
{Ρ)){β{Ρ)\. (6) 
The states | а (Р)) and \β{Ρ)) are the states of the orthonormal basis. 
In our method we approximate the Hamiltonian H by an operator Яо 
which does not contain any non-diagonal terms; that is we write 
но = Σ Σ ' Κ ^ + ¡ΣΣ^Ι,ρ'β^^· i7) 
P a PP' aß 
In the minimisation of A„ar we vary both the coefficients Cp^ and Cpl ρ,β 
ала the basis of single-molecule states. If there are only two states per 
molecule then, apart from a constant, the Hamiltonian HQ can be written 
as an classical Ising Hamiltonian 
Hising = — 2_^ JpP'VPtVp'z + 9Рв 2^, Ηρσρ
ζ
. (8) 
PP' ρ 
The Hamiltonian HQ is thus a generalisation of the Hamiltonian that is 
used in the pseudo-spin method. Our method can therefore be regarded as 
an extension of the pseudo-spin method. The Ising Hamiltonian and HQ 
have the same properties. The eigenstates of Яо are product functions 
|{α}) = Π®№)>, (9) 
p 
just as for the Ising Hamiltonian. Its eigenvalues are 
*<-> = Σ Σ <«, + \ Σ Σ $1 ,ρ·β, • m 
Ρ α PP' aß 
Consequently, the methods that have been devised for the Ising model to 
calculate thermodynamic averages (X)0 may be used for Яо as well. 
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To facilitate the variation of the basis states { |a(P))}, we introduce a 
fixed orthonormal basis {|«(-P))} that is known. We define unitary matrices 
UW by 
ΗΡ)) = Συί^ρ))- (") 
i 
Using this equation we can effect the variation of the basis { |a(P))} by vary­
ing the unitary matrices U^ '. The basis {|«(Р))} will be called a reference 
basis. By substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (7), and then substituting the re­
sulting expression into Eq. ( l), we obtain Α
υατ
 as a function of the Cp^ s, 
(2) (P) 
the Cp¿ pi a's and the i /^ " s . The functional form is intractable however, 
because we obtain thermodynamic averages of the form (|i{P))(j(P) \)0 
which depend on the Cp^'s, the Cp¿ p/^'s, and the t/'¿i ' 's in a very compli-
cated way. Instead, we express HQ and Η in terms of the operators E^g'. 
Equation (5) can be rewritten using the reference basis {|»(P))} as follows 
»=ΣΣ<)Σί'Γ·('(ρ)ΐ^ \m)o(,? 
PP' αβ-ίη 
ijkl 
Substituting this equation, and Eq. (7), into Eq. (1) we obtain 
A
var
 = AQ 
- Σ Σ (1? >0 к - Σ "¡Γ" ( m ι АР Ι m > «Я» 
- i Σ Σ ( ^ < , ) 0 [Ά?; - Σ ^ЧГ'· 
PP' aß L ijkl 
x («рщр') ι Φρρ. ι j(p)i(p') ) uiyp 
(13) 
The traces hidden in this expression can be worked out using the states 
of Eq. (9). We then see that A„
ar
 is again a function of the Cp^'s, the 
cpl,P'ß's> a11«1 t h e uiV's> b u t t h a t ^o . ( ^ ) , and ( я ^ Я ^ ' Л for 
all P, P', a, and β depend only on the c ^ ' s , and the Cp¿ p ^ ' s , and not 
on the matrices t /v ' that change when varying the basis. In Eq. (13) only 
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the matrices C/v ' change that are explicitly shown. The thermodynamic 
averages (El, J ) and ( Eaa Ща ) will appear frequently. We will call 
them one- and two-particle occupation numbers, respectively. 
We minimize A
var
 in the form of Eq. (13) by partial differentiation with 
respect to the c ^ ' s , the Cp^ p,a's, and the 17 ·^ ' 's. We have to remember 
that Ло and the occupation numbers are functions of the cPl 's and the 
cPa P'ß3· Differentiating with respect to c),¿ yields 
dAvc 
OCPa 
= ß {H-HO)0(E£)O-((H-HO)E£))C (14a) 
and with respect to Cp¿ ρ,α yields 
oA
var 
• = Ρ 
дс
{2) 
ocPa,P'ß 
(н - Яо)0 (EÎPJ4Ç)O - ((Я - Яо)і&)<>)o]. 
(14b) 
It is easy to see that for 
cP
a
 = MP)\LP\a(P)), (15a) 
and 
¿Ά,ρ-β = ( «(mn ι *«•· ι "tmn > («ь) 
the derivatives become zero. We can even prove that Eq. (15) will yield the 
absolute minimum of A„
ar
 (see Appendix A). We note that ( Я ) 0 = (Яо) 0, 
in contradistinction to MF where they differ by (5 Σρρ> &PP')0· 
Differentiating A„
ar
 with respect to U^ ' yields 
| d - = ( a ( P ) | L , | , - ( P ) ) ( 4 ? ) 0 (16a) 
ai 
+ ΣΣ{«(ρ)β(ρ') ι ΦΡΡ' ι «•(РШП) (E&Eß?),. 
Ρ' β 
and with respect to Uν '* yields 
dA
var 
-it 
ΣΣ, М
Р
ШР') I ФРЯ' I a(P)ß{P'))(EiPjE^)o . 
at 
+ 
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These derivatives need not be zero, because the matrices t ^ must satisfy 
the restriction that they remain unitary. We introduce Lagrange multipliers 
Xpaflt and define 
^--ΣΣ^Σ^Γ ( 1 7 ) 
P aß i 
The derivatives of A, rather than of AvaT, must be equated to zero. We 
thus find 
ίρβ* = <"{Ρ)\ι.ρ\β{ρ))(ΐί№)
ο 
+ЕЕитп ιφρρ· ιßiPHp·))^ )^.. (18a) 
Ρ' Ί 
and 
ba0 = {ß{P)\Lp\a{P))(E£})o 
+ Y,T,(0(pb(n\*pp-\°(mp'))(Eípa)E£'))o 
ρ,
 Ί 
(18b) 
By taking thç complex conjugate of Eq. (18a) we find 
λραβ = λ*ρβ
α
· (19) 
Interchanging the indices α and β in Eq. (18b) leads to 
(a(P)\LP\ß(P))(E£)o 
+Σ,Σ,ΜρΜρ')\φ"·\ ßiPHn ) ( ^ Е^ )
o 
^ '
 7
 / (ΡΛ ( 2 0 ) 
Ρ' 7 
This equation determines the basis { |a(P))}. A method to solve it is shown 
in Appendix B. We only want to remark here that the method of Ap­
pendix В enables us also to determine whether the solution we obtain for 
Eq. (20) corresponds to a (local) minimum for A
uar
. 
The "best" Hamiltonian HQ as given by Eq. (7) can be obtained by 
solving Eqs. (15) and (20). These equations are not independent. We solve 
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both via an iterative procedure. We start by choosing a basis {|a(P))}; 
then we calculate the Cp^'s and the Cpl piß's using Eq. (15); then we 
calculate the occupation numbers; and finally we solve Eq. (20). This gives 
US a new basis {|a(P))}. If this new basis differs little from the old one, 
then we have obtained the "best" Hamiltonian HQ. If the new basis differs 
to much then we repeat all calculations until convergence of the basis is 
reached. We have not yet addressed the problem of how to calculate the 
occupation numbers once numerical values for the Cp^'a and the Cp^ pi a's 
are known. Neither have we said how to calculate AQ. The next subsection 
will deal with these matters. 
B. The cluster variation method 
One has only been able to calculate the thermodynamic averages {X)0 for 
one- and some two-dimensional cases.22 The calculations of these thermo-
dynamic averages pose what is called the Ising problem. Although few of 
these calculations have been done exactly, numerous approximation meth-
ods have been devised.23 This subsection will deal with one of them; the 
cluster variation method.24,25 We have decided against using more accu-
rate methods, because they would probably become too involved for our 
purpose. Simpler approximations cannot be used as they would yield re-
sults similar to MF.26 Furthermore, we have assumed that all molecules 
are equivalent. By this we mean that for any pair of molecules there is a 
symmetry operation of the system that relates the two molecules of the pair 
to each other. We then have to choose only the states of the basis {|ο:(·Ρ))} 
for one molecule. The states of all other molecules are determined by sym­
metry. 
To simplify our notation we define 
«
e S ( E W ) ) o , (21a) 
and 
yaßP = (EWE$)o. (21b) 
Here Q is a fixed molecule that is used for reference. The choice of Q is 
arbitrary as all molecules are considered to be equivalent. We note that in 
general yaßp φ yßap. The x a ' s and the ¡/«^p's are not independent. The 
following relations hold 
$ > « = 1, (22) 
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and 
ß 
χ
α = /iVßaP· 
β 
(23a) 
(23b) 
Equations (23a) and (23b) are not independent, as ^Зд Уа^р = Xa for every 
a, and Σ
α
 VaßP = Xß for every β φ 1, implies Σα УаіР = Χι-
The cluster variation method tries to answer the following question: 
"Given all one-, two- and more-particle occupation numbers, what is the 
free energy?" It is fairly easy to write down an expression for the energy. 
The problem is the entropy. For a linear chain we can use the cluster 
variation method for the bing model without modifications (see Refs. 24 
and 25). We derive an expression for the entropy of an ensemble of M 
linear chains. The total number of ways an ensemble of M linear chains 
with given occupation numbers x
a
 and Vaßp can be constructed if there 
are N molecules per chain and if we ignore end effects is 
G = Па(Мха)\ 
Uaß{Myaßp)\ 
Ν 
The entropy for the ensemble is given by 
S = klnG. 
(24) 
(25) 
Equation (24) yields the exact entropy if there are only nearest-neighbour 
interactions.2 4 , 2 5 No method has been found yet to determine G for an 
ensemble of two- or three-dimensioned systems. Following Refs. 24 and 25 
an approximation for G can be obtained by multiplying the right-hand-side 
of Eq. (24) by a correction factor 
Γ = 
Π
α
(Λίχ
β
)! 
Παβ{Μν
αβ
ρ)\ 
M! 
П*(Мх
а
)\ (26) 
for different nearest neighbours. The introduction of Γ is called the Bethe 
approximation.2 4 , 2 5 The expression for G becomes 
G = (Па(М««)0 
z-1 
Χηρη
Λ
β(Μν.
β
ρ)\γ m*-* 
N 
(27) 
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with ζ the number of nearest neighbours. Using Stirling's approximation 
for the factorials we find for the entropy per molecule 
S = k{z-\) J ^ I a l n i a - - fc J T J ^ yaßp ІП у
в/9Р. 
Ρ oj9 
The expression for the energy per molecule is 
(28) 
(29) 
i1 aß 
With these expressions we can determine the occupation numbers xa and 
VajSP by minimizing the free energy A = E — TS. 
We perform the minimisation procedure again by difiFerentiating. Be-
cause of the relations Eqs. (22) and (23) we introduce Lagrange multipliers 
λ, μρ
α
 and vpa· We define 
A = A - xJ2Xa " Σ Σ μ ρ β ( χ β ~ Σ*«""*) 
α Ρ β ,9 
- Σ Σ ^«(^« - Σ w«'*)· 
(30) 
The derivatives of >Ι with respect to x
a
 and yaßp for all Ρ , α and /3 must 
be zero. Solving the resulting equations we find 
x
a
 = exp - 1 + gW + λ + ]Г(Ара + ΪΡα) 
and 
with 
Уа^р = exp :(2) 
- ! + Ζ«βΡ + 2 ( г - 1)Ді*« + 2 ( * - Ч^Р«. 
C
( 1 ) 
JtT(z-l)' 
?(2) - . J L ^ ) 
λ 
CaßP -
 kT
CQa,Pß> 
λ = -
Дра = -
and ί/ρβ = — 
kT{z - 1) ' 
μ ρ α 
kT(z - 1) ' 
VPa 
kT(z - 1) ' 
(31a) 
(31b) 
(32a) 
(32b) 
(32c) 
(32d) 
(32e) 
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Неге к denotes the Boltzmann constant. In writing down these equations 
we have put upi = 0. The Lagrange multipliers can be obtained by sub­
stituting Eq. (31) in Eqs. (22) and (23). We then get the following set of 
non-linear equations. 
\ + \ηΣ*4>[#') + Σ(μρβ[ + νρ€ι)]=1, (33a) 
a Ρ 
λ - 2(z - 1)μρα + cW + Σ{μρ'α + ^Р'«) 
Ρ' 
- In ^ exp [cgk + 2(z- 1)ϊρ
β
] = 0, (33b) 
ß 
λ - 2(z - 1)йр
а
 + ¿V + ^{μρ'α + ίρ 'ο) 
Ρ' 
- In Σ exp [cgj p + 2(г - l)ßpfi] = 0. (33с) 
ß 
These equations can be solved numerically via the Newton-Raphson meth-
od.27 Equation (31) can then be used to obtain the occupation numbers. 
The energy and entropy are obtained via Eqs. (28) and (29). As a final 
remark we want to point out that if CQ^ pa — CQI pa for all α and β, for a 
certain P , then yaßP = VßaP· For suppose ya/jp φ VßaP for some a and β, 
then the substitution yaßp —* \{yaßP + Vßap) will yield the same energy, 
and a larger entropy, and hence a lower free energy. However, in general 
we have yaßp φ yßap. 
3. Results 
We have applied the method described in the previous section to the li-
brational motions in £-N2. At low pressures this phase exists between 
Τ = 35.6 К and Г = 63.1 К. At elevated pressures this phase exists even at 
temperatures as high as room temperature.2 8 The space group is Рбз/mmc, 
and there are two molecules per unit cell (see Fig. I ) . 2 9 - 3 1 X-ray diffrac­
tion experiments have shown no preferred orientation for the molecules. 
There only seems to be a slight preference for an angle of 56° between the 
molecular axis and the crystallographic c-axis. Different models have been 
contrived to account for the X-ray 2 9 - 3 1 and neutron 3 2 diffraction measure­
ments, and also for the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance/Nuclear Quadrupole 
Resonance experiments.33 One model assumes that the molecules precess 
freely or only slightly hindered around the c-axis. 2 9 - 3 2 , 3 4 Another model 
assumes that the molecules "choose" at random one out of a number of 
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Р-И2.Р6э/ттс (Ζ = 2) 
a=4 050Â,c=6 604 Д 
Fig. 1 The structure of 0-N 3. 
fixed orientations. And a third model assumes jumps between these 
orientations.35 
In a previous paper we have reported the results of MF calculations on 
the librations in ß-N2-3b We found two possible orientational probability 
distributions for the molecules. If the local reference frames of the two 
molecules in the unit cell were chosen to be identical, then a disordered 
phase with delocalized orientations of the molecules was found (see Fig. 2 
of Ref. 35). If the local reference frames of the two molecules in the unit 
cell were allowed to rotate with respect to each other, then an ordered 
phase with localized orientations of the molecules was found (see Fig. 3 
of Ref. 35) The orientations of the two molecules in the unit cell were 
found to be rotated by 180° about the c-axis. The ordered phase was 
about 0.87kJ.mol -1 lower in energy at Τ = OK, but had also a much 
lower entropy. At high temperatures (above Τ = 120 К) the ordered phase 
showed an order-disorder transition to the disordered phase. Neither of 
the phases however, showed a transition to the α-phase at any reasonable 
temperature. For all temperatures at which the MF calculations were done 
the α-phase had a lower free energy. The results of the MF calculations 
were thus incorrect in two aspects: the molecules were found to have a 
preferred orientation in the /7-phase, and no α-β phase transition was found. 
We therefore introduced the following ad hoe hypothesis. There are six 
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localized orientations that are solutions of MF. These six orientations can 
be transformed into each other by rotations of multiples of 60° around the c-
axis. We assumed that there are free jumps between these six orientations. 
These free jumps yielded a delocalized picture for the orientations of the 
molecules. They also yielded an extra A; In 6 for the entropy. This lowered 
the free energy of the ß-phase so much that a phase transition to the a-
phase at Τ = 35 К was found. A theoretical foundation for the hypothesis 
could not be given, however. 
As our new method is more complicated than the MF calculations we 
have had to limit the number of states and the number of molecules in 
the lattice sums. We have used six states |o!(P)) per molecule in most of 
our calculations, and only interactions with the twelve nearest-neighbours 
have been taken into account. But already in this "small" calculation a 
set of 133 non-linear equations has to be solved in order to obtain the 
occupation numbers (see Eq. (33)). Furthermore, we have assumed that 
all molecules are equivalent. We thus need only states for one molecule 
in the calculations. The states of the other molecules can be obtained 
via (proper) rotations. Equations (15a) and (20) have to be solved for 
only one molecule, and the right-hand-side of Eq. (15b) has only to be 
calculated for one molecule and its nearest neighbours. In Appendix В 
Eq. (B6) must be augmented with the restriction that X¿- ' = ХУ ' for 
all i, j , Ρ and P'. Even with the restriction that all molecules must be 
equivalent there are various possibilities for the number of sublattices and 
their configuration. We have found however, that the sublattices that yield 
the ordered phase in the MF calculations (see above) give the lowest free 
energy at low temperature. At high temperatures it becomes irrelevant how 
the sublattices are chosen (see below). The results that are presented in this 
paper have been obtained with the intermolecular potential of Berns and 
van der Avoird.36 We have also done some calculations with the newer ab 
initio potential of van der Avoird et al.37 The results of these calculations, 
however, do not differ qualitatively from those obtained with the Berns-
van der Avoird potential. We have therefore done the calculations with the 
simpler potential. 
We have started the calculations by choosing states for our reference 
basis {|i(P))}. As the calculations can only be done with a limited num­
ber of states some care must be taken in choosing these states. Although 
the states |a(P)) are improved in the iterative procedure that has been 
described in the paragraph following Eq. (20), one has to bear in mind that 
one is restricted to the space that is spanned by the states | t(P)). The final 
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states will always be linear combinations of the states of the reference basis 
{|i(P))}. For the calculations on /?-N2 we have chosen a reference basis 
that might yield ordered as well as disordered phases. We have calculated 
the localized MF ground state at Τ = О К in a basis of spherical harmonics 
Yi,m with ¡max = 10 (see Ref. 35). From this state we have generated five 
other states by five subsequent rotations of 60° around the c-axis. The six 
states thus obtained we have orthogonalized. These orthogonal states form 
our reference basis {|t'(.P))}. The final states |о;(Р)) can be localized or 
delocalized. If the calculations yield localized states of which only one is 
occupied then we have obtained an ordered phase. A disordered phase re­
sults when the localized states are equally occupied or when the final states 
are delocalized. 
At low temperatures we have found an ordered phase with only one 
of the six initial states appreciably occupied. The other initial states are 
mixed to yield new but only slightly occupied states. The orientational 
probability distribution resembles closely that of Fig. 3 of Ref. 35. The 
phase is thus almost identical to the ordered phase of MF. Above Τ = 30 К 
this ordered phase becomes unstable. Instead we have found a disordered 
phase (see Fig. 2). The states of this phase are the initial states which have 
become equally occupied. 
This is of course radically different from MF where no stable disordered 
phase has been found below Τ = 120 К. Whereas the (unstable) disordered 
phase in MF has a high energy, the disordered phase in the new method 
has a very low energy. At Τ = ZOK the energy of the disordered phase is 
even lower than the energy of the ordered phase at Τ = 0 К. The reason 
for this difference is that there is a very large correlation in the occupation 
of the various states for nearest-neighbours, i.e. 
(ЕІУЕ$)0?(Е£))0(Е$)0, (34) 
while in MF the left- and right-hand-side of Eq. (34) are intrinsically equal. 
We can define the orientational correlation function for a pair of molecules 
1 and 2 
'
( Ω ι
'
Ω 2 )
- Σ . « Ρ ( - № ) ' ( 3 5 ) 
with fij = ( і,фі) and diî; = sin0¿d0,d&. The summation in this equar 
tion is over the exact eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H. In our model we 
approximate this function by 
P^ii^^i^^ßß^^M^M^M]3. (36) 
aß 
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maximum: 0.31 
X 
Fig. 2 Orientational probability distribution of /J-Nj according to the new method 
for Τ > 30 К. The dashed contours denote a low probability; the solid contours denote a 
high probability. Subsequent contours differ by 10% of the maximum of the probability 
distribution. 
The functions ф
а
 correspond to the states | a(P)) . A contour plot of this 
function with 0i = $2 = 55°, which corresponds to the maximum of the 
orientational probability distribution, is shown in Fig. 3. We see that in the 
new method nearest-neighbours within the a&-plane prefer to be parallel to 
each other, but at the same time not perpendicular to the line that connects 
their centres of gravity. In the preferred orientations the molecules are only 
a few degrees from the absolute minimum of the intermolecular potential. 
The preferred orientations of the nearest-neighbours in adjacent layers, with 
respect to each other, vary. The difference of ф\ and φι ranges from 0° to 
360°. 
The free energy of /Ô-N2 as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 4. 
We note that there is an unphysical discontinuity at Τ = 30 К. This dis­
continuity is caused by the cluster variation method. A close inspection 
of the expression for the free energy that results from Eqs. (28) and (29) 
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Fig. 3a Correlation function as given by Eq. (З ) with 6\ = i j = ББе. The reference 
frame is oriented with the х-ахів along the crystallographic c-axie, and the x-axis along 
the projection on the oi-plane of the intermolecular vector R u = Rj — Ri (continued 
on next page). 
reveals that the free energy has two different minima at low temperature. 
One of them corresponds to the ordered phase. The other corresponds to 
the disordered phase. The free energy of the disordered phase is lower abo 
at low temperatures. However, below Τ = 26 К the entropy of the disor­
dered phase, Eq. (28), becomes negative. We recall that in the derivation 
of Eq. (28) we introduced a correction (see Eq. (26)). It is easy to see 
that this correction yields a negative contribution to the entropy. If the 
correction becomes too large then the total entropy can become negative. 
It is obvious that when the entropy becomes negative the cluster variation 
method can no longer be used. Unfortunately, it is not clear what the free 
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ψ, 
Fig. 3b Solid contours denote a high value of the correlation function, and dashed 
contours denote a low value. Subsequent contours differ by 10% of the maximum of the 
correlation function. The correlation function for in-plane nearest neighbours (a) and 
nearest neighbours in adjacent layers with molecule 2 higher than molecule 1 (b) are 
shown. 
energy of the phases would be if better expressions were available. It might 
be that the disordered phase is the stabler one also at temperatures below 
30 К but that is by no means certain. 
Also shown in Fig. 4 is the free energy of а-Кг as calculated with 
the new method. The calculations have been performed again using the 
Berns-van der Avoird potential and only nearest neighbours interactions. 
Four states have been used. These states have been obtained in the same 
way as the states in ^-N2. The only difference is that rotations of 90° 
around the c-axis (instead of 60° ) have been used. We note that the free 
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Fig. 4 Free energy of β- and /9-Nj calculated using Eqe. (28) and (29). 
energy curve is an almost horizontal line. The molecules are very localized. 
Even at high temperatures only one of the states is occupied. The new 
method predicts an α-β phase transition at about Τ
α
β = 72 К, which is 
quite reasonable, given the approximations made in the calculations (e.g. 
only nearest-neighbours interactions). One might argue that this phase 
transition is rather artificial. As the molecules in the α-phase are localized 
a better (i.e. lower) estimate for the free energy would be obtained when 
some of the lower excited MF states would be included in the calculations. 
This is undoubtedly the case. However, inclusion of excited MF states 
would also lower the free energy of £-N2. We think therefore, that as long 
as calculations with a large number of states is unfeasible, that it is best 
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Table 1. Orientation al form factors (Sj.m.) of ^-N2. The 5{>m's are real 
linear combinations of spherical harmonics.35 
T = 
(S2,0) 
(54,0) 
(5G,O> 
T = 
{S2.0) 
(S*,o) 
(56,0) 
Theory 
MF, Ref. 35 
delocalized 
30 К 
-0.027 
-0.082 
0.029 
-0.016 
55 К 
-0.020 
-0.060 
0.020 
-0.013 
localized 
30 К 
0.048 
-0.233 
0.042 
-0.035 
55 К 
0.032 
-0.167 
0.023 
-0.013 
This paper 
30 К 
0.042 
-0.244 
0.057 
-0.062 
55 К 
0.040 
-0.235 
0.055 
-0.061 
Experiment 
Ref. 32 
30 К 
-
55 К 
0.004І0.085 
-0.311i0.326 
0.990І1.950 
-0.180І2.300 
to perform the calculations with similar states. 
The one-particle properties in the disordered phase in ^-N2 do not 
change with temperature. This is a consequence of the fact that the occu­
pation (Eaaj of the states does not change with temperature. In order 
to study the temperature dependence of the orientational probability dis­
tribution we have done calculations including the spherical harmonic ΥΌ,ο 
as an extra state. With this spherical harmonic the orientational probabil­
ity distribution can become broader. The thermodynamic averages of some 
tessera! harmonics are shown in Table 1. We note that the results seem to 
be somewhat better than the MF results, although due to the large errors 
in the experimental results no definite conclusion can be drawn. The effect 
of temperature is very small. Probably more states need to be included for 
this kind of calculations. 
4. Discussion a n d conclusions 
We have presented in this paper a new method that can be used to calcu-
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late the properties of orientationally disordered (and also ordered) molec­
ular crystals. The states of the crystal are represented in this method as 
products of one-molecule states. A method that is improved with respect 
to MF because it includes the orientational pair-correlations between the 
molecules has been used to calculate thermodynamic averages. The states 
are optimized in order to yield a lowest possible free energy. We have ap­
plied the new method to the librational motions of the molecules in the 
/?-phase of solid nitrogen. Two very important improvements with respect 
to prior MF calculations have been obtained. A stable disordered phase has 
been found at all temperatures where ^-N2 exists, and an α-β phase tran­
sition has been found at the reasonable temperature Τ
α
β = 72 К. In this 
section we will compare our new method with other methods that have 
been used to calculate properties of orientationally disordered molecular 
crystals. We will also discuss improvements that can be made and to what 
other systems the method can be applied. 
The method that has been proved to be most useful for the calculations 
of properties of orientationally disordered molecular crystals is Molecular 
Dynamics. 2 - 1 0 The major drawback of this method is that it is a classical 
method. Therefore, at low temperatures and for light molecules it may give 
incorrect results because of quantum effects. 
The most popular analytical method is a method that is unfortunately 
also called the Mean Field approximation.38 It differs from what we have 
called Mean Field in the previous sections. Our definitions of MF refers 
to the time-independent Hartree method, whereas the definition of MF in 
Ref. 38 refers to the time-dependent Hartree method (TDH), which we 
call RPA. 3 9 ' 4 0 Since in Ref. 38 the TDH or RPA method has been writ­
ten in terms of susceptibilities we shall call this method in what follows 
the susceptibility approach. It is often used as follows. A free molecule 
susceptibility is calculated, corresponding to our definition of MF theory 
(or time-independent Hartree). The susceptibihty for the crystal, corre­
sponding to the TDH or RPA model, is calculated using the free molecule 
susceptibility and the intermolecular potential. The properties of the crys­
tal can then be calculated from the crystal susceptibility. For example, the 
order-disorder phase transition temperature can be determined by looking 
for soft modes. We want to point out that this is totally incompatible with 
our present method. The susceptibility approach assumes that the states 
of the molecules are adapted to the site symmetry; i.e. delocalized states 
for disordered crystals.13 We have shown however, that the states of the 
molecules in the disordered phase can be localized. When looking for soft 
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modes the susceptibility approach only tests whether these states are stable, 
but it does not take into account the correlations between the occupations 
of these states. It implicitly assumes that when the states of the molecules 
become localized that one of these states becomes predominantly occupied. 
This means that only certain order-disorder phase transitions can be de­
scribed by the susceptibility approach. We have shown in a previous paper 
that soft modes in the Time Dependent Hartree approximation indicate an 
unstable MF state. 3 5 This means that the susceptibility approach and MF 
will yield identical results, because when the susceptibility approach pre­
dicts a phase transition then MF should also show that phase transition. 
Our method, which is an improvement of MF, shows totally different phase 
transitions. 
A method that resembles our method is the pseudo-spin method. One 
can even look upon our method as a generalized pseudo-spin method. 1 5 , 1 6 
In the pseudo-spin method the exact Hamiltonian is rewritten, making suit­
able approximations, in the form of the Ising Hamiltonian Eq. (8). Prop­
erties are then calculated using one of the approximations that have been 
devised for the Ising problem. One of the weak points theoretically of the 
pseudo-spin method is that there is no fixed rule for rewriting the Hamil­
tonian. Hence, one ends up with a Hamiltonian of the form of Eq. (7). 
The coefficients and the states of this Hamiltonian have however, not been 
optimized, byt have been obtained in a more or less arbitrary way. Fur­
thermore, the pseudo-spin method is restricted to two states per molecule. 
Both these deficiencies have been removed in our method. 
In order to obtain also quantitatively meaningful results it is necessary 
to extend the calculations that have been presented in the previous section. 
The lattice sums have been restricted to only nearest-neighbours. It is in 
principle possible to include more molecules in the lattice sums of Eqs. (28) 
and (29). In Eq. (28) ζ then becomes the number of terms in the lattice 
sums. This would of course lead to a much larger set of equations for the 
Lagrange multipliers, Eq. (33). How much molecules one can include in 
the lattice sums depends therefore first of all on the amount of computer 
time one wants to spend. A much more serious problem is that the prob­
lems with negative entropies may become worse. We will show below that 
these problems arise because some restrictions on the two-particle occu­
pation numbers are missing. The errors that result from neglecting these 
restrictions may become larger when the lattice sums are extended. 
One would also like to include more states per molecule in the calcula­
tions. The problem is again that the calculations become larger, now even 
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in two ways. Again the number of Lagrange multipliers Eq. (33) increases, 
but also the number of equations for the states Eqs. (20), (B4), (B5) and 
(B6) increases. However, a reduction in the number of states that have to 
be solved is obtained when from the total number of states only a limited 
number is allowed to be occupied. The number of Lagrange multipliers in 
Eq. (33) is only determined by the number of occupied states. The number 
of equations for the optimisation of the states, Eqs. (20), (B4), (B5) and 
(B6), is still determined by the total number of states, but they simplify 
appreciably, which can be of help in solving them. 
The most important improvement will probably be a better method for 
obtaining occupation numbers. The only restrictions are given by Eqs. (22) 
and (23). As was mentioned above, there may be more. This is most easily 
seen by considering three-particle occupation numbers. These are related 
to the two-particle occupation numbers via 
7 
for гшу Ρ, Ρ', Ρ", ο, and β. It is easy to see that it is not possible 
to have three-particle occupation numbers that yield \E\1'E\1 > = 1, 
Е[СЕ[%"Л = 1, and ( Е ^ Е ^ ' Л = 1. This means that such com­
bination of two-particle occupation numbers may not arise in the calcula­
tions. However, the cluster of two nearest-neighbours is simply too small 
to prevent these inconsistencies. These inconsistencies cause the negative 
entropies. The cluster variation method can thus be improved by using 
larger clusters; in particular closed clusters. This will involve three- and 
more-particle occupation numbers, however, which may complicate the cal­
culations considerably. 
An alternative for obtaining the occupation numbers may be the Monte 
Carlo method. 4 1 With this method it is possible in principle to obtain the 
occupation numbers with any accuracy. There are no fundamental restric­
tions on the number of states per molecule and the number of molecules 
in the lattice sums. Furthermore, the method is rather straightforward. 
There are however two drawbacks. One of them is that Monte Carlo is 
a very time consuming method. The other is that it is difficult to obtain 
values for the entropy and hence for the free energy. That means that the 
method is not suited when we want to study phase transitions like the α-β 
phase transition. Nevertheless, we think that the Monte Carlo method is 
the most appropriate method for obtaining quantitative results. 
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We want to comment finally on some projects that may be taken up 
using the new method that we have presented in this paper. First of all 
the method might be applied to all the other orientationally disordered 
molecular crystals. Thereby, the improvements mentioned above must be 
studied. But the method can also be applied to other systems. It would 
for example be very interesting to use it to study the cooperative Jahn-
Teller effect. Some work has already been done in extending the method 
to fermion and boson systems. Hence, it may be worthwhile to apply the 
method to solid helium. For finite systems there is no Ising problem as the 
thermodynamic averages, Eq. (3a), can be obtained by direct calculation 
of the traces. This means that for example the correlated rotations of 
methyl groups in organic molecules can be studied advantageously using 
our method. It may even be possible to extend the method to calculate 
collective excitations. There is a close relation between the second-order 
variation of the density operator in the free energy in MF, and the collective 
excitations as calculated in the Time Dependent Hartree approximation. 
We think that there may be a similar relation between the second-order 
coefficients of Eq. (B5) and collective excitations. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix we will prove that the coefficients given by Eq. (15) yield 
the absolute minimum of A
var
. We will denote here by HQ the Hamiltonian 
of Eq. (7) with the specific coefficients of Eq. (15). The following definition 
will simplify our notation. 
A(Hi; Яз) Ξ А
Нз
 + (ffi - Н2)Нз, (Al) 
with 
¿ t f ^ - Z r M n Z t f , , (A2) 
Wi r , = Ζ^ΎΓ [e-"bX] , (A3) 
and 
^ я
а
= Т г [ е - ^ ] . (A4) 
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This definition implies that we can write AOar = A(H·, H0). 
We now suppose that there are coefficients Cp¿ and Cp^ p,a, different 
from those of Eq. (15), that yield a lower Α
υα
.
τ
. The corresponding Hamil-
tonian will be denoted by H'0. The basis { |a(P))} of H'Q is the same as 
that of HQ. Using Eq. (Al) we can write 
А(Н;Щ)<ЦН;Н0) (A5) 
It is easy to see that 
Л(Яо;Яо) = Л(Я;Яо), (A6) 
and 
A(H0iH'0) = A(H,H,0), (Al) 
because the the non-diagonal terms of Я in Eq. (5) vanish. Using Eqs. (A6) 
and (A7) we obtain 
>І(Яо;Я£)<Л(Я 0 ;Яо). (A8) 
This however is clearly impossible. We have Л(Яо;Яо) = Afí0, whereas 
according to the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality Eq. (1) Л(Яо;Я£) > Ан0 
should hold. This means that Eq. (A5) cannot hold and that consequently 
the coefficients Cp^ and Cp^ p,a that are related to the basis {|ο:(·Ρ))} by 
Eq. (15) yield the absolute minimum of A
var
. 
Appendix В 
The derivation of Eq. (20) from Eq. (16) was meant to yield a basis {\а{Р))} 
that minimizes A
vaT. As only ( Я ) 0 depends directly on this basis we can 
abo say that we have tried to find the basis that minimizes ( Я ) 0 . Be­
cause the basis must be orthonormal we introduced Lagrange multipliers 
in Eq. (17). In this appendix we will introduce new variables for which 
no restrictions hold. Consequently, we will be able to minimize {Я)0 via 
direct methods. We will show that we can solve Eq. (20) and we will also 
prove that the solution corresponds to a minimum of {Я)0 and Avar. 
The new variables are the matrix elements of matrices X( p ) that are 
defined b y 4 2 · 4 3 
U ( p ) = exp(X(p)). (Bl) 
Here υ ( ρ ) is a matrix with matrix elements Z7^ $· '. The matrix υ ( ρ ) in 
Eq. (Bl) is unitary if and only if the matrix X( p ) is antihermitean. We take 
the lower triangle matrix elements of the X( p ) 's as our new unrestricted 
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variables, noting that the diagonal elements are purely imaginary. { Я ) 0 
will thus be interpreted as a function of these variables. 
In order to find the minimum of ( f f ) 0 we will employ the iterative 
Newton-Raphson method for finding minima.2 7 In each iteration step (H)0 
is expanded as a Taylor series in X ^ ' around a trial basis. Cubic and 
higher order terms are discarded and the remaining quadratic expression 
is minimized to obtain an improved basis. To be more specific we rewrite 
{ Я ) 0 as in Eq. (13). 
(H)0 = TfTf(E^}Xu^(i(p)\LP\m)u^ 
Ρ a ij 
+ 5 Σ Σ (ж/.Ч'/'), Σ оіроГ· < Β 2 > 
PP' aß »jfcl 
x <t(P)fc(P') | Фрр. | i ( P ) / ( P ' ) ) < > < ' 
We identify the reference basis {|»(·Ρ))} with our trial basis. The coefficients 
in the Taylor series, which are the derivatives of (ff) 0 with respect to X ( p ) , 
taken at X ( p ) = 0, are most easily calculated by first determining the 
(Pi ÍP) 
derivatives of IT · ' with respect to the X ' . ' 's. We find 
= Spp'SajSik, (B3a) 
x=o 
= —SpP'SakSij, (B3b) 
x=o 
д
2
и
[р)
* \ 
jk ¡τη / χ
=
ο 
= τδρρ'δρρι· (S
a
j6i
m
6kl + S
a
lSik6j
m
) , (B3c) 
d^P) at 
jk lm / χ
=
ο 
= —-δρριδρρι· (SajSiiSkm + ^am^fc^ji) > (B3d) 
d2u[P \ ( d2uJ2* \ 
к jk lm / χ
=
ο » Jk lm X = 0 
= Τ UP Ρ' δρρι' {йакйіі Sjm + ^ат ¡¡ij Ski) , (ВЗе) 
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where for all Лл i > j holds. The calculation of the derivatives of (Я) 0 
is lengthy but straightforward. We find for the first derivatives 
d(H) 
»J / X=0 ч »J ' x=o 
%\ _ ( a (H)0 ' 
"-<•«%'I i^IW.-WJ
 (B4) 
Q fc 
We note the resemblance to Eq. (20). The second derivatives are given by 
a
2
 (#)o ^ _ l а* (н)0 \ * д я 0 \ 
\ ax^hx^^ / V axlP)*axlP')m Ì 
\°λ4 ΟΛΜ / χ
=
ο V^^.j °ЛкІ /
x =
o 
= \ΒΡΡ· [t* ( i(P) I LP | l(P) )-Stl( k(P) I LP I j{P) )] 
+ \SPP. 5 3 ^ [5jfc ( i(P)m(Q) | Фяд | /(P)m(Q) ) (B5a) 
Q m 
-Ь(к(Р)т{С)\Фро\т
т
{С))] 
χ [<4p,^SJl>0 - <^Γ ,^>0 - ( 4 Г ) ^ ) 0 + ( ^ Г ^ ) ] 
+ (і(ржщ*рр'іі(тп) 
χ [(¿¡РФ),+wrtf'^,, - (^^rOo - K^ír^J, 
and 
/" аа (Д)о \ _ / ^ ( я ) 0 У 
= -\δ
Ρ
ρ. [δ,, (i(P) j L P I fc(P)> - 61к (l(P) | LP | i(P)>] 
- ! * « " Σ Σ β " ( , '(р) т(«) ιφ^« ι ^ м « ) ) (B 5 b) 
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- f e (l(P)m(<3) | Фр
я
 | í(P)m(<3) )] 
The following set of linear equations has to be solved in each iteration 
step 
d{H)0 
dX. (P) +ΣΣ 
•j x=o It I k>l 
Γ ( Ρ Ί ( Э2 ( Я ) 0 
L f c l 
' ( ^ я С") 
^^r
J
^ii
 / χ = 0 
(Вба) 
-ь^Г'
5
" 
^
2
 ( Я ) 0 
МРдХІР* 
х = о . 
= 0, 
and 
a(g)o 
¿x% (P). +ΣΣ x=o 
r(P·) d2 (H)0 
Ч і ¿xg>*dxü;'\ 
(B6b) 
x=o 
+^f> a
2
 ( Я ) 0 
axg^axg') x=o. 
Convergence of the Newton-Raphson method is reached in the nth iteration 
(P) · (PI 
step when for the solution Χ„ of this equation in the nth step X„ ' = 
0 holds. This condition can only be fulfilled when the first derivatives 
in Eq. (B6) become zero. Hence, the Newton-Raphson method yields a 
solution of Eq. (20). Furthermore, the second derivatives in Eq. (B6) must 
form a positive definite matrix, bacause the solution must correspond to a 
minimum of (H)0. The second derivatives thus yield a test that we can use 
to determine whether we have really found a minimum for Α
υαΓ
. 
We want finally to comment on how to obtain the unitary matrices 
Xj{p' from the antihermitean matrices Xrè . The matrices tX„ are her-(P) 
mitean and can thus be diagonalized. This means that Xn. can also be diagonalized. We define the unitary matrices V, 
IP) trices An by 
X ( P ) V ( P ) = V r ) A i f ) 
ІП and the diagonal ma-
(B7) 
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The diagonal elements of Ak ' are purely imaginary. The matrices υ „ ; 
can be defined by 
u W ^ V W e x p i A l ^ J V i ' î t . (B8) 
The matrices U ^ ) are then given by 
U ( p ) = U ^ ) . . . u ( p ) U ( 1 P ) , (B9) 
where n' denotes the step in which convergence has been reached. 
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Section 2.4 
Ab initio description of large amplitude motions in solid N2. HI. 
Libron-phonon coupling 
W J Bnels A Ρ J Jansen, and A van der Avoird 
Institute ofTheoretical Chemistry University of Nijmegen Toemooiveld. 6525 ED Nijmegen, The 
Netherlands 
(Received 12 June 1984, accepted 28 June 1984) 
A new lattice dynamics scheme is proposed for handling librons, an harmonic translational 
vibrations, and translational-rolational coupling in molecular crystals This scheme is an 
extension of earlier hbron models which describe large amplitude librations or hindered rotations 
The formalism is based on expanding the intermolecular potential in the molecular displacement 
coordinates, including cubic and quartic terms, while retaining the exact onentational 
dependence Closed expressions are obtained via spherical tensor methods After constructing 
separate mean field states for the molecular rotations and translations, using bases of tesserai 
harmonics and ID harmonic oscillator functions, respectively, the intermolecular correlations 
are taken into account and simultaneously the translational-rotational coupling, by solving the 
equations of motion for the crystal according to the time-dependent Hartree or random-phase 
approximation Application of the formalism to the ordered a and γ phases of solid nitrogen, 
using an ab initio potential, gave very satisfactory results 
I. INTRODUCTION 
As explained in any textbook, the basic tool in solid 
state physics is the use of wave functions, or operators in the 
equations of motion method, which are adapted to the trans­
lational symmetry of the lattice In the usual harmonic lat­
tice dynamics treatments' the adaptation to this symmetry is 
easy and the original problem reduces to a set of smaller 
problems, one for every wave vector q in the first Bnllouin 
zone If the symmetry adaptation is applied to only part of 
the problem, however, as in perturbâtlonal treatments of an-
h armo η ic effects,12 multiple sums over the Bnllouin zone 
will inevitably appear These multiple summations in q space 
rest net the calculation of perturbation terms to a few of the 
lowest orders and, therefore, make the theory inapplicable to 
strongly an harmonic systems 
In papers I and II of this senes,3 4 we describe a lattice 
dynamics theory for molecular crystals which avoids multi­
ple sums in q space, because the wave functions are adapted 
to the translational symmetry of the crystal only in the final 
stage Thus, we were able to treat the librations in the or­
dered a and γ phases of solid nitrogen and even the reorien­
tations of the molecules in the plastic ¿7 phase, without mak-
ing any approximation to the strongly an harmonic potential 
Just as in all previous, semiempmcal, hbron treatments,5-8 
the molecular centers of mass in our calculations were as-
sumed to be fixed on the lattice sites This assumption im-
plies the decoupling of the hbrons and the translational 
phonons In principle, one could still take the latter into ac-
count by using a translationally averaged potential for the 
librations, in practice, this has not been done explicitly 
The coupling between librons and phonons, ι e , rota-
tional-translational coupling, is quite important, however 
All lattice modes are actually mixed, except those at high 
symmetry points in the Bnllouin zone of crystals with specif­
ic space groups For calculating thermodynamic properties, 
which involves summation over the complete Bnllouin zone, 
all these mixed modes must be included It has been shown in 
more empirica] models4'12 that rotational-translational cou­
pling can lead to interesting phenomena such as ferroelastic 
phase transitions in KCN and 5-tnazine crystals 
In this paper we present a new formalism for the calcu­
lation of the coupled libron-phonon modes in molecular 
crystals This formalism combines our previous treatment3 4 
of large amplitude librons with the explicit handling of the 
translational lattice modes It is applied to solid nitrogen, 
again, using the anharmonic anisotropic ab initio potential '3 
Since the translational phonons are fairly well described by 
the harmonic model already (and even better by the quasi-
harmonic self-consistent phonon model14), we required our 
formalism to be exact for harmonic lattice Hamiltonians 
This implies, in the general case of translations and libra­
tions, that it includes at least the translational-rotational 
coupling which is naturally present in the harmonic model 
Our formalism goes beyond the harmonic approximation, 
however, even for the translational phonons, by including all 
terms in the potential which are cubic and quartic m the 
molecular displacements The onentational dependence of 
the potential is represented exactly, as in papers I and II The 
above requirements are met by the following scheme First, 
we treat the anharmonic anisotropic lattice Hamilton tan, 
which depends on the translational and onentational coordi­
nates of the molecules, in a mean field calculation for the 
translations and reoncntat ions of each molecule, separately 
Then, we construct wave functions as products of mean field 
ground states and one excited mean field function, adapted 
to the translational symmetry The coupling between these 
wave functions is handled within the time-dependent Har­
tree (TDH) or random-phase approximation (RPA) 
For the harmonic approximation to the lattice Hamil-
tonian the mean field states are the ground and first excited 
harmonic oscillator states with frequencies determined by 
the self forces It has been demonstrated15,6 that the TDH/ 
RPA equation of motion is exact in this case Moreover, it 
has been proved1516 that the TDH/RPA frequencies will be 
zero for uniform translations of the whole system, which 
implies in case of crystals that the acoustical phonon modes 
will correctly tend to zero frequency for wave vector zero 
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This condition is not satisfied by the simpler forms of the 
equation of motion based on the Tamm-DancofT approxi-
mation," which have been used in lattice dynamics also 6 
If we would separately couple the translational and/or 
rotational motions of the individual molecules, obtain solu­
tions adapted to the lattice symmetry, and then introduce 
translational rotational coupling, we would still be hindered 
by the problem of multiple sums in q space mentioned at the 
start Instead, we have chosen to couple all mean field trans­
lational and rotational excited states simultaneously by 
means of the TDH/RPA scheme, applying the translational 
symmetry reduction directly to the full TDH problem 
II. THEORY 
In part A of this section we consider the intermolecular 
potential and bring it into a form which is suitable for the 
subsequent treatment In part В we deal with the transla­
tional part of the problem, including the basis functions and 
the matnx elements Finally, in part С we combine the re­
sults of subsection В with those of paper I, in order to de­
scribe the coupled rotational-translational motions 
A. The potential 
As in our first paper, we associate each molecule in the 
crystal with a lattice point Ρ = {η,ι |, with position vector 
R, = R. + r,, where R. is the position vector of the ongin 
of the unit cell о and r, the position of Ρ relative to this ongin 
(ι = 1,2, ,Z, where Ζ is the number of molecules per unit 
cell) The molecules are now supposed to oscillate and librate 
with their centers of mass remaining in the neighborhood of 
the points Λ the position vectors of their mass centers rela­
tive to these points are denoted by u^ The orientations of the 
(linear) molecules with respect to a fixed lattice frame will be 
described by the polar angles Ω
Ρ
 = | Θ
Ρ
, φ ρ ] of their axes 
The potential energy between two molecules associated with 
Pand Ρ', respectively, can then be written as 
*(и,,,/2„Л, )= Σρ,ΐί/,,ιχί'1 '3 / з) 
~ и \H1| rHj /Tij/ 
HercJU,, = (И, + α, ) - (R, + и,) = Rpp + и, - и, 
and Upr is the unit vector along VFF The angular func­
tions С'U are Racah sphencal harmonics'7 and the larger 
brackets denote a Wigner i-j symbol, 1= |/,,/,,/, | and in 
I 
= | m „т7,т, ) The ab initio Ν,-Ν2 potential has actually 
been represented in this form , s 
The potential given by Eq (1) depends on the transla­
tional degrees of freedom u, and u
r
 in a very intncate way 
In order to make this dependence explicit, which is required 
for the subsequent theory, we expand the factors that con­
tain these variables in a Taylor senes 
1>,iU„\Cl4Û„)= Σ .• г ·?)" 
α,'
 д
 Ojl 
Χρ,ΙΛ,,ΙΓϋΊΛ,,) (2) 
The simplest way to evaluate this expansion is by means of 
the so-called gradient formula" in sphencal tensor form 
ЧЛ,, II', 
a,-VF[R„ (С 
ΧI Г 'Чв, ) · С 
where Α
Λ
{Η) is an operator defined by 
* < " " [ ^ Г Й ^ ) 
~
í f c
'
+ , l 2/+1 J \Έ~Ή 
(3) 
(4) 
while the tensor product between curly brackets is given by 
|c l , '1(M*c | ,J(Ä,,)HÜ=(-i) ,+ ' ' + "· 
/» I,) 
- ffly 
(5) 
< Σ
( | . 4 M 
»TÏ., "»I m 2 — Wj / 
x с«·'Mea; i*,, 
Using Eq (3) several times we can write Eq (2) as 
?,(£/„ )c¡ü(&„ ) = Σ Σ'^ϊΊ*"· •"'•"г ) 
xKC'IMeC-'Ifi,))1* 
e c"4*, ,) iu: (6) 
The angular independent factors are given by 
, , , » , „ ^ , - Σ ^ ^ 
« « , β ι' «J1 
X'WïfA,, μ„α 2 ) (7) 
our task to calculate the coefficients 
•„a;) We do this via the following recursion re-
So it 
WJHR, 
lation 
= ι/
Ρ
ΣΣ''
,
'ϋΊ
Α
'·''
ι
'
ι
. + 1-β2ΐΙΙ£:'Μ 
!й,)І'лвС'4І(А„ІІ!і: 
(8) 
and an analogous formula lo raise Ihe index a. Using the gradient formula and the expansion ofa product of two sphencal 
harmonics'7 we find that the left-hand side of Eq (8) is given by 
««• Ç Σ cl-' t*'^'- '<í'· icí l * " χ«. + ч Σ Σ^.* ι*" >'K,...,(я" l«.·^ ) (Ò *0; *') 
Χ ς ς Γ *
;
 M i ' λ; k')(k' kl ')(' "'' Λ )(-ir-
.Τϊ 5? Vv "ι - « ι / \ ν - π ; nJK-n', -η, μ Ι \μ n\ - m , / 
The last sum in this expression can be evaluated using standard angular momentum techniques,'7 " it is equal to 
(9) 
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Σ | 2 | * 1 | 
ι.» 
к,,η, 
FIG 1 Recoupling scheme Гог expan­
sion of Ibe polenlial [Eqs (9) and 110)] 
Ιι,.η, 
Σ(2ι*1| \ — 
ι.μ '4 
?«-«—-(:: ; ж :: .ι·,)!*· ',· ж '· ',ι- (10) 
The symbols between curly brackets are 6-j coefficients. In Fig. 1 we have given the graphical representation of this summa­
tion according to the conventions of Brink and Satchler. " Introducing the last two results into Eq (8) we find 
'•W„I-1 + U J - ( - I ) ' — " ( 2 / + . ) № + 1 Ι ς ; ς ( : *0; χ · *; /.)[/. *· ';]„,,,*„, 
X ^ Ï U M ^ " l"·^'· (HI 
In the same way a recursive relation raising the index a7 by one unit can be denved. In the actual calculations it is most 
convenient to first raise one of the indices α, or a 2 to its final value, while keeping the other one equal to zero, and then to raise 
the second index This greatly simplifies the recursive relations, because, e g., when a2 = 0, then k2 = 0 and the first 6-y 
coefficient in Eq (11) becomes a simple square root; moreover/ = к ¡ and; = к, so that the sum over/ in Eq (11) contains 
only one term 
While the sums over к andy in Eqs. (6) and (7) are bounded for given at and a,, the sums over the latter indices must, in 
principle, be extended to infinity In testing our programs we have found that generally good results can be obtained with 
<x, + a2<ü:m„ = 4. Indeed, taking Л, ρ equal to the nearest neighbor distance in α-Ν}, andu/. anáuP as large as 8% of this 
value we found the exact value of the potential within \%, when using а
ттж
 = 4 
Introducing Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. ( I ) we find with a slight change of notation: 
Ф„ (u,^„uP ¿г, )= χ (И,гс£ів,)сй:(я,>лгЛі.л,(/ ')сй'іп, |CL"|ÛP im, r 
ΛιΛι 
which is m the required form Here Λ, and Λ2 are composite indices and 
i p 1 
Хл,л>{Р.Р,)= ^—i У ^ІІЧЛ,, | ο „ σ 2 ) ( - I p ­i l ! «г! * X 
χ Σ
 ,_„_('. 4 h)l', 
Construction of the crystal Hamiltonian is now 
straightfoward; the result is given below in Eq. ( 19) For con­
venience we do not separate the one and two particle terms in 
the potential, as we did in paper I Of course this does not 
change the physics of our model, the only result being that 
the mean field energies are shifted by a constant, tempera­
ture dependent, amount. 
B. Tranelattonal motions 
When we disregard the orientations of the molecules for 
the moment, we can write the crystal Hamiltonian as 
nj —μ/\μ η, —m,/ 
(121 
ИЗ) 
Я= СГ(о,)+^-ХХ*,,(п„«,), 
Ф „ (ιι,,ιι, 
x c ï ' m , κ«, г 
(14a) 
(14b| 
|14c) 
НегеД, is the composite index (α,,к,,η, \ Treating this Ha­
miltonian first within the mean field approximation, in other 
words approximating the crystal as a generalized Einstein 
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crystal, we find that we must solve the coupled set of equa­
tions 
Η Γ Р
) = Г(и„}+ χ <<1 
Ρ *Ρ 
= Г(и/>) + Ф Г 
•."/• 1>ί> 
Λ (15) 
where (X)F denotes the thermodynanuc average of JT over 
the eigenstates of Я "F("/> ) In order to solve these equa­
tions, just as in paper I, we impose the expenmentally ob­
served symmetry on the solutions As a result, Η "r = H " F 
when Я
РР
 is equal to a primitive lattice vector, and other­
wise we can use 
<cr>, = χ <ci;'),o':'„K (16) 
for some set of Euler angles (ω, | In our case, moreover, 
<(«,)">, = <(в, )">, for al l? and Ρ ' 
We have solved the mean field equations (15) in a basis 
οΓ3ϋ harmonic oscillator functions19 
¥ 7 > , ) = <4 l2/ury'1A'l¿¡¡?!.l№2u:r)SÍ![ul.). (17a) 
/ l i ( » ) = [ ƒ > + !) ( * ^ a ) ] "*e "'¡"»LUi) (17b) 
Here L^it) denotes the Laguerre function and Г{к) the 
Gamma function, /<n, and / and л have the same panty The 
angular functions 5^' are tesserai harmonics The constant 
A is just a scaling constant, which in the case of an infinite 
basis has no influence In practice, however, we restrict our­
selves to a finite basis л<л(ПЫ and use A to optimize this 
basis If Η pF(u,»} would have a purely harmonic spectrum, 
we should use A = [ Μω \ ' / z, with ω being the oscillator fre­
quency We have therefore chosen A = [M(«"' - t"")) l/2, 
where t"1 is the ith mean field energy In some cases we have 
tested this choice by optimizing A and it turned out that A 
did not appreciably change, nor did the physical results 
Matrix elements in this basis are easily obtained using 
-J-f¿O.CÜ;'(e)C!i¡(fi)C!¡¡(e|-('' '' '!)('' '> 4 Aw J \ 0 0 0/ Vm, m2 m3/ 
u2 du Λ '· + " / 2 1 Іи2\—Л 'J + H " ' |u !l 
(18а) 
Г 
2[ г l r (
a i + *, + i)r( 0 2 + i2 + i)J L ^ U - w U - ' A / / " '• 
о, =j(n, -/,), i, = / , + 1 , c = J(/i +l2 + a+ 1), dsmaxla, + ¿),^2 + ¿>2) 
IJi fc i s half-integer and d>0 0 otherwise '™. = min(o„j2) 
Equation (18b) has been denved using the results of 
Tennyson and Sutcliffe20, the factor u2 in this equation ori-
ginates from the volume element m и space Matrix elements 
of the kinetic energy operator are calculated most easily by 
writing - Δ (η) = A 2[ - Δ (Ли) + A V ] - A V , the ma­
trix elements of the operator in square brackets, which is the 
harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, are simply equal to 
SI,I1S„ m,S. .,(2», + 3), while those of the remaining part 
can be calculated using Eq (18b) 
The final step is to construct correlated crystal states by 
using a restricted basis of mean field crystal states and solv­
ing the TDH equations These equations are completely 
analogous to those given in Sees II С and II D of paper I, 
and will not be repeated here 
С The coupled rotationaMranalatlonal problem 
The Hamiltonian for the coupled problem reads 
H
= l \T\u,) + L\nP)\ 
+ j:21'p"(u'-iì,,urJ>r) (19) 
Here T{up) and L (ß,) represent the kinetic energy opera-
tors of the translational and the rotational motions, respec-
tively The potential has been given in Eq (12) 
Now there are two possible ways to apply the mean field 
(18b) 
approximation to this Hamiltonian, which correspond to 
writing the variational Hamiltonian H0, to be used in the 
Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality, in either one of the forms 
tf0 СяГЧи^л,). 
я 0 = С !*;(»,)-і-яяд,,)) 
(20a) 
(20b) 
The first possibility has the advantage of including the corre­
lation between the one-particle rotational and translational 
motions From a practical point of view, however, it has the 
drawback of requiring a huge basis of product functions 
€
ι
^{Ω)Ψ\"ί„
Ιι
{η) in order to yield reasonably converged 
mean field states We therefore choose to write H0 as in Eq 
(20b) Introducing this Hamiltonian into the Gibbs-Bogoliu-
bov inequality, and optimizing the free energy (see papers I 
and II) we find the mean field equations 
я;(и, ) = Г(и,)-І- χ < * „ ( Β , Α , ο , JJ, )>J' 
= Г(и,)+ *;(«, ) . (21a) 
ЯЯД,) = /.(Д
І
,)+ £ < * „ (Ο,,/Ϊ, ,Β, Λ . )>ϊ' 
= 1{Ω,) + Φ№
Ρ
) (21b) 
Here (Χ )
 Ρ
' denotes the thermodynamic average of X over 
the states of Я £ (α
Ρ
 ) + Η % [Ω? ) and over those of 
Яр(Лр) An analogous definition holds for (X )T/ In order 
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to solve these coupled equations, we impose, in the usual 
way, the expenmentally observed symmetry on the solutions 
and proceed iteratively A useful test on the final solutions 
follows from {ΦΪ[ιι
Ρ
))τ'·= (Φ J;(ЛP))L' 
Our final task is to calculate the fundamental excitation 
energies of the crystal To this end we apply the TDH for­
malism as ш paper 1 The time dependent Pertubation is now 
h [t ) = Ί,ρ | h plup.t ) + Α ρ[Ω
Ρ
,ι ) | and the perturbed density 
operatonswnttenasZ) (r ) = //Pd ¡.{αρ,ί )d 1ρ{ΩΡ,ί ) Perform­
ing exactly the same steps as in paper I, we find that the 
excitation energies are equal lo the positive eigenvalues of 
the mat π к 
-[РУ-РТЪ.&к κ Σ<αΚρ0'ϊ\<φ>ν)<>\βία'ϊ^ w i t h P = | n . / | a n d / ' ' = | 0 . i ' | 
Q 
(22) 
Неге К is equal to either Гог L, and K
c
 is the complement of A", the same holds for К с1"1 is the mean field translational energy 
of the state |a£(Up)>, which is an eigenstate of Η l(u
r
), an analogous definition holds for e^" Finally ,P[^ = (ap\dp\ap) are 
occupation numbers corresponding with the mean field density operators d* As m paper I, we omit the rows and columns for 
which ^ ' = £*ƒ ' &nd w e order the mean field states according to whether é£' > ί^ ' or ^ " < ^ / ' If we assume that all mean field 
states are real, the mat π χ M has the simple structure 
/A"" - B ^ q ) - BTL(q) - Βπ(4) - BTL[q)\ 
- В™Ч
Ч
Г ALL - B"4q» - B^lqf - B " (q) | 
B^iq) Β Λ (α) - A 7 T + B^q) B 7 7 (q) I 
В
л(ч)* В " Ц) В 7 1 Hf - А " + B"(qí/ 
M(q) = (23) 
Неге A^^ is the diagonal matrix with elements 
δ** δβ в δ
ίΓ
δ
κ κ
 {ε? - ¿g1) and the matnces В^* (q) fol­
low from Eq (22) We notice that the correlation which we 
lost by choosing Eq (20b) instead of Eq (20a) will partly be 
recovered by the last term in Eq (22) This term couples the 
rotations and translations on the same molecule The only В 
matrix in which this term appears is B " |q) In the actual 
calculations we have restricted the mean field basis to the 
ground states, the lowest three excited levels, for the transla­
tions and two excited levels for the librations These 
numbers correspond with the degrees of freedom As a re­
sult, in Eq (23), β is always equal to zero, ι e , it represents 
the ground state, and α is not All calculations are performed 
for zero temperature, although the formalism holds for T> 0 
as well 
HI. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS 
The formalism described in the preceding section has 
been implemented in a computer program and applied to the 
α, β
Ύ
 and γ phases of solid nitrogen The structure of these 
phases has been described in papers I and II, and we have 
used the same ab initio potential ' * First, we have performed 
the mean field calculations for the molecular librations and 
translational vibrations, separately, by an iterative proce­
dure which alternately uses Eqs (21a) and (21b) For the 
disordered β phase we met the following problem The delo-
caltzed mean field solution for the molecular reorientations 
which corresponds with the observed hexagonal lattice sym­
metry is not stable, ι e , it does not represent a minimum in 
the free energy (see paper II) The stable solution, which we 
have found also, corresponds with localized librations of the 
molecules around one of six equivalent axes which make an 
angle of 52" with the crystal с axis for the two molecules in 
the hexagonal unii cell equilibrium axes are rotdied over 1Ш 
about the с axis Although we expecl that the expcnmcntalN 
observed lattice symmetry can be restored by allowing rapid 
jumps of the molecules between these six localized libra-
tional solutions, the lower symmetry of the stable mean field 
solution makes it impossible to use our libron-phonon for­
malism as such Indeed, we find that in the mean field of the 
"broken symmetry" librational solution, the mean field 
equilibrium positions of the molecules tend to shift away 
from the hexagonal lattice sites Thus, the symmetry of the 
translational mean field solution becomes lower than the ex­
perimentally observed symmetry, as well In order to cure 
this problem one would have to extend our formalism with a 
dynamical model for the symmetry-restoring molecular 
jumps 
For the ordered a and}' phases we have not experienced 
such difficulties, however, and the stable mean field solu­
tions obtained correspond with the observed space groups of 
the lattices We have even determined theoretical^ opti­
mized unit cell parameters in the following manner For the 
a phase, which exists in equilibrium with nitrogen vapor of 
very low pressure (practically ρ = 0), we have calculaied the 
minimum of the Helmholt? free energy -4, as a function of 
the cubic cell parameter a The free energy is defined as in 
paper I, but now we have included the tmnslationdl vibra­
tions as well This yielded the optimum cell parameter 
a = 5 699 Â (expenmentall) ' ' 0 = 5 644 A| and the mean 
field lattice cohesion energy at7' = 0K J£; = 5 92 kJ/mol, 
including zero point motions (experimentally J E - 6 42 kJ/ 
mol) For the γ phase which is stable above ρ — 4 kbar, we 
have calculated the free energy A for several values of ihe 
tetragonal cell parameters a and c, and fitted 4 \a,c) b> a 
quadratic function Each point [a,c) corresponds with molar 
volume ι = VaV/2 and on each curve of conslani 1 we can 
determine iht optimum a <ind с bv minimizing A L sing 
these optimum points and the corresponding free energies 
we havccalculated the pressure/7 = - dA /ch Thus» e have 
found at ρ - 4 kbar thai a - \ 961 A, t - 5 104 A in vcrv 
j Chem Phys Vol 81 No 9 * November 19Θ4 
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good agreement with the expérimental values21 a = 3 957 Λ, 
с = 5.109 À 
Having calculated the ground and excited mean field 
states of α and γ nitrogen, we have included the intermolecu-
lar correlations as well as translational-rotational coupling, 
by determining the eigenvalues of the TDH matrix M(q) [Eq. 
(2})]. In practice, we have solved the generalized Hermitean 
eigenvalue problem [paper 1, Eq. (20)], which yields the 
squares of the TDH frequencies. We have tested the conver­
gence of the frequencies with respect to the expansion length 
of the potential α„„, and the sizes of the bases used for (he 
translational modes, л „ , and for the librons /„„. Charac-
tensticresu]tsaregiveninTableslandII.Fora
mu
 = 2only 
those terms in the potential which are harmonic in the mo­
lecular displacements are included, for a^, = 3 also all cu­
bic terms and for a ^ , = 4 all quartic terms, as well, cf. Eq. 
(12). The onentational dependence of the potential as given 
by the sphencal expansion [Eqs. (1) and (12)] is always fully 
taken into account. For some points in the Brillouin zone the 
cfliECl of the cubic terms vanishes and the enharmonie quar­
tic corrections to the translational frequencies are due to the 
quartic terms only. This is related to the inversion symmetry 
of the crystal; it occurs at the same points, such as the Г point 
(sec Table I), where the translational and librational modes 
are decoupled. In other points, such as the M point, the cubic 
corrections are nonzero but they are smaller than the quartic 
corrections. This may suggest (hat even higher terms could 
be important. We believe, however, (hat this is not the case, 
since the potential is represented to \% accuracy by the 
terms with a, + <7,<4 for molecular displacements as large 
as 0.3 Â The actual rms displacements emerging from our 
calculations are only about 0 1 Â (see Table III). 
The size of the anharmonic corrections to the transla-
tional frequencies is comparable, for a and γ nitrogen, to the 
SCP corrections '' This is not undesirable since the SCP 
method appeared (o work very well for the translational lat­
tice modes in solid nitrogen.'4 There is an important differ­
ence, however, between our formalism and the SCP meth­
od " The latter method neglects those terms in the potential 
TABLE I a H I dependcnce оГ аопк TDH Uttice frtquena« for a-N, |j = 5 44« А, Г..0К) 
FrequencKS ùt(cm ') 
2 3 4 
(hannonK model) 
ПОДО) 
ε, 
τ, 
τ, 
*. T. 
ε. 
т. 
Л/(ІГ/0,1Г/<7.0| 
M,. 
A/,. 
A/,. 
M,, 
Ai,, 
И Я 
43 4 
716 
42 3 
48 7 
55 7 
73 0 
28 8 
404 
52 2 
600 
67 0 
32 8 
43 4 
716 
42 3 
48 7 
55 7 
73 0 
25 7 
38 5 
517 
612 
68 6 
32 8 
43 4 
71 5 
506 
52 7 
602 
79 4 
28 8 
41 5 
53 3 
63 7 
72 0 
J Chem Phys.Vol θ' 
amplitude motions tn eoHd N, III 4123 
TABLE II (.,, and п
шлл
 dependence of the fnc energy and the room field 
excitation frequcncie for а-Мг (а
мл
 = 4, о = 5 699 A, T= 0 K.| 
L„ н
яал
 AlkJ/mol) ö je rn - ' ) ^ ( с ш ') 
(basssueL) (basasue 7") 
3(20) 
4(35) 
5(56) 
3(20) 
4(351 
Hit) 
3(20) 
4(35) 
5(5*1 
- 5 8979 
- 5 8980 
- 5 8980 
- 5 9172 
- 5 9172 
- 5 9172 
- 5 9181 
- 5 918Í 
- 5 9188 
57 07 
57 07 
57 07 
5109 
51.10 
51 10 
50 22 
50 22 
50 2) 
48 63 
48 63 
48 62 
48 23 
48 26 
48 24 
48.20 
48 20 
48.20 
which depend on odd powers of the molecular displace-
ments, for any type of crystal and any point in the Bnllouin 
zone. Our formalism includes the cubic terms, at those 
points where they do not vanish by symmetry This is related 
to the occurrence of excited harmonic oscillator functions m 
the translational basis [Eq. (17)] with both even and odd n. 
Table II illustrates that the excitation frequencies are 
quite well converged already for a translational basis with 
п
тяж
 = 3. In our further calculations we have included all 
basis functions up to η„„ = 5, inclusive. The convergence of 
the librational frequencies is comparable with the pure li­
bran calculations in paper I. In the final calculations we have 
used /„„ = 10 for α-Nj and /„„ = 12 for y-Nj, just as in 
paper I. We did not find any significant differences in the 
lattice frequencies between orf/io-N2 and/xira-N] solids, i.e., 
even / and odd / bases. 
Table III lists the rms displacements of the molecules, 
as obtained from the mean field solutions and similar quanti­
ties for the angular oscillations. The amplitude of the mo­
tions in the j- phase are smaller than those in the α phase. The 
librational amplitudes are considered in both phases even at 
Τ = 0 К, while it should be remembered that the mean field 
model still has the tendency to underestimate such amph-
TABLE III Translational and librational amplitudes from mean field cal­
culations 
α-N, Г = 0 К />=0 
(« ¡ У ' - о п г л «ι -«иι n 
( u ; ) " 1 = 0 1 0 7 A 
(u 1)" 1 - 0 189 A 
arccosKcos·'*)"1^ 16 I' 
r-N- 7 '=0K i-4kbar 
(u;')" ; = 0100A "Г^КЦІЛІ 
<і/;^)"-' = оовбА «irf=«ii ..οι 
(«I,)"· = 0087 A ii,, =«„.„.„ 
( l / : ) " ' = 0 159 A 
ircos[(cos-'e>":|= 12 9" 
asymmetry parameter (rotation out of nA-plane rotation in Ihe ab plane 
(sin-'fl|5in-y-cos-yi) _ 0 0 5 
(sin--«) 
.No β 1 November 1984 
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TABLE IV Utüccfrequcnooma N^incm-')/"-ОК.я-О 
_ і _ яшв==в 
иЬгамна 
vibnUon» 
TnnsUtioMl 
nbralioni 
Ubnüoea 
»(Al 
Γ(0.0.0| 
ε, 
τ, 
τ, 
·<. 
, г. 
' Ε. 
τ. 
ΜΙτ/α.τ/α,Ο) 
Μ
η 
Μ,, 
« 1 1 
* . ι 
Μ» 
Я {г/а,г/а,г/а) 
я, 
»i, 
я» 
Í*· 
ι*,*. 
та devuuon oTill Utticc frequenaa 
Ел penment 
[Ref 24| 
5644 
32 3 
363 
59 7 
46 J 
484 
540 
694 
27 8 
37 9 
4 6 1 
549 
625 
33 9 
347 
686 
43 6 
47 2 
Semiempincal 
hMmoiuc (Ref 27| 
5644 
37 5 
47 7 
75 2 
45 9 
47 7 
540 
69 5 
29 6 
4 0 6 
518 
59 0 
664 
344 
35 7 
683 
507 
57 8 
106 
0 6 
6 1 
SCP 
(Ref I4| 
5 79» 
39 5 
485 
703 
488 
48 4 
33 5 
72 0 
Э2.5 
43 3 
340 
58 3 
649 
342 
35 9 
710 
52 7 
55 7 
9 7 
16 
6 0 
TDHOibroal 
(Ref 3| 
5644 
307 
4 1 0 
6 8 3 
47 9 
3 1 0 
5 2 
T D H 
(Tins work) 
5644 
32 8 
43 4 
715 
506 
52 7 
602 
79 4 
28 8 
41 5 
53 3 
63 7 
72 0 
37 0 
38 4 
78 4 
507 
53 6 
7 5 
6 5 
6 7 
T D H 
(This work) 
3 699 
310 
4 1 0 
6 8 0 
47 2 
488 
55 6 
73 1 
Î7 6 
39 1 
502 
59 1 
665 
344 
35 8 
72 3 
47 9 
308 
SO 
21 
34 
tudes, i.e., to overestunate the order parameten." 
The final frequencies from TDH calculations are given 
m Tables ГУ and V for different wave vectors q The disper­
sion relations along some symmetry directions in the Bnl-
loum zone are displayed m Fig 2 We have not tried to apply 
the equivalent of Raich's hbron theory* to the translatioiul 
modes since this model which is based on the Tamm-Dan-
coff approximation, yields acoustical phonon branches 
which do not converge to zero frequency for q—«0 The TDH 
or RFA model does show the correct limiting behavior, in 
this respect, but only if it is applied exactly," and we had to 
use a translational basis, which is not too small, in order to 
approach this limit 
The confrontation of these final results with the experi­
mental data14-36 is very satisfactory, especially if we remem­
ber that the ab mitio potential has not been adapted in order 
to improve the agreement, in contrast with most semiempin­
cal calculatrons Particularly, the hbron frequencies are sub­
stantially improved with respect to earlier harmonic and 
SCP calculations ' 4 using the same ab initio potential and also 
with respect to semiempincal harmonic calculations " This 
was already achieved by our previous hbron calculations,1 
but the present formalism yields the frequencies of the trans-
laüonal and mixed modes, also in good agreement with ex-
penment The complete phonon dispersion curves in Fig 2 
are very close to the curves obtained from inelastic neutron 
scattering2< 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have developed a formalism for quantitative lattice 
dynamics calculations on molecular crystals which is appli-
cable to strongly anharmonic systems It does not start from 
the usual harmonic model For the onentational oscillations 
TABLE V Lattice faqucncic» in r N, (in cm - ') Τ » 0 K./> = 4 kbir 
LibntKHis 
Translationa] 
vibrations 
rms deviation 
«A) 
ah 
г no 0| 
ί
£
· 
• * . . 
и,, li. 
Expcnmcnl 
(Refs 25 ind 261 
3 957 
5 109 
510 
98 1 
65 0 
Semiempirica! SCP 
hirmonic (Reí |27XRef 14) 
3 940 
5086 
W 5 
74 8 
105 1 
58 3 
103 1 
14 2 
4 100 
5 188 
56 5 
es: 
107 1 
69 1 
107 4 
79 
TDHIIibrcMil 
(Rel i l 
3 957 
5 109 
61 S 
996 
1194 
6 1 
T D H 
(This work) 
3 957 
5 109 
6-4 
104 2 
125 1 
65 0 
use 
80 
TDH 
(This work) 
1%I 
; 104 
67 6 
101 1 
124 4 
64 2 
1149 
7 9 
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ω lcm"1l 
τ г 
00 01 02 03 Ol 05 00 01 02 0 ] 01 05 
Γ Δ Χ Γ Σ Μ 
reduced wave vector coordinate 
Zit 
reduced wave vector coordinate 
reduced wave vector coordinate 
Ζπ 
FIG 2 CakuUlcd (TDH) dispeisHm curve for α-N for phonon-ltbron modes laHc) propagiling along the [OOIJ, [110). and (111) dircclions. ТЪе circle 
correspond with inelastic neutron scattering data measured at Τ = I S K I R e f 24) 
of the molecules we do not even require small amplitudes, 
the model is appropnate Гог free or hindered molecular rota­
tions occurring in plastic phases Only when the onenta-
tional disorder in such phases is associated with jumps of the 
molecules between different orientations, the formalism is 
not applicable as such 
The model has been applied to solid nitrogen, using an 
ab initio potential, with the results, lattice constants, and 
phonon-hbron frequencies, in good agreement with experi­
ment The observation that this agreement became system­
atically better with improvements of the lattice dynamics 
model indicates that the ab mino potential used should be 
fairly realistic 
Although the formalism is certainly more complicated 
than the standard harmonic model, computation times for 
crystals of linear molecules, using extensive lattice sums, are 
still modest on modem computers This is promising in view 
of possible extension of our formalism to crystals of nonlin­
ear molecules We can borrow several results from a recent 
dynamical model for van der Waals complexes comprising 
two nonlinear molecules2H The spherical harmonics 
Ci'lö^l should be replaced by rotation functions 
D 'ΙΚΦ,θ,φ I both in the potential [Eq ( 1 )] and in the basis for 
the molecular reorientations The matrix elements over such 
functions are hardly more complicated but the dimension of 
the summations will be extended 
The formalism requires the potential to be given in the 
form of a spherical expansion [Eq ( 1 )] Most semiempincal 
potentials arc not in this form, but often they are desenbed 
by an atom-atom potential model Such atom-atom or sne-
sile potentials can be expanded in the form of Eq (1| or its 
generalization to nonlinear molecules,39 ' 2 using closed ex­
pressions for the r " terms3""3- and for the exp| — ar) 
terms <z 
Finally, we observe that the TDH/RPA formalism 
bases on mean-field states, which we have used for phonons 
and librons and their coupling, is similar to the spin-wave 
methods" " applied to magnons We are trying to extend 
our model to the coupling between phonons, librone, and 
magnons in solid oxygen Ab initio calculations of the struc­
ture dependence of the Heisenberg exchange coupling 
between oxygen molecules341T indicate that this coupling 
may have significant effects on several observed phenomena 
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Section 2.5 
CALCULATION OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
USING THE RANDOM P H A S E APPROXIMATION: α - Ν 3 
A.P.J. Jansen and R. Schoorl 
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry 
University of Nijmegen 
Toernooiveld 
6525 ED Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
Abst ract 
The Random Phase Approximation (RPA) for molecular crystals is ex­
tended in order to calculate thermodynamic properties. A recursion for­
mula for thermodynamic averages of products of Mean Field excitation and 
de-excitation operators is derived. With this formula the thermodynamic 
average of any operator can be obtained in the RPA by writing the oper­
ator in terms of Mean Field (de)excitation operators. The energy of Q:-N2 
is thus calculated as a function of pressure and temperature. The specific 
heat, free energy, cell parameter, isothermal compressibility and expansion 
coefficient are derived from the energy. Also the elastic constants and the 
Grüneisen parameters of Û!-N2 are given. 
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1. In t roduc t ion 
In previous papers we have shown how Mean Field theory (MF) and the 
Random Phase Approximation (RPA) can be used for lattice dynamics 
calculations of molecular crystals.1,2 We have applied these formalisms to 
0Î-N2, 7-N2, OÍ-O2, and /З-О2. Accurate frequencies for the lattice vibrations 
were obtained. Thermodynamic properties were only calculated at the MF 
level, however, thus neglecting correlation effects. 
In this paper we show how to include correlation effects in the calcu­
lations of the thermodynamic properties at the level of the RPA method. 
We will refer to the method to calculate-the thermodynamic properties as 
an extension of RPA or (when no confusion is possible) simply RPA. The 
essential part of the method is a relation derived by Wallace3 in which the 
thermodynamic average of a product of two operators, one of which is an 
excitation operator of the crystal, is related to the thermodynamic average 
of the commutator of these operators (see Eq. (7)). 
The extension of RPA has been applied to a-N2. The energy of a-N2 
has been calculated as a function of molar volume and temperature. Using 
the results of these energy calculations the specific heat, the entropy, the 
free energy, the cell parameter, the expansion coefficient and the isothermal 
compressibility have been derived. The results of these RPA calculations 
will be compared to the results of MF calculations and to experimental data. 
We will also present the results of the calculations of the elastic constants 
and the Grüneisen parameters. These have been obtained directly from the 
frequencies of the lattice vibrations. 
In section 2 the theory for the calculation of the thermodynamic aver-
ages on the RPA level is given. In section 3 the results of the calculations 
on a-N2 are presented and in section 4 these results are discussed and some 
conclusions are drawn. 
2. Theory 
The theory of RPA has been described amply elsewhere.1·2·4 We will show 
here only how RPA can be extended to calculate thermodynamic averages. 
We start by writing a general operator О for the crystal as 
O = k0 + J , , ¿^ZZ ψ{Έ<.,Ι},Κ,πια{τΐ,Ι},™. + к{Іиі},К,та{Ъ.,І},
т
\ 
{R,y} К т. 
^ Ζ ^ Ζ ^ Ζ ^ Z-y K{n,I)>K,m;{n,,J},Kl,m'a{R,I},ma{R.,,J},m· {П,І} {R.',J}K,K'm,Tn' 
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+ V 4 Y " V" Y" [Â:(2,2) a(K)ì а ( А " И 
{ïl,I}{TV,J)K,K'm,m· 
+ Jt (2>3) a{K) aW 1 + i l i 
In a molecular crystal we distinguish different types of motions K: trans-
lat ion al vibrations, К = Τ, and librations, К = L. The operator o W n
 m 
denotes a MF excitation operator from the ground state to state m of type 
of motion К for the molecule of sublattice I in the unit cell with origin at 
position R. The operator a/ R η m denotes a MF de-excitation operator. 
The coefficients k in Eq. (l) can be determined by comparing matrix ele­
ments calculated with the exact form of the operator О with the matrix 
elements over the right-hand-side of Eq. (1). An operator that has been 
written already in the form of Eq. (1) in the RPA formalism is the crystal 
Hamiltonian. Thermodynamic averages (Ô) are obtained by calculating 
the thermodynamic averages of the various terms in the right-hand-side of 
Eq. (1) and then summing. The number of terms that have to be summed 
is always limited in practice. For example, if О is a one-particle operator 
and there is only one type of motion then the right-hand-side of Eq. (1) 
contains only a constant term, linear terms and quadratic terms of the form 
α 1 κ ί ) та\лі) m'· Furthermore, one may neglect terms whose contribu­
tions to (Ô) are small. This may even be advisable because it simplifies 
the calculations. 
Thermodynamic averages of (products of) MF (de)excitation opera-
tors are more readily calculated when the MF (de)excitation operators are 
adapted to the translation symmetry of the crystal. We therefore define 
with N being the number of unit cells, and q a wave vector from the 
first Brillouin zone. Rewriting Eq. (1) in terms of these translation sym-
metry adapted operators, shows that we obtain (multiple) integrations 
over the Brillouin zone. These integrations can be reduced somewhat by 
using the translation symmetry of the crystal. For example, instead of 
the one-particle operator 0 ({R, /} ) working on molecule {R, / } , we take 
N~x 1^RÔ({R, ƒ}). Because of the translation symmetry the thermody-
namic averages of both operators are the same, but there is one integration 
over the Brillouin zone less for the latter operator. Such a reduction can 
be obtained for any operator. 
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We can thus calculate thermodynamic averages of an operator Ô if we 
know the thermodynamic averages of (products of) translation-symmetry 
adapted MF (de)excitation operators. In order to obtain the latter we use 
the RPA ansatz in which we solve the equation of motion 
[Н,Сф]=ЛыфСф, (3) 
for the excitation operators of the crystal 
с
* = Σ (c '¿al+cu*-*) ' (4) 
3 
with Η the Hamiltonian of the crystal. We use the boson commutation 
relations obeyed by the MF (de)excitation operators (as explained below). 
In order to simplify our notation we have condensed in Eq. (4) the indices 
K, I and m of the MF (de)excitation operators into one index j . The 
operators cqj are the crystal excitation operators that correspond to the 
collective excitations of the crystal with frequencies ω^ We note that the 
second index of С
Ч
І adopts twice as many values as the second index of the 
MF (de)excitation operators. The reason for this is that c q , can correspond 
to an excitation (7ш;
ч
,· > 0) or a de-excitation (ftwqi < 0). The coefficients 
Cij and Cij form the eigenvectors of the RPA matrix. Together, they form 
a square non-singular matrix. 
Following Wallace3 we can derive a very useful relation from Eq. (3). 
Repeatingly using Eq. (3) yields 
n.=0 
= e ^ ' " e - ^ C q i ( 
where β = (AT) - 1 ; к being the Boltzmann constant and Τ the temperature. 
From this we can deduce the following relation for thermodynamic averages. 
(Ас,,·) = І Ъ [e-'*AC*] 
= ^ ^ .I '&[e-^C q iÂ] (6) 
= ^
f t
" - ( c q i A>, 
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(5) 
where Ζ is the partition function, and A an arbitrary operator. Subtracting 
(cq¿A) from both sides of Eq. (6) we obtain Wallace's equation 
( [Â ) C q i ]>=(e^._ 1 ) ( C q i Â). (7) 
Now substituting Eq. (4) we obtain 
i 
= ( ^ " - 1) Σ {<ЖИ> + ¿V,<a-4Í¿>} 
i 
which, as we shall demonstrate, enables us to calculate any thermody-
namic average that we want. The coefficients C¿y and Cij are known from 
the normal RPA calculations, Eqs. (3) and (4). Thus we can look upon 
Eq. (8) as a set of linear equations for the thermodynamic averages on 
the right-hand-side. These averages can then be expressed in terms of the 
thermodynamic averages on the left-hand-side. If we substitute a product 
of η MF (de)excitation operators for A in Eq. (8) then we get, using the 
boson commutation relations in the left-hand-side, products of η — 1 MF 
(de)excitation operators on the left and products of n + l MF (de)excitation 
operators on the right-hand-side. So, Eq. (8) actually constitutes a recur­
sion formula which can be applied to calculate the thermodynamic average 
of any product of MF (de)excitation operators. 
In order to obtain (a]· ) and (oq,· ) we substitute the identity operator 
for A in Eq. (8). The left-hand-side then becomes zero, and because the 
coefficients Qy and Cij form a non-singular matrix we find 
<»У = <«*> = 0, (9) 
for all q and i. If we substitute a product of two MF (de)excitation op­
erators for A, then, using the boson commutation relations, the left-hand-
side of Eq. (8) becomes a sum of thermodynamic averages of single MF 
(de)excitation operators and hence zero. Thermodynamic averages of prod­
ucts of three MF (de)excitation operators are thus zero too. By induction 
we can show that all thermodynamic averages of products of an odd number 
of MF (de)excitation operators are zero. 
If we substitute а
ч
'ь for A then we find 
<**«„. = (e"**· - 1) Σ {<^·«,·<ν*> + С,-,(а_
чі
а
ч
,0} . (10) 
i 
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(8) 
We note that unless q = q' again all thermodynamic averages on the right-
hand-side become zero. Substituting a. ,k for A we obtain 
Using Eqs. (10) and (11) we can calculate all thermodynamic averages of 
products of two MF (de)excitation operators. Those of the form (oL-Oq,·), 
(aq»'aqj)> ( a q » a q i ) > а П ^ { a 4* a <U') ^ 6 * ^ β ОП^У О П е 8 ^ а * С а П ^ 6 ПОП-ZerO. 
Once these thermodynamic averages are known those of products of four 
MF (de)excitation operators сгш be calculated by substituting products of 
three MF (de) excitation operators for A in Eq. (8). As we will not need 
them in subsequent calculations we just note here that only the following 
can be non-zero; ( α ^ ο ΐ , , . α ^ ο ΐ , , , ) , ( α ^ α ΐ ^ α * . ^ , . , ) , ( α ^ α ΐ ^ α ^ α - , . , ) , 
(0q»0qj'0q'kaq'')> a n d permutations and/or hermitean conjugates of these. 
3. Results 
We have extended the calculations on a-N2 using the theory of the previous 
section. A description of the MF and RPA calculations can be found in 
Refis. 1, 2, and 4. We have used a basis of 66 tesserai harmonics for the 
librations [Ijnax = 10), and 84 products of modified Laguerre functions and 
tesserai harmonics for the translational vibrations ( n
m a x
 = 5). Two libra-
tional and three translational excited states per sublattice were included 
in RPA. The intermolecular potential was expanded up to fourth order 
terms inclusive in the displacement coordinates {a
max
 = 4).2 All results 
presented in this paper have been obtained using the Berns-van der Avoird 
potential.6 Some calculations have been made with the potential of van der 
Avoird et al.,6 but the results did not differ significantly enough to make a 
complete calculation with this complexer potential worthwhile. 
Some properties of a-Na can be inferred directly from the phonon 
dispersion curves. These are the elastic constants and the Grüneisen pa-
rameters. The elastic constants can be calculated from the slopes of the 
acoustic modes at the centre of the Brillouin zone. We have calculated the 
phonon dispersion curves along the [1,0,0], the [1,1,0], and the [1,1,1] di-
rection with cell parameter α = 5.699 Â. The nine acoustic modes in these 
directions have been fitted in the vicinity of the centre of the Brillouin zone 
with7 
ω
2
 = Asin2(-ço) + 5sin2(ça), (12) 
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where g is a non-zero component of the wave vector q. The elastic constants 
С ц , C12, and C44 for a cubic crystal can be determined by equating the 
slope du/dq at q = 0 from Eq. (12) to dijj/dq from the following relations.8 
/ [^1,0,01.1 = ^ n ? ' 
^fi.o.oj.a = Pwfi,o,o],3 = σ 44ΐ 2 , 
/"'Ίι,ι,οΐ,ι = ( ^ и + ^ і з + Сдд)? , 
^1,1,01,2 = 2^44 g , 
^[ι,ι,οΐ,β — (Си _ Cía)? , 
ΗΊ,ι.ιμ = ( c « + 2 C i 2 + 4C«)?2» 
^1,1,11,2 = /^fl.l.ll.S = (^ll - C12 + C44)ç2, 
(13a) 
(13b) 
(13c) 
(13d) 
(13e) 
(13f) 
(13g) 
where ρ is the density of a-N2. The indices of ω denote the direction and 
the different modes. We have seven equations with three elastic constants 
as variables. We have used a least-square procedure to obtain the elastic 
constants. The results are shown in Table 1. The errors in Table 1 have 
been estimated using the errors in the least-square procedure. We note 
that the elastic constants we have calculated agree very well with those 
that have been determined experimentally. Also shown in Table 1 are the 
results that have been obtained with the libron-phonon coupling switched 
off, and with the harmonic approximation. In both cases we note that the 
agreement with experiment is bad. This indicates the importance of the 
anharmonic terms in the potential and the libron-phonon coupling. 
Table 1. Elastic constants of Q-N2 (in kbar). 
C12 
C44 
Calculated 
Harmonic 
Ref. 9 
38.0 
23.0 
19.0 
RPA 
This paper 
33.5± 0.4a) 
16.6± 0.4a) 
19.4± 0.4a) 
28.5± 0.6 
22.0± 0.6 
13.3± 0.6 
Experiment 
Ref. 10 
28.0 
20.0 
13.5 
a) neglecting the libron-phonon coupling. 
The Grüneisen parameters 7 have been determined for the optical 
modes by simply repeating the calculations at different molar volumes and 
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calculating the derivatives 
numerically. Here V denotes the molar volume. The results are shown in 
Table 2. We note that our results are somewhat smaller than the other the-
oretical values. The experimental values have been obtained from pressure 
dependent measurements. According to Scott the failure of the experimen-
tal values to agree within extimated error is due to use of different equations 
of state data.16 
Table 2. The Grüneisen parameters of a-N2. If modes have the same 
symmetry then the one with the lower frequency is given first. 
г« 
Theory 
This paper 
1.94 
1.91 
1.73 
2.41 
2.69 
2.73 
2.88 
Ref. 11 
2.92 
3.00 
3.16 
3.08 
3.11 
3.12 
3.31 
Ref. 12 
2.24 
2.14 
1.89 
2.82 
2.98 
3.01 
3.12 
Experiment 
Refs. 12, 13 
2.45±0.25 
2.30І0.25 
1.95І0.25 
Ref. 14 
1.95І0.06 
1.63І0.06 
1.68І0.06 
The theory of the previous section has been used to calculate the co­
hesion energy of a-N2. The operator for which the thermodynamic average 
must be calculated is the Hamiltonian of the crystal. As mentioned be­
fore, the Hamiltonian has already been written in the form of Eq. (1) with 
translation symmetry adapted operators, in order to determine the libron-
phonon frequencies.1 The constant term is the energy of the MF crystal 
ground state. There are no linear terms, and cubic and higher order terms 
have been neglected. Thus we have to perform only a single Brillouin zone 
integration. This integration has been carried out using a Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature scheme for all three dimensions.16 Using the symmetry of a-N2 
we have only integrated over one octant of the Brillouin zone. Five integra­
tion points per dimension haver been chosen, yielding 125 integration points 
for the octant, and 1000 for the whole Brillouin zone. Due to the symmetry 
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again, we had actually to perform calculations only for the 55 points in the 
irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. The number of integration points is 
somewhat larger than the number of points that is normally chosen for this 
type of calculation.17 We note furthermore that the integrand is a smooth 
function without singularities. 
We have first calculated the energy of a-N2 at Τ = OK with α = 
5.699 Â. In the expression of the Hamiltonian we can distinguish six differ-
ent types of terms. We have pure libron, pure phonon, and mixed libron-
phonon terms, each of which can be divided further into terms that consist 
of an excitation and a de-excitation operator, and terms that consist of 
two excitation or two de-excitation operators. If we would neglect the 
terms that consist of two excitation or two de-excitation operators, then 
our Hamiltonian would become equivalent to a Hamiltonian of coupled 
harmonic oscillators. Such a Hamiltonian could be rewritten in terms of 
number operators of uncoupled harmonic oscillators. The energy would 
then consist of the energy of the MF crystal ground state plus the contri-
bution from the occupation of the excited states. This latter contribution 
is always positive. Indeed, we have found that the terms with one exci-
tation and one de-excitation operator always raise the total energy. The 
other terms bring correlation into the MF crystal ground state by mixing in 
doubly excited states. They lower the total energy. The net result is that 
at Τ = OK and with о = 5.699Â the energy of the ground state is lowered 
by 68.0 Л . т о Г 1 , which is about 1.1% of the MF energy of - 5 . 9 2 k J . m o r 1 . 
The lowering of the ground state energy is mostly due (for about 80%) to 
the libron-phonon coupling. The rest comes from the pure phonon terms, 
whereas the pure libron terms raise the ground state energy slightly. 
We have also investigated the temperature dependence of the energy. 
It is important to note that, although one is interested in the energy at finite 
temperatures, one must always make the MF calculations at Г = OK. The 
reason for this is that RPA, and Eq. (1) for the Hamiltonian as given by 
Ref. 1 holds only at Τ = О К. Only in Eq. (8) a different temperature may be 
substituted. The results of the energy calculations at different temperatures 
is shown in Fig. 1. We have tried to find an analytic expression for the 
energy to fit the calculated values. Such an expression is necessary if one 
wants to calculate other properties from the energy. We have tried to make 
a least-square fit to the energy with a Debye function18 
/
Т
\ 3 .од/г 3dx fi^+^y /o — , p«, 
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Fig. 1 The energy of a-Na- The dota depict the calculated values. The solid lines 
depict the fits (see text). 
where EQ is the energy at Τ = 0 K, and OD the Debye temperature. Instead 
of the Debye function, we have also tried polynomial fits. We see in Fig. 1 
that the fit with a Debye function is not very good. The curve that is 
shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to a Debye temperature θο = 68.7 K. When 
the energies calculated at higher temperatures are left out of the procedure 
the Debye temperature increases. These results agree with the experimental 
results of Bagatskii et al..19 They found that the specific heat could only be 
fitted with a Debye function at temperatures below Τ = 4 К. Burford and 
Graham20 have given a corresponding Debye temperature θρ = 83.5 К. 
They also found that the Debye temperature rapidly decreases when the 
temperature increases. The other curve in Fig. 1 corresponds to a fit with 
a polynomial of sixth order and only even powers of the temperature. The 
error in the fit is about 0.5 J.mol- 1 over the range of temperatures shown. 
As the latter fit is quite good, it is this fit that has been used in subsequent 
calculations. 
If one knows the energy as a function of the molar volume and the 
temperature, it is possible to calculate other thermodynamic properties. 
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We have therefore calculated the energy for three different molar volumes, 
and represented the energy dependence on the molar volume as a quadratic 
function. It was too expensive to use more then three molar volumes be­
cause each molar volume takes about 2 | hours CPU-time on a NAS-9060 
computer. The functional form in which we have expressed the energy is 
thus 
2 3 
E=YdY,emnV
mT,2nt (16) 
m=On=0 
where e
mn
 are coefficients. Using this expression, it is quite easy to express 
the free energy as a polynomial in the molar volume and the temperature. 
We can determine the coefficients of that polynomial, using 
Е
=
Л
-
Т(М) · <i7> 
and {дА/дТ) = 0 at Τ = OK, which follows readily from the definition 
of the free energy 
A=-ß-1lnTr[e-ßH]. (18) 
The expression for the entropy follows from A = E — TS. 
Before we can determine how some thermodynamic properties change 
with temperature, we need to know the molar volume of a-N2 as a function 
of temperature. We therefore determine the minimum of the free energy 
for all temperatures. The result for Τ = OK is a = 5.6875Â. The cell 
parameter decreases slightly to 5.6856 A when the temperature is raised to 
Τ = 14 К, and then increases more rapidly to 5.6870Â at Τ = 20 К. These 
calculated values of the cell parameter are slightly closer to the experimental 
values (a = 5.644Â at Τ = 15 К ) 1 0 than the MF result a = 5.699Â at 
Τ — OK. However, the temperature dependence is clearly incorrect. As 
we will show in the next section this is a consequence of the fit Eq. (16). 
Although there is an obvious error in the calculated cell parameters we will 
nevertheless use it as the cell parameter at which the other properties will 
be calculated. We will show that this error has only a minor influence on 
most of these properties. 
The next thermodynamic property that is easy to calculate is the spe­
cific heat cv, defined as 2 1 
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(19) 
bc: 
ι 
υ 
20.0-
Í5.0-
Fig. 2 The specific heat of a-Na. The dots depict the experimental values of Ref. 16. 
The solid lines depict results from calculations (see text). 
The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 2. For low temperatures 
they are in good agreement with experiment. The RPA results are much 
better than the MF results, which shows that the extension to RPA de-
scribed in the previous sections is a substantial improvement to MF. 
It is somewhat more difficult to obtain the isothermal compressibility 
κ
τ
 and the expansion coefficient a. They are defined by21 
- ! ί8νλ (20) 
and 
-
 1
 faV\ (21) 
where ρ is the pressure. In order to obtain these properties we have to 
transform the right-hand-sides of Eqs. (20) and (21) to derivatives of func­
tions that have the molar volume and the temperature as variables.18 The 
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resulting expressions are 
K
r = -y [( dp\ dVjT\ 1 - 1 (22) 
and 
\v 
The pressure can be determined from the free energy using 
-№.. 
(23) 
(24) 
Of course, because the cell parameter decreases with increasing tempera­
ture the expansion coefficient is negative. A comparison with experimental 
values is thus not sensible. Calculated values for the compressibility are 
shown in Table 3. We note that the RPA values show an incorrect tem­
perature dependence. The MF results seem to be better (the MF results 
become even better if we use the potential of van der Avoird ei a/.).6 
Table 3. The isothermal compressibility of O-NQ (in 1 0 _ 1 0 m 2 . N _ 1 ) . 
T ( K ) 
0 
5 
10 
20 
Theory 
MF 
5.05 
5.04 
5.05 
5.14 
RPA 
3.96 
3.77 
3.39 
2.77 
Experiment 
Ref. 22 
-
-
4.64 
4.82 
4. Discussion a n d conclusions 
We have calculated a number of properties of a-N2 using RPA. A few of 
these properties could be calculated using the RPA formalism as it has been 
described in previous papers. Most of the properties, however, have been 
determined via an extension of RPA. We have chosen a-Na as the system 
to test this extension of RPA, as this crystal has been studied exhaustively, 
both experimentally and theoretically. There is much experimental data 
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available to benchmark a new theory. Furthermore, there is a good inter-
molecular potential so that there is little danger of attributing errors to the 
potential which are due to the theory and vice versa. 
The results that have been presented in the previous section are fairly 
good on the whole. Where a comparison with MF theory was possible, 
the RPA results are mostly closer to the experimental values. However, 
there are still some obvious faults. In order to understand the origin of 
these faults, it is advisable to group the calculated properties. The libron-
phonon frequencies and the energy can be obtained directly from the RPA 
formalism or its extension. As shown in a previous paper the libron-phonon 
frequencies are in good agreement with experiment.1 The energy of the 
crystal at Τ = OK (see Fig. 1) deviates by 13% from the experimental value 
of —6.9 к J . m o l - 1 . 1 5 This, however, is probably due to the intermolecular 
potential (cf. results with the potential of van der Avoird et al. which 
are considerably better),6 and the absence of three-particle terms in the 
Hamiltonian. The temperature dependence in RPA, on the other hand, 
differs from the temperature dependence in MF and seems to be quite 
accurate (see below). 
The elastic constants and the specific heat are obtained from the libron-
phonon frequencies and the energy, respectively, by a single differentiation. 
The results for these two properties are very good, indicating that the 
results for the libron-phonon frequencies and the energy, and hence the 
RPA formalism, are good. 
The calculations of the cell parameter, the expansion coefficient, and 
the isothermal compressibility involve the free energy and derivatives with 
respect to the molar volume. The results for these properties are inaccu­
rate. The main reason for this is the inaccuracy of the fit for the energy 
that was used to obtain the free energy. We have mentioned before that 
the error in the fit is only about 5 · 1 0 - 4 kJ .mol - 1 . This is small com­
pared to the difference of the energy at Τ = OK and Τ = 20К, which 
is about 0.12 kJ.mol - . But it is large compared to the variation in the 
energy at Τ = OK between α = 5.659Â and a = 5.699Â, which is only 
about 8 · Ю - 3 к J .mol - . Derivatives with respect to the molar volume will 
therefore be inaccurate. We can calculate the cell parameter at Τ = OK 
also directly from the energy. We then find a = 5.6875 Â, which is the same 
value that we have obtained from the fit. It is not very clear how accurate 
the isothermal compressibility is. It can again be calculated directly from 
the energy at Τ = OK. We thus obtain «;
r
 = 4.03 · 1 0 - 1 0 m 2 . N - 1 , which 
does not differ much from the value obtained from the fit. In MF theory 
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the situation is better, because one can calculate the free energy just as 
easily as the energy. One does not need to use Eqs. (16) and (17), and 
hence one does not introduce errors by a fit. 
A question of a fundamental nature is at what temperature is it still 
allowed to apply the extended RPA method. We see in Fig. 2 that the 
error in the specific heat increases when Τ = 20 К is approached. By 
using Eq. (3) it is implicitly assumed that the excited levels form ladders, 
as the excited states of harmonic oscillators. Indeed, the RPA method is 
exact at all temperatures for a system with harmonic interactions. On the 
other hand, we have found for a spin system (а-Ог), where the "ladders" 
consist of only two steps, that results become bad when the excited states 
become occupied. We therefore think that the extended RPA method gives 
reasonable results as long as the states that do not fit into a level scheme 
of (coupled) harmonic oscillators are not appreciably occupied. We have 
found that for a-N2 the results deteriorate above Τ = 20 К. Beyond that 
temperature two-libron states become occupied. 
In order to test the RPA formalism further it is necessary to apply it to 
other systems and to calculate thermodynamic averages of other operators. 
It would be most interesting to use the extended RPA method to calculate 
correlation functions; especially for orientation ally disordered molecular 
crystals. For example, application to solid hydrogen at various pressures 
might lead to some new results.23 
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Section 3.1 
Magnetic coupling and dynamics in solid α and ß-C .^ Ι. Δν\ ab initio theoretical 
approach 
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This paper d esc η bes a new approach to the dynamic and magnetic properties of solid a and β 
oxygen which is based on two theoretical developments First, we have constructed the lattice 
and spin Hamiltonian for solid 02 by including explicitly the interactions between the triplet 
ground state 0 2 molecules as obtained mainly from recent ab initio calculations The spin 
coupling parameters in this Hamiltonian, especially the Heisenberg exchange parameter У, are 
strongly dependent on the positions and orientations of the molecules Secondly, we have 
developed an integrated scheme for lattice dynamics and spin wave calculations which uses 
this Hamiltonian The actual mixing between the lattice modes, phonons and hbrons, and the 
magnons appears to be small, their interaction can be largely taken into account by 
renormalization of the coupling terms In the lattice dynamics part of the calculation it is 
essential to include the Heisenberg term, since it ts the extremely strong anisotropy of the 
coupling parameter У that explains the anomalously large hbron splitting in a-02 The spin-
wave calculation with the Hamiltonian averaged over the lattice vibrations yields reasonable 
values for the magnon frequencies with no empincal fit parameters 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Solid oxygen is one of the most interesting molecular 
crystals because of its behavior as a magnetic material This 
behavior is due to the rather unique property of the 0 ; mole­
cule of possessing a (triplet) electronic spin momentum in 
its ground state In the condensed phases these spin mo­
menta can be coupled in various ways which are related to 
the geometrical order of the molecules, and this leads to a 
very-neh phase diagram ' 2 Most studies have been devoted 
to the a and β phases Under its own vapor pressure the a 
phase is stable from 0 to 23 9 К and the/? phase from 23 9 to 
43 8 K, but the latter phase remains stable until above room 
temperature at higher pressures Both these phases are struc­
turally ordered The 0 2 molecules are arranged in layers 
parallel to the a-b plane, see Fig 1, with their axes perpen­
dicular to this plane In the rhombohedral β phase the order 
within the layers is close packed hexagonal, whereas in the 
monochnic a phase the hexagons are slightly distorted The 
а-О
г
 solid is a two-s ubi at tice antiferromagnet, with the spins 
preferentially aligned parallel to the ± b axis For jO-CK 
short range antiferromagnetic order m three sublattices with 
120* angles between the spins has been deduced from experi­
ment It is now generally believed that the structural distor­
tion from the geometrically most favorable close packed β 
phase to the α phase is driven by the magnetic (Heisenberg 
exchange) interaction between the molecules, the antiferro­
magnetic order in α-O, leads to a lower magnetic (and total ) 
energy than that m/ï-CK 
Many more experimental data of various kinds, optical, 
magnetic, and thermodynamic, have been collected on a-
and β oxygen ' ' The theoretical approaches which have 
been made in order to interpret these data clearly fall into 
two categories On the one hand, one has tried to understand 
the elastic and optical properties via standard harmonic lat­
tice dynamics calculations ^ 1 0 These calculations have ig­
nored the open shell ( triplet ) character of the Oi molecules 
and they have used a standard empincal atom-atom poten­
tial which is common between closed shell molecules A 
typical feature that cannot be explained by such calcula­
tions, despite the possible variation of the parameters in the 
empirical potential, is the splitting of the optical (q = 0) 
hbron mode which occurs at the phase transition from /?-02 
to a-0 2 Given the small structural distortion of a-O, with 
respect to^-0
:
, this splitting is very large indeed ( more than 
30 c m - ' ) Since the lattice dynamics calculations all gave a 
splitting of 10 cm ' at most, it was usually assumed that the 
higher frequency peak in the Raman spectrum of a-Oj corre­
sponds with a two phonon/hbron or libron-magnon transi­
tion Recent experimental data6 seem to invalidate this as­
sumption, however, and so the anomalously large splitting 
has still to be explained 
On the other hand, one has interpreted the magnetic 
data by means of spin-wave calculations based on a pure spin 
Hamiltonian 3 4 " l 2 The following form is generally accept­
ed for this Hamiltonian in σ-0 2 
"чнп = - 2 £ J„ SP SP + ^iASl, + BSl) (1) 
The first term is the usual Heisenberg exchange letm, which 
couples the spins S^ and S? on the lattice sites Ρ and Ρ 
Since this term, which is isotropic in the spin, was not suffi­
cient to explain the expenmental data, one has simply added 
two single particle spin terms with the anisotropy param­
eters /Í and В The first of these terms, with A > 0, keeps the 
spins preferentially directed perpendicular to the molecular 
axes ( i e , to thee* axis which we take to be the χ axis) The 
second single particle term with В > 0 determines the prefer­
ential spin axis within the a-b plane, ι e , the b axis (which 
we take as the ζ axis) The parameters Jpp , A, and B, are 
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regarded as empirical constants They must be chosen such 
that the properties calculated from this Hamihonian via 
mean-field or spin-wave models agree with the measured 
data The exchange coupling constant Jp? is only included 
between nearest and next-nearest neighbors within the a-b 
plane and between nearest neighbors in adjacent planes, it is 
negative for all these pairs, ι e , the coupling is antiferromag-
netic In a few papers this Hamihonian has also been applied 
to^-Ог setting the in-plane anisotropy parameter В equal to 
zero 
It will be clear from this description that the spin Hamil-
toman ( 1 ) is a purely phenomenological One, it has not been 
derived from the properties of the interacting molecules 
Still, there is some justification for each of its terms The 
form of the Heisenberg term can be derived from first princi­
ples " M The term AS\ is believed to correspond to the in­
tramolecular spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling," which 
would indeed yield such a term for every O, molecule if the 
molecular axes are placed parallel to the χ axis (the crystal 
c* axis) The free molecule value of the constant A equals 
5 712 К The term Β5\ is believed to originate from the 
magnetic dipole-dipole interactions between the tnplet 
spins of the O, molecules The only justification for this term 
is that it leads to the same preferred magnetization direction 
( parallel to the ι axis or crystal b axis ) as a classical dipole-
dipole interaction model, with the correct order of magni­
tude for the anisotropy parameter В 
The treatments based on the phenomenological spin 
Hamihonian ( 1 ) are unsatisfactory, however, in that they 
have led to very different sets of parameters Jp? , A, and В 
when the results were fitted to different experimental data 
This is most clearly demonstrated in DeFotis's review' 
J Chem Ptiys Vol 86 
(b) 0 - O z R3m 
which contains parameters from various papers that vary by 
an order of magnitude Although it is argued in a recent 
paper4 that the results are becoming more consistent if the 
appropriate corrections are made, it is typical that even there 
the empirical values of A and В are only half the "free mole­
cule" values In view of the small distortions of the molecu­
lar charge distributions ^ by the weak van der Waals interac­
tions in solid 0 2 , this is hard to explain (at least at low 
pressures) Moreover, we find it very unsatisfactory that the 
Hamiltoman ( 1 ) represents the magnetic dipole-dipole in­
teractions between pairs of molecules Ρ and P' by a single 
particle term 
From the stability considerations on the α-β phase 
transition it is obvious that structural changes and the mag­
netic coupling are strongly related in solid О
г
 In some re­
cent theoretical treatments of this phase transition910 ' 7 one 
has included the dependence of the Heisenberg coupling pa­
rameter JPl, on the distance RFI> between the molecules, as 
denved from temperature and pressure dependent measure­
ments " " From ab initio electronic structure calculations 
in our institute10 ^  the same distance dependence has been 
obtained, but it has been found, moreover, that Jpp depends 
very sensitively on the orientations of the molecules Pand Ρ ' 
This being the case, the Heisenberg spin operator depends 
strongly on the displacements of the molecules in the lattice, 
both translational and onentational, and it is no longer justi­
fied a prion to perform separate lattice dynamics and spin-
wave calculations 
In a recent communication23 it was announced that we 
have developed an integrated lattice dynamics and spin-
wave scheme which includes the coupling between phonons, 
librons, and magnons This scheme starts from a Hamilto-
No 6 15 March 1987 
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man which is based on first pnnciples The spin-independent 
potential VPP m this Hamiltoman and the geometry depen­
dent Heisenberg coupling parameters Jpp have been ob­
tained from quantum chemical ab mino calculations Also 
the geometry dependence of the coupling parameter A in Eq 
( 1 ) is explicitly included and the last term from Eq ( 1 ) is 
replaced by the exact two-particle operator for the magnetic 
dipole-dipole interactions The results of this approach are 
mostly in good agreement with experimental data, without 
any fitting of empirical parameters However, this approach 
does not only provide, from first principles, results which 
can be compared with measurements, it also offers a physical 
explanation of some of the observed phenomena In the pres­
ent paper, this new approach is more fully presented and its 
results are discussed 
II. THEORY 
A. The spin-dependent Intermolecular potential and the 
Hamlltonlan of solid 0 2 
The interactions between ground state ^ (X mole­
cules depend on the coupling between their tnplet electronic 
spin momenta So, for example, if we take a pair of On mole­
cules the two triplets can couple to a singlet, a triplet, or a 
quintet Neglecting in first instance the spin-orbit coupling 
and the magnetic dipole interactions, each of these three 
dimer spin ¡»tales leads to its own potential surface It is in 
fact by calculating the three potential surfaces for an 0,-O z 
dimer that the leading terms m the spin-dependent CK-02 
potential have been obtained2021 The exchange interac-
tions, in particular, cause the energy separation between the 
three surfaces It has been found from the ab initio calcula-
tions that the three О
г
- 0 ; potential surfaces can be accurate­
ly represented by the following expression 
У{Гр
Р
 ¿ûpjûp ) — ΊΙίΧρρ ,ωρ,ωρ )SP S P (2) 
The first, spin-independent, potential is the (multiplicity 
weighted) average of the 5" = 0, 1, and 2 potential surfaces 
The second, Heisenberg, term accurately describes the split­
ting between the three surfaces The latter result implies that 
the quintet-triplet splnting is almost exactly twice the tn-
plel-singlel splitting, for any geometry of the 0->-0, dimer 
in the van der Waals distance range The geometry of the 
dimer is characterized in an arbitrary system of axes by the 
vectorrpp —τ
Ρ
 — rP, with Γρ and гя describing the center 
of mass positions of the molecules Ρ and Ρ ', and by the polar 
angles ω
Ρ
 = (θ
ρ
,φρ) and ω
Ρ
 = {Θ
Ρ
 ,Φ
Ρ
 ) describing the 
orientations of both molecules 
Thus it has been found that the Heisenberg coupling 
parameter JPP depends on the positions and orientations of 
the molecules Ρ and Ρ ', just as the spin-independent poten­
tial VPp Actually, the anisotropy of the parameter JPI is 
much stronger even than the anisotropy of V
r
p The onen-
tational dependence of both these quantities can be explicitly 
expressed by the expansions 
V{TPP ,ωρ,ωρ ) 
= Нтг)" 2 ^ vL^LmL{rpp )ALAL^L{rpp ,ωΡ,ωΡ ), 
^Lg.L 
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J{Tpp ,ω
Ρ
,ω
Ρ
 ) 
= ( 4 î r ) v : 2 JL.L^I (rPP Wl.l,.! ('ΓΡ ¿ι>ι·#>Ρ ) 
(3) 
in the complete onhonormal set of angular functions 
^ijL^t ('г? ,<Op,fúr ) 
w/è>W< м
в
 M J 
withrp/t denoting the polarangle$(6/4. ,Φ Γ / . )ofiheveuor 
Грр The symbol in large brackets is a !_/ coefficient and 
YH,*(0,6) are normalized spherical harmonics ' All the 
physical information is contained in the expansion coeffi­
cients The coefficients r, ; ¡ (rFP ) contain long range rP, ' 
contributions from electrostatic multipole interactions 
(я = 5, 7, 9, etc ) and from dispersion interactions (n = 6, 
8, 10). as well as short range (overlap) contributions from 
exchange and charge penetration effects which depend ex­
ponentially on Грр The Heisenberg expansion coefficients 
Ji4t ι (rpp ) a r e exponential functions of />p as they are 
generated purely by exchange effects Most of the contribu­
tions to the coefficients I'/,L„.¿. (r/v ) лп^ 'he complete coef­
ficients JL^L^L (rpp ) have been explicitly calculated by ab 
initio quanlum chemical methods '' Therefore, we can di­
rectly use Eqs (3) and (4) as an analytical spin-dependent 
0 2 - O ; potential The observation that the Heisenberg pa­
rameter Jpp is more strongly anisotropic than the spin-inde­
pendent potential VPp is reflected by the slower convergence 
of its spherical expansion (3) It has been found21 in particu­
lar that the coefficient^,
 t L L with L 4 = LR = 4 and L = 8 
is even larger than the isotropic ¿^ = Lñ = L = 0 contribu-
tion for most distances of interest This is related to the nodal 
character of the antibonding π
β
 Orbitals in the (X molecules 
which contain the unpaired electrons that couple to the 'Σ,, 
ground states 
If we wish to write down the complete spin-dependent 
potential for a pair of interacting CK molecules vie have to 
add the effects of spin-orbit and magnetic dipole (spin-
spin) coupling It is well known14 that in the free 0
:
 mole­
cule the effects of spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling in the 
electronic ground state can be represented by the following 
operator 
У A
 m m(ü>-)SmSm Í 1 ', 2 Y (5) 
^ \m m ~ m — m / 
where ω = (θ,φ) describes the orientation of the molecular 
axis, A
m
 (ω) is a second rank tensor 
Α„(ω) =\Ay¡JOCi¿i(u)), (6) 
С\**(в,о) is a Racah spherical harmonie'' and S,tl with 
m = — 1,0,1 are the spherical components of the spin oper­
ator S Equation ( 5 ) expresses the coupling between the di­
rection of the triplet spin momentum Sand the direction of 
the molecular axis in a general coordinale frame For a free 
0 ; molecule the coupling constant A equals 3 96 cm ' 
= 5 712 K, but also in van der Waals complexes of 0
:
 with 
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гаге gas atoms very nearly the same value of Л has been 
found " " So, we can include the intramolecular spin-orbit 
and spin-spin interactions by writing a single-particle opera­
tor of the form (5) for every O? molecule Ρ In addition we 
include the magnetic dipole-dipole (spin-spin) interactions 
between the tnplet magnetic momenta g, μ
Β
8ρ and 
g, MeSf. of different molecules Ρ and Ρ , with;, = 2 0023 
and/j,, being the Bohr magneton These interactions can be 
written as follows 
with the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction tensor 
T
m
 (r„, ) = - ylW. Mirf
r
'C<»Cr„ ) (8) 
and the spin momenta SP and S P expressed m sphencal 
components ' , 
Combining all the spin-dependent interactions we can 
write the complete spin Hamiltonian for solid 0 2 
H,^ - - 2 Τ J(TFI, ,b>P4>r )S, S f 
rTr 
\m m — m — m I 
+ ,ζ, Σ r ('«•w-A, 
χί
1
 '.
 2
 ,) (9) 
\лі m — πι — m J 
This Hamiltonian has been denved from first principles and 
it applies to any phase of solid O2 (and to the liquid) It has 
three terms just as the phenomenological spin Hamiltonian 
( 1 ) AU the spin coupling parameters in this new Hamilto­
nian (9) are dependent on the molecular positions r, and 
orientations 6V. however, and the last single particle aniso­
tropic spin term in Eq ( 1 ) has been replaced by a two-body 
operator 
The dependence of the spin Hamiltonian on the molecu­
lar positions and onentations, which is explicitly given by 
Eqs (3)-(8), will couple the spin waves (magnons) to the 
lattice vibrations (phonons and librons) In order to calcu­
late this coupling we need the complete lattice and spin 
Hamiltonian This Hamiltonian reads as follows 
H = H„ + Htrm (10) 
with H^„ given by Eq (9) and 
//„ = £ Γ(Γ
Ρ
) + £ £ ( ω , ) + £ V[TFP ,ω,^ι, ) (11) 
r ρ r<r 
The latter Hamiltonian is ordinanly used in lattice dynamics 
calculations It contains the kinetic energy terms for the 
translational and Iibrationa) motions of the molecules 
Г(г,)^-£*<г,). 
¿ ( < u , ) = - — / 2 ( ω , ) (12) 
J Chem Phys Vol I 
with M and I being the molecular mass and moment of iner­
tia, respectively, and V(r, ) and Κω, ) being the gradient 
and angular momentum operators The spin-independent 
potential У has already been specified in Eqs (2) and (3) 
One more preparatory job has still to be performed be­
fore we can actually make lattice dynamics and spin-wave 
calculations with the Hamiltonian ( 10) All the two-body 
terms in Eqs (9) and (II) contain the vector r„, as a van-
able, 1 e, the difference vector of the instantaneous position 
vectors Гр and Гр In lattice dynamics one has to know the 
potential explicitly as a function of the molecular displace­
ments Up = Tp — Rp from their equihbnum positions Rp 
This problem can be solved by expanding all functions de­
pending on Грр as a double Taylor senes in Up and Up , in­
cluding harmonic (second order) as well as anharmomc 
(higher order) terms In practice this is not simple but the 
procedure has been completely described in Ref 26 Alter­
native procedures can be thought of, in pnnciple, as long as 
they yield the potential explicitly as a function of u, and Up 
So, from here on we will assume that all the terms in the 
potential that depend on Грр are now dependent on Up and 
up If we had applied the usual formalism for lattice dynam­
ics calculations, 1 e , the harmonic or quasiharmomc meth­
od, then a similar expansion for the angular displacements 
should have been made By using a new method developed in 
our institute,26-24 which is valid also for large amplitude li-
brations, we avoid this problem 
We end this section by wnting the different terms m the 
potential in a form that clearly shows on which variables 
they depend and, moreover, is convenient for use in the next 
section 
Vpp = V(Bpfi)p,Up ¿Up ) = Pffp, ¿ϋρ,ωρ ), 
fVpp = W(UpJi)pJSp,lip JVp ,Sp ) 
= — 2/(Грр Μρ,ωρ )Sp Sp , 
Xp =x«op,s
r
) = χ A («»,)$„A, 
* ( ' ' • 2 •)' 
\m m — m — m J 
Грр = r(Up,Sp Up ,Sp ) 
= IT " » (r" )S-A, 
xf ' 2 ) (.3, 
\m m — m — m J 
В. Integrated lattice dynamics and spln-wava formalism 
Both the common spin-wave formalism" ^ and the lat­
tice dynamics methods developed in our institute26-29 for 
large amplitude librons and for libron-phonon coupling use 
the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) method or random 
phase approximation (RPA) Therefore, it seemed conven­
ient to use the same method for an integrated formalism that 
includes magnon-phonon and magnon-libron coupling as 
well Westan with the mean field (MF) approximation and, 
in analogy with the phonon-Iibron method,26 we wnte sepa-
N0 6 15 March 1987 
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rate MF single particle Hamiltomans for the translational 
vibrations, 
/fJOip) = Г(и
я
) + 2 <^(и
Р
,
й
»
я
,и/, , ^ ))r; ι., 
+ χ < » ' ( n l , ^ „ S „ u , ^ , . S , ) ^ , J , 
Ρ *Ρ 
+ £ ( y ( u „ S „ u , , S P ) ) s r ; ^ (14) 
for the librations 
H,i.(t1>r)=L(<ûr)+ У <>'(uJ,.<a,,Up ,ω, DrJ i , 
+ 2 < » f ( u ^ „ S „ u , ,
ω
, ,S, > ^ ,
 I p 
Ρ * Р 
+ W a i ^ S ^ ) ) 5 ' (15) 
and for the spins 
tfi(s,) = 2 <»'(u„
a
,„sl„BP *!, ,s, )>?;%Sr 
P wP 
+ 2 <i'(u„s„np.s, » i ; , , (16) 
Ρ *P 
The different potential terms are denned in Eq (13) The 
subscripts and superscripts on the angle brackets denote MF 
Hamiltomans over which the thermodynamic averages 
should be taken, and so the MF problems for the transla­
tions, librations, and spins have to be solved self-consistent-
ly The only difference with the usual MF procedure is that 
the three problems are coupled, but this can be taken care of 
in the iterative process that is required to reach self-consis-
lency 
The manner to diagonahze the MF Hamiltomans in 
practice is lo introduce a basis for each type of "motion" of 
the molecules For the translational motions we use a basis of 
three-dimensional spherical harmonic oscillator functions 
І.уГІ ( U P ) ) and for the hbrat tonal motions a basis of tesserai 
harmonics \SЦ?{ωp)), just as in Ref 26 For the single-
molecule spin states the basis is given by the three triplet spin 
functions \8,Μ3) with 5 = 1 and Ms= - 1, 0 and 1 Dia-
gonahzing Eqs (14), (IS), and (16) in these bases produces 
the MF states 
From the single-molecule MF states the crystal states 
can be constructed 
Ι*ί.η.ι.*Ι > = Π ® I*?*»')) » ¡<'<*V» * K ' ( S p » 
ρ 
( Π ) 
The ground state is obtained by setting ;
r
 = iL = i s = 0 for 
all molecules Ρ Singly excited states have one of these in­
dices ;
л
 not equal to zero We can define excitation operators 
fl^VforeachtypeofmotionAf = T,L, orS, that replace ф„ r 
cm particle Ρ by ψ*' In the MF method the motions of the 
individual molecules are still uncorrelated In our particular 
MF scheme we have further neglected the coupling between 
the translational and the libralional motion of a given mole· 
J Chem Phys Vol 
cule and the onentation of its spin momentum (apart from 
averaging or renormalization effects) Correlation can be 
introduced by the RPA or TDH method which produces 
collective excitations, ι e . phonons, librons, and magnons in 
our case Moreover, the RPA/TDH method takes into ac­
count the magnon-phonon, magnon-hbron, and phonon-
hbron coupling For the last this has already been demon­
strated in Ref 26 in pure lattice dynamics calculations We 
also refer to this paper for details of the formalism, here we 
only present the outlines of the theory for Τ = О К The 
method consists of approximating the exact Hamiltoman 
(9)-( 11 ) by a Hamiltoman which is quadratic in the excita­
tion operatore α ^ ' and their Hermitian conjugates a},* ' 
pp ¡Πι ,k j k 
+ ς ς ς [ * " < ' - Λ Γ > < 4 \ : 
PP кТі ,, ,» 
+ Hermilian conjugate] (18) 
These operators uj,^ * and oj,*^ are assumed to obey boson 
commutation relations The terms with К ' = К lead to pure 
phonons (K = T), librons {K = L), and magnons (К — S), 
the coupling terms with К ФК' yield also mixed excitations 
Even the single-particle coupling terms (K/K',/ > = P') 
which have been neglected at the MF level are thus remclud-
ed into the formalism The expressions for the coupling coef­
ficients Ap' UKJK ) and Я " ('к,7* ) can be obtained by 
equating the matrix elements of the Hamiltoman (18) to 
those of the exact Hamiltoman ( 10) in the basis ( 17) 
In order to be able to diagonahze the Hamiltoman (18) 
for the infinite crystal, we first apply the translational sym­
metry by writing excitation operatore 
О ^ ^ У е - " · " ^ ; , , . , (19) 
where 4 is a vector in the first Bnllouin zone, R a primitive 
translation vector of the crystal, J labels the different sublat-
tices, and JV IS the number of unit cells A specific molecule Ρ 
in the crystal is thus labeled by the position vector R of the 
ongin of its unit cell and by its sublattice index I Substitut­
ing the operators ( 19) and their Hermitlan conjugates into 
the Hamiltoman (18), the latter becomes a direct sum of 
independent Hamiltomans for every wave vector q The ex­
act excitation operators of the cryslalC,, ( q ) * must satisfy the 
following equation of motion 
[ЛСд (q)*) = Λω. WCA (4)* (20) 
by expressing these operators as 
c,(q)*= Σ KV.K'w' + ^ V ' O - i ' ] 
(21) 
Equation (20) with the Hamiltoman (18) will be exactly 
solved, if the expansion coefficients (χ'* ',χ1'' 'Jare the 
eigenvectors of the following matrix 
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IE 
\ 
ι . + φ . ι < . . 
φ , ι η 
Φ!'41' 
фі/ч 
φ.//, 
φ·".· 
E 
φ<", 
" + Φ " " 
Φ',"'
-
φ,ιη 
φ>/,. 
φ,η,· 
£ 
фСІ-іі 
φ,/Λ. 
'^ + ф 
φ ΐ ί ϋ 
φ, η. 
φ,Μ. 
ÍS ) 
_ φ'"> 
_ φ ΐ " ) ' 
_ φ|«.· 
_ £ " 1 _ φ 
_ φ ι " ) ' 
_ φ . " . · 
// ) 
_ φ Ι Ι / ] 
_ φ < » . 
_ φ<^>' 
_ φ " Ί 
- £ Ι Γ , - Φ 
_φ.». · 
7 Γ) 
- Φ ; ' 1 1 
- Φ«"" 
- Φ·"' 
_ ф<ы 
- Φ Ι " · 
_ £ ' « _ φ 
(22) 
7 
The sub-blocks of this matrix which are labeled by Κ = Τ, 
К = L, and К = S for phonons, hbrons and magnons, re­
spectively, are defined as follows, with the operators written 
as in Eq (13) 
Χ I J'lo ;ня_/) + "ΊΟ,ΛΙΙΙΛΙ). 
< ф , т > „
Р
*
г
 = С«
, т
"<*?*"< , , І Л 
Х а н ж и л + "Ία/ιι» л + ΪΊο/κβ л I)· 
(*!"')„,.* = :5<·.Ί 
x Ι "Ίο m» л + »Ίο /im л №*'"">. 
(Φί "<Λ Λ . /ι 
Χ Ι ^{ο л (в Л + ^(о /ня Л I Л,'*" > • .;,s'»"\ 
я 
ХІ^о/Кв 7) + (^ОЩЯ л I)· 
+ ^ о , | ( . Л І < " " < ' * " > . 
(•"·")/,, «, = У/"'(Ф',
І
Ш
'Ф?,"'" 
ХІ^ІО/ИВ л + "^О/ХЯ Л I) 
+ ί » Σ < < " " < ι · Ί » '
Ι 0 , 1 ( , + ι»'(./„ι>, 
f * ' . ' ' ' ) ' , 4, = С^"<<' , "І»'(.,)ІЯ y. І<'""> 
+ а„(</'',""ілг1.„і<'·"). 
f*"")-.,
 Л
, - і^и'.;·"^:' "i ^І./НЯ л і> 
в 
+ Α „ Σ < < , · " < " " Ι » ' ( Ο « Ι . Ι > 
+ í«<<l , ,Vj ,"Uf(.nl>. 
I "'{o IHR л + ^(o m» лі^,'*"") 
Χ I "'[»IHR/) + IwiHR л I) 
(Φί' 
(Φί 
+ί
υ
Σ<<""^'°"ΐκ '(·.'>'· + r«'>''l> 
(23) 
Неге Δ(^ is a MF excitation energy to the state ι
 K of the MF 
Hamiltonian H £ Single-molecule ground states have been 
omitted from the notation of the matrix elements for brevity 
The eigenvalues of the matrix (22) are the excitation ener· 
gies of the crystal Λύ
Λ
 (q), and the corresponding deexcita-
tion energies, which in pnnciple correspond to mixed 
phonon-hbron-magnon (K = L,TJS) excitations 
C. Separate lattice dynamics and spin-wave treatments 
Asshownby the results (Sec III) of applying Sec IIB, 
the actual mixing between phonons and hbrons, on the one 
hand, and magnons, on the other, is small in the case of α and 
β oxygen, except for some isolated points in the Bnllouin 
zone This is caused by the smallness of the TS and LS cou­
pling blocks in the matrix (22) So it is possible to describe 
most of the properties of these systems m good approxima­
tion by separate lattice dynamics and spin-wave treatments 
These treatments are still essentially different from the ear­
lier separate treatments, however In principle, we base each 
formalism on the complete lattice and spin Hamiltonian 
(9)-( 11 ) The mean-field calculations for the translational 
vibrations, for the hbrations and for the spins are made as in 
Sec II B, Eqs (14)-( 16), and the separation only implies 
that we solve the RPA problems separately for the phonons 
and hbrons and for the spin waves Although from the point 
of view of the calculations this is not a great simplification, 
conceptually the separation is advantageous We treat the 
lattice vibrations in the averaged field of the spins and the 
spin waves m the average field of the vibrating molecules Or, 
in the actual calculations, those terms in the complete Ham­
iltonian (9)-( 11 ) that depend both on the lattice vibrations 
and the spins are averaged over the spins when calculating 
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the lattice modes and averaged over the molecular vibrations 
when calculating the spin waves This thermodynamic aver­
aging. sometimes called renormahzation, is performed in the 
sense of MF theory Moreover, the separation allows practi­
cal simplifications because some of the renormahzed terms 
are insignificant 
Let us now be specific about the essential difTerences 
between our separated treatment and the earlier calcula­
tions In the older lattice dynamics calculations'4-10 only the 
Hamiltonian H0, given by Eq (11), has been taken into 
account In our lattice dynamics calculations we have in­
cluded, moreover, the first two terms from the spin Hamilto­
nian (9), averaged over the spin states from a MF calcula­
tion Especially the Heisenberg term with the spin factor 
( S , S, >s^  turns out to be crucial, see Sec III, because of 
the extremely strong dependence of the coupling parameter 
J on the molecular onentations αν The third term in Eq 
(9) appears to be insignificant for the lattice dynamics cal­
culations, and also the effects of the second term are of minor 
importance 
In our spin-wave calculations we have used the spin 
Hamiltonian (9) with coupling parameiers 
(J(TFF ¿υ,.*), )), </<„(u)p)), and < r „ ( r w )) averaged 
over the vibrational wave functions of the molecules When 
we identify these averaged parameters with the spin-cou­
pling constants in Eq (1), our spin Hamillonian (9) be­
comes conceptually similar to the phenomenological one 'in 
Eq. (1) Two essential differences persist, however Our 
coupling parameters have been obtained from ab mino cal­
culations, not by fitting theexpenmental data Secondly, the 
third term in Eq (9) is a two-body term obtained from a first 
principles expression for the intermolecular spin-spin inter­
actions, in Eq ( 1J it is a single-molecule term 
As an illustration we now briefly present a simplified 
spin-wave theory for a-0 2 based on the first principles spin 
Hamiltonian (9) Just as in the older spin-wave theory" 
based on Eq ( 1 ), the RPA problem can be solved analytical­
ly in this case First we define the averaged coupling param­
eters 
JFr = (/(Γ,, ,ω,,ω, )>î>V, . 
/<„ = <^(ω
Ρ
) ) ' · ' , (24) 
and the q-dependent lattice sums 
дq)"»" = J) ΛΡ e""' for / ' = I. 
y(q)'"1" = yjFr e"* for /'#/, 
г„(ч)""'= χη,,,*·»" for 1=1. 
r
m
(q)",,rt = yr
m P / f e*" for /V/ (25) 
for molecules Ρ = {0,/} and Ρ ' = {R,I '} Then, the mean-
field spin Hamiltonian for a molecule Ρ on a given sublattice 
reads as follows 
J Chem Phys Vol Í 
Hl(SF)= -2ZJFFSF < s P > v 
, ~ ' Vm m — m — m J 
+ Σ Σ ^ - - .-ν *., 
Ρ τΡ,η ·η 
xtf,,,· Κ, ί' '. 2 ,) (26) 
F
 ' \m m — m — m J 
and we have to diagonahze this Hamiltonian between the 
triplet spin states |1), |0), and I - 1) of molecule Ρ The 
average spin directions (SF ) on the molecules P' are as­
sumed to be parallel when they are on Ihe same sublatlice in 
a-0
:
 and antiparallel when I hey are on a different sublattice 
If the monoclmic b axis is taken as the spin quantization axis 
(the ζ axis) the 3 x 3 Hamiltonian matrix is blocked and the 
MF ground state for the molecule ^can be written as 
,g> = |l>cos(a/2) - ι - l>sin(<z/2)i"' (27a) 
in terms of two variational parameters a and Ρ The ground 
stale sublatlice magnetizations lie along the crystal * axis, 
ι e , (Si ) = <51 > = 0 The first excited slate is simply given 
by 
ie,> = ¡0> (27b) 
In this simple model it is assumed, as in the older spin wave 
treatments, that the second excited stale i>;), which corre-
sponds to iwo-magnon excitations, is irrelevant and thai the 
temperature equals zero Then the average magnetization is 
a simple function of the parameter α 
( J , ) = c o s a (28) 
and the MF equations (26) can be written analytically as 
/? = arctan[Im(/(,)/Re(/<,)J 
a = 2arctan = ^ 4 1 (29) 
L ( ^ - c o s - a + |/f;| )' - -Xcoia\ 
with the constant 
X 2
ν
5[/(0)" , "· '-/(0) ) 
+ J[r„(0)"""-r ( ,(0) 'J (30) 
and the parameter/(„ Л0), and Γ,,ΙΟ) given by Eqs (24) 
and (25) From Eq (29) α can easily be found self consis­
tently, starting from α = 0, whereas/? is directly given The 
MF excitation energy is found to be 
A f = [ j ( X 2 c o s !
a
+ Л,х)],іг-^,Л„ (31) 
The second step in the spin-wave method involves the solu­
tion of the RPA equation, cf Sec II В This problem is more 
complicated than the usual spin-wave problem" with the 
Hamiltonian ( 1 ), due to the explicit consideration of the 
dipole-dipole interaction as a two-body operator and due to 
the tensonal character of Ihe coupling parameters A and 
TFF Still it can be solved analytically and the magnon fre­
quencies are given by 
ω, 2 (α) : = Ι Δ ί - + Г " " " , : - | ) " ' , " " ; + ζ f - Ζ""··Ι: 
+ 2[ ( Д г + Y )Z - Y "'"Ζ -' 
- { I m ( Z " " r - Z m ' " - ) } : ] " - (32) 
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The constants У and Ζ (both for intra/inter) are fairly com­
plicated combinations 
Y= -2/(<ι) - - | ^ Γ 0 ( ς ) - — s m a R e t e - ^ i q ) ) , 
зо V5 
Z = i1* [ 2y(q)sm a + —!— r„(q)sm о 
+ - í r R e ( e - ' e r 2 ( 4 ) ) + i c o s o I m ( e - * r I ( q ) ) l 
л/5 J 
(33) 
of the q dependent lattice sums /(q) and Г„ (q) defined by 
Eq (25) 
The lattice sum/(q) is easily calculated Because of the 
exponential decay of/,,,, with the mtermolecular distance 
rPp only the nearest and next-nearest neighbors within the 
layers parallel to the a-b plane and the nearest and next-
nearest neighbors in the adjacent layers contribute The lat­
tice sums Г„ (q) over the (magnetic) dipole-dipole interac­
tion converge very slowly when taken in direct space In 
order to evaluate these sums we have invoked the q depen­
dent Ewald formula" which writes part of the sum in reci­
procal space and which leads to rapid convergence The 
macroscopic term which occurs" for q = 0 vanishes for an-
tiferromagnetic lattices The magnon frequencies obtained 
by this simple analytical expression (32) can be compared 
with some of the numencally calculated eigenvalues of the 
full RPA matnx, Eq (22), or with the eigenvalues of the 
pure spin blocks (SS) of this matnx Thus, the results, which 
are discussed in Sec III, inform us about the separability of 
the lattice dynamics and spin-wave problems and about the 
validity of the simplified model for the spin waves 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. General remarli· 
The ab mmo calculations on the O2-O2 aimer1' have 
provided the spin-independent Oj-O] potential VFF and the 
geometry dependent Heisenberg coupling parameter J„ di­
rectly in the form of a spherical expansion as in Eq (3) For 
the expansion coefficients we have chosen the following 
forms 
"ι.,ί.,ι.ί'·«· ) = C'L"!?L.L exp( -aLAL„LrPP 
ρ J \ • /"ΐπυΐι - (¿,, + Í.»-»• Π 
— PL^LP.L'I'P > "Γ ^ L, Lf.LrPP 
, / - ( 6 1 . * , /--tei . - В 
+ ^- L, L^LГРГ ^ ** L,L„LГРР 
+ Ck^X1.r,-p"
,
 (3*) 
and 
JL4L,L^PP ) = Cï*l^L exp( - a i ^ ^ r , , 
-PI.L^PP) (35) 
The exponential contnbution to Eq (34) is due to overlap 
(exchange and charge penetration) eiTects, the second term 
is due to the electrostatic multipole interactions and the last 
three terms anse from dispersion interactions The expan-
sion coefficients of the Heisenberg coupling parameter. Eq 
( 35 ), just contain an exponential term because this coupling 
is caused merely by exchange effects All the coefficients 
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occumng in these equations have been explicitly calculated 
in Ref 21, except for the C j ^ ^ Apart from the leading 
isotropic coefficient C¿*¿,, good values for these coefficients 
are not available in the literature either So we have estimat-
ed these parameters C^L^L via simple model consider-
ations In order to check whether this uncertainty influences 
the conclusions, three different sets of parameters С^\
 L 
have been tested The first set (A ) has been obtained by as­
suming that the Oj-Oj dispersion interactions can be repre­
sented by a C"V~' atom-atom potential, which is approxi­
mately equal to the potentials used by Kobashi el at." and by 
expanding this atom-atom r - ' potential in the form of Eq 
(3) Explicit formulas for such expansions have been de-
nved " The second set (B) has been obtained by using the 
same model, but now we have scaled C"6' in the atom-atom 
potential to the value that reproduces the experimental cell 
parameters in a-0 2 when the free energy is minimized by 
isotropic expansion of the lattice In constructing the third 
set (C) we have started from the accurate semiempincal 
value3' of CJO'o and taken the anisotropy factors Ci.'11 t / 
CJO'ofrom ab mino calculations 3 4 The higher coefficients 
Ci"1^/ for η = 8,10 were then related to the coefficients 
with η = 6 by using the same ratios calculated for the N2-N2 
potential." Some adjustments of these ratios had to be made, 
however, in order to obtain a reasonable lattice energy for a-
O; and optical libran frequency in 0-O2 All the three sets of 
parameters CJ^V^t are listed in Table I Together with the 
parameters given in Ref 21 and with the 0 ; bond length and 
the values of the intra- and mtermolecular spin coupling pa­
rameters, also given in Table I, these parameters completely 
specify the spin-dependent Oj-O^ potential 
The cell parameters used m our calculations on а-О
г 
and 0-O2 are listed in Table II It would have been possible 
to optimize these cell parameters by minimizing the free en­
ergy, as we have done for nitrogen 2 6 We found this too ex­
pensive, however, and not very meaningful because of the 
uncenainty in the dispersion coefficients 
Next we specify the basis sets used in our (mean-field) 
calculations The translational vibrations of the molecules 
have been expanded in a basis | ^ ' ( и
Р
) > of three-dimen­
sional harmonic oscillator functions For the displacement 
vectors u
r
 wc have used polar coordinates, so that the angu­
lar parts of the (isotropic) oscillator functions are given by 
spherical (or in practice, tesserai) harmonics and the radial 
pans by modified Laguerre functions, see Ref 26 Conver-
genceoftheMFstateswasreachedforn
m
„ = 3, but in order 
to ensure the correct behavior of the acoustic phonon 
branches m the RPA calculation, we had to include all oscil­
lator functions with л<л
т а я
 = 5 As explained m Ref 26, 
this is related to the translational invanance property of the 
lattice dynamics formalism, which is satisfied for the RPA 
method, but only in the limit of a complete basis set The 
hbrational states of the molecules have been expanded in 
tessera) harmonics, 1 e , real combinations of spherical har­
monics 1У J,!1 (ω,,)) For homonuclear"' O; molecules, we 
only need functions with odd / because of the zero nuclear 
spin momentum and the 'Σ
χ
 symmetry character of the 
electronic ground state Since the hbrational states of the O, 
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TABLE1 Expansion coefficients С l^V^.Eq (Ml.dUmol ' nm') andsomeotherparametcrsinlhepoten-
Ы, Eqs (6) and (8) 
Potential A 
Potenlul В 
Potential С 
d^jj = 0 1208 nm 
A = i 712 К 
¿μ', = 2 497X10 
L, 
0 
' K n m ' 
¿ . 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
L 
0 
2 
0 
2 
4 
4 
0 
2 
0 
2 
4 
4 
0 
2 
0 
2 
4 
cL'Jt.t 
- 0 3990X10 ' 
- 0 5 8 1 9 X 1 0 ! 
- 0 3574x10 ' 
- 0 2850X10 ' 
-onoexio-' 
- 0 1324X10 4 
- 0 1064x10- ' 
«TJi.,. 
- 0 1 4 5 6 x 1 0 ' 
- 0 I O 4 2 X I 0 ' 
02123x10 ' 
- 0 1 3 1 9 x 1 0 ' 
- 0 2 4 8 9 x 1 0 " 
- 0 4 9 7 2 x 1 0 " 
- 0 1 7 9 5 x 1 0 - ' 
озомхю-' 
- 0 1 4 4 3 x 1 0 " ' 
c Î ' ° i» i 
- 0 3966x10 ' 
- 0 4525X10 " 
- 0 8868x10 * 
0 1514x10 ' 
- 0 4876X10 ' 
- 0 9 7 1 3 X 1 0 " 
- 0 5783x10 ' 
- 0 6 5 9 8 x 1 0 ' 
- 0 1293X10 ' 
02208x10-" 
- 0 7 1 1 0 X 1 0 " 
- 0 1 4 1 6 X 1 0 ' 
- 0 1892X10 ' 
- 0 5629x10 " 
- 0 6 6 4 1 x 1 0 » 
0 1085X10 ' 
- 0 3567x10 " 
'In pure 11 bron calculations the values СJJJJ 
kJ mol ' nm'" have been taken 
-04144X10 4kJmol 'пш'апаСм 
molecules in the a and β solids are fairly localized, we need­
ed rather many of these free rotor functions for convergence. 
For /</
m
„ = 13 the MF ground state was converged to 
within 1 cm \ the first two excitation energies to within 2 
cm" ' The spin basis is simply given by the triplet functions 
\S,MS) with S = 1 and Ms = - 1, 0, and 1 
It has been explained m Sec II В that the pair terms in 
the potential, which depend on the intermolecular distances 
rPP , have to be written as explicit functions of the displace­
ment coordinates u,, and u,. We have achieved this by 
means of a double Taylor expansion, including all terms in 
Up'Up up to powers a, + a 2 < 4 The calculations on solid 
nitrogen,2* where the same method has been used, show that 
these terms are largely sufficient to take into account all the 
anharmonicity in the translational vibrations Let us empha­
size at this point that our method is also valid for strongly 
anharmonic librations with very large amplitudes, because it 
retains the full onentational dependence of the potential In 
some of the calculations, where we focus on the hbrons and 
magnons, we have kept the molecular centers of mass fixed 
on the lattice sites. 
TABLE II Celt parameters of solid oxygen 
a O, a - 5 403 A 
6 = 3 424 A 
с =. 5 086 A 
β= 112 5Г 
0-O, a = 1 272 À 
с - 11 277 Л 
In calculating the lattice sums for the pair terms in the 
potential we have generally taken a distance of 9 A between 
the molecular centers of mass as the truncation distance 
This implies that we have included 96 molecules in a-0 2 and 
84 molecules in /?-02 Only for the magnetic dipole-dipole 
interactions we had to extend the summations beyond this 
radius and to use Ewald's method for accelerating conver­
gence, see Sec II С 
В. Mean-fleld results 
The results of the MF calculations for the translational 
vibrations, the librations and the spins of the 02 molecules 
may be summanzed as follows Translationally the mole­
cules m σ-Ο, vibrate as three-dimensional, nearly harmonic, 
oscillators Two of the fundamental frequencies that corre­
spond with the vibrations in the ab plane are nearly equal, 
the third fundamental frequency for the vibration in the c* 
direction is about 50% larger Apparently the potential is 
stiffer in the c* direction This is confirmed by the smaller 
amplitude of vibration in this direction, see Table III Inß-
O, the small anisotropy in the ab plane has disappeared, of 
course, and all the amplitudes have slightly increased 
The hbrational states of the molecules are rather local-
ized in σ-02, and even in^-CK They look like weakly anhar­
monic two-dimensional oscillator states, anisotropic in the 
case of σ-Ο; and isotropic for/?-0
:
 The lower frequency in 
α-Οι corresponds with hbralion about the a axis, the higher 
one with libration about the b axis The rool-mean-square 
angular displacements are only about 1Γ, as compared with 
16* (al Τ — 0 К) for α-nitrogen ^27 This agrees well with 
experimental dala1 6 and with some of the earlier lattice dy­
namics calculations,17 iH whereas in other calculations'" the 
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TABLE III Translational and ІіЬгаІюпаІ amplitudes from M F calcula 
lions (potential С) ' 
α О . T=t>K 
(и'.)' = 0 1042 A 
( О ' L O U I S A 
<ti . ) ' ' = 0 08R9 A 
arccos((cos в)' ) - 10 84· 
Asymmetry parameter ' 
( s in 'ö t s in 4 - cos ài)
 n . . 
( u . ) ' =(и'
л
У 
(» )' 
jrccos((niS о ) 1 
= 0 1200 A 
= 0 0 * Ю A 
) = 11 16· 
"The Iibrjtion angles θ and φ are here defined as polar angles in a crystal 
frame with χ = a y = b, and ζ = г* 
amplitudes are substantially higher, both for the translations 
and the librations It has been suggested" w that the molecu­
lar axes in a and β oxygen are tilted with respect lo the c* 
axis, but we have found no such Lilt in/7-0> and only a very 
small tilt angle in a-O, ( - 0 3 ° about the b axis) 
The effective Heisenberg coupling parameters which 
can be used in separate spin-wave calculations, see Sec II С, 
are listed in Table IV Only four of such couplings are signifi­
cant All coupling parameters are raised in absolute value by 
the averaging over the translational vibrations, but lowered 
by librational averaging The latter effect dominates The 
resulting values for the nearest neighbor intersublattice cou­
plings in a-Oj and/?-02 fall well within the range of expen-
mental data quoted in DeFotis's review,1 but they are less 
negative than the more recent experimental values4 " "* 
These more negative values are mainly based on magnetic 
susceptibility data, however, which have only been inter­
preted via MF theory The ratios У% νν/·Λν\ = О 39 for α-0 2 
and JNN ( ß-OJ/J^N (а-Ог) = 0 76 are in agreement with 
expenment 4 ' ' The interlayer couplings are small and they 
become even smaller by librational averaging This agrees 
with the ex penmental data that suggest a· and ß-O, to be 
quasi-two-dimensional magnetic systems,4 ' ' , 9 but the sign 
of our interlayer coupling parameters does not agree with 
experiment ' We expect that the positive sign of the ab imlio 
values for J ' may be incorrect, because the geometry of the 
interlayer neighbor pairs is close to geometries for which the 
calculated/' values change sign 2i Although our calculated 
positive У would lead to a magnetic ground state of а-Оз 
with reversed spins an alternating layer, we have still based 
our MF and RPA calculations on the experimentally ob­
served magnetic ground state The drawback of this discrep­
ancy is that the spin waves in our RPA calculations will 
become soft for some q vectors along the c* direction Since 
the effect of the weak interlayer coupling on most properties 
is small indeed, we have, at this stage, not tried to correct this 
error 
In ß-O, the interlayer coupling causes still another 
problem It has been pointed out by one of us40 and by oth-
ers,41 ^ that the three-sublatlice structure which is favored 
by the antiferromagnetic intralayer exchange coupling will 
be distorted by the interlayer coupling So, in the ground 
state the magnetic structure of ß-O-, will be incommensu-
rate40 42 and via the geometry dependence of the Heisenberg 
coupling terms, the symmetry of the lattice will be distorted 
too This would complicate our calculations to a large ex-
tent Since the effects of the interlayer exchange coupling are 
very small, we have omitted this coupling from our calcula-
tions on β-Οι and based ourselves on the experimentally 
observed geometry with the antiferromagnetic three-sublat-
tice structure Also the magnetic dipole dipole coupling has 
been left out of our spin-wave calculations οηβ-θ2, and both 
anisotropic spin terms have been left out of the lattice dy­
namics calculations since they would lead to similar prob­
lems 
By calculating the Hel m ho IU free energy both for a-
and /?-oxygen as a function of the temperature, we have in­
vestigated whether the spin-dependent potential correctly 
predicts the α-β transition It is indeed found, as shown in 
Fig 2, that the a phase is more stable at low temperature and 
TABLE IV Effective exchange coupling parameten (in К ) calculated with potential СJ 
o O , 
< 7 - = 0 K ) 
At equilibrium 
structure 
- 12 477 
- 5 164 
0 538 
0 168 
librations 
- 10 133 
- 3 858 
0 352 
0 274 
Averaged over 
translations 
- 14311 
- 5 9 1 5 
0 547 
0 374 
librations and 
translalions 
- 11550 
- 4 479 
0 346 
0 272 
Л % - 9 561 - 7 391 - 1 1 120 - 8 714 
0 0 , Л „ - 0 002 - 0 0 0 1 - 0 0 0 2 - 0 0 0 1 
( Г = 3 0 К ) У
ч ч
 0 4 8 7 0 3 2 2 0494 0 118 
The Heisenberg esthange parameiers J and J refer to the intra- and inlerla)er couplings, respeclively the 
subscripts refer to (next) nearest neighbors 
'These results and also those in Table VU are slightly different from those in Ref 22 because the latter have 
been calculated with potential В 
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FIG 2 Free energy (al ziro presaure) fora uid^oxygcn Croni MF calcu 
Ы ю ш with potentia] С 
the β phase at higher temperature The calculated transition 
temperature, 45 K, (experimentally 23 9 K) is too high, 
however But, as one can observe in Fig 2, the intersection of 
the two free energy curves is fairly hard to determine Since 
we have not varied the lattice parameters and in view of the 
uncertainty in the dispersion terms of our potential, the error 
in T^n is not surprising These dispersion terms are spin-
independent and not very anisotropic, so they will play little 
role in most of the properties discussed in the next section 
They are important for the lattice stability, however, and 
thus for the α-fi transition temperature Also the free energy 
calculated fora-O, at T = 0 K, 10 67 kJ/mol, is in reasona­
ble but not perfect agreement with the expenmental43 cohe­
sion energy of 8 66 kJ/mol 
С RPA reault· 
Some results from the integrated lattice dynamics and 
spin-wave calculations are shown in Table V The magnetic 
TABLE V Phooon, libron, and magnon frequencies at % = 0 m α · 0 , (po­
tential С) 
67 
22 1 
39 3 
*9 8· 
55 3· 
70 0· 
74 1 
86 В' 
1013 
101 3 
124 4· 
magnon < 0 1% libran 
99 7% magnon 0 3 % libran 
99 2 % hbron 0 B% magnon (Л, ) 
pure phonon 
pure phonon 
hbron < 0 1% magnon 
libron < 0 1 % magnon {At ) 
pure phonon 
magnon < 0 1% hbron 
magnon < 0 1% libron 
libron < 0 1 % magnon 
unit cell in a-0 2 is twice as large as the structural unit cell 
We have used the larger unit cell that contains two molecules 
in our RPA calculations and so we find six phonon modes, 
four libron modes, and four magnon modes for every wave 
vector q in the (smaller) Bnlloum zone The disperaon of 
these modes for q perpendicular to the ac plane is shown in 
Fig 3 and we have especially looked at the mixing between 
the lattice modes, phonons and librons, and the magnons In 
general we find this mixing to be very small It should origi­
nate mainly from the Heisenberg exchange term, but if we 
write the spin operator Sp*S,, in second quantization44 we 
observe that the magnon creation and annihilation operators 
for the lower excited spin states do not occur linearly So the 
Heisenberg term only couples the lattice modes with the 
higher excited spin states, the so-called two-magnon states 
Additional, but also small, coupling is caused by the second 
term in the spin Hamiltonian (9), so that, altogether, the 75 
and IS coupling blocks in the RPA matnx ( 22 ) remain very 
small The only substantial amount of mixing occurs in those 
regions of the Bnlloum zone where the dispersion curves for 
the lattice modes and those for the magnons would cross 
Even the weak coupling then leads to an avoided crossing 
ала to an interchange of character of the modes involved 
This is demonstrated in Fig 4, where an example of phonon-
hbron mixing is shown as well Some of the corresponding 
results for/7-0, are listed in Table VI 
The lower magnon frequencies in Table V may be com­
pared with the results from the simple analytical spin wave 
treatment presented in Sec II С The latter results are shown 
in Table VII, first column The agreement is very good in-
., / -
Ш ^ U l i 
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•г- ' 
s 
¿ί 
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^ - ^ ^ 
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2_^ 5ié ¿¿^^ 
τ 1 I 
to 
" These modes correspond io modes al я = 
of the structural lattice 
(0 Ιπ/Ь 0) in the Bnlloum zone 
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Reduced wave vedon φή\ 
FIG J Calculated (RPA } dispersión curves for а О for phonon ( Π 
libroni/.) and magnon (5 ) modes propagating along the Λ JXIS Note the 
avoided crossing and the murchange of T/l charaüer between two 
phonon-libron branches ai qb /r~0 4$ 
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FIG 4 (a) Percenlage of libron character of the two hbron-phonon 
branches that show an avoided crossing in Fig 3 (b) Percentage of libron 
chancier of the two upper libron-magnon branches in Fig i that become 
degenerate at qb /jr = 1 
deed, given (he negligible amount of mining between the 
magnons and the lattice modes at q = 0 this could be expect­
ed The agreement with the measured magnon frequencies3 
is also very satisfactory, especially if one considers that none 
of the parameters in our spin-dependent Hamiltoman have 
been fitted The different dispersion coefficients chosen in 
the spm-mdependent potential, see Table 1, practically do 
not affect the magnon frequencies 
In order to compare our first principles spin Hamilto­
man (9) with the phenomenological one, Eq ( 1 ), we have 
also made spin-wave calculations on σ-Ο, with the latter 
We have set the Heisenberg parameters JPP equal to the 
calculated values, see Table IV For the first amsotropy pa­
rameter we have taken the free molecule value, A = 5 712K, 
and for the second parameter we have adopted the value 
В = 0 26 К that yields the same spin-amsotropy field as a 
classical dipole model The results are listed in the second 
column of Table VII The higher magnon frequency, which 
is mostly determined by the values of У and .4 is almost the 
same as for the spin Hamiltoman ( 9 ) In the latter Hamilto­
man the coupling parameter A has been multiplied by a sec 
TABLEVI Phonon libron and magnon frequencies at q = 0 i n £ - O
z
 (po­
tential C) 
ω (cm ') 
0 0 
150 
39 5* 
53 4" 
54 3 
70 8* 
717 
718 
964· 
96 4" 
Degeneracy Character 
pure magnon 
pure magnon 
phonon < 0 I % libran 
99 R% phonon 0 2% libron 
pure libron ( £ , ) 
93 4 % phonon 6 6% libron 
pure magnon 
pure magnon 
99 8 % libron 0 2% phonon 
92 7 % libron 7 3% phonon 
' The modes correspond to modes at q = 2ir/9<r (I ν 3 0) and q = 2ir/9u 
(I —y/i 0 ) in the Bnlloum zone of the structural lattice 
ond rank tensor, see Eq (6), whose components have to be 
averaged over the librational states of the molecules, see Eq 
( 24 ) The amsotropy component along the χ axis ( the crys­
tal c* axis) is still 95% of the free molecule value, however, 
and the components in the ab plane are smaller than 1 % 
This explains the observed similarity The lower magnon 
frequency, which is mainly determined by / and B, is rather 
different for the spin Hamiltomans ( 1) and (9) We con­
clude that it is not justified to replace the exact magnetic 
dipole-dipole interaction operator in Eq (9) by an effective 
single-molecule term in Eq ( 1 ) 
Let us now discuss the lattice modes in a- and/7-oxygen, 
especially the two libron modes that correspond with q = 0 
in the structural unit cell These modes have been observed 
by Raman spectroscopy * м In the hexagonal β phase they 
are degenerate with Et symmetry, at a frequency of 48 
c m
-
' In the monochntc a phase the a and b axes are no 
longer equivalent and, in principle, one finds two branches, 
one with Bt symmetry for the librations about the crystal a 
axis and one with At symmetry for librations about the Ь 
axis The splitting between the two Raman peaks observed 
( at 42 and 74 cm _ ' ) for в-О
г
 is very large, however, in view 
of the small structural distortion Lattice dynamics calcula­
tions8 "> have never yielded a splitting more than 10 c m - ' 
Therefore, it has mostly been assumed that the Al and Bt 
modes remain accidentally degenerate at about 42 cm" ' and 
that the higher frequency mode should be interpreted as a 
two phonon/libron or hbron-magnon transitions In sup­
port of this explanation, it has been suggested by Kuchta4* 
on the basis of model calculations that the Heisenberg ex­
change term would help in restoring the Al-Bt degeneracy 
Etters el al " have proposed that the higher frequency be­
longs to a libron mode which lies at the edge of the Bnlloutn 
zone for the structural lattice, but which has q = 0 in the 
magnetic Bnllouin zone This mode could become visible in 
Raman spectroscopy when there is a strong coupling 
between the librons and the spins The weakest point of all 
these interpretations is, however, that under various tem­
peratures and pressures no indication of the doublet charac­
ter of the lowest peak in σ-0 2 has been observed Recent 
temperature dependent Raman measurements6 suggest that 
the lower frequency peak corresponds with the Bg mode and 
the higher one with the Ag mode, so that the splitting would 
be about 32 cm ~ ' indeed 
Our calculations offer a clear explanation of this prob­
lem It can be observed in Table VIII that, for any of the 
three potentials that we have taken the splitting between the 
Л, and Λ, libron modes lies between 30 and 40 c m - ' Most 
of the splitting disappears if the Heisenberg term is omitted 
from the calculations Therefore, the older lattice dynamics 
calculations which have not included this term8 , 0 or includ­
ed it via a simple empirical model/1 have failed to find this 
splitting It is only by the extremely strong amsotropy of the 
Heisenberg coupling parameter / which has been found 
from the ab mino calculations,2' that the large splitting is 
correctly reproduced This is confirmed by the plot of the 
lattice potential in Fig S along the normal coordinates for 
the Bt and At librons, with and without the contnbution of 
the Heisenberg term We observe that this term lowers the 
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TABLE VI! Optical (q = 0) magnon frequencies in α-O (polenti»] С) 
sileni ') 
Fint principles 
fromEq (9) 
67 
22 2 
CalcuUlid 
Semiempincal 
ГгопіЕч ( l ) w i l h B - 0 2 6 K 
47 
22 7 
Енрепшепі 
Ref 3 
64 
27 5 
lattice energy of a-02 at the equilibrium geometry At the 
same tune it drastically increases the stiffness of the potential 
m tbc A, direction, but much less m t h e í , direction Actual-
ly this was clearly visible already in Fig 2 of Ref 21 
The calculations with the different potentials A, B, and 
С also yield the correct relative magnitudes of the Bg and Лш 
libron frequencies in a-O; with respect to the Et frequency 
in ß-O-t In any case, the inclusion of the Heisenberg term 
appeared to be essential The values of the frequencies are 
txst reproduced by potential C, which has been partly ad-
justed to the Et frequency in ß-O-, 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have proposed a lattice and spin Hamiltonian for 
solid O, with a form that is completely derived from first 
principles, and we have developed an integrated lattice dy-
namics and spin-wave formalism that can be used with this 
Hamiltonian Apart from the kinetic energy and the spin-
independent intermolecular potential, which are present m 
any molecular crystal, the Hamiltonian describes the cou-
pling between the 0 2 triplet spin momenta The first of the 
spm-couphng terms is the usual Heisenberg exchange term, 
which is isotropic in spin space, the second one is due to the 
intramolecular spin-orbii and spin-spin coupling and the 
third term describes the magnetic dipole (spin-spin) inter-
actions between different molecules Using well-known 
properties of the 0 2 ' 2 / ground state and the results of ab 
initio calculations2' on the Ο,-Ο, dimer, all the spin-cou­
pling parameters have been given ( analytically ) as functions 
of the (instantaneous) positions of the molecules in the lat­
tice and their orientations The integrated lattice dynamics 
and spin-wave formalism, which is based on the random 
phase approximation, is an extension of a recent lattice dy­
namics approach " " ^ This approach has been developed for 
the description of large amplitude motions in molecular 
crystals and it has been applied already to solid N, We hjve 
applied the extended formalism to solid O, in the a and 0 
phases 
Since especially the Heisenberg exchange coupling pa­
rameter is strongly anisotropic and dependent on the ínter-
molecular distance, a substantial coupling between the lat-
tice vibrations in solid О
г
 and its magnetic properties could 
be expected The actual mixing between the lattice modes, 
phonons and librons, and the magnons appears to be small, 
however Except for those (isolated) points in the Bnllouin 
zone where the relevant dispersion curves show avoided 
crossings, this mixing can be neglected Thus, it is possible to 
treat the lattice dynamics and the spin waves separately 
The lattice dynamics and spin-wave calculations which 
we have then made separately, are still substantially differ­
ent from the earlier treatments In the lattice dynamics 
Hamiltonian we have retained the spin-coupling terms, with 
averaged spin operators Especially the inclusion of the Hei­
senberg term with its strong anisotropy appears to be crucial 
The spin factor (δ,,-β,, ) changes from г — 1 for the near­
est neighbors in a-02 to = - 0 5 for those in 0-O¡, which 
yields a discontinuity in the anisotropic potential at the a-0 
phase transition The coupling parameters in our spin hamil-
tonian have been obtained by averaging (renormahzing) the 
ab initio parameter functions over the lattice vibrations So, 
in contrast with the earlier spin-wave treatments, we were 
not obliged to fit any empirical parameters Another essen-
tial improvement upon these treatments is the explicit consi-
deration of the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction as a two-
body spin operator The only non ab initio data in our 
approach are the long range dispersion coefficients in the 
spin independent potential By choosing diflerent values for 
these coefficients we have demonstrated, however, that our 
conclusions do not depend on this choice 
The optical (q = 0) magnon frequencies from the spin 
wave calculations on α-O, are in fair agreement with the 
values from infrared and Raman spectrometry Especially if 
one considers that no parameter fitting was involved in these 
TABLEVIII Optica] (q — 0) libran frequencKS in π and β О from pun librnnidlculations dm ) 
Putung 
J = 0 
Including 
Enpenmenl 
Rcf 6 
a-O, 
« Ц 
Í, 
Л, 
ε. 
23 9 
37 8 
29 4 
19 7 
547 
24 6 
38 9 
507 
42 9 
25 3 
63 1 
42 4 
21 5 
607 
J9 6 
39 9 
72 2 
53 6 
42 6/42 0 
74 2/72 0 
480/42 0 
( Γ » 13/20K) 
( 7 - = 2 5 / 4 0 K ) 
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calculations this is very satisfactory and it supports the va 
lidity of our first principles Hamiltonian A more detailed 
study of the magnetic properties of solid O , will be described 
in a subsequent paper •" 
The lattice dynamics results are even more rewarding 
They have led to a unique assignment of the Raman (q = 0) 
libron peaks in cr- and ¡в О, The large splitting between the 
peaks m α-Ο, which could not be explained by any of the 
previous lattice dynamics calculations appears to be caused 
by the extremely strong anisotropy of the Heisenberg ex 
change coupling parameter For this reason, it was crucial to 
include the Heisenberg term in the lattice dynamics calcula 
tions and to know its dependence on the molecular onenta 
tions from ab initio calculations 
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Section 3.2 
SYMMETRY ANALYSIS OF THE 
LATTICE VIBRATIONS/SPIN WAVES OF a-Oa 
A.P.J. Jansen 
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry 
University of Nijmegen 
Toernooiveld 
6525 ED Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
Abstract 
After determining the magnetic space group of а-Оз, we have made a 
symmetry analysis of the phonons, librons, and magnons in the context 
of the RPA formalism, and determined at which points in the Brillouin 
zone there is a mixing of the magnons and the librons/phonons. It is 
shown that the time reversed operator yields doubly degenerate modes at 
some points on the boundary of the Brillouin zone. We have derived the 
selection rules for IR and Raman spectroscopy. The magnons appear to 
be both IR and Raman active via their coupling with the magnetic dipole 
field of the radiation. This may be verified by experiments with polarized 
IR radiation. 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Solid oxygen is a unique system. It combines the properties of a molecular 
crystal with those of a magnetic material. The coupling of the structural 
and magnetic interactions leads to very interesting but also very complex 
phenomena. This is also apparent from the phase-diagram;1 already at low 
pressures there are three phases instead of the ordinary one or two. 
Experimental research on solid oxygen dates back to the beginning 
of this century.2 However, the interpretation of these early and also of 
later measurements is still controversial.3 It is very difficult to obtain single 
crystals of the α and β phase. Only recently the first experiments on single 
crystals of а-Ог have been reported.4 These experiments have proved to 
be very valuable, but most measurements today are still done on powder 
samples. 
Until recently theorists have been treating the structural and mag­
netic properties separately. 5 - 1 1 In our institute we have developed a for­
malism to describe the coupling between the spin waves and the lattice 
vibrations. It is an extension of a formalism we developed to describe 
phonons, librons and their coupling in solid nitrogen. 1 2 , 1 3 Because of the 
close resemblance of our phonon-libron formalism to the usual spin wave 
theory we were able to integrate both schemes. Using this lattice vibra­
tions/spin wave formalism we could explain the large libron-splitting in 
а-Оз and the relative magnitudes of the libron frequencies in a- and β-02, 
basing ourselves on a spin-dependent Hamiltonian for the lattice dynamics 
calculations.1 4 , 1 5. Furthermore, our calculations yielded reasonable values 
for the optical magnon frequencies and detailed information on the coupling 
between magnons and librons/phonons. 
In this paper we will investigate the symmetry aspects of this cou­
pling in а-Ог- We will determine the symmetries of the lattice vibra­
tions/spin waves. In the literature, only the symmetry assignment of the 
optical phonons and librons can be found.16 This assignment is based on 
the harmonic approximation. The group theoretical analysis with this ap­
proximation has been described by Maradudin and Vosko.17 We will use the 
Random Phase Approximation (RPA) as it applies both to librons/phonons 
and magnons. In cases where the harmonic approximation or the classical 
spin wave theory holds, the RPA formalism yields identical results. For a 
detailed description of the RPA formalism we refer to Ref. 13 and 15. A 
symmetry analysis for classical spin waves has been given by Sahni and 
Venkataraman.18 We will also determine the selection rules for IR and Ra-
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man spectroscopy, and suggest an experiment with polarized IR radiation. 
2. T h e magnet ic space group of а-Оз 
The non-magnetic space group of а-Ог as determined by X-ray diffraction 
measurements is С |
л
 (C2/m). 1 9 This group is not appropriate, however for 
a group theoretical analysis that includes the magnetic properties. For this 
purpose, we have to determine the magnetic space group of a-Oj, which is 
determined by the magnetic structure as obtained from neutron diffraction 
measurements.20 
The magnetic space group contains a non-magnetic space group as a 
subgroup.21 It is obvious that this subgroup must also be a subgroup of 
С |
л
. From C| f c we have to omit those primitive translations that connect 
the molecules in the two different magnetic sublattices. Thus we obtain the 
space group C2h{P2/m). The crystal, including the magnetic structure, is 
invariant under this space group. As it is a subgroup of C | h with index 
two, it must be the non-magnetic space group that we are looking for. In 
order to obtain the magnetic space group we add symmetry operations that 
relate the molecules on different sublattices to each other. An operation 
{0|r(0)} that reverses all spins and then translates all molecules by an 
intermolecular vector between nearest neighbours, interchanges the mag­
netic sublattices. Combining this operation with the elements of C ^ we 
obtain the magnetic space group of a-O^. Its Hermann-Mauguin symbol 
is Cp2/m in the notation of Opechowski and Guccione.21 We write its ele­
ments as {a | R } and {αθ \ R + r(0)}, where α E Сзл, and R is a primitive 
translation of C ^ . 
3. T h e equat ion of m o t i o n 
The RPA formalism is based on the following equation of motion 1 3 , 1 5 
[H,c] = hwc (1) 
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, с an excitation operator, and 
Αω ein excitation energy. We will associate with every element {a \ R} or 
{αθ | R + r ( 0 ) } of the magnetic space group of а-Ог an operator Ο ({α | R}) 
or O({a0 | R+r(0)}) that operates on the same Hilbert space ω the Hamil­
tonian. These operators commute with the Hamiltonian. Suppose we have 
a complete set of excitation operators {c¿}. Then every operator О {{a | R}) 
ο,Ο ({a I R } ) " 1 andÔ({ai l |R + r(ff)})ciÔ({ai?|R + r(<?)})-1 is also an ex-
citation operator with the same excitation energy as Ci. If we express these 
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Operators as linear combinations of operators of the set {e¿}, we obtain 
(co)representations of the magnetic space group.22 Assuming that there is 
no accidental degeneracy, the (co)representations are irreducible. The ir-
reducible («^representations of Cpljm thus give us the degeneracies and 
and symmetries of the lattice vibrations/spin waves of a-O^. In what fol-
lows we will determine these irreducible co-representations, and how they 
relate to RPA. 
4. The symmetries of the single molecule MF states 
In the RPA formalism the Hamiltonian and the excitation operators are 
expressed in terms of MF excitation operators (cf. Eq. (6)). These are 
in turn defined in terms of single molecule MF states. We thus start by 
looking at the symmetries of the single molecule MF states. 
The transformation properties of these states under the point group 
{α, aß | a € Сгь} are determined by a group of operators isomorphic to 
this point group. The operators corresponding with the elements of Сгн 
are defined as follows23 
Ó(a)V(x) = V(a"1x) (2) 
for librational (x = (0,^)) or translational states (x = r ) . If we write 
the spin states in the standard representation24 then they transform as 
spherical harmonics under rotations. They are invariant under inversion. 
The operator that yields the reversal of the spin momenta is the time 
reversal operator that is given by24 
0(0) = ÄOe-*'5», (3) 
where KQ is the complex conjugation operator. Again the spin states must 
be in standard representation. We note that the operators of Eq. (2) are 
unitary, whereas 0(0) is antiunitary. 
The symmetries of the single molecule MF states can be determined 
by inspection of the results of the MF calculations. However, we can also 
use some physical arguments. The 5 = 1 spin states transform according 
to the irreducible representation Ζ^1)"1" of the direct product of the rotation 
group and the group C,·.24 This representation decomposes under C2h into 
2Bg + Ag. The MF ground spin state must have Β9 symmetry because the 
state of Ag symmetry (i.e. | т 8 = 0)) has no spin momentum along the 
monoclinic axis. The two excited MF spin states must then be of Α9 and 
Bg symmetry. 
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The total single molecule state must be symmetric under permutation 
of the nuclei (nuclear spin momentum I = 0 for 1 6 0 2 ) . The electronic 
ground state ( 3 Σ~) is odd under this permutation, and the vibrational and 
translational factors are even, so that the Hbrational states are ungerade. 
Librational states with A
u
 symmetry have a nodal plane perpendicular to 
the monoclinic axis. The equilibrium orientation is also perpendicular to 
the monoclinic axis, and therefore the librational MF ground state will 
have B
u
 symmetry. The librational MF excited states have А
и
 and В
и 
symmetry. The translational MF ground state will have no nodal plane 
and thus have Ag symmetry. The first three translational excited states 
will have one nodal plane and thus have A
u
 symmetry (a nodal plane 
perpendicular to the monoclinic axis) and B
u
 symmetry (the nodal plane 
contains the monoclinic axis; there are two of these states). The operator 
0(0) has no effect on the librational and translational MF states as they are 
real. It interchanges the corresponding MF spin states of the two magnetic 
sublattices. 
5. Transformation properties of the MF (de)excitation operators 
The MF crystal states are defined in terms of the single molecule MF states 
*{-}{">{*>Ξ ^ФиІ^ЖЛъМ^іЛ^г)· (4) 
Ρ 
The superscripts denote the types of motions; L stands for librations, Τ for 
translations and 5 for spin. Furthermore, Ip and R p denote the sublattice 
to which molecule Ρ belongs and the position of the molecule, respectively. 
We can define a group of operators, called the symmetry group of the 
Hamiltonian, that determines the transformation properties of these states 
under Cp2/my as follows 
0 ( { a | R } ) * { m } M { f c } 
= 0 ( а ) П ^ ( П { а | я } к , ) 
ρ 
X >Й? (Γ{α I R} В.
Р
 )VS/, И « I *}*-r )> M 
Ô ( { a 0 | R + r ( 0 ) } ) * { m H „ H f c } 
= 0(а)]ІфМ(П{а]ТІ+г{ т і , ) 
ρ 
х ψ£}(τ{
α
 | н + г ( в ) } н Р ) 4 ^ / Р 1 С И в | R + r ( 9 )}R P ), (5b) 
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where 0(0;) is defined by Eq. (2) but now it operates on all single molecule 
MF states, and IptC denotes the sublattice that is not given by Ip. The 
operators in Eq. (5a) are unitary, whereas those in Eq. (5b) are antiunitary. 
We obtain the MF crystal ground state Φο if we put all m's, n's and 
fc's in Eq. (4) equal to zero. We note that this state, combined with all 
electronic states of the molecules, is invariant under Cp2fm. We get singly 
excited MF crystal states by taking one of the m's, n's and fc's not equal to 
zero. Using the singly excited MF crystal states we can define the following 
operators 
aL,P,m — 
Π ®1i" (6) 
(and analogous operators for the translation and the spin). These operators 
yield singly excited MF crystal states when working on the MF crystal 
ground state Φο· They transform as 
aK
-
P
'
m
 {ав\ 
{a |R}
 .óf {a,R} Up^í ia,R} V (7) 
We adapt these operators to the translation al symmetry of the crystal 
a<l,K,I,fn - 7 7 T 7 ¿ ^ ^ 4 Гак,р,т> ( 8 ) 
V
'
1 Y
 Pesublattice/ 
where N denotes the number of unit cells. The transformation properties 
of the translationally adapted operators under Cpljm are given by 
0({α|Ε})α^ > Λ ι η Ο*({α|Κ» 
= S a *
m
e -
< e q
-
R
a * q i J r i / i m , (9a) 
Ô ({a0 IR + r(i)}) < * ( Л т Ôt ({oí I В. + P ( Í ) } ) 
= saKmé^^m)^a4KUmì (9b) 
where SaKm = ü (see Table 1), and Ie denotes the sublattice that is not 
given by I. 
In deriving Eq. (9b) we have used that Ο ({αθ \ R + r(0)}) is antiuni­
tary and that also for an antiunitary operator A 
А{\ф)(ф\)АІ=(А\ф)){(ф\АІ) (10) 
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Table 1. The factor 8
а
к
т
 in Eq. (9). 
К 
L 
Τ 
S 
symmetry of ψίη. ' 
A« 
B« 
в, 
aec2h 
E c2 
- 1 - 1 
σ 
- 1 
holds. We observe that the values for 8
а
к
т
 are not the characters of the 
irreducible representations of Сгя which are spanned by the states ф
т
. The 
reason for this is that the single molecule MF ground states do not all have 
Ag symmetry. 
The excitation operators of Eq. (6) play the same role in the RPA 
formalism as the displacement coordinates in the harmonic approximation. 
In particular their transformation properties are the same. 
6. The transformation properties of the RPA matrix and its 
eigenvectors 
We can now determine the transformation properties of the RPA matrix. 
Let us first write the Hamiltonian in second quantized form 
Я = ( Ф о | Я | Ф о > + £ 
ΣΣΣ
4
^'(-.»Κ <іКІтичКЧп 
IKK' IJ mn 
+ Σ EE,wr/Sjr,K»)eU/-.«V/.+h·«· 
κκ' IJ mn 
K<K' 
( И ) 
This Hamiltonian must be invariant under Cp2/m. Using Eq. (9a) we find 
for the coefficients 
ач
 п
к
'(т,п) = «Y™''(m,n)S
aKmSaK,n, 
a 4ÍV/S*'(m,n) = q ^ /S i f ' (m ,n )5 a A - m 5 a i f . „ , 
(12а) 
(12b) 
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and using Eq. (9b) we find 
"
e 4 W £ £ ' K O * = ^Wff {т,п)8
аКт
5
аК
,
п
. 
The RPA equation is obtained by substituting 
.x _ V" L(x+)
 a
t Л.М-)
 a
 „
r
 1 
Kim 
into Eq. (1). It is an eigenvalue equation of the matrix 
R(a) _ f ЧА -Г Ч В) ^ 
with 
and 
4AKim,K'J
n
 =
 4VI
KjK'(m,n), 
Ч
Вкітп,К
,
Зп = ' 
Now, denning 
r чWfjK (n, m) + 4 W # j r (m, n), if К = К' 
4W^I
K
'(
n
,m), if К > К1 
1-чИ#*Кп), if К < К'. 
f( {« IR} λ
 Ξ
 [ Γ ( q ; {«β IR+И·)} ) 
V4' {ав|К+г(9)}У I
 0 
(13a) 
(13b) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
1
 ^Чі {
а
е\в.+г( )}) 
(18) 
with 
r (q ; {a | R})jr/m,jr'Jn = e %<1'п8
а
кт!>кк'6и6
тп
, (19a) 
r(q; {a | R + г(0)})* / т ,*г., я = e - ^ ^ + ' ^ ^ a ^ ^ j f . í / ^ ^ , (19b) 
we obtain using Eqs. (12), (13), (15)-(17) 
f(q; (a | R}) R(q) f(q; {a | R})* = i î(aq), (20а) 
[f (q; {αθ | R + r(i)})ÄO] ВД [f (q; W | R + r(fl)}) JTQ] t 
= Ä ( - a q ) . (20b) 
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The matrices (18) form a co-representation of Cp2/m if the wave vector 
q lies in the interior of the Brillouin zone. Equation (20) shows that the 
solutions of the RPA equation with wave vector q form bases for the irre­
ducible co-representations of the subgroup of Ср2/тп with elements {a \ R} 
and {ct9 | R + r(0)} with a q = q and orq = - q , respectively. Bases for the 
irreducible co-representations of Cp2/m are obtained by collecting those 
solutions of the RPA equations that correspond with the different wave 
vectors of a star. 
If we place the coefficients с^
к
}
т
 in Eq. (14) in a column vector с
ч 
we find using Eq. (9) 
c q
 { a
'
R }
 • f (q; { a | R } ) c q , (21a) 
{afl|R+r(0)} « 
c q • r(q; {αθ \ R + r(fl)»ÄOcq, (21b) 
if a q = q and a q = —q, respectively. Actually these transformations led 
us to Eqs. (l8)-(20). 
If q lies on the zone boundary we have to take a subgroup of Cp2/m 
with a q = q + Q and a q = — q+Q, where Q is a primitive translation of the 
reciprocal lattice. For some wave vectors we must make some sign changes 
in Eq. (19b), according to Eq. (21b). However, this is really immaterial. 
In what follows we will only need to know the irreducible representations 
of non-magnetic space groups. 
7. The symmetr ies of the lat t ice vibrat ions / sp in waves 
We can now determine the symmetries of the lattice vibrations/spin waves 
for every wave vector q. There are essentially three steps. First, we have 
to determine the subgroup {{a | R} , {a$ \ R + r(0)}} of Cp2/m with a q = 
q + Q for the non-magnetic elements and aq = — q + Q for the magnetic 
elements. Secondly, we have to determine the irreducible representations 
with wave vector q of the subgroup of this subgroup that consists of all 
non-magnetic elements. Thirdly, we have to check whether the magnetic 
elements yield extra degeneracies. 
All three steps are easy. The first step is trivial. The subgroup of the 
second step is a symmorphic space group. The irreducible representations 
are found by looking up the irreducible representations of the point group of 
the elements for which a q = q + Q holds and then multiply with exp(—»q· 
R). The irreducible co-representations that give the symmetries of the 
lattice vibrations/spin waves are determined in the third step. 
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Table 2. The symmetry of the lattice vibrations/spin waves. 
point in the 
Brillouin zone2 5 
general 
plane ΑΒΓΥ 
plane EDZC 
line ZC 
lines AE and BD 
T a n d y 
A 
Ζ and С 
A and В 
E and D 
{a |aq = 
q + Q} 
Ci 
c. 
ct 
C2 
C2 
Cih 
C2 
C2h 
C2h 
symmetry of the single molecule 
MF state that is excited 
librations 
A
u 
A" 
A'+A" 
В 
A+B 
B
e 
В 
Вд + Ви 
Аи + Вд 
Ад+Вд 
Bu 
А! 
Α'+Α" 
А 
Α+Β 
Ад 
А 
Ад + Аи 
Ад + Ви 
Ад + Вд 
librons 
translations 
A
u 
А" 
А'+А" 
А 
А+В 
Au 
А 
Аъ + Вд 
Аи+Ви 
Bu 
А! 
А'+А" 
В 
А+В 
Ви 
В 
Вд + Ви 
Ад + Ви 
Аи+Ви 
phonons 
spin 
А
д 
А" 
А'+А" 
В 
А+В 
в0 
В 
Вд + Ви 
Аи + Вд 
Ад+Вд 
в
д 
А' 
А'+А" 
А 
А+В 
Ас 
А 
Л„+А
и 
Ад + Ви 
Ад + Вд 
magnons 
We know from group theory that the irreducible co-representations of 
a magnetic group are characterized by the irreducible representations of 
the subgroup of all non-magnetic elements that they subduce.2 2 There are 
three possibilities. If the irreducible co-representation is of the first kind 
it subduces one irreducible representation; if it is of the second kind it 
subduces two equivalent irreducible representations and if it is of the third 
kind it subduces two non-equivalent irreducible representations. There is a 
doubling of the degeneracy if the irreducible co-representation is of the sec­
ond or third kind. Fortunately, the following simple character test enables 
us to classify the irreducible co-representation. 
Σ χ({*91R + r(0)}2) = Μ, - M , or 0, (22) 
<x,R 
a q = - q + Q 
where M is the number of terms in the summation and χ is the character 
of an irreducible representation. The different results of the summation 
hold for an irreducible co-representation of the first, second and third kind, 
respectively. We note that we only need to know the irreducible represen­
tations of a non-magnetic space group. 
As the third step we thus take all irreducible representations that we 
have found in the second step and apply the character test above. The 
result indicates from what kind of irreducible co-representation the irre­
ducible representation is subduced. The final results are shown in Table 2. 
The modes are labelled using the wave vector and the label of the irreducible 
representation of the point group. A plus sign denotes an irreducible co-
representation that subduces two irreducible representations. The labels 
denote these two irreducible representations. The two irreducible repre­
sentations that are subduced by the same irreducible co-representation 
of the third kind can be determined by operating with {0|r(0)} on the 
basis of the irreducible representations. We note that all irreducible co-
representations are of the first or of the third kind. Those of the first 
kind are one-dimensional and those of the third kind are two-dimensional. 
The symmetry assignments of the phonons and librons are the same as 
we would have obtained when working with the harmonic approximation 
and two molecules per unit cell.17 We can visualize the irreducible co-
representations of the third kind as follows. Imagine that only the molecules 
of one sublattice participate in an excitation. The excitation has a certain 
point group symmetry. The operation {$ |r(0)} translates the excitation 
to the other sublattice, thereby changing its symmetry (see Fig. 1 for two 
examples). 
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(о) 
А+В 
9 и 
С с 
-
 +
 -
 +
 - m - + - + + - + -
+ - + -
в 
я 
(ь) 
А+В 
я я 
Fig. 1. Signs of the coefficients in the basis vectors of the irreducible co-representations 
A g + Вщ. of the Л-point (a) and Ag + B9 of the E-point (b). The basis vectors are 
expressed in terms of the excitation operators of Eq. (6). (Only operators with Ag 
symmetry are considered.) 
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8. Selection rules for IR and Raman spectroscopy 
A practical application of the group theoretical analysis is the determina­
tion of the selection rules for IR and Raman spectroscopy. According to the 
symmetry analysis for α-oxygen based on the harmonic approximation, two 
libron modes, one with Α0 and one with Bg symmetry, should be Raman 
active. No modes should be IR active.16 This analysis, however, does not 
apply to magnons. 
If we restrict ourselves to one-phonon, -libron, and -magnon modes 
then only optical (q = 0) modes can be IR or Raman active.26 The dom­
inant interaction with radiation fields for IR adsorption is normally the 
electric dipole interaction. Other interactions that are linear in the field 
strength are the magnetic dipole and the electric quadrupole interactions. 
We can neglect the last interaction because of the long wavelength of the 
IR radiation.3 7 The electric dipole operator has one component with A
u 
and two components with B
u
 symmetry. The optical phonons thus may be 
IR active by coupling to the electric dipole field. The magnetic dipole oper­
ator has one component with Α
β
 and two components with Β
β
 symmetry. 
The optical librons and magnons thus may be IR active by coupling to the 
magnetic dipole field. The intensity in Raman scattering is quadratic in 
the electric and magnetic dipole operators.2 8 The relevant entities are the 
electric polarisability, the magnetic susceptibility and a mixed susceptibil­
ity term which is a combination of an electric and a magnetic transition 
dipole. The former two can be decomposed into parts having Α
β
 and Β9 
symmetry, and the mixed term into parts having A
u
 and B
u
 symmetry. 
All modes thus may be К а т а л active. 
From this analysis it seems that more modes are IR or Raman active 
than are actually observed experimentally. Optical phonons are observed 
neither in IR nor in Raman spectra. The reason for this is as follows. 
In Table 2 we can observe that the optical phonons do not couple to the 
magnons. This means that they can be labelled according to the non­
magnetic space group C ^ of а-Ог. Their wave vector then will lie on the 
boundary of the Brillouin zone corresponding to the structural unit cell. In 
other words, the excitations on nearest neighbours for the optical phonons 
are out-of-phase, and consequently the optical phonons will be neither IR 
nor Raman active. 
As the coupling between the librons and the magnons is small,1 5 this 
holds also for half of the librons. The other two libron modes, which are Ra­
man active, are not observed in IR spectra because the magnetic transition 
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dipole moments are probably too small. The q = 0 magnons are observed 
in IR as well as in Raman spectra. As has been pointed out above, they are 
IR active because they couple to the magnetic dipole field. The magnetic 
transition dipole moments for the magnons are large. Therefore, it is prob­
ably the magnetic susceptibility that leads to the observation of magnon 
excitations in Raman experiments. 
9. Conclusions 
We have derived the symmetries of the lattice vibrations/spin waves of en-
oxygen by looking at the solutions of the RPA equations. Because of the 
non-zero electronic spin momentum of the O2 molecules, a magnetic space 
group is required to describe the symmetry of a-Oj. The symmetry group 
of the Hamiltonian consequently contains antiunitary operators. This in 
turn leads to the use of co-representations. 
The results differ in several aspects from those which are obtained 
when neglecting the magnetic structure of а-Оз. Except for the Г-, E-
and D-point in the Brillouin zone, the magnons couple to the librons and 
the phonons. For the Г-, E- and D-point the magnons only couple to the 
librons. At the boundary of the Brillouin zone the lattice vibrations/spin 
waves may become degenerate due to the time-reversal symmetry. The 
results as shown in Table 2 confirm the results of the numerical calculations 
we have made. 1 6 There are some slight errors in the dispersion curves in 
Fig. 3 of Ref. 15. Some forbidden crossings were not detected due to the 
smallness of the coupling between the magnons and the phonons/librons. 
The selection rules derived from the group theoretical analysis for IR 
and Raman spectroscopy agree with experiment. The magnon peaks in 
IR spectra can be explained by the coupling of the magnons to the IR 
radiation via the magnetic dipole interaction. Inspection of the results of 
the numerical calculation15 shows that the magnons at 6.4 and 27.3 c m - 1 
have Bg symmetry. This means that no adsorption should be observed in 
an experiment with a single crystal and polarized IR radiation with the 
magnetic dipole field parallel to the monoclinic axis. On the other hand, 
the libron at 42 c m - 1 2 9 may be observed in this experiment, depending on 
the strength of the libron-magnon coupling. The libron at 72 c m - 1 2 9 may 
be observed if the IR radiation is polarized with the magnetic dipole field 
perpendicular to the monoclinic axis. It would be interesting to perform 
these experiments. 
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Magnetic structure of/i-oxygen 
A Ρ J Jansen 
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry, Untuentty of Nijmegen, Toemooivetd, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherbnds 
(Received 8 October 1983) 
Treating the spins classically, we show that for /?-Oj the two-dimensional three-sublattice struc­
ture is unstable with respect to interlayer exchange couplings The energetically most favorable 
structure is found to be incommensunite Quantum-mechanical spin-wave calculations agree with 
the conclusions from the classical magnetic-stmcture calculations 
I INTRODUCTION 
The combination of magnetic and molecular properties 
makes solid oxygen a unique system Although it has 
been studied for a long time, much remains unexplained 
One of the unsolved problems is the magnetic structure of 
the β phase This phase consists of stacked tnangular 
layers forming a structure with space group Rim (sec 
Fig 1)" 
Magnetic susceptibility measurements21 indicate that 
0-O2 is a tnangular antiferromagnet The main feature of 
tnangular antiferromagnets is an intnnsic frustration ef­
fect If only intralayer nearest-neighbor exchange interac­
tions are taken into account, we already have a complex 
system If the spins are treated classically, it can be 
P-O2 R3m 
FIG 1 Structure of £-0, 
3) 
proved that they adopt a thne-sublattice structure, 1 е., 
the nearest-neighbor spins make angles of 120*4 ' Howev­
er, a quantum-mechanical treatment of S = j spins on 
such lattice has shown that there are other structures, 
which are energetically more favorable ' This may be true 
for /?-02 (5 = 1) also Actually, the situation is more 
complex because of the interlayer exchange interactions 
In most papers it is assumed that the layers adopt the 
three-sublattice structure, and that there is no interaction 
between the layers ' · ' The latter assumption follows from 
the former in this sense, that if the spins are treated classi­
cally, then the field for a given spin due to the spins in 
other layers vanishes exactly The first assumption of a 
perfect three-sublattice structure is, however, in contradic­
tion with neutron diffraction, which shows only short-
range but no long-range order ' 
In a recent paper10 a magnetic structure calculation was 
done for a system with a comparable lattice (1 e, CjEu) 
It was shown, using a model worked out by Nagamiya," 
that the three-sublattice structure lost its long-range order 
due to the interlayer exchange coupling In this paper we 
determine the magnetic structure of ^-0 2 , using the same 
model We check whether β-Οχ shows the same distortion 
of the three-sublattice structure as C¿Eu, thus explaining 
the neutron-diffraction experiment Moreover, we com-
pare the results of this classical model with those from 
quantum-mechanical spin-wave calculations 
II THEORY 
As we have shown in a previous paper,11 the spin-
dependent part of the Hamiltoman of solid oxygen can be 
wntten as a sum of three terms 
Η=Η
α
+Η
ίΛ
.+Η
Λ}> (21) 
The first term is the well-known Heisenberg exchange 
term, the second term is due to the intramolecular spin-
spin and spin-orbit coupling, which couples the spin to 
the molecular axis, and the third term describes the mag­
netic dipole-dipole coupling between the spin momenta 
Wormer and van der Avoird" have shown that the 
exchange-coupling constant J in 
Я „ = - 2 J / . _
Ш
8 . 8
Ш
 (2 21 
<«,m> 
63S2 ©1986 The American Physiol Society 
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strongly depends on the positions and the onentations of 
the molecules In this equation the sum mns over all spin 
pairs The composite index n = (Л],Л2,Лз 1 denotes the 
spin at ^-2=η ¡л, + η2*2 + η¡b). ·ι. a¡, and aj being prim-
itive translations (see Fig 1) Also, the other two terms 
contain position- and onentation-dependent factors '2 
However, in a mean-field (MF) sense we can take statisti-
cal averages over the lattice vibrations and make the 
Hamiltonian of Eq (2 1) only spin dependent The 
Heisenberg term then remains formally the same, with the 
coupling parameter J replaced by its average value The 
second term Η,
 α
 for the 0 phase simplifies further if we 
assume that the librations of the molecules arc small so 
that effectively the molecular axes are fixed along the 
crystallographic с axis, which we take as the ζ axis (sec 
Fig I) This leads to the form in which this term is nor­
mally used " 
Н^=*25« ^>(» (2 3) 
As the dipole-dipole term is much smaller than the other 
two, we neglect it altogether (usually, instead of the 
dipole-dipole term, one takes ал in-plane amsotropy term, 
which is zero in ß-Oj) " 
In order to determine the magnetic structure, we follow 
a standard method that treats the spins classically ' ' We 
start by taking only the Heisenberg term into account 
Defining 
•'<q>=Σ•^*"",· 
and 
S(q)=Ar- , / 22S.e""1*, 
(2 4a) 
(2 4b) 
the energy pertaining to the Heisenberg term can be writ­
ten as 
£ „ = - 2 ^ 4 ) 8 ( 4 ) S(-q) 
ч 
(2 5) 
The magnetic structure is obtained by minimizing this en­
ergy with the restriction that Sl=S2=l tor all η The 
minimum energy is given by 
-NS2JiQ) (2 6) 
Here Q is a vector that maximizes J{q) The spin onen­
tations are given by 
- I Q R . 
S. = N-,n[e v ^ S < Q ) + e x ^ S ( - Q ) ] <Q».c (2 7) 
where S(Q) [ = S ( - Q ) * ] is arbitrary with the restriction 
on SQ mentioned above We note that in the minimum-
energy configuration all spins lie in a plane As the 
Heisenberg Hamiltonian is isotropic in spin space, it is 
clear that we can choose the plane we want the spins to lie 
in If we interpret the operator S „ classically as the ζ 
component of the spin S., we see that, as A X„SL¿0> 
we can minimize this term if we put all spins parallel to 
the crystallographic a- b plane. The onentations of the 
spins then become 
5„=Ss in (Q-R, ) , 
S ^ S c o s l Q R , , ) , 
5 „ = 0 
(2 8) 
The foregoing discussion shows that this structure mini-
mizes the energy of the total Hamiltonian, and thus that 
Eqs (2 8) denote the onentations that the spins will adopt 
in the ground state of the crystal 
In order to get further support for the results of these 
classical calculations, via a quantum-mechanical treat-
ment of the spins, we have computed magnon frequencies 
using the MF formalism followed by the random-phase 
approximation (RPA), starting from the three-sublattice 
structure If only the Heisenberg term is taken into ac-
count, MF yields the same magnetic ground state as the 
classical model " However, we can impose the transla-
tional symmetry of the three-sublattice structure on the 
MF solution MF then yields this structure and RPA 
yields the conesponding magnon frequencies This 
method is well known, therefore, we just refer to Refs 12, 
16, and 17 for details As we are interested in the stability 
of the three-sublattice structure, we have to scan recipro-
cal space to see if there are magnon modes with imaginary 
frequency " In that case it can be proved that the three-
sublattice structure is not stable i9~il From the q vectors 
of such modes and the solutions of the corresponding 
RPA equations one can deduce in what way the three-
sublattice structure will distort 
III RESULTS 
As the exchange-coupling constants decrease very fast 
with increasing distance between the molecules, the sum-
mation in the definition of Jiq), Eq (2 4a), can be trun-
cated after a few terms The dominant terms pertain to 
the nearest-neighbor pairs, with 7
Ν Ν
 < 0 Although ß-O^ 
is often considered a two-dimensional system,7 8 " we will 
show that this is not correct For this purpose we have to 
take into account the coupling J' between neighbonng 
molecules in different layers Furthermore, also the m-
tralayer next-nearest-neighbor constant /NNN turns out to 
be important The three interactions are indicated in Fig 
1 We can express J(q) in terms of yN N , yNNN , and J' 
y (q )=2J N 
+ 1Г 
cos(aij,) + 2cos 
aq,^3 eg, 
3 3 
"4, νΊ 
+2cos 
+ 2JN coe( aqT Vb ) + 2 cos 2 
aq
r
Vb eg, 
6 3 
2 
(3 1) 
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Here α = 0 3272 nm and с = 1 1277 nm are the cell pa­
rameters In order to find the vector Q that maximizes 
J(q), we have used the method of steepest descent u This 
is the simplest method to determine the maximum or 
minimum of a function of more than one variable, but 
certainly not the most efficient However, it took general­
ly less than 1 sec of central-processing-umt time on a 
NAS-9040 computer to find Q, so that little would be 
gained by using more sophisticated methods The error in 
the angle between neighboring spins thus found is less 
than 001' When more became known about the most 
stable structure, the numerica] computations could be sup­
plemented and refined analytically 
Setting /NNN=^'=0 we have found that J(q) was 
maximal for Q=y(b|—bj) (and symmetry-related 
points) Here b,, bj, and bj denote the primitive transla­
tions of the reciprocal lattice So the neglect of JNNN and 
]' leads to the three-sublattice structure that is assumed in 
the two-dimensional models of ß-Oj " " However, as 
/MNN and J' an not likely to be zero, a number of dif-
ferent phases becomes possible. In Fig 2 we show the 
phase diagram for / ' < 0 In crossing a phase boundary, 
Q can change continuously, in which case the boundary is 
drawn as a dashed line, or discontmuously, and then the 
boundary is indicated by a thick solid line We observe 
that the sign of ΛΙΝΝ I S егУ important for the magnetic 
structure, as the line /NNN—0 l s a discontinuous transi­
tion line for J'/JUN < 3 In Fig 3 we show the magnetic 
structures of the different phases Phases I and II have 
commensurate structures, phase II is the magnetic stmc-
FIG 3 Magnetic structures for the phase of Fig 2 Three adjacent layen are shown The middle layer is depicted by the large 
connected arrows The short arrows and the arrows of intermediate length depict the lower and upper layer, respectively 
I«. 
in 
11 
11 
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FIG 2 Phase diagram for J' <0 
ture we find in α-O] All other phases are incommensu­
rate. The angle a between the spins in phase III goes to 
120* if / N N N —ш For finite values of 7 Ν Ν Ν this angle is 
greater, depending on J' The angle α in phase IV goes to 
120* if / ' goes to zero If J'/JNN < 1 5, then a—120" if 
•'NNN -•·" In phase V the angle a increases from 120* to 
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180* on approaching the boundary with phase II 
The phase diagram for J' > 0 is identical to Fig 2 if we 
put —J'/Jtm on the honzontal axis We can get the 
magnetic structures of the phases by reversing the small 
arrows and those of intermediate length in Fig 3 
The magnon frequencies for the three-sublattice struc­
ture have been calculated with two (de)excitation opera­
tors per molecule, one for each excited state Because of 
the second term, Я ^
а
 of Eq (2 1), the two excited states 
interact This implies that there are six magnon modes 
for every Я vector (there are three spins per unit cell of 
the three-sublattice structure) 
We have found that there is always a mode with imagi­
nary frequency with wave vector Q, the vector that max­
imizes /(q) This agrees with the magnetic-structure cal­
culations, which predict a structure with wave vector Q 
that is more stable than the three-sublattice structure 
However, the reverse statement, ι e, that the q vector of a 
mode with imaginary frequency maximizes J(q), is not 
true As there are no discontinuities in the dispersion 
curves, there is always a range in reciprocal space of 
modes with imaginary frequencies So the vector Q may 
only be determined approximately from the spin-wave cal­
culations But there are also modes with imaginary fre­
quencies with q vectors that yield small values for J{q) 
This becomes clear if we realize that the Bnllouin zone of 
the three-sublattice structure is smaller than the Bnllouin 
zone corresponding to the unit cell of Fig 1 Suppose 
that Q lies outside the Bnllouin zone of the three-
sublattice structure Then there is a magnon with imagi­
nary frequency with vector Q—К in this Bnllouin zone, 
where К is a pnmitive translation of the reciprocal lattice 
of the threc-sublatlice structure However, J(Q—K) is, 
in general, much smaller than JÍQ) 
Г DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The results of the magnetic-structure calculations show 
that the three-sublattice structure is not the structure with 
the lowest energy if J'=£0 and JHHN¥=0 The instability 
is pnmanly caused by the interlayer exchange coupling (if 
J'=0 and JNNN/JNN < "b then the three-sublattice struc­
ture is still stable) The intralayer next-nearest-neighbor 
exchange coupling also has an important influence, how­
ever, as Fig 2 clearly shows 
It is well known that the nearest-neighbor exchange 
coupling dominates the system This means that β-Οι 
adopts the structure of phase IV, V, or, if J' > 0, the cor 
responding phases with reversed spins in alternating 
'I N Krupskn, A I Prokhvatllov, Yu A Freiman, and A I 
Erenburg, Fiz Nizk Temp 5, 271 (1979) [Sov J Low Temp 
Phys 5, 130(1979)1 
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layers, which we denote by IV' and V' Thus, according 
to the classical model and MF, we can conclude that β-Ο] 
has an incommensurate magnetic structure No other 
magnetic-structure calculation4 s 2 4 has yet led to this con­
clusion In a recent paper Meier2' pointed out that a 
nonzero interlayer exchange coupling might lead to a dis­
tortion of the three-sublattice structure However, his 
model was too crude to draw any definite conclusions 
concerning the magnetic structure Moreover, he did not 
realize the importance of the intralayer next-nearest-
neighbor exchange coupling Loktev4 and Kuchta' in­
cluded only nearest-neighbor interactions in their calcula­
tions and thus concluded that the three-sublattice struc­
ture was most stable Kuchta's generalized MF theory ex­
cluded incommensurate structures So his results would 
probably not change if the interlayer exchange would be 
included 
Neutron-diffraction expenments show only diffuse 
magnetic scattering ' No long-range order is observed 
However, the observed and calculated magnetic peaks are 
weak Therefore, we think that an incommensurate mag­
netic structure is compatible with the neutron-diffraction 
expenments It would be interesting to take a closer look 
at the magnetic scattenng to see if there are indications of 
ал incommensurate structure 
To determine the actual magnetic structure we have to 
know the values of the exchange-coupling constants Us­
ing the Wormer—van der Avoird potential13 and putting 
the molecules parallel to the crystallographic с axis, we 
have found Jim = -9 6 K, JSNN=-2 3 x l 0 ~ ' K, and 
/ ' = 0 49 К This means that the magnetic structure of 
ß-Ol is given by phase V' with a = 121 7* Neutron dif-
fraction has shown, however, that J' is negative and 
small ' So 0-О2 most probably adopts phase V The an­
gle α can be calculated from the relation 
12— cos z a+2cosa-l- l-3-- + — — = 0 (4 1) 
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Magnetic coupling and dynamics in solid α and β-02. II. Prediction 
of magnetic field effects 
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Via simple thermodynamic arguments and via quantitative lattice dynamics and spin-wave 
calculations, we predict that the phase transition temperature T
aB in solid oxygen and the 
optical libron frequencies in the a and β phases will both be lowered by an external magnetic 
field The lowering of T^, vanes from about 0 I К at 7 5 Τ to about 1 2 К at 30 Τ The 
lowering of the B
s
 and А
г
 libron peaks in the Raman spectrum of a-Oj and of the Et peak in 
the β-Οι spectrum vanes between 1 5 and 2 9 cm ' at 30 Τ These shifts can be explained by 
the magnetic field induced changes in the sublattice magnetizations, which affect the 
Heisenberg exchange contnbution to the intermolecular potential From ab initio calculations 
it is known that the Heisenberg coupling parameter J is extremely anisotropic 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In (he preceding paper I1 we have discussed some prop­
erties of solid O,, both as a molecular crystal and as a mag-
netii. material A lattice and spm-Hamiltonian has been de­
rived from first principles and it has been shown that the 
dynamical and the magnetic properties of solid 0 2 are direct­
ly related by coupling terms in the Hamiltonian which con­
tain spin operators as well as structure dependent factors 
Especially in the Heisenberg exchange term the dependence 
of the coupling parameter У on the positions and orientations 
of the molecules is very strong 2 ' Lattice dynamics and spin-
wave calculations that take into account these coupling 
terms yield good agreement with the measured magnon and 
libran frequencies in α and /?-0, In particular, they explain 
the anomalously large libron splitting in a-02, which could 
not be understood from previous lattice dynamics calcula­
tions, bul which appears to be caused by the extreme anisot­
rop)' of the Heisenberg coupling parameter J ' * 
The most direct demonstration of the importance of the 
coupling terms in our first principles Hamiltonian would be 
the measurement of an effect of external magnetic fields on 
some properties that are normally determined by a spin-
independent intermolecular potential Typical properties of 
this type are the phonon and libron frequencies and the tran­
sition temperature between different solid phases In solid 
O. it should be possible to change (he transition temperature 
between (he α and β phases, as well as (he libron frequencies 
in each of these phases, by applying an external magnetic 
field. The important question is, however, whelher the 
changes are delectable for those field strengths that can be 
ohlained in practice (up to about 10 Τ in stadc fields) 1 In 
the presenl paper we estimate (he si7e of the magnetic field 
elTeds ua theoretical calculations, in order lu predict 
whether ihey will indeed be measurable 
II THEORY 
The theoretical framework for the calrulations has been 
completely described in paper I The Hamiltonian is defined 
bv Eqs (9 )-( l l ) The spiti-dependent terms, Eq (9), are 
the Heisenberg exchange term, the intramolecular spin-orbit 
and spin-spin coupling term and the intermolecular spin-
spin (magnetic dipole) coupling term The dependence of 
the Heisenberg coupling parameter J on the positions and 
onentations of the molecules, Eqs (3) and (35), has been 
obtained via ab initio calculations ^ The geometry depen­
dence of the other spin coupling parameters is well known, 
seeEqs (6) and (8) Lattice dynamics and spin-wave calcu­
lations with this Hamiltonian start by the construction of 
separate mean field (MF) states for the molecular vibra­
tions, translations, and librations, and for the spins, see Eqs 
(14)-(16) Next, the correlation between the motions of the 
individual molecules as well as the coupling between the 
phonons, librons, and magnons is introduced via the random 
phase approximation (RPA),Eqs (18)-(23) 
The extension of this formalism for the calculations in 
the present paper is very simple To the spin part of the Ham­
iltonian, Eq (9), we have to add the Zeeman interaction 
« z ^ i ^ X B - S , (1) 
with the external magnetic field В Since this terms depends 
only on the single-molecule spins S,, wejust need to add it to 
the MF Hamiltonian for the spins, Eq (16) TheMFstates 
for the spins will thus be changed, and via ι he thermodynam­
ic averages over the spin states in Eqs ( 14)-( 16), those for 
the translational vibrations and for the librations will change 
too The RPA Hamiltonian (IB), that yields the final 
phonon-libron-magnon states via Eqs ( 19)-(23), will be 
affected via the excitation and deexcitation operators 
etf'* and e ^ 
which are defined on the basis of the MF slates Just as in 
paper I, it is possible to make separate calculations for the 
lattice modes, the phonons and librons, and for the magnons, 
since there is very little mixing between these The separa­
tion only occurs at the RPA level, however and the coupling 
terms in the Hamiltonian have to be included in both calcu 
lations In the spin-wave calculdtions they should be aver 
aged over the (MF) molecular vibrations and in the lattice 
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TABLE I MagnclK stucrplibililKS (in 10-'>cm>g~ l) 
a-Oj 
Cakubted Etpenmcnl (Ref 6) 
Χι' 
ПК.) 
5 
10 
IS 
20 
22 S 
Χι =r. 
09 
3 J 
212 
56 0 
76 7 
X. 
262 0 
262 0 
262 0 
262 0 
262 0 
Д 
2S3 6 
253 6 
253 7 
253 8 
253 9 
0-O, 
X 
172 2 
173 0 
179 0 
1906 
197 5 
X 
48 1 
48 6 
506 
55 5 
601 
Calculated Expenmem (Ref 61 
ПК) χ. X.-X* X X 
25 2901 2996 2964 104 3 
42 275 6 282 8 2804 1304 
•Equation (2) yxldsj-j = 262 2x I0" ecm l j ' 
dynamics calculations they must be averaged over the ( MF) 
spin states At specific points in the Bnlloum zone of the 
structural Bravais lattice, for ¿xample at 4 = 0, the phonons 
and hbrons in a- and β-Ο, do not mix either 
III. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
Before looking at the a-0 phase transition temperature 
and the libron frequencies in a and β·θ2, we first consider 
the response of the spin systems to external magnetic fields 
The a phase is a two-sublattice collinear antiferromagnet 
with the sublattice magnetizations directed along the ¿1 axis 
of the monoclinic lattice This preferential magnetization di-
rection is usually imposed by a phenomenological spin Ham-
iltonian with two anisotropic single-particle spin terms, as in 
Eq ( I ) of paper I In paper I it is demonstrated, however, 
that it also follows from a spin Hamiltoman from first princi-
ples as in Eq (9) Applying a small external field В in the * 
direction or perpendicular to it, we have calculated both the 
resultant overall magnetization and the free energy lowering 
and from both quantities we have extracted the magnetic 
susceptibilities j ^ and χ, This calculation has been per­
formed at the MF level at vanous temperatures T, the results 
are given in Table I Although we have included the aniso­
tropic spin terms in the Hamiltoman of Eq ( 9 ), paper I, the 
result for^·, nearly satisfies the simple MF relation 
i ' i=%>ì l 'W(0) , " , "| - 1 (2) 
which has been derived from the Heisenberg term only The 
latticesum/tO) has been defined in Eq (25)of paperi The 
experimental data are given in Table I loo and we observe 
that our calculated values of y, and д-, are considerably too 
high 
Also for/?-0- (he calculated susceptibility values are too 
high, by about the same factor, se« Table I In this phase the 
magnelic anisotropy within the ab plane is absent and all 
components of the susceptibility are nearly equal 
From the calculated sublattice magnetizations, as a 
function of temperature, we have derived the Neel tempera­
ture T„ of 0-O3 The relation χ
α
 ( TN ) = x¡ ( T„ ) is approxi-
mately satisfied by the susceptibilities given in Table I, but 
not exactly because of the anisotropic spin terms in the Ham-
iltoman The value T,, = 49 5 К thus obtained cannot be 
directly compared with expenmem since the a phase is not 
stable above 23 9 К (at low pressure), but it is not far from 
estimated values " 7 
When a-O, is placed in a stronger magnetic field along 
the sublattice magnetization axis (the b axis) the spin mo­
menta will change directions by about 90* Experimentally, 
the so-called spin-flop field was found t o b e 7 5 ± 0 5 T " I n 
our calculations we can simulate this situation by increasing 
the field strength and we find the spin-flop field to lie at 7 1Τ 
(atO К) 
According to the simple relation (2) derived from MF 
theory the too high susceptibility values would indicate that 
the calculated Heisenberg coupling parameter J is consider­
ably too small in absolute value This has indeed been con­
cluded in a recent paper 9 We have evidence for the contrary, 
however Our values of Л together with the well known free 
molecule values for the parameters in the anisotropic spin 
Hamiltoman from first principles, Eq (9) of paper I, yield 
fairly good values for the optical magnon frequencies in a-
O;, which have been directly measured by infrared and Ra­
man spectroscopy Also the calculated Neel temperature 
and spin-flop field are quite realistic Moreover, if the abso­
lute value of/ would be substantially in error, then the abso­
lute values of its main anisotropic components would prob­
ably be incorrect too The latter values enter directly into the 
calculated difference of the optical libron frequencies m α-
O,, which was found to be in very good agreement with the 
Raman spectra ю ' ' Actually, in paper I this libron splitting 
has, for the first time, been quantitatively explained So we 
believe that the values of У extracted from the ab imito calcu­
lations1 are not seriously in error, but that the error m the 
calculated susceptibilities will be mainly caused by the use of 
the mean field model '2 " 
IV THE α-β PHASE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE 
The a phase of solid O, is stabilized with respect to the£ 
phase by the magnetic interactions, in particular by the Hei­
senberg exchange coupling So one expects that changes in 
the magnetic structure which may be caused by an external 
magnetic field will affect the phase transition temperature 
From a simple thermodynamic argument we can derive a 
relation between the change in the phase transition tempera­
ture and the applied field strength We start from the expres­
sion for the HelmholU free energy differential 
dA= -SdT-pdV-MdB (3, 
with S being the entropy, 7" the temperature, ρ the pressure, 
V the volume, M the magnetization, and В the magnetic field 
strength as usual We have to use14 the form — M dB for the 
magnetic contribution since the interaction of the magnetic 
dipole moments with the external field is explicitly included 
in the Hamiltoman, and thus in the free energ) Assuming 
that the magnetic susceptibility is field independent, we can 
write the free energy at field В as 
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A(B)=A[.0)+ f f - ^ - l </«' 
Jo L dB 1TV 
= /f(0)- Г xBdB· 
= Α(0)-\χΒ2 (4) 
which holds for any temperature Τ For temperatures close 
to the phase transition temperature T^ we expand the free 
energy of the α phase as 
Α
α
{Β,Τ)=Λ„(Β,τ
αβ
) + σ-Τ
α
„)\-^:\
ιιτ
 (5) 
while neglecting the higher order terms Equation (4) can be 
directly substituted into the first term of Eq (5) and it can 
also be put into the first derivatives 
ffki .ffti -iff^i в> 
l дТ \вт„„ l дТ Jor.» 2 l дТ Ь„„ 
- - ^ ( ^ ) I ¿г J? „ (6) 
The same equations can be written for the β phase Since, by 
definition 
and 
A.(.B.T)=A
e
(B,T). (8) 
if 7" is the transition temperature in the external field Β, we 
easily arrive at the following relation 
-4J£ (9) Δ Γ = -
2Δ$+ Β-Δ(.3χ/3Τ) 
with 
Δ5 = 5
ί
,(Γ„
β
) 
\ат) \дт\т„ {дти* 
Δ Γ = Г - Г^ = Τ^(.Β) - 7-^(0) (10) 
By estimating the quantity Α{3χ/άΤ) from the measure­
ments,67 " we have found that, for fields up to 30 T, the 
second term in the denominator of Eq (9) may be safely 
neglected Thus, the relation between the shift m the transi­
tion temperature and the applied field strength becomes sim­
ply 
Δ* 
2Δ5 
( И ) 
Both from expenment and from our calculations, see Table 
I, we know that Дд· > 0, mainly because the parallel compo­
nent of the susceptibility χ = \X, +\X is considerably 
smaller in the о phase Since the calculated values for χ яге 
not very reliable, we use the average experimental values of 
DeFolis" χ„ = 6 0 1Xl0- ' 'cm'g- 1 (at Г - 2 2 5 К) and 
χ
ΰ
 = 104 3x10 * cm1 g ' (at T= 25 K) Also the en­
tropy change AS is positive, since the fi phase is stable at 
higher temperatures, from the heat of transition, 92 
J mol" ','" we calculate that Δ 5 = 3 85 J mol ' К ' Sub­
stituting thesedata into Eq (11) we find that the α-β transi-
во 
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FIG 1 Magnetic field strength dependente of the a-0 phjse tninsilion 
temperature Tbe dashed turve depicts the aterjge Ігапміюп umperjture 
The solid curves indicate Ihe range of transition temperai ure ma powder 
sample Noie Iheefletl of Ihe spin flop m a О л 7 5 Τ 
lion temperature is lowered by the magnetic field by an 
amount of 1 83тК/Г' At a field strength of 30 Τ the lower­
ing of the phase transition temperature would thus be 1 65 
К 
The actual shift at higher magnetic field strengths will 
be smaller, however At 7 5 Τ the α phase exhibits a spin flop 
which increases the parallel susceptibility component to 
about the same value as the perpendicular component, and 
thus decreases Δ^ The effect of this spin flop on the change 
in Τ
αβ
 is clearly visible in Fig 1 The resulting Δ Γ is about 
0 1 К at 7 5 Τ and about 1 2 К at 30 T, a small bul possibly 
still measurable shift 
Another interesting phenomenon is observed by looking 
in detail at the anisotropy In the/7 phase the susceptibility is 
nearly, but not exactly isotropic, see Table I In α-oxygen γ,, 
ι e, the component along the b axis, is about half of ^ 1 at the 
phase transition temperature " Taking the susceptibility ra­
tios from Table I, we estimate that the shifts in the transition 
temperature will be — 2 88 mK/T' for a magnetic field 
along the * axis, - 1 37 mK/l2 for a field along the a axis 
and — 1 25 mK/T' for a field along the c' or с axis (the 
molecular axis) Such differences can only be measured in 
single crystals, of course In powder samples the α-β phase 
transition in a magnetic field will take place over a range of 
temperatures, see Fig 1 
V. MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS ON THE LIBRON 
FREQUENCIES 
It has been suggested by several authors'" " '" that it 
would be useful to measure (he Raman spectrum of solid O-
in an external magnetic field The reason for this suggestion 
was that the two peaks observed in or-O, could not be as­
signed in a satisfactory manner It was believed that the peak 
at lower frequency contains two accidentally degenerate ΰ
ν 
and А
я
 libron modes The peak at higher frequcnc> should 
then correspond with a two-libron or libron-magnon transi 
Hon17 '" or with a hbron or mixed libron-magnon mode 
which lies at the boundar> of the Rnllouin zone of the struc 
turai lattice but in the center of the magnetic Bnllouin 
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FIG 2 Magnetic field induced lowering of the optical hbron frequencie in 
a Oj 
zone ,9 In a magnetic field the possible magnon character of 
these modes could be detected by a change of their frequen-
cies, whereas pure hbron modes would not shift 
In paper I and in Ref 4 we have made a different assign-
ment of the Raman spectrum on the basis of ab initio calcula-
tions * The two peaks in α-O;, have been identified as the Bg 
and A
a
 hbron modes, respectively, and the large splitting 
was shown to be caused by the Heisenberg exchange term in 
the (spin-dependent) potential So we think that both modes 
are pure hbron modes, but that they will still be shifted by an 
external magnetic field which changes the magnetization 
and, thus, affects the spin factor {Sp'Sp ) in the Heisenberg 
term Here we report the explicit calculation of such shifts, 
as a function of the magnetic field strength, in α Άηάβ·02 
The calculations have been made as explained in Sec II 
Since we are mainly interested in the optical (q = 0) hbron 
modes which do not mix with the phonons, because of the 
symmetry in α and β·02, we have kept the centers of mass of 
the molecules fixed at the lattice sites As it is pnmanly the 
Heisenberg exchange term from which we expect the hbron 
shifts, we have retained the full geometry dependence of the 
Heisenberg coupling parameter J, as in Eqs ( 3 ) and ( 35 ) of 
paper I, but we have replaced the anisotropic spin terms in 
the Hamiltonian ofEq (9) m paper I by their scmiempmcal 
forms from Eq ( I ), in order to simplify the calculations 
The magnetic structure of a-0 2 is fairly rigid There is 
some frustration due to the an ti ferromagnetic coupling 
between the intralayer next-nearest neighbors which belong 
to the same sublattice In a magnetic field the spins in the 
same sublattice will remain parallel, however, and thus this 
frustration cannot be removed The magnetic order is 
further stabilized by the anisotropic spin terms, especially by 
the oui of-plane anisotropy So one needs high fields to dis­
tort the magnetic structure to an appreciable extent and the 
resulting shifts in the hbron frequencies will not be large 
Figure 2 shows these shifts for the optical В
я
 and Ag hbrons 
They amount up to 2 5 cm " ' for fields up to 30 Τ They vary 
only slightly (by about 0 I cm ') for different field direc­
tions, so that in a powder sample they should be measurable 
О Ю 2D JO 
B(lësto) 
FIG 3 Magnetic field induced lowering of the optical hbron frequency in 
ß-Oj The lower two curves have been calculated with the field parallel or 
antiparallcl lo one of the sublattice magnetizations within the ab plane 
too When the magnetic field lies along the b axis there is a 
discontinuity at 7 5 T, due to the spin flop At this field 
strength the shifts are still too small for the discontinuity to 
be visible, however 
In ¿7-02 we have assumed that the spins adopt the three-
sublattice structure The spin momenta he in the ab plane, 
which situation is stabilized by the out-of-plane anisotropic 
spin terms A magnetic field along the с axis gives the same с 
component to every spin This distortion is not very favor­
able and the effect on the Eg hbron frequency will be relative­
ly small, see Fig 3 If the field direction is parallel to the ab 
plane, the spin momenta can have all possible angles relative 
to this field We have treated the extreme cases, ι e , we have 
placed the field parallel to one of the sublattice magnetiz­
ations or antiparallel to it The three-sublattice order is a 
frustrated structure and it has been shown by several auth-
ors
2o-22
 t | i a t l t c a n easiiy bg distorted We have found that 
this is indeed so, for fields parallel to the ab plane The effects 
on the El hbron mode frequency are displayed in Fig 3 
Another interesting effect occurs in ¿0-О
г
 when we place 
the magnetic field parallel to the ab plane The angles 
between nearest neighbor spins are no longer the same for all 
neighbor pairs Via the average spin factors (S^S,. ) in the 
Heisenberg exchange term the mtermolecular potential 
differs for va nous neighbor pairs and the trigonal symmetry 
of the structural lattice is distorted The unit cell of the dis­
torted lattice contains three molecules The Bnllouin zone 
must be folded accordingly, and there will be phonons and 
hbrons at the zone boundary of the und is tort ed Bnllouin 
zone that he in the center of the distorted Bnllouin zone So, 
in a magnetic field parallel to the ab plane extra phonon or 
hbron peaks may become visible in the infrared or Raman 
spectra Their intensity will probably be small, however, as 
they differ only slightly from the phonons and hbrons that lie 
at the zone boundary in the absence of the field Also the 
threefold symmetry axis has disappeared and the Eg mode 
will therefore be split According to our calculations this 
splitting is small (less than 0 03 cm - 1 for fields up to 30 T), 
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and so we expect the other symmetry breaking effects to be 
small too 
In Fig 3 one can observe that for^-Oj the shift of the Eg 
libran frequency depends rather strongly on the magnetic 
ñeld direction So, in powder samples we expect, in contrast 
with a-O,, thai the Raman peak will not only be shifted but 
also broadened by the magnetic ñeld 
VI. CONCLUSION 
We have quantitatively predicted the effects of external 
magnetic fields on the a-ß phase transition temperature m 
solid oxygen, as well as on the Iibron frequencies in each of 
these phases For the phase transition temperature Г^, we 
have used simple thermodynamic arguments to show that 
T
ae
 is lowered by the magnetic field, to such an extent that it 
might be measurable in the highest static magnetic fields that 
can be reached in practice ( up to about 30 T) For the Iibron 
frequencies we have made quantitative calculations similar 
to those in paper I The magnetic field induced shifts of these 
frequencies are caused by the Heisenberg exchange term in 
the spin-dependent lattice potential, via the extremely strong 
dependence of the coupling parameter J on the molecular 
orientations 
We have found the largest shift for the £ , Iibron fre-
quency in /7-O2, when the magnetic field is parallel to the ab 
plane It is questionable whether this shift (2 9 cm' ' at 30 
T) can be measured, however, since the width of the ob-
served Raman line10 is 13 to 20 cm ' and, in powder sam-
ples, this width will be further increased by the magnetic 
field The shifts in theitg and AK Iibron frequencies are some-
what smaller ( 1 5 and 2 5 cm"', respectively, at 30 T) and 
the At peak is fairly broad too Especially the shift in the 
lower frequency Bt peak, which hasalmewidthofless than 1 
cm"', should be visible in the Raman spectrum, however, 
even at somewhat weaker fields According to the earlier 
interpretations17"" of the Raman spectra, the peak at the 
lower frequency should not shift at all. We end this paper by 
an appeal to the expenmentahsts It would be very useful as a 
verification of the theoretical models that have been pro-
posed for solid oxygen, if the magnetic field induced changes 
of the a-ß phase transition temperature and the Iibron fre-
quencies in a and /7-0, could indeed be measured 
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SUMMARY 
Theoretical approach to the optical, 
thermodynamic and magnetic properties 
of solid nitrogen and solid oxygen 
In this thesis the development of new lattice dynamics methods for molecu­
lar crystals and the application of these methods to various phases of solid 
nitrogen and solid oxygen have been presented. Thermodynamic, optical 
and (for oxygen) magnetic properties have been calculated and have been 
compared with experimental results. 
The new methods that have been developed for lattice dynamics calcu­
lations on molecular crystals are based on the Mean Field theory (MF) and 
on the Random Phase Approximation (RPA). They are quantum mechan-
ical methods that resemble methods used for electronic structure calcula­
tions in quantum chemistry; viz. Self-Consistent Field and Configuration 
Interaction methods. The methods complement each other. Calculations 
are begun with MF, which is an independent-particle method. Correlation 
between the motions of molecules is then taken care of in RPA, using the 
states that have been obtained with MF. The results of the RPA calcula­
tions are the collective excitations of the crystals. The motivation for devel­
oping and applying these methods has been the inadequacy of the (quasi)-
harmonic methods to handle large amplitude motions (see chapter 1). In 
molecular crystals motions in which the molecules change their orientations 
(librations or rotations) are such large amplitude motions. Therefore, MF 
and RPA have been applied initially to librations (section 2.1 and 2.2). Af­
ter this application yielded good results the methods have been extended to 
include translational vibrations, and the coupling of librations and transla-
tional vibrations (section 2.4). Later on, the methods have been extended 
further to include the spin waves in solid oxygen (section 3.1). 
Besides MF and RPA, some other methods have been used when par­
ticular problems were encountered. For one system (/З-О2) the precise na­
ture of the magnetic structure was not known. A classical model in which 
the magnetic energy is minimized has been invoked to solve this problem 
(see below and section 3.3). For another system (а-Оз) a symmetry analy­
sis has been made in order to gain a deeper understanding of some results 
of the numerical calculations (see below and section 3.2). In section 2.3 a 
new method has been developed to handle orientationally disordered crys­
tals. In such crystals the correlation between the orientations may lead to 
incorrect results when using MF. The new method is based on a generalized 
Ising Hamiltonian. This method can lead to orientational disorder although 
the various states for the individual molecules correspond to well-defined 
orientations. 
Calculations have been made for α-, β-, and 7-N2, and for a- and β-Ο^. 
The oc- and ^-phases of solid nitrogen are both ordered phases. Using MF 
we have calculated the orientations of the molecules in these phases, and 
the amplitudes of the librations and translational vibrations (section 2.1 
and 2.4). With RPA we have obtained the frequencies of the librons (col­
lective librations), the phonons (collective translational vibrations), and the 
mixed libron-phonon modes (section 2.4). We have compared these calcu­
lated results with experimental data, finding good agreement. The RPA 
calculation for a-Na has been extended (section 2.5). Most thermodynamic 
properties have been calculated in this thesis on the MF-level. For a-N2, 
however, they have also been calculated with the extended RPA method. 
The results that have been obtained with RPA agree better, in general, 
with experimental results than the results obtained with MF. 
The /?-phase of solid nitrogen is an orientationally disordered phase. 
Initially, a disordered structure was found in MF. The RPA calculation, 
however, yielded librons with imaginary frequencies, which could be shown 
to indicate that the MF solution was not stable. Indeed, another structure 
has been found with a considerably lower energy and with real libron fre­
quencies. Unfortunately, this structure was ordered. We made an ad hoc 
hypothesis in which jumps between six well-defined orientations for each 
molecule were assumed (section 2.2). Later we developed a new theory to 
account for these jumps explicitly. Using this theory it has been shown 
that each molecule in /J-Nj has an equal probability to be in one of the 
six orientations. There is a strong correlation between the orientations of 
nearest neighbours (section 2.3). 
The a- and /?-phases of solid oxygen are also ordered phases. Due to 
the triplet ground state of the oxygen molecules these phases have a mag­
netic structure. Besides the librons and phonons, there are also magnons 
in a- and β-Οζ. Quantum chemical calculations have shown that magnetic 
interactions between oxygen molecules depend strongly on the distance be­
tween and the orientations of the molecules. Using MF and RPA the libron, 
phonon and magnon frequencies have been calculated (section 3.1). A cor­
rect splitting of the librons in а-Ог has been obtained. We have shown that 
this splitting is due to the anisotropy in the magnetic interactions, which 
are normally neglected in lattice dynamics calculations of solid oxygen. 
Predictions have been made for the effects of a magnetic field on the libron 
frequencies and on the α-β phase transition temperature (section 3.4). The 
coupling between the magnons and the libron/phonons has been investi­
gated via a symmetry analysis, using co-representations of the magnetic 
space group. An experiment has been suggested for testing the selection 
rules that have been derived from the analysis (section 3.2). The magnetic 
structure of β-Οζ has been calculated by minimizing the magnetic energy. 
This structure was found to be incommensurate (section 3.3). 
SAMENVATTING 
Theoretische aanpak van de optische, 
therznodynamische en magnetische eigenschappen 
van vast stikstof en vast zuurstof 
In dit proefschrift zijn de ontwikkeling van nieuwe roosterdynamica me-
thoden voor moleculaire kristallen en de toepassing van deze methoden op 
verschillende fasen van vast stikstof en vast zuurstof gepresenteerd. Ther-
modynamische, optische en (voor zuurstof) magnetische eigenschappen zijn 
berekend en vergeleken met experimentele resultaten. 
De nieuwe methoden die ontwikkeld zijn voor de roosterdynamica 
berekeningen aan moleculaire kristallen zijn gebaseerd op de Mean Field 
theorie (MF) en de Random Phase Approximation (RPA). Dit zijn quan-
tummechanische methoden die lijken op methoden die gebruikt worden voor 
elektronenstruktuurberekeningen in de quantumchemie, nl. Self-Consistent 
Field en Configuratie Interactie methoden. De methoden vullen elkaar 
aan. Berekeningen worden begonnen met MF, wat een independent-particle 
methode is. Correlaties in de bewegingen van moleculen worden daarna 
meegenomen in RPA, gebruik makend van de toestanden die verkregen 
zijn m.b.v. MF. De uitkomsten van RPA zijn de collectieve excitaties van 
de kristallen. De reden waarom deze methoden ontwikkeld en toegepast 
zijn is dat de (quasi)-harmonische methoden niet in staat zijn grote am-
plitude bewegingen te behandelen (zie hoofdstuk 1). De bewegingen in 
moleculaire kristallen waarbij de moleculen hun oriëntatie veranderen (li-
braties of rotaties) zijn zulke grote amplitude bewegingen. Daarom zijn MF 
en RPA eerst toegepast op libraties (sectie 2.1 en sectie 2.2). Nadat deze 
toepassing goede resultaten opleverde zijn de methoden uitgebreid voor 
translatie-vibraties, en de koppeling van libraties met translatie-vibraties 
(sectie 2.4). Later zijn de methoden verder uitgebreid voor spingolven in 
vast zuurstof (sectie 3.1). 
Naast MF en RPA zijn er enkele andere methoden ontwikkeld en 
toegepast wanneer specifieke problemen optraden. Van één systeem (ß-O?) 
was de precíese aard van de magnetische struktuur niet bekend. Een 
klassiek model, waarbij de magnetische energie wordt geminimaliseerd, is 
gebruikt om dit probleem op te lossen (sectie 3.3). Voor een ander sys-
teem (а-Ог) is een symmetrie analyse gemaakt om een beter begrip te 
krijgen van de resultaten van de numerieke berekeningen (sectie 3.2). In 
sectie 2.3 is een nieuwe methode ontwikkeld om oriëntationeel wanordelijke 
kristallen te behandelen. In dergelijke kristallen kan MF door de corre-
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latie in de oriëntaties tot onjuiste resultaten leiden. De nieuwe methode is 
gebaseerd op een gegeneraliseerde Ising Hamiltoniaan. Deze methode kan 
oriëntationele wanorde beschrijven hoewel de verschillende toestanden van 
de individuele moleculen corresponderen met goed gedefinieerde oriëntaties. 
Er zijn berekeningen uitgevoerd voor α-, β- en 7-N2, en voor α- en 
β-θ2. De a- en 7-fase van vast stikstof zijn beide geordende fasen. We 
hebben m.b.v. MF de oriëntaties van de moleculen en de amplitudes van de 
libraties en de translatie-vibraties in deze fasen berekend (sectie 2.1 en 2.4). 
M.b.v. RPA hebben we de frequenties van de libronen (collectieve libraties), 
de fononen (collectieve translatie-vibraties) en de gemengde libron-fonon 
modes verkregen (sectie 2.4). We hebben deze berekeningen vergeleken 
met experimentele resultaten en een goede overeenstemming gevonden. In 
RPA berekeningen aan ÚÍ-N2 is de methode verder uitgebreid (sectie 2.5). 
De meeste thermodynamische grootheden zijn in dit proefschrift berekend 
op MF-niveau. Voor a-N2 zijn ze echter ook berekend m.b.v. de uitgebreide 
RPA methode. In het algemeen kloppen de resultaten van RPA beter met 
de experimentele resultaten dan die van MF. 
De /3-fase van vast stikstof is een oriëntationeel wanordelijke fase. Aan-
vankelijk werd m.b.v. MF een wanordelijke struktuur gevonden. De RPA 
berekeningen leverden echter libronen met imaginaire frequenties op, waar-
van aangetoond kon worden dat dit wijst op een instabiele MF oplossing. 
Er is dan ook een andere struktuur gevonden met een aanzienlijke lagere 
energie en met reële libronfrequenties. Helaas was deze struktuur geordend. 
We hebben een ad hoe hypothese opgesteld waarbij werd aangenomen dat 
er sprongen tussen zes goed gedefinieerde oriëntaties plaats vonden. Later 
hebben we een nieuwe theorie ontwikkeld om deze sprongen expliciet te 
verklaren. M.b.v. deze theorie is aangetoond dat elk molecuul in ^-N2 een 
gelijke waarschijnlijkheid heeft om één van de zes oriëntaties aan te nemen. 
Er is een sterke correlatie tussen de oriëntaties van naaste buren (sectie 
2.3). 
De α- en /?-fase van vast zuurstof zijn ook geordende fasen. Ten 
gevolge van de triplet grondtoestand van de zuurstofmoleculen hebben deze 
fasen een magnetische struktuur. Naast de libronen en de fononen zijn er 
ook magnonen in α- en ß-O^. Quantumchemische berekeningen hebben 
laten zien dat de magnetische interacties tussen zuurstofmoleculen sterk 
afhangen van de afstand tussen en de oriëntaties van de moleculen. M.b.v. 
MF en RPA zijn de libron-, fonon- en magnonfrequenties berekend (sectie 
3.1). Een correcte opsplitsing van de libronen in а-Ог werd verkregen. We 
hebben laten zien dat deze opsplitsing het gevolg is van de anisotropie in 
de magnetische interacties, die normaal verwaarloosd worden in de roos-
terdynamica berekeningen aan vast zuurstof. Voorspellingen zijn gedaan 
voor de effecten van een magnetisch veld op de libronfrequenties en op 
de a-ß faseovergangstemperatuur (sectie 3.4). De koppeling tussen de 
magnonen en de libronen/fononen is onderzocht via een symmetrie ana-
lyse, m.b.v. co-representaties van de magnetische ruimtegroep. Een experi-
ment is voorgesteld om de selectieregels die afgeleid zijn van de analyse te 
testen (sectie 3.2). De magnetische struktuur van /Э-Ог is berekend door de 
magnetische energie te minimaliseren. Hierbij werd een incommensurabele 
struktuur gevonden (sectie 3.3). 
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STELLINGEN 
1. De één-deeltjes Hamiltoniaan die Soulard et al. gebruiken voor de ver-
klaring van de Raman en inelastische neutronverstrooiingsexperimenten 
aan vast 4-methyl pyridine (CCHTN en CGDTN) is onzinnig. 
L. Soulard, F. Filiaux, G. Braaten, N. Le Calvé en B. Pasquier, CJiem. 
Phys. Lett. 125, 41 (1986). 
2. Bij het bepalen of hexasilabenzeen (SicHc) een vlakke dan wel een stoel-
conformatie aanneemt vergeten Nagase et al. de moleculaire vibraties. 
S. Nagase, H. Taramae en T. Kudo, J. Chem. Phys. 86, 4513 (1987). 
3. Bij de vergelijking van moleculaire dynamica en roosterdynamica gaat 
Righini uit van een te beperkte groep van roosterdynamicamethoden. 
R. Righini, Physica 131B, 234 (1985). 
4. Het gebruik van kromlijnige coördinaten in de harmonische benadering 
heeft geen enkel voordeel, maar wel enige nadelen. 
S. Dasgupta en S. Sengupta, J. Phys. C20, 1611 (1987). 
W.J. Brie Is, A.P.J. Jansen en A. van der Avoird, Adv. Quant. Chem. 
18, 131 (1986). 
5. De magnetische structuur van de ¿-fase van zuurstof geadsorbeerd aan 
grafiet die Hardouin Duparc en Etters geven is niet stabiel. 
O.B.M. Hardouin Duparc en R.D. Etters J. CAem. Phys. 86, 1020 
(1987). 
6. Gibson's voorspelling dat zijn Padé approximant methode ook geschikt is 
voor de berekening van thermodynamische grootheden van een double well 
oscillator is niet te rechtvaardigen met zijn resultaten voor een deeltje in 
een doos, een rigid rotor en een (an)harmonische oscillator. 
W.G. Gibson, J. Phys. AIT, 1877 (1984); ibid. A17, 1891 (1984). 
7. Berekeningen aan de translatie-rotatie-koppeling in oriëntationeel wanorde-
lijke kristallen zijn niet goed gefundeerd aangezien er te weinig bekend is 
van de rotatie-dynamica in dit soort kristallen. 
K.H. Michel en J. Naudts, J. CAem. PJiys. 67, 547 (1977). 
S. Galam, Phys. Lett. 122, 271 (1987). 
8. Zetwerk vervaardigd m.b.v. een tekstverwerker met afbreekalgoritme dient 
men goed te controleren op afbreekfouten. Immers, een lid van de regering 
zal het niet op prijs stellen indien hij /zij gedegradeerd wordt tot een mini-
ster. Maar zelfs als het afbreken in principe goed is kunnen rare effecten 
ontstaan. Zo kan beter vermeden worden dat een bisschop in een massage-
bed terecht komt. 
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